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1 INTRODUCTION

The material contained herein is for information purposes only and may be used to aid new employees and those unfamiliar with ODOT traffic engineering practices, in accessing and applying applicable standards, statutes, rules, and policies related to traffic signal operation and design.

There are two main manuals that shall be used to create Traffic Signal Plans and Specifications on the state highway system:

1. ODOT Traffic Signal Design Manual
2. ODOT Traffic Signal Drafting Manual

The ODOT Traffic Signal Design Manual focuses on the design aspects of traffic signals while the second manual focuses on the drafting of the completed design. Both manuals assume you have a basic understanding of the topics presented.

1.1 About Us

The Traffic Signal Standards Unit is responsible for maintaining and interpretation of the ODOT Traffic Signal Design Manual. This group is part of Traffic Engineering Services, which is a unit within the Traffic-Roadway Section.

Doug Bish, P.E.
Traffic Services Engineer (Manager)
503-986-3594
Doug.W.Bish@ODOT.state.or.us

Scott Cramer, P.E.
Traffic Signal Engineer (Crew Lead)
503-986-3596
Scott.B.Cramer@ODOT.state.or.us

Katryn Johnson, P.E.
Traffic Signal QC Engineer
503-986-3595
Katryn.L.Johnson@ODOT.state.or.us

Joe Searcy, General Journeyman Electrician
Traffic Signal Standards Specialist
503-986-3577
Herbert.J.Searcy@ODOT.state.or.us

Jeff Hayes, P.E.
Traffic Control Systems Engineer
503-986-3251 or 503-731-8227
Jeffrey.D.HAYES@odot.state.or.us
1.2 Availability
This manual is a web-only document, which can be accessed and printed in its entirety from the ODOT Traffic Signal Information web site:


1.3 Updates
This manual is updated continually and revisions will be made as necessary, typically on a yearly basis in June or July. The revised manual becomes effective on the official revision date (month/year format). All design work prior to final plans shall follow the requirements of the current version of this manual.

If you wish to receive notification of future revisions of this manual and other updates for ODOT traffic signal standards, subscribe to our e-mail notification system by e-mailing the Traffic Signal QC Engineer.

1.4 Change Requests
If you would like to suggest changes to the ODOT Traffic Signal Design Manual, please contact the Traffic Signal QC Engineer.

1.5 Document Revision Summary

1.5.1 Revision: December 2013
- Complete reformat of document
- New information on video detection
- New information on roadway design
- New procedure for Railroad Preemption Plan Sheet
- New information on operational approval
- New information on design approval

1.5.2 Revision: October 2014
- Minor revisions based on comments received during the draft manual release in December 2013
1.5.3 Revision: January 2016

Chapter 2 Design Approval Process:
1. Figure 2-1 (organization chart) – updated chart
2. Section 2.5 (Design Approval Process): Info on plan requirements at each milestone

Chapter 3 Signal Operation & Operational Approval:
3. Section 3.3.1 (ring and barrier diagram) – added bold note clarifying intent of the ring and barrier diagram; to clearly show the conflicts that require conflict monitoring.
4. New Section 3.3.3 (Flashing yellow left turn arrow with NOT-PED) – This section was added to describe the FYA not-ped feature and explain why it is NOT shown in the ring and barrier diagram.
5. Section 3.3.5 (not-ped overlap phases) – added a note to reference new section 3.3.3 (flashing yellow left turn arrow with NOT-PED) to make sure designers go to the right section for FYA not-ped info.
6. New Section 3.3.6 (Pedestrian Overlap Phases) – This section was added to describe pedestrian overlaps. Added new figure in this section.
7. Updated Figure 3-9 (ring & barrier diagrams: Multiple intersections using a single controller, example 1) – revised OLA designations from “,” to “&” for consistency. Fixed lane use typo.
8. Updated Figure 3-10 (ring & barrier diagrams: Multiple intersections using a single controller, example 2) – revised OLA designations from “,” to “&” for consistency.
9. New Section 3.3.11 (dummy phases) – this section was added to describe dummy phases.
   Added two figures to this section showing a dummy phase.
10. Updated Figure 3-11 (ring & barrier diagrams: Multiple intersections using a single controller, example 3) – revised OLA designations from “,” to “&” for consistency.

Chapter 5 Signal Plan:
11. Section 5.2 (Vehicle signal head layout) – added two bullets, signal heads should be mounted overhead and they should be aligned vertically.
12. Added new section 5.2.3 (supplemental near-side signal heads) – added info to clarify and show examples of use of near side signal heads.
13. Section 5.2.5 (signal head louvers and cut-off visors) – added cut off visors to this section and a new figure.
14. Table 5-3 (standard signal heads for right turn phases) – added 2 rows to the table to describe standard heads for signalized right turn slip lanes (Type 3R only, NOT type 2). Clarified that the opposing left turn CAN NOT be a permissive left turn if there is single receiving lane. Added figure 5-23 (signal head placement for right turn phases – Right turn slip lanes).
15. Table 5-3 (standard signal heads for right turn phases) – added a reference to the MUTCD section that prohibits a permissive opposing left turn movement and protected right turn movement to occur concurrently.
16. New Section 5.3.2 (Street name signs and guide signs – custom designed signs) – moved some info about custom signs into its own section for easier reference. Added info about max size of custom sign.

17. Section 5.6 (illumination) – hyperlinked lighting manuals to illumination webpage

18. Section 5.6 (illumination) – added new section for LED fixtures & changed standard from HPS to LED as per the Illumination Engineer

19. Section 5.6.2 (illumination wiring) – added a bullet point describing TC cable and a bullet describing bond wire

20. Section 5.9 (battery back-up) – deleted erroneous reference to Signal Policy and Guidelines (SP&G) – added information that was once contained in the SP&G.

21. Section 5.10.1 (Controller Cabinets/Location): Info on opening cabinet door off right-of-way

22. Section 5.13.1 (Conduit Size): 2" spare conduit for detection required between signal pole and first JB in the same quadrant. To allow for future retrofit of alternative detection.

23. Figure 5-17 (signal head types) – updated figure to include Type 1R and Type 1Y.

24. Figure 5-27 (signal head placement for right turn phasing) – updated the sign used with the Type 5 signal head (from OR22-14 to OR10-15)

25. Figure 5-31 & 5-32 (common signs used for traffic control) – updated sign AL/12: removed OR22-14 (“right turn yield to peds on green ball symbol”) info and replaced with OR10-15 (turning vehicles stop for ped) info. Added sign AL/3T (‘No trucks’ R5-2) and sign AL/20 (“Except bus” OR3-7a)

26. Figure 5-33 (signs no longer used) – added OR22-14 to the list.

**Chapter 6 Detector Plan:**

27. New Section 6.3.2 (Overlap Phase Detection) – added this section discuss the need for overlap phase detection to be assigned to a parent phase.

28. Section 6.4 (standard detection layout) – revised this section to be more general and moved the chart into the Inductive loop detection section. Added a figure illustrating the standard layout

29. Section 6.6 (detector input file) – added “stretch” to CO (carryover) definition.

30. Section 6.6.1 (332S cabinet: 2070 controller with a C11 connector) – changed the 8 asterisks locations to include “count” as a function, as per Darren Lawerence.

31. Section 6.7.12 (Induction Loop Detection/Conduit): 2" spare conduit for detection required between signal pole and first JB in the same quadrant. To allow for future retrofit of alternative detection.

32. Section 6.7.12 (Induction Loop Detection/Conduit): added info as per Region 4 - Regions may have a larger minimum conduit size than the statewide minimum – verify with Region.

33. Section 6.8.3 (Standard video detection zone layout) – revised this section to show new video detection standard layout. Added a figure illustrating the standard layout.

34. Section 6.10 (radar detection) – separated the radar and microwave detection information. Revised and added radar information. Added new radar detection standard layout. Added a figure illustrating the standard layout.

35. Section 6.12 (Use of multiple detection technologies at a single intersection) – added language to limit this to 2 max.
36. Figure 6-43 (camera labeling) and section 6.8.1 (camera placement and labeling) – fixed a typo (clockwise changed to counterclockwise)
37. Figure 6-52 (use of inductance loops and video detection at the same intersection) – updated illustration to reflect current standards for video detection placement.

Chapter 9 Details Plan
38. Section 9.3.3 (equipment on mast arm) – fixed a typo – should be rounded to nearest ½ foot, not 1/10 of a foot.
39. Section 9.3.5 (Luminaires) – changed standard from HPS to LED

Chapter 11 Temporary Signal Plan
40. Section 11.6.3 (Service Cabinet and Meter Base) – Reference to old standard details was removed and reference to revised standard drawing added.

Chapter 19 Specifications, Bid Items & Cost Estimate
41. Section 19.2 (Review & Approval of the special provisions) – added a reference to figure 19-4 as an example of a modification that requires review and concurrence of the technical expert.
42. Added new section 19.4 (letter of public interest finding) – this section was added to explain when and why this is needed.

Chapter 20 Cabinet Prints
43. Section 20.3 (procedure for producing cabinet prints) – revised this section based on the new procedure established in Sept 2014.
44. Section 20.4 (creating the cabinet print) – made a few revisions (file naming convention and added info about FINAL CABINET PRINTS location)
45. Chapter 20 (Cabinet Prints) – reformatted chapter to follow 332S cabinet print layout. Added info about 332S cabinet.

Chapter 23 Quick Reference
46. Chapter 23 (Quick reference) – Added video and radar detection information. Revised layout of detection/input file info.
47. Chapter 23 (Quick reference) – updated sign info (AL/12).
48. Chapter 23 (Quick reference) – added info for cabinet limitations (input, output and conflict monitor constraints)
49. Section 23.3 (loop detector information): added info as per Region 4 - Regions may have a larger minimum conduit size than the statewide minimum – verify with Region.
50. Section 23.6 (sign information): updated chart to include signs AL/3T, AL/20 and the revised AL/12.
51. Section 23.7 (junction box & conduit information): 2” spare conduit for detection required between signal pole and first JB in the same quadrant. To allow for future retrofit of alternative detection.
52. Section 23.13 (junction box and conduit information): added info as per Region 4 - Regions may have a larger minimum conduit size than the statewide minimum – verify with Region.
53. Chapter 23 (Quick reference) – added info about the checklists and hyperlinked examples
1.5.4 Revision: June 2017

1. Updated web link on cover page
2. General, minor wordsmithing on several areas (content and intent remain unchanged).

Chapter 1 Introduction

3. Section 1.1: About Us – Added Jeff Hayes contact information
4. Section 1.2: updated web link to manual
5. Section 1.3: changed updated frequency from twice a year to once a year
6. Section 1.3: added link to our subscribe/unsubscribe list for e-mail notification of changes and updates to the manual

Chapter 2 Design Approval Process

7. Section 2.1: updated Figure 2-1 (organization chart)
8. Section 2.2: added info about Roadway Design Exceptions for ADA pushbutton accessibility and link to section 5.4 for more info.
9. Section 2.5: added “temporary workzone” to list of other disciplines plans that could be helpful during review
10. Section 2.8: Added quick reference section electrical crew preferences form

Chapter 4 Starting the Design

11. Section 4.3.2: updated hwy number cross reference guide web link

Chapter 5 Signal Plan

12. General – added note at beginning to go to quick reference chapter for electrical crew preferences form
13. Section 5.1.2: added language to verify crosswalk closures (even existing closed crosswalks) have been approved by the STRE.
14. Section 5.1.3: added language that doesn’t require curb ramps if there is no sidewalk, such as at rural intersections (specifies curb ramps are required if sidewalk is present)
15. Figure 5-1 Standard Closed Crosswalk Signing support and installation (TM490): updated figure to match current TM490
16. Section 5.1.2: changed clearance from barricade from 4’ to 5’ min as per TM490
17. Section 5.1.3: Added information related to new ADA requirements for ramp design and updated figure 5-4, figure 5-5, figure 5-6, and figure 5-7.
18. Added new section 5.1.4: information on Roadway ramp detail sheets and pole locations.
19. Section 5.1.4: Changed requirement for a two-phase pedestrian crossing configuration from “shall be staggered...” to “should be staggered”. And added language about countdown heads mitigating the confusion associates with non-staggered two-phase pedestrian crossings.
20. Section 5.2.1: deleted bi-modal and one section signals from list of unique heads (now are listed on TM460)
21. Figure 5-17 Signal Head Types: updated to include new signal head types defined on TM460
22. Table 5-2 Standard signal Heads for Left Turn Phases: Added info for Type 3LCF and Type 3LBF signal heads.
23. Figure 5-27 Signal Head Placement for Left Turn Phasing: Updated figure to include Type 3LCF and 3LBF heads. Deleted illustration that showed using a type 4L signal head with an approach that does not have an exclusive left turn lane (this is not allowed by MUTCD section 4D.17 paragraph 06).

24. Figure 5-40 Common signs used for traffic control: Added “STRE approval required” for signs AL/3U and AL/3T (U-Turn Permitted and No trucks).

25. Section 5.4 (Pedestrian Signal Equipment Layout): completely revised with added information related to ADA pushbutton accessibility from technical bulletin TRS16-01(B). Additional info for two ramps sharing one turning space.

26. New section 5.4.8 Pushbutton located behind guardrail: Revised information allowing pushbuttons located behind guardrail.

27. Section 5.4.10 Indication Type: Changed “shall” to “Should” for upgrading all pedestrian signals for an entire intersection at the same time to allow more flexibility for ADA constraints.

28. Section 5.5.5: changed illumination requirements from “if warranted” to a default standard of including illumination on all mast arm and strain poles at an intersection.

29. Section 5.5.7: removed “signalized right turn slip lanes” from list of typical vehicle pedestal installations.

30. Section 5.5: added info about pushbutton mounting (pedestals = yes, big poles = no) with reference back to section 5.4.

31. Section 5.6: changed illumination requirements from “if warranted” to a default standard of including illumination on all mast arm and strain poles at an intersection.

32. Section 5.15.6: corrected typo for wiring of Type 6L head.

33. Section 5.6.1: deleted statement about contacting illumination engineer for new LED spec (02926) as it is now published.

34. Section 5.7: modified language for fire preemption for clarity.

35. Figure 5-56 Standard Drawing TM470 Signal head wiring: updated to include Types 3LBF and 3LCF. Removed Type 4L.

36. Updated Figures 5-57 thru 5-63 and corresponding text (wiring for signal head types) to match updated TM460.

Chapter 6 Detector Plan
37. Fixed counterclockwise typos for radar and video camera labeling.

Chapter 11 Temporary Signal Plan
38. Section 11.2 – added restriction to allow only one signal mast arm to be installed per intersection at day of turn on.

39. Section 11.6.5 – made reference to section 5.4 for pushbutton accessibility requirements.

40. Figure 11-15 – fixed typo in lane use in the phase rotation diagram.

41. New Section 11.7.3 Stop Line Location.

Chapter 12 Flashing Beacon Plan
42. Section 12.4.6 added reference to new moveable bridges chapter.

43. Section 12.2: added Standard Detail references for solar power RRFB to list.
44. Section 12.6: deleted reference to an old (no longer accessible) standard detail DET4414

**Chapter 13 Ramp Meter Plan**
45. Removed references to TM497 (details have since been deleted from this drawing).
46. Removed references to TM497 (deleted) and replaced with TM492

**Chapter 16 Railroads**
47. Section 16.3: added language, “The Crossing Order must be completed prior to PS&E.”
48. Section 16.6.1: added provision for allowing one 10 conductor 12 AWG gauge conductor cable instead of individual conductors at the Region Electrical Crew direction.
49. New section 16.4 Railroad Utility Permits

**Chapter 17 Fire Signal Plan**
50. Section 17.4.1: added a provision for flashing yellow operation on the mainline if the STRE Operational Approval documents the use. For example a unique application: the fire signal in downtown Roseburg on Douglas Ave uses Flashing Yellow due to the extremely close proximity to a traffic signal and is meant to approaching stop vehicles while the traffic signal clears the queue that blocks the fire entrance.
51. Section 17.4.3: Removed single circular green signal indication as an option for a confirmation light. Only option is a tattle-tail indicator due to the simplicity of a direct hardwire.
52. Section 17.4.5: revised information for Tattle-tail indicators and referenced DET4400

**Chapter 19 Specifications Bid Items and Cost Estimates**
53. Section 19.5.1: added clarification to power hook-up anticipated cost (includes conduit, trenching and wiring from the power source to the service)

**Chapter 20 Cabinet Print**
54. Section 20.1: added language requiring cabinet prints for temporary signals (for each stage/phase there is a change to interior components)
55. Section 20.4: changed format of prints from 8.5x11 to 11x17
56. Section 20.6: deleted requirement for TSSU to complete the conflict monitor diode card
57. Section 20.6.3: revised section to describe to designers how to complete the conflict monitor diode card
58. Section 20.6.5: fixed typo – A6 (not A4) is not monitored
59. Section 20.9: added Railroad preemption site specific constraints to list of info that should be on the intersection drawing.

**Chapter 21 Construction Support**
60. Added new section 21.4.1 for Field verification forms (Signal Pole and Signal Pole Foundation)

**Chapter 23 Moveable Bridges**
61. Added an entire new chapter

**Chapter 24 Quick Reference**
2 DESIGN APPROVAL PROCESS

The Traffic-Roadway Section has reviewed and approved traffic signal plan sheets for many years with the effort becoming formalized in the mid 2000’s when ODOT decentralized the design functions of the agency. The main focus of the Traffic-Roadway Section’s design review and approval is to identify and resolve any errors/omissions so that the design as shown in the plan sheets:

- is safe for the public
- meets the requirements of the operational approval documentation
- meets the requirements of the MUTCD and other applicable ODOT design, policy and guideline documents.
- is maintainable (ease of maintenance and economical)
- is constructible (staging, schedule, and economical)
- is readable and can be understood by those in the industry (drafting standards)
- contains clear, non-conflicting information
- results in zero to minimal construction change orders

The Traffic-Roadway Section’s design review will look at big picture issues as well as the details of the design, down to the conduit sizes and wire counts. The design review also includes a review of the signal operation details by the Traffic Signal Operations Unit. The operational review is coordinated by the Traffic Signal Engineer. As expected, reviews during the early phases of the design process will be more focused on big picture issues, becoming more focused on the details as design phase progresses. Typically a detailed review of the plans cannot be completed until the big picture issues are resolved, so it is important to address the big picture issues as early as possible.

Note: There are two separate types of approvals for traffic signal work – the Operational Approval and the Design Approval. See Chapter 3 for information on the Operational Approval.
2.1 Traffic-Roadway Organizational Structure

It is helpful to understand how the Traffic-Roadway section is organized and how the key positions will interact with the signal designer during the design review process. The organization chart below shows only the traffic signal related positions.

Figure 2-1 | Organization Chart
2.2 Design Exceptions, Non-Standard Design, and Experimental Design

All traffic control devices installed in the state of Oregon are required to conform to the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) and the Oregon Supplements as to the MUTCD as established by ORS 810.200 and OAR 734-020-0005.

The MUTCD, as well as this manual, contains Shall, Should, and May language which indicates what is required, recommended, and optional. Traffic design should not deviate from a Shall or Should statement unless it is prudent to do so, as per section 1A.13 of Oregon Supplement to the MUTCD.

Section 1A.13 of the Oregon Supplement to the MUTCD: “The decision to use a particular device at a particular location is typically made on the basis of an engineering study at the location. Thus, while this Manual provides standards for design and application of traffic control devices, the Manual is not a substitute for engineering judgment. It is the intent that the provisions of this Manual be standards for traffic control devices installation, but not a legal requirement for installation.”

If the design or operation of a traffic control device must deviate from a Shall or Should statement, the deviation will be addressed by the Traffic-Roadway Section in the form of either an Operational Approval (see Chapter 3) or through the Design Approval process (see Section 2.5) depending on the nature of the deviation. The design exception process, used in other disciplines like roadway design, is NOT used for traffic design. However, new requirements for pushbutton accessibility are an exception and will require a Roadway Design Exception if they cannot be met. See Section 5.4 for detailed information.

Certain deviations may be considered experimental and require an additional approval from FHWA. All requests for FHWA experimental approval are processed by the Traffic-Roadway Section. See the ODOT Traffic Manual section 6.18 for more information on exceptions, deviations, and requests to experiment.
2.3 Project Types That Require Design Approval

There are four different types of projects which might contain traffic signal work that requires review and Design Approval of the Traffic-Roadway Section:

1. **Projects let for bid by ODOT**
   This is the typical method ODOT uses. The plans and specifications are developed within a project team. The work is reviewed and approved by the Traffic-Roadway Section before the project is let for bid.

2. **Projects let for bid by a local agency**
   The Local Agency, typically a City or County, lets the contract for bid. The ODOT Local Agency Liaison coordinates reviews of the plans and specifications within ODOT. The work is reviewed and approved by the Traffic-Roadway Section before the local agency is allowed to let the contract for bid.

3. **Projects by ODOT Permit**
   ODOT will issue a permit to work on State Right of Way. A common scenario is a developer wants to improve an area such as building a large retail store. This large retail store will impact the State Highway and typically some sort of mitigation is required. The ODOT District Office coordinates with the ODOT Region Traffic Engineer and the developer and issues a permit for construction once the work is reviewed and approved by the Traffic-Roadway Section.

4. **Projects by State Forces.**
   Plans and specification are created and given directly to State Forces for construction. Typically these projects are simple in scope such as upgrading to countdown pedestrian signals or changing left turn phasing. The project is developed similar to “projects let for bid by ODOT” described above, but considerably less formal. See Chapter 23 for more information on state force work.
2.4 Plan Sheets That Require Design Approval

Design Approval is required for each plan sheet that contains signal work. The Traffic-Roadway Section shall approve the following plan sheets for all ODOT owned or maintained traffic signals before the project is let for bid:

1. Permanent signals, both new installations and modifications to existing signals. This includes all components of a traffic signal: signal, detector, interconnect, details, railroad preemption, existing utilities, etc.
2. Temporary signals (excluding portable temporary signals)
3. Ramp Meters
4. Actuated flashing beacons (includes RRFB, Tunnel, and Bridge applications)
5. Flashing beacons mounted overhead
6. Pedestrian signals
7. Fire signals
8. Red light enforcement

Review and approval is NOT required for local agency owned and maintained traffic signals. However, federally funded local agency projects may request a courtesy review from the Traffic-Roadway Section for compliance with federal and state minimum requirements.

2.5 Design Approval Process

Plan sheets should be submitted to the Traffic Signal Engineer for review at all major project milestones: DAP (Design Acceptance Package), Preliminary, Advanced, and Plans-in-Hand. Plans may also be submitted for review independently of the project’s major milestones or Project Leader’s official schedule if it makes sense to do so. The design plans should progress in level of detail and completeness at each milestone. The requirements for each milestone, as detailed below, will enable efficient TRS reviews (faster turnaround, with fewer comments to address) and also should result in less re-work for the signal designer between reviews.

Use the Excel QA/QC Checklists (with hyperlinked examples) before submitting the plans for Traffic Standards Review. This will drastically reduce the number of comments to address during the review period!

1. DAP Plans (30% complete):
   a. The signal appurtenances do not need to be detailed with bubble notes at this stage, just symbolically shown.
   b. Signal plan sheet
      i. Number of lanes & lane use (as per the completed Operation Approval)
      ii. Crosswalks/Crosswalk closures (as per the completed Operation Approval)
      iii. ADA ramps (i.e. basic style to be used to identify the amount of right-of-way needed to accommodate proper placement).
iv. Normal Signal Phasing diagram (as per the completed Operational Approval)

v. Location of mast arm poles, strain poles, pedestals, controller cabinet, and service cabinet (used to identify the amount of right-of-way needed to accommodate proper placement).

vi. Location of potential commercial power source

vii. Existing and proposed right-of-way lines shown

c. Identification of lane reductions occurring within ½ mile of the intersection and verification that the length before reduction can accommodate standard traffic control devices/signal operation (used to identify the amount of right-of-way needed to accommodate proper placement).

d. Placeholder signal plan sheets that will be needed with appropriate titles and intersection info (legend, detector plan, interconnect plan, existing utilities, details, removal, railroad preemption plan sheet, etc.)

2. Preliminary Plans (70% complete):
   a. The signal appurtenances should all be detailed with bubble notes for each plan sheet at this stage.
      i. signal heads, pedestrian heads, pushbuttons
      ii. regulatory signs
      iii. junction boxes
      iv. conduit
      v. wiring (signal, detector, and interconnect)
      vi. Illumination and photoelectric cell
      vii. fire preemption detectors
      viii. Crosswalk closure barricades
      ix. Detector layout and detector wiring diagram
      x. Fire preemption diagram
      xi. Right-of-way lines established

   b. Photometric analysis complete

   c. Railroad preemption plan sheet complete

   d. Placeholder signal plan sheets for temporary/stage construction

3. Advance Plans (95% complete):
   a. Label all poles and pedestals on project

   b. Pole entrance chart completed

   c. Geotech report finished and referenced near pole entrance chart

   d. List of applicable standard drawings in the first sheet of the plan set

   e. TSSU No.

   f. Custom notes

   g. Temporary/Stage construction plan sheets detailed

4. Plans-in-Hand (100% complete)
   a. TRS Dwg. Numbers
The Traffic-Roadway Section is available at every step of the way during the design process to help answer questions, evaluate alternatives, and provide assistance.

Plans may be submitted either electronically (preferred) or hard copy. If submitting electronically, the preferred format is a single PDF that contains all of the signal related plan sheets. Other discipline’s plan sheets for the project (temporary workzone, roadway, signing, striping, illumination, etc.) may also be submitted with the signal work if available, as they can be helpful when reviewing the traffic signal plans.

It is very beneficial to provide a design narrative along with the plan sheets. For complex projects or when the constraints/scope of the project requires non-standard design, the signal designer should set up a meeting with the Traffic-Roadway Section to discuss the project and constraints, as this can greatly reduce the amount of time needed for review and the number of comments/questions resulting from the review.

The standard time frame for the Traffic-Roadway Section review is two weeks, but this could be more or less depending on the workload/deadlines at the time. Once the review is complete, a list of comments is sent to the signal designer to be addressed by the next project milestone (or sooner). There is no limit to the number of reviews that are conducted and they may not correspond to the number of official major project milestone reviews; some projects may only require one (simple, small project) while some projects may require seven or more (complex, large project or projects with non-standard design).

Complex Project? Constraints requiring non-standard signal design? Schedule a meeting with the Traffic-Roadway Section to discuss!
The comments from the Traffic-Roadway Section review are typically contained in an excel spreadsheet that assigns a unique comment number to each comment made. See Figure 2-2. Red line mark-ups of plan sheets are not done. Each comment will have a date and sheet number associated with it (or it will indicate “General” if the comment applies to multiple sheets). There is a column “Designer Response” that is for the signal designer to use to respond to each comment. When all of the Traffic-Roadway Section comments have been addressed by the designer, the updated plans need to be re-submitted to the Traffic-Roadway Section with the excel spreadsheet containing the designer response to the Traffic-Roadway Section comments. All of the comments must be resolved to the Traffic Signal Engineer’s satisfaction prior to getting the approval signature.

**Figure 2-2 | Excel Comment Spreadsheet Sample**

Don’t forget to include the excel spreadsheet with designer responses when re-submitting plans for review! This helps decrease the time needed for plan review.
2.5.1 ODOT Let Projects

For ODOT let projects the Project Leader will be in charge of the schedule and plan review distribution for each milestone. In this case, follow the process as stated by the Project Leader for plan review distribution. For state force projects, the design phase is not as formal as a standard STIP project and the signal designer will likely be in charge of the schedule for plan review distribution.

It is the signal designer’s responsibility to make sure that a set of the plans makes it to the Traffic Signal Engineer for review; either by adding the Traffic Signal Engineer to the Project Leader’s plan review distribution list or by sending the plan sheets to the Traffic Signal Engineer directly.

2.5.2 Non-ODOT Let Projects & Consultant Signal Designers

For non-ODOT let projects (local agency or development projects) and consultant designed plans (ODOT let project that is designed by a consultant) an ODOT point of contact will be responsible for plan review distribution of plans to other ODOT personnel. They are typically not responsible for maintaining the project development schedule, only coordinating the review period when the designer deems the plans ready for review. The main point of contact (Region Traffic, Local Agency Liaison, Project Leader, or District Office) will vary depending on the project type and which region and district the project is located in.

Submit the plans to the designated ODOT point of contact who will forward the plans to the Traffic Signal Engineer for review. The Traffic-Roadway Section will then submit comments back to the signal designer through the designated ODOT point of contact. Direct contact can be made to the Traffic-Roadway Section regarding the plan review and Traffic-Roadway Section comments; in fact, the designated ODOT point of contact may encourage direct contact regarding the technical details of traffic signal design rather than being a “middle man”. However, the ODOT point of contact should always be kept in the loop of decisions made.

2.6 Getting TRS Drawing Numbers

Each signal related plan sheet is issued a unique TRS Drawing Number that is assigned by the Traffic-Roadway Section. This is how the plan sheets are archived. The sheet number directly relates to the age of the project; the lower the number, the older the plan sheet.

TRS Drawing numbers should be requested by the signal designer once the final number of plan sheets for a project is known and highly unlikely to change (typically near the end of the design process). This is done by contacting the Traffic Signal Engineer and sending a PDF document (preferred) or hard copy of each plan sheet on the project that needs a drawing number. Drawing number requests are a high priority; they are processed as soon as possible, often within hours of the request.
2.7 Getting the Design Approval Signature

Each signal related plan sheet shall contain a signature block for “Traffic Section Approval”. When all comments on the signal plans have been resolved to the Traffic Signal Engineer’s satisfaction the final plans are printed on mylar, sealed by the Engineer of Record, and sent to the Traffic-Roadway Section for signature. The approval signature is required to be either the Traffic Signal Engineer or person(s) that are authorized by the Traffic Signal Engineer (typically a member of the Traffic Signal Standards Unit). See Figure 2-3 for authorized signatures.

Figure 2-3 | Authorized Signatures

Scott Cramer
Katryn Johnson
Joe Searcy

2.7.1 ODOT Let Projects
Submit one set of sealed mylars to the Traffic-Roadway Section for the approval signature. Once signed, the Traffic-Roadway Section will return the mylars to the signal designer. Follow the procedures as per the Office of Project Letting for getting the project finished and distributed.

2.7.2 Non-ODOT Let Projects
Submit two sets of sealed mylars to the Traffic-Roadway Section for the approval signature. Once signed, one set will be retained by the Traffic-Roadway Section for archiving and the other set will be returned to the signal designer for plan set distribution and non-ODOT archiving.

Not having an Authorized Signature on your plan sheets can delay the project bid let date
2.8 Review by Others

In addition to the review and approval from Traffic-Roadway Section, plan sheets should also be reviewed by Region Traffic, Region Electricians, the Construction Office, and any other interested parties (e.g. local agency, historic committees, etc.). Due to the flexibility for some design elements based on Region Electrical Crew preferences (as described in this manual), it is critical to coordinate with the Electrical Crew during the design phase to ensure maintenance concerns are addressed and documented. To accomplish this, download the Electrical Crew Preferences Form from Chapter 24 and follow the directions.

The signal designer is responsible for ensuring the plans are distributed to the appropriate parties for review, with one exception; a consultant signal designer working on ODOT let project or a project by permit (e.g. development project) where an ODOT point of contact has been established. The ODOT point of contact will be responsible for ensuring the plans are reviewed by the appropriate ODOT personnel.

While the Traffic-Roadway Section makes every attempt to produce comments that do not conflict with other ODOT review comments, it does happen. If other reviewer’s comments conflict with the comments received from the Traffic-Roadway Section, it is best to discuss the issue with both parties to determine the appropriate action to take. The conflicting comments may have a simple resolution, such as an incorrect assumption of which standard should be applied to the project because a project narrative was not included with the plan review. Or the conflicting comments may require more discussion to resolve, such as need to move a crosswalk location or change the signal phasing from what the operational approval requires.

A review by either the signal designer’s crew lead or another designer is recommended for the following items, as they are not included in the Traffic-Roadway Section review:

- Quantities and cost estimate
- Special Provision Boiler Plates. Note that the Special Provision boiler plates are only checked and approved by the Traffic Signal Engineer (technical owner of the traffic signal specifications) if you have made any non-standard changes. The Traffic Signal Engineer only reviews and approves the portion of the special provisions where the non-standard change was made. See Chapter 19 for more information on Specifications.
3 SIGNAL OPERATIONS AND OPERATIONAL APPROVAL

3.1 Operational Approval

Traffic signal operational approvals come in two forms:

1. State Traffic-Roadway Engineer (STRE)
2. Region Traffic Engineer (RTE)

The SRTE can approve any operation on State Highways. The STRE has delegated some authority to the RTE. For more information on what design features require STRE or RTE approval, consult Chapter 5 of the ODOT Traffic Manual. The ODOT Traffic Manual also contains valuable information on many ODOT traffic policies, including the process for obtaining the necessary traffic signal Operational Approvals. The ODOT Traffic Signal Policy and Guidelines also contains information on signal operations and approval. These two documents can be viewed online at:


The Region Traffic Section is responsible for processing any necessary signal operational approvals; all RTE approvals are completed by Region Traffic and all requests for STRE approval are submitted by Region Traffic to the STRE for completion. The signal designer is responsible for obtaining a copy of the Operational Approval and designing the signal according the requirements as stated within. Contact either the Region Traffic Section or the Traffic-Roadway Section to obtain a copy of the Operational Approval.

**NOTE: The Operational Approval is NOT the Design Approval of the plans and specifications. See Chapter 2 for information on Design Approval.**

Regardless who the operational approval is from, the signal designer needs this information before design work is started. Operational Approvals generally come in the form of a letter which will outline specific constraints and parameters to be used in the design of the traffic signal. They are accompanied by an engineering study requesting approval, and either the Preliminary Signal Operations Review (PSOR) form for minor changes or the Preliminary Signal Operations Design (PSOD) form for major changes. These forms provide a quick glance summary of the operational requirements, which is useful during the design process. The full engineering study is available upon request if more in-depth information regarding the operational requirements is desired. See section 3.10 for examples of Operational Approvals.
The Operational Approval letter typically contains the information listed below, as applicable to the project:

- Specific location (Highway, Milepoint, County)
- Number of lanes & lane use for each approach
- Normal Phase Rotation
- Crosswalk closures
- Traffic Signal Communications (Interconnect)
- Emergency preemption
- Railroad preemption
- Transit priority
- Other unique requirements (e.g., the signal at 1st and Main must be removed before the construction of a new signal at 2nd and Main)

**NOTE:** Failure to have an Operational Approval or failure to have a signal plan that matches the operational approval is a fatal flaw and will result in major delays to the project.

It is critical that the signal design, roadway geometry, signing, and striping at the intersection match the requirements shown in the Operational Approval. Any discrepancies between the design plans and the Operational Approval must be resolved by either a revision to the Operational Approval or by modifying the design plans.

### 3.2 Number of Lanes and Lane Use

The number of lanes and lane use needed for each approach of the intersection will be detailed in the engineering study and shown in the PSOR or PSOD form that accompanies the STRE or RTE approval letter. Depending on the type of project, projected traffic volumes, and phasing requirements, there are a couple of options:

- No change to the existing number of lanes,
- No change to the existing number of lanes, but a change to the existing lane use,
- Increase in the existing number of lanes; or
- Decrease in the existing number of lanes.

If changes to the number of lanes are necessary on the project, it is important to be in communication with the roadway designer early on in the process as the roadway design is the foundation of the signal design. Also, communication with the striping designer and the sign designer will be important.

If changes to existing lane use (but not to the existing number of lanes) are necessary on the project, it is important to be in communication with the striping designer and the sign designer early on in the process as these types of changes usually necessitate the need for a striping plan and a signing plan.
3.3 Normal Phase Rotation

In order to design a traffic signal, a basic understanding of traffic operations and phasing is required. The phasing and operation of the traffic will also be shown on the plan sheets. For more detailed information, the following resources should be consulted:

- Traffic Signal Operations Engineer,
- Region Traffic Operations Engineer; and
- ODOT Signal Timing Policy.

The phasing of the traffic signal is shown on the signal plans. Figure 3-1 shows a typical 8-phase signal configuration and Figure 3-2 shows the corresponding ring & barrier diagram. Typical 8-phase signal configurations have the following characteristics:

- Protected left turns are odd numbered phases (ø1, ø3, ø5, and ø7).
- Through movements and permissive right (or left turns) are even phases (ø2, ø4, ø6, and ø8). Typically, phase 6 is mainline northbound (or westbound).
- Pedestrian phases are even phases corresponding to the compatible through phase (ped 2, ped 4, ped 6, and ped 8).
- The main line through phases are 2 and 6, with corresponding left turn phases 1 and 5. The sum of the phases for each mainline approach equals 7 (2+5=7, and 1+6=7).
- The side street through phases are 4 and 8, with corresponding left turn phases 3 and 7. The sum of the phases for each side street approach equals 11 (4+7=11, and 3+8=11).

Figure 3-1 | Standard 8-Phase Signal Configuration
3.3.1 Ring and Barrier Diagram

Modern U.S. practice for signal control organizes phases by grouping them in what is called a ring and separating the crossing or conflicting traffic streams with time between when they are allowed to operate, either by making the movements sequential or adding a barrier between the movements.

A ring consists of two or more sequentially timed and individually selected conflicting phases arranged so as to occur in an established order. In Ring A of the Normal Phase Rotation diagram shown in Figure 3-2, phase 1 must terminate prior to phase 2, which must terminate prior to phase 3, which must terminate prior to phase 4, which must terminate prior to returning to phase 1. The majority of traffic signals use two rings.

Barriers assure there will be no concurrent selection and timing of conflicting phases for traffic movement in different rings. Both ring A and ring B cross the barrier simultaneously to select and time phases on the other side. These barriers separate the mainline phases (ø1, ø5, ø2, and ø6) from the side street phases (ø3, ø7, ø4, and ø8). In this example, phase 2 and 6 must terminate at the same time before the next phases (ø3 and ø7) can be serviced. Similarly, phase 4 and phase 8 must terminate at the same time before the next phases (ø1 and ø5) can be serviced. There is no barrier between phases 1 & 5 and 2 & 6; therefore, phase 1 and 5 do not have to terminate at the same time. If phase 1 terminates prior to phase 5, the next phase in Ring A may be serviced (phase 2), resulting in phase 2 and 5 being serviced together. Using this same logic, compatible phases can be determined. For example: phase 1 may operate concurrently with phase 5 and phase 6 (but not with phase 2 which is in the same ring as phase 1, and not with any phases located beyond the barrier: 3, 4, 7 & 8), phase 2 may operate concurrently with phase 5 and phase 6 (but not with phase 1, 3, 4, 7, & 8), phase 8 may operate concurrently with phase 3 and phase 4 (but not with phase 7, 1, 2, 5, & 6)

Figure 3-2 | Standard 8-Phase Ring and Barrier Diagram
When reading a ring and barrier diagram, vehicular movements drawn with solid lines do not have any conflicting movements associated with them. In Figure 3-2 that would be phases 1, 3, 5, 7, and thru movements for phase 2, 4, 6, 8. Vehicular movements drawn with large dashed lines have conflicting movements associated with them that require the motorist to yield during a green indication (permissive movement). In Figure 3-2 that would be the right turn movement for phases 2, 4, 6, and 8 (the conflicting movement that the right turn must yield to is the associated pedestrian phase). Pedestrian movements are drawn with small dashed lines with dual arrow heads, because pedestrians can move either direction in a crosswalk. Barriers are indicated by dual vertical lines.

Depending on the operational requirements of the traffic signal, there can be many variations to the phasing and signal timing, and some of these variations might change by time-of-day or day-of-week. It is important to obtain the current STRE or RTE approval and to work with the Region Signal Operations Engineer regarding proper phasing. If the project has a signal that will have multiple signal timing configurations based on time-of-day/day of week, only the ring and barrier diagram that will be used the majority of the time is shown on the plan sheet (multiple normal phase rotation diagrams are NOT shown on the plan sheet).

**NOTE:** The main purpose of the Ring and Barrier diagram is to clearly show which movements are compatible and which movements require conflict monitoring. This diagram is critical for developing proper signal timing and the proper conflict monitor configuration.
3.3.2 Flashing Yellow Left Turn Arrow
The flashing yellow arrow display is the current standard for protected/permissive left turn movements. The permissive phase is shown in the opposing through phase box and labeled “FY”. See Figure 3-3.

Figure 3-3 | Ring and Barrier Diagrams: Flashing Yellow Left Turn Arrow

3.3.3 Flashing Yellow Left Turn Arrow with NOT-PED
Flashing yellow arrow with NOT-PED refers to timing that restricts the permissive left turn (flashing yellow arrow) from being served if the pedestrian phase crossing the lane used by the permissive left turn is active (active ped phases options include: 1.) the WALK indication only, 2.) the WALK indication and a portion of the FLASHING DON’T WALK indication, or 3.) the WALK indication and the entire FLASHING DON’T WALK indication). For example, if pedestrian phase 2 is displaying the WALK indication (or FLASHING DON’T WALK indication), the phase 1 left turn indication will display a solid RED arrow.

The flashing yellow arrow NOT-PED timing feature is NOT shown in the ring and barrier diagram as it is not a conflict that results in inappropriate signal operations if the flashing yellow arrow and pedestrian phase are served together (MUTCD section 4D.17 paragraph 04 allows a permissive left turn phase and the pedestrian phase crossing the lane used by the permissive left turn to be active at the same time). See Section 3.3.2 for how to show the ring and barrier diagram.
3.3.4 Vehicle Overlap Phases

Overlap phases are typically associated with right turns and become beneficial when right turn traffic volumes are high. They may also be used in other circumstances to address unique intersection geometry or improve signal timing efficiency.

An overlap phase is assigned to “parent phases” such that whenever the parent phase is green, the overlap phase is also green. For example, the parent phases for a right turn overlap are the adjacent thru phase (side street thru phase 8) and the non-conflicting left turn phase (mainline left turn phase 1). It is shown in each parent phase box and labeled with the appropriate letter (A, B, C, D, etc.). Below the ring and barrier diagram in text, the overlap parent phases are listed. See Figure 3-4.

Figure 3-4 | Ring and Barrier Diagrams: Overlap Phases

OLA is shown with each parent phase and labeled “A”. OLA parent phases are defined in text below the ring & barrier diagram.
### 3.3.5 Not-Ped Overlap Phases

Another common overlap phase is called a “not-ped” overlap. This is used with a right turn overlap when there is a conflicting pedestrian phase (the pedestrian phase located to the right of the right turn lane). The new traffic signal software allows the controller to easily separate the pedestrian phase from the right turn overlap, resulting in no conflicting phases and enabling the use of a simpler signal indication.

Not-ped overlaps are shown by separating out the two possible conditions in the ring and barrier diagram. Below the ring and barrier diagram in text, the non-ped overlap phase is defined. See Figure 3-5.  
**Note:** A not-ped overlap phases is NOT the same as a not-ped used with flashing yellow arrow. See Section 3.3.3 for information about flashing yellow arrow with not-ped.

---

**Figure 3-5 | Ring and Barrier Diagrams: Not-Ped Overlap Phases**

---

Normal Phase Rotation:

Not-ped overlap is defined with a parent phase and a (-) ped phase

Ped Ph. 8 is served first if there is demand, then OLA (right turn) is served next.
3.3.6 Pedestrian Overlap Phases

Pedestrian overlap phases are typically used when the geometry of the intersection allows the pedestrian crossing served by 2 (or more) phases, which can decrease the amount of wait-time for the pedestrian.

Similar to the vehicle overlap phase, the pedestrian overlap phase is assigned to “parent phases” such that whenever the parent phase is green (and for actuated ped systems, the push button has been activated), the overlap pedestrian phase is also active. As shown in Figure 3-6 below, the parent phases for a pedestrian overlap that crosses a signalized right turn lane are the non-conflicting mainline left turn phase (phase 1) and the non-conflicting side street thru phase (phase 4).

The pedestrian overlap is shown in each parent phase box and labeled with the appropriate letter (Ped A, Ped B, Ped C, Ped D, etc.). Below the ring and barrier diagram in text, the Pedestrian overlap parent phases are listed. See Figure 3-6.

**Figure 3-6 | Ring and Barrier Diagrams: Pedestrian Overlap Phases**

*Note: Vehicle overlaps and pedestrian overlaps are independent of each other (Vehicle Overlap just labeled “A” and Pedestrian Overlap labeled “Ped A”)*

*Ped Overlap A is shown with each parent phase and labeled “Ped A”.

*OLA and Ped A parent phases are defined in text below the ring & barrier diagram*
3.3.7 Split Phases/Exclusive Phases

Split phasing describes an operation where all movements on one approach are served prior to all movements on the opposing approach. This is typically used if the geometry of the intersection, traffic volumes and/or crash history creates a conflict with normally non-conflicting movements. Split phasing requires STRE Operational Approval. Use of split phasing requires specific signal indications depending on the lane use. See Chapter 5 for signal head layout examples.

Split phases may be shown as either sequential without a barrier or sequential with a barrier. See Figure 3-7. However, there are cases where exclusive phases shall be shown with a barrier to avoid confusion. See Figure 3-8.

Figure 3-7 | Ring & Barrier Diagrams: Exclusive Phases that can be shown with or without a barrier

Ph 4 & Ph 8 are exclusive. Sequential operation without a barrier is sufficient if a single phase follows the exclusive phase.

Barrier is also acceptable
Figure 3-8 | Ring & Barrier Diagrams: Exclusive Phases that shall be shown with a barrier

Ph 2 is exclusive: Shall be shown with a barrier to make it clear that Ph 2 is NOT compatible with Ph 6

NORMAL PHASE ROTATION

Ph 2 is exclusive: Without a barrier (as shown above), it is not as clear that Ph 2 is an exclusive phase

NORMAL PHASE ROTATION
3.3.8 Incompatible Left Turn Phases

Opposing left turn phases are typically compatible, however if the intersection geometry cannot accommodate the truck turning templates from opposing left turns concurrently, then the left turning phases must be separated from each other (either by split phasing the approaches, See 3.3.7, or by lead-lagging the left turn phases and maintaining separation between them). If the lead-lag method is used, it is shown by a physical separation of the ring and barrier phase boxes. See Figure 3-9.

Figure 3-9 | Ring & Barrier Diagrams: Incompatible Left Turn Phases
3.3.9 Multiple Intersections using a Single Controller

Two intersections are sometimes operated with a single controller if the intersections are very close together. The intersection of a divided highway typically operates like two very closely spaced intersections using a single controller. The ring and barrier diagram should combine both intersections into one ring and barrier diagram, with each intersection’s cross street labeled in the phase rotation boxes. See Figure 3-10, Figure 3-11, and Figure 3-12.

Figure 3-10 | Ring & Barrier Diagrams: Multiple Intersections Using a Single Controller, Example 1

![Ring & Barrier Diagrams: Multiple Intersections Using a Single Controller, Example 1](image)

OLA = Ph.6
OLB = Ph.4 & Ph.7
OLC = Ph.6

NORMAL PHASE ROTATION
Figure 3-11 | Ring & Barrier Diagrams: Multiple Intersections Using a Single Controller, Example 2

Bridge Ramp

Basin St.

OLA: Ph. 2 & Ph. 8
Ped A: Ph. 2 & Ph. 8
Dummy Phase: Ph. 8

NORMAL PHASE ROTATION
Figure 3-12 | Ring & Barrier Diagrams: Multiple Intersections Using a Single Controller, Example 3

$OL_{B} = \text{Ph. 1 & Ph. 2 & Ph. 8}$

$OL_{C} = \text{Ph. 7 & Ph. 8}$

NORMAL PHASE ROTATION

Barbur

Off-Ramp
3.3.11 Dummy Phases

A dummy phase is defined as a phase that does not have an output, but is still used in the controller software to achieve a certain operation. Typical applications are complex geometry with overlaps (see Figure 3-13) and one-lane, two-way temporary traffic signals (see Figure 3-14). The movements (or all-red time clearance time, in the case of a one-lane, two-way temporary traffic signal) are shown in the appropriate phase block. Below the ring and barrier diagram in text, the dummy phases are listed. See Figure 3-13 and Figure 3-14.

Figure 3-13 | Ring & Barrier Diagrams: Dummy Phases, Example 1

![Figure 3-13 Diagram]

The dummy phase is listed below rotation diagram, indicating no output is associated with phase B.

In the phase B (dummy phase) block, None of the movements are designated as ph. B. All movements are all designated as another output (Ped A and OLA).

Figure 3-14 | Ring & Barrier Diagrams: Dummy Phases, Example 2

![Figure 3-14 Diagram]

Dummy phases do not have a field output.

Note:
With current software, dummy phases may not be required to provide a red clearance interval. This phasing was used with older software that had limited red clearance timing, which necessitated a dummy phase in order to provide the proper amount of red clearance time. Confirm with the Region Signal Timer.
3.4 Emergency Preemption

When an emergency service provider is granted permission (by ODOT) to use emergency preemption, the traffic signals within the geographic area of service will require emergency preemption. The majority of ODOT signals are within areas requiring emergency preemption. To check if an area has permission to use emergency preemption, contact the Traffic Signal Operations Engineer.

Emergency preemption alters the normal phasing of the traffic signal to allow green indications for an emergency vehicle (typically fire or ambulance) approaching the intersection. This is shown on the signal plan sheet. Figure 3-15 below shows the standard channel assignments for fire preemption operation:

- Channel A = phase 2 & 5
- Channel B = phase 4 & 7
- Channel C = phase 6 & 1
- Channel D = phase 8 & 3

![Figure 3-15 | Standard Fire Preemption Channel Assignments](image)

When reading a fire preemption operation diagram, all vehicular movements are drawn as solid lines, indicating that that movement is protected (no conflicting movements requiring the motorist to yield). Pedestrian phases are not serviced during preemption.

There are times when non-standard channel assignments are preferred, such as an intersection that requires use of only two channels. See Figure 3-16. This is due to the termination layout for the fire preemption discriminators located inside the controller cabinet. Each discriminator is able to monitor up to two channels. One discriminator is always used for Channels A & C, and one discriminator is always used for Channels B & D. To save the expense of installing two discriminators for only two channels (using the standard channel assignments), the phases assigned to the channels will be reassigned in the controller software, thus only requiring one discriminator. For example, if an intersection only had phase 2 and phase 4 (downtown, one-way grid system), channel A should be assigned to phase 2 and Channel C should be reassigned.
to phase 4 (uses 1 discriminator) vs. Channel A being assigned to phase 2 and Channel B being assigned to phase 4 (standard channel assignment, uses 2 discriminators).

**Figure 3-16 | Two Channel Fire Preemption Channel Assignments**

3.5 **Railroad Preemption**

If a signalized intersection is located within 215 feet of a rail crossing, rail preemption is required. If a signal requires rail preemption, a Rail Crossing Order is needed. The rail crossing order will state specific design and operational requirements that must be met.

Rail preemption alters the normal phasing of the traffic signal to allow pedestrians to clear the intersection and vehicles to clear the tracks prior to the train arrival. This is the highest order of preemption and takes precedence over all other forms of preemption. See Chapter 16 for more in-depth discussion on rail preemption operation and how it is depicted on the plan sheets.

3.6 **Transit Priority**

In large metropolitan areas, there may be a need to accommodate transit priority on the traffic signal within the geographic area of service.

Transit priority does not have the ability to alter the normal phasing of the traffic. Instead, transit priority just alters the cycle of the normal phasing, typically by either extending or delaying green time for the appropriate approach to allow minimal to no delay for the transit vehicle. Because transit priority does not alter the normal phasing, the operation is NOT shown on the plan sheets (only contained within the signal timing sheets).

3.7 **Crosswalk Closures**

It is ODOT policy to provide pedestrian crossings for all approaches at a signalized intersection unless an engineering study and STRE approval deem a crosswalk closure is necessary. Often, the need to close a crosswalk is due to unusual roadway geometry, certain lane use (such as dual turn lanes), certain signal phasing (such as a single point urban interchange), and/or crash
history. Closing a crosswalk requires posting signs in a specific way. The details for this signing are typically shown on the signal plan. See the crosswalk section in Chapter 5 for more information.

3.8 Traffic Signal Communications
Closely spaced signals in a corridor typically require central or local communications for the signals to function in a coordinated manner or to use responsive/adaptive signal timing. When communications are required, either an interconnect plan or communication plan is needed. See the Chapter 7 for more information.

3.9 Other Unique Requirements
Other requirement may be listed on the operational approval, specific to the project. Some unique requirements in the Operational Approval include the following:

- Audible pedestrian signals
- Right turn slip lane control (yield, stop or signal control)
- Non-traversable medians/island to restrict/channel turn movements
- Advanced Flashing Beacons on signs
- U-turns
3.10 Examples of Operational Approvals
Several examples of operational approvals are included below for your reference.

Figure 3-17 | Example 1: STRE Approval

File Code: Hwy 25 MP 0.62

DATE: April 6, 2012

TO: Dan Dorrell, P.E.
    Region Traffic Operations Engineer

FROM: Bob Pappe, P.E., P.L.S.
      State Traffic/Roadway Engineer

SUBJECT: Traffic Signal Modification
          Redwood Highway (US199) at Ringette Street
          City of Grants Pass
          Josephine County

We have reviewed your request to modify the traffic signal at the intersection of Redwood Highway at
Ringette Street. The modifications at this intersection are in response to a comprehensive mitigation
strategy for the removal of the traffic signal at the intersection of Redwood Highway at Fairgrounds/Union
Road. The requested signal modifications at Redwood Highway at Ringette Street include:

1. Adding dual left turn lanes on the south approach by converting the existing center through lane to
   a through/left option lane.
2. Adding pedestrian crosswalk across the west approach, so that all pedestrian crossings will be
   provided.
3. U-Turns in both the east and west direction for all vehicles.

Under delegation order TS6-05, I approve this request. The approval is based on our review of the
materials you submitted. The design and operation shall be according to requirements stated in the
attached Approved Signal Operations Design.

If you have any concerns or questions regarding this approval, please contact Doug Bish at 503-986-3594.

Attachment
KUI/
Electronic Copies to:
Frank Reading, Reg. 3 Manager
Ron Hughes, Reg. 3 Interim Traffic Manager
Raymond Lapke, Reg. 3 Traffic
Mike Morris, Reg. 3 Tech Center
Mark Thompson, Reg. 3 Tech Center
Jason Sheadel, Reg. 3 Tech Center

Trenton Glick, Region 3 Traffic White City
William Fitzgerald, Region 3 White City Jerry
Marmion, District 8 Manager
Scott Cramer, Traffic Standards
Approved Signal Operations Design

(See Engineering Report, STE Approval Letter, and/or RTE Approval Letter for more in-depth information)

Required Lane Configuration and traffic control (or phasing if signalized):

Existing Lane Configuration and traffic control (or Phasing if signalized):

STE Approved Features, RTE Approved Features, and other Requirements:

1.) Dual left turn lanes on the south approach by alternating the existing center lane through lane to a through/left option lane
2.) Adding a pedestrian crossing across the west approach, so that all pedestrian crossings will be provided.
3.) Ringoette Street will continue to operate as split-phase
4.) U-turns in both the east and west direction for all vehicles.
5.) Modifications to intersection at Redwood Hwy at Fairground/Union Road required as per the Approved Signal Operations Design for Redwood Hwy at Fairground/Union Roads.

General Requirements:

1.) Lane configuration, phasing, and other requirements shall be designed according to this Approved Signal Operations Design.
3.) State Traffic Engineer’s Office must approve the final signal design plans.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>US99 @ Ringsette Street</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Information/History</th>
<th>Approved by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hwy Name &amp; No.</td>
<td>Redwood Hwy, No. 25</td>
<td>5/23/2011</td>
<td>Engineering study and RTE request for approval of Union RITE</td>
<td>RTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mile point:</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>12/16/2011</td>
<td>Engineering study and RTE request for approval of dual lane RTE</td>
<td>RTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>County:</td>
<td>Josephine</td>
<td>12/14/0011</td>
<td>PSRB and RTE request for approval of west approach approved</td>
<td>RTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City:</td>
<td>Grants Pass</td>
<td>12/28/01</td>
<td>SITE approval after ASUO review</td>
<td>SITE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3-18 | Example 2: STRE Approval - Preliminary Signal Operations Design (PSOD)

INTEROFFICE MEMO

DATE: June 20, 2011

TO: Dennis Mitchell, P.E.
   Region 1 Traffic Engineer

FROM: Bob Pappe, P.E., P.L.S.
      State Traffic/Roadway Engineer

SUBJECT: Traffic Signal Modification
         SE McLoughlin Blvd/SE Tacoma St NB Ramp Terminal
         Pacific Highway East MP 2C4.46
         City of Portland
         Multnomah County

We have reviewed your request to modify the existing signal at the intersection of SE Tacoma Street at
SE McLoughlin Boulevard. This project will add protective/permisive left turns on SE Tacoma Street and
re-open the northbound approach to provide access to a proposed Park & Ride facility. Under the Letter
of Delegated Authority, I approve this request.

This approval has the following conditions:

- The design and operation of the signal must adhere to the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control
  Design Manual;

- The lane configuration and signal phasing of the intersection shall be designed according to a signed
  Preliminary Signal Operations Design report provided by your office;

- Obtain an intergovernmental agreement with TrMet to mitigate the vehicle queue that extends from
  the Johnson Creek Boulevard/SE 32nd Avenue intersection to prevent 95th percentile from spilling into
  the SE Tacoma Street/SE McLoughlin Boulevard northbound ramp terminal.

- Obtain an intergovernmental agreement with the City of Portland to develop signal timing solutions
  that prevent vehicle queues from extending into the deceleration portion of the SE McLoughlin
  Boulevard exit ramps.

- This office must approve the final signal design plans. It is advised that this office be consulted
  throughout the design phase.

If you have concerns or questions regarding this approval, please contact Don Wence at 503-986-3576.

Electronic Courtesy Copies To:

Kate Freitag, Region 1 Traffic
Scott Cramer, Traffic Standards

MGK/TC
Preliminary Signal Operations Design

Location: SE Tacoma St / SE McLoughlin Blvd
Hwy No: 99166 M.P.: 344.45 Date: 10/9/2010

Existing Traffic Information

Existing Traffic Control

☐ 2-way STOP
☐ All-way STOP
☒ Signalized

Existing Vehicle and Pedestrian Phasing if signalized:

Opening Day Volumes (AM/PM)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RT (949/359)</th>
<th>TH (583/426)</th>
<th>LT (0/0)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(65/75) LT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(324/683) TH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0/0) RT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Future Volumes (AM/PM)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RT (NA/120)</th>
<th>TH (NA/120)</th>
<th>LT (NA/10)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(NA/100) LT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(NA/625) TH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(NA/15) RT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other Relevant Information: TRIMET IS REQUIRED TO MITIGATE THE SPILL BACK QUEUE FROM THE JOHNSON CREEK BLVD / SE 37TH AVE INTERSECTION TO OBTAIN MODIFICATION APPROVAL. SIGNAL TIMING PRIORITY FOR THIS SIGNAL IS GIVEN TO THE PREVENTION OF UNSAFE QUEUES ON OR TME MAINLINE AND ON THE RAMPS.
Preliminary Signal Operations Design

Recommended Signal Design

Recommended Lane Configuration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORRAGE UB RAMP</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE TACOMA ST</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pedestrian Crosswalks

☐ All Crosswalks Provided
☒ Following Crosswalks Closed: NORTH LEGS

Other Required Features

☐ Signal interconnect to ________
☐ Phone drop or Cellular Network Router
☐ 2070 Controller
☐ Audible/accessible pedestrian signals
☐ RR Pre-emption
☐ Other ________

Recommended Phasing

Note regarding right turn lane control: **RIGHT TURN ON RED IS NOT PERMITTED FOR ALL APPROACHED PENDING INTERSECTION SIGHT DISTANCE ANALYSIS. THE SOUTHBOUND APPROACH RIGHT TURN LANE HAS AN OVERLAP PHASE WITH THE EB APPROACH LEFT TURN LANE.**

Primary considerations used to determine left turn phasing: **FLASHING YELLOW LEFT TURN PHASING WILL NEED TO HAVE AT LEAST THE MINIMUM STOPPING SIGHT DISTANCE FOR THE DESIGN SPEED OF SE TACOMA STREET.**

Design Vehicle info: (to be confirmed with roadway engineer) ☐ “Design for” ☒ “Accommodate”

☒ WB - 67  ☐ WB - 50  ☐ other ________

Recommended by:  

Kathleen M. Dreisbach  
Region Traffic Operations Engineer
Figure 3-19 | Example 3: RTE Approval - Preliminary Signal Operations Review (PSOR)

Preliminary Signal Operations Review

Use this form for projects involving only minor modifications or replacement-in-kind of existing signals.

Note to the Designers
Unless a Preliminary Signal Operations Design Report is needed, this form may be used to support the operational aspects of the signalized intersection. It should be completed prior to beginning design work on signal or detector plans. The form should be completed by the designer and signed by the Region Traffic Operations Engineer. The adequacy of existing operational elements (phasing, lane configuration, crosswalks, etc.) is documented by the completion of this form. Minor signal improvements may be specified on this form, but significant modifications (phasing changes, lane configuration changes, etc.) are expected to necessitate the use of a Preliminary Signal Operations Design Report. Some geometric features such as curb lines and crosswalk locations can dramatically affect the layout of the signal appurtenances so these should be confirmed with the Region Traffic Operations Engineer as well as other Roadway engineers early in the design process. Failure to show that the necessary communications and decisions have been reached prior to submitting the plans for review may result in delays of approval or the return of plans without review.

Name of Intersection (Major Line): US-101
(Cross Street): Lewis St/Casino Entrance

ODOT Hwy. Number: 9 Mile Point: 236.26

The phasing and lane configurations proposed in these plans are believed to offer the most desirable operations given the project constraints. The Region Traffic Operations Engineer has reviewed the following operational elements of the proposed design and found them to be acceptable.

- Phasing and lane configuration
- Crosswalks (existing open or closed conditions)
- Overlap phasing
- Emergency vehicle and RR preemption systems
- ADA accommodations, i.e. audible pedestrian, ramp design, etc.

Minor changes to the existing signal operations include: 0 15 switched from protected to permissive protected

Comments:

__________________________
Signature of Region Traffic Operations Engineer

__________________________
Date
Traffic Roadway Section
8/20/0
4 STARTING THE DESIGN

Before starting the design, follow the simple check-list below. Design work should not begin until every item on the check list is complete. Starting a design with incomplete check-list items usually results in wasted time through unnecessary rework.

- Operational Approval is complete (See Chapter 3),
- Standards applied to the project are known (See Section 4.1), and
- Applicable background information has been compiled (See Sections 4.2 through 4.3)

The signal designer should also take a few moments to plan out what design work will be required:

- Will there be any unique details that are not covered in the Standard Drawings? The most current standard drawings (updated every 6 months in January and July) should be reviewed for any changes that may affect the design. If unique details are anticipated, these details will need to be included in plan set. See Chapter 9 and Chapter 18 for more information.
- Will any existing signal equipment need to be removed? If equipment will be permanently removed, where will ODOT want that equipment stockpiled? Check with the Region Electricians.
- Will a temporary signal be needed for any stage of construction? Existing signals need to remain in service until the re-built signal is turned on and certain lane use configurations should not be open to traffic unless they have proper signalized control (e.g. dual turn lanes). Check with the Roadway Designer and Workzone Traffic Control Designer. See Chapter 11 for more information.
4.1 What Standards Will Be Used?

This question MUST be answered before starting the design and specifications. Failure to determine which standards will be used could result in complete failure of the project. In extreme cases, plans and specification will not be approved for construction and the entire project might be terminated. Every traffic signal within the state of Oregon, regardless of jurisdiction, is required to meet the minimum standards as stated in current, adopted editions of the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD), the Oregon Supplement to the MUTCD, and the National Electric Code. There are levels of standards that apply to signal design:

- **Full ODOT design standards and specifications**
  This is typically required for any project on the State Highway System. If ODOT will maintain and operate the traffic signal this is always the case. Full ODOT standard consists of the ODOT Traffic Signal Design Manual, the ODOT Traffic Signal Drafting Manual, and the ODOT Traffic Signal Policy and Guidelines.

- **Partial ODOT design standards and specifications**
  This is typically allowed if a Local Agency will maintain and operate the traffic signal on the State Highway for ODOT. This is also the case where ODOT will maintain and operate a traffic signal owned by a Local Agency. The portions of the design and specifications that are not full ODOT standard are negotiated in the Inter Governmental Agreement (IGA) or directly with the Traffic-Roadway Section during the Design Approval Process. Generally the variance to ODOT Standards is minor, such as the use of interior illuminated lane use signs.

- **Full Local Agency design standards and specifications**
  This standard only applies to local agency owned and maintained traffic signals. As stated above, if the local agency will maintain and operate an ODOT owned traffic signal then some of the local agency standards might be allowed through negotiation.
4.2 Intergovernmental Agreements (IGA) and Jurisdictional Transfers

An Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA) is a legally binding document that defines the obligations of each party involved in a project. An IGA is typically needed for a state highway intersection with a local county road or city street. Depending on the scope and nature of the project there could be a lot of responsibilities to define, some of which have a direct impact on the design of traffic signal, for example; Maintenance responsibility (what design standards should be used), signal timing responsibility (what type of controller and type of detection should be used), and aesthetics (what decorative treatments are to be used).

Jurisdictional transfers allow agencies to legally redefine who has ownership of the roadway (typically changing from ODOT owned to local agency owned). They are rare, but if one is being considered on the project, it is imperative that Jurisdictional Transfer Agreement is complete and final prior to any design work. The fundamental question of what design standard should be used cannot be answered until then.

Unfortunately, the IGA or the jurisdictional transfer is sometimes processed simultaneously with the design the traffic signal. If this is the case, it is highly recommended that the signal is designed according the applicable standards that CURRENTLY apply, not to the standards that are ANTICIPATED. It is VERY risky to design according the anticipated standards, as past history has shown IGAs and especially jurisdictional transfers often do not go forward as expected given the many negotiated factors and political nature. Also, the Traffic-Roadway Section review and design approval process becomes more onerous and may cause delays to the project due to the uncertainty of the proper standard that should be applied.

**Designing a signal according to anticipated standards is risky. This will result in wasted time and effort should the IGA or Jurisdictional Transfer fall through.**
4.3 Background Information to Gather

4.3.1 As-Built Drawing Archive (Filenet)
As-built plan sheets should be downloaded from the internet at the Traffic Signal Standards Website under “Drawing Archive”. There is also a “Getting Started Guide” for help in using the database.

http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/Engineering/Pages/Signals.aspx

When searching for drawings, it is often best to search with the Highway Number. Also, leave the search as generic as possible (while still specific enough to return less than 200 entries). This is because many of the more specific fields are not consistently populated for all intersections entered in the database. Searching these specific fields may result in missing certain drawings.

4.3.2 Electronic Information
Prior to the field verification discussed in Section 4.3.3 below, it is good to get familiar with the project area using the available electronic sources of information: ODOT digital video log and Google/Bing maps. This can help the signal designer zero in on issues/questions to address during the field verification, resulting in an efficient use of time when on-site. Note that ODOT uses a unique numbering system for all the highways; use the Cross-Reference Guide link below to find the ODOT highway number.


4.3.3 Field Verification
Field verification is the one of the most important steps in the process of designing a traffic signal or signal modification and should not be skipped. Thousands or tens of thousands of dollars can be saved during the construction phase of the project by simply making a field visit during the design phase and verifying the existing conditions. Seeing the actual site with you own eyes is more valuable than just looking at photos or a base map because photos and drawings only
provide limited perspective and can be incomplete or misleading.

**A field visit is ALWAYS cost effective and well worth the effort. At least one field visit should be done during the design phase.**

When conducting the field visit, bring a camera and take a lot of photos. These photos will be very helpful throughout the design and construction support phase the project. If in doubt, take a photo; something that seems insignificant now may prove to be extremely useful in the future (it may save an additional trip in the field to re-verify or might be useful data in resolving a construction claim). Some tips for taking good photos (depending on the scope and nature the project, some may not apply):

- Take photos of the same area from different perspectives
- Get specific, micro detail photos – inside of junction boxes (conduits and wire), inside the controller cabinet (front and back), existing signal equipment and attachments.
- Get “bigger picture” photos – each approach (approximately 500’ feet back from the intersection), each quadrant of the intersection, slopes, utility locations (the ones that are visible)

Measurements can also be very helpful, especially if the project has limited or no survey information (depending on the scope and nature of the project, some may not apply):

- Existing conduit sizes and number of wires (these measurement are critical if attempting to re-use them or add additional wire)
- Push button and pedestrian head mounting heights (if the project will be adjusting or adding ADA ramps)
- Sight distance measurements

Other useful information to gather in the field includes:

- Posted speed in the vicinity
- Location and nature of any accesses/streets that are close by
- Potential locations for all of the signal hardware (poles, pedestals, & cabinets)
- Power source location (typically nearest transformer)
- The driver’s perspective – drive each approach, note any sight distance issues (depending on the time of year, vegetation may block sight distance when leaves return).
- Information on the signal pole
4.4 Background Information from Others

4.4.1 Base Map and Survey Information

Survey data is needed on most projects. To determine the amount and type of survey needed, the scope of the design must be defined. Below are a few examples:

- **Replacement of existing loops** – Typically as-built plans and field visit are all that is needed.
- **Rebuild of detection system** – Typically as-built plans and field visit are all that is needed. If utilities appear to be an issue a simple survey is needed.
- **Installation of pedestrian signal poles, vehicle pedestals, controller cabinets, service cabinets** – A simple survey is needed
- **Installation of SM or STP poles** – Full survey is needed with geotechnical report

Figure 4-1 below shows the recommended minimums for a survey within the intersection area. If the intersection has not yet been surveyed or additional information is required, this figure will help guide you in getting the necessary data.

*Figure 4-1 | Survey Needs For Typical Traffic Signal*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Posted Speed</th>
<th>Distance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25 mph</td>
<td>170'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 mph</td>
<td>210'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 mph</td>
<td>250'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 mph</td>
<td>300'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45 mph</td>
<td>350'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 mph</td>
<td>410'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55 mph</td>
<td>480'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intg.Ramps</td>
<td>240'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A
Data to collect within the survey area shown in Figure 4-1:
- Underground utilities less than 18’ deep in the 16’ wide survey areas around the radii (pole foundation conflicts)
- Underground utilities less than 3’ down in the 3’ wide survey areas beyond edge of pavement or back of walk (conduit and junction box conflicts)
- Above ground utilities and wire attachment heights in 16’ wide survey areas around the radii (mast arm and span wire conflicts)
- Power poles with transformers (potential power source). Note: this may be located outside of survey area
- All Striping within survey area: lane lines, centerline, fog lines, crosswalks, stop bars, legends
- Any existing signal features within survey area: controller cabinet, poles, junction boxes, loops, etc.

4.4.2 Roadway Design
If the project is rebuilding the roadway, then there will be a roadway design base map. It is critical that the signal design is based on what will be built in the field. The Signal Designer must communicate with the Roadway Designer from the start of design through final plans and specifications. Since the Roadway Designer’s final product is the base for the Signal Designer to start their design, it is easy to see using outdated roadway base maps will result in total failure of the traffic signal design.

4.4.3 Geotechnical Report
If new SM or STP poles are proposed, then a geotechnical report is required to determine the foundation depths. Standard loading, not actual loading, is shown in the Standard Drawings for the poles and is what is used to determine foundation depth.

As soon as the pole locations are defined, contact the Region Geo/Hydro Manager for a foundation investigation of the proposed site. This information will need to be incorporated into the pole entrance chart for the pole foundations.

4.4.4 Utility Hook-ups
New signals require a connection to commercial power and may require other connections (e.g. telephone). Or the project may involve moving existing utilities. The signal designer must coordinate with the Region Utility Specialist when locating the power supply and any other utility connections as early as possible in the design process.

4.4.5 Rail Crossing Order
If a rail crossing order is required for an intersection, it will be processed simultaneously with the design the traffic signal. The final Rail Crossing Order will be issued prior to letting the project. The signal designer will provide a sealed Railroad Preemption Plan.
Sheet during the early stages of the design (DAP or Preliminary Plans) for inclusion into the Rail Crossing Order. See Chapter 16 for more detailed information.

4.5 Signal Design Project File

A project file for the signal designer’s personal use should be created and maintained for the project. It should contain all of the supporting documentation, calculations and major decisions related to the traffic signal design and construction. The items listed below, if applicable, are typically included in the personal project file (either electronically, hard copy, or both):

- Project narratives
- Operational Approval letters
- Photometric Data for Illumination
- Calculations for:
  - Wire size
  - Wire fill
  - J-Box Size
  - Wire count
  - “AH” for strain poles
- Special provision boilerplates
- Cost estimates (itemized breakdown for each bid item, total bid item cost, and anticipated item cost)
- E-mails and memos concerning design decisions
- Review comments and their resolution
- Photos
- Field verification information
- Geotechnical report
- Rail crossing order
- Pole submittals and shop drawings
- Manufacturer’s cut sheet or submittals
- Correspondence between project managers, consultants or contractors
- A clean copy of the title sheet and index
- A clean copy of the signed, final signal plans portion of the project used in construction
- Existing as-builts

Good record keeping can save time and effort when issues/questions arise during the design, construction, or even maintenance phase.
5 SIGNAL PLAN

This chapter will discuss all the design elements that are shown on a sign plan sheet, in order of the recommended process for designing a new traffic signal.

There are many ways to build a traffic signal. In this chapter, there is flexibility for some design elements based on the Region Electrical Crew preferences. It is critical to coordinate with the Electrical Crew during the design phase to ensure maintenance concerns are addressed and documented. To accomplish this, download the Electrical Crew Preferences Form from Chapter 24 and follow the directions.

5.1 Roadway Design

The signal design work starts with the roadway base map and geometric design. It is important to review the roadway geometric design and work with the roadway designer early on in the process, as fundamental roadway features such as the number of lanes, the lane use, horizontal/vertical alignment, and the crosswalk ramp locations all have a direct impact on how the signal will be built.

If the scope of the project is minor, such as changing from protected only left turn phasing to protected/permitted phasing or a 1R preservation project, there likely won’t be a roadway base map or survey data to work from. In these cases, you will need to work from the most current as-built plan sheet. Of course, field verification is essential when working only from an as-built drawing.

5.1.1 Number of Lanes and Lane use

The Operational Approval for the traffic signal will show the required number of lanes, lane use, and signal phasing. The roadway design must match what is shown in the Operational Approval. Any discrepancy between the roadway design and the Operational Approval must be resolved, either by amending the Operational Approval (typically requires an additional engineering study) or by correcting the roadway design.

5.1.2 Pedestrian Crosswalks Closures

The Operation Approval for the traffic signal will indicate where the signalized pedestrian crossings are located and will identify any crosswalk closures.

As per Oregon Revised Statute (ORS) 810.080, a closed crosswalk requires placing and maintaining signs giving notice of closure. A closed crosswalk shall have a “CROSSWALK CLOSED” sign (OR22-7) located at each end of the crossing. These signs should be mounted on standard crosswalk support according to Standard Drawing TM490. The placement of the support physically blocks the closed pedestrian crossing and is intended to help individuals with limited sight navigate the intersection. See Figure 5-1.
Verify that all crosswalk closures (even existing closed crosswalks) have been approved by the State Traffic-Roadway Engineer. If there is no documented Operations Approval for the closure, either the crosswalk must be opened OR a request for closure will need to be submitted by Region Traffic.

Figure 5-1 | Standard Closed Crosswalk Signing Support and Installation (TM490)

CROSSWALK CLOSURE SUPPORT DETAIL

Note: new requirement of 5’ minimum
However, there are times when site conditions prevent the installation of the standard support. Conditions where installation of the standard support cannot be used are rare and only should be considered in the following instances:

- When the “CROSSWALK CLOSED” sign needs to be located behind guardrail (the standard support cannot be mounted in front of the guardrail). See Figure 5-2.
- Extremely limited right-of-way where the location of the standard support would not allow for a 5’ minimum clearance as per TM490. See Figure 5-3.

In these cases, the sign should be mounted to signal pole (if the pole is located appropriately to mount the sign) or on a separate sign support according the ODOT Sign Design Manual.

**Figure 5-2 | Closed Crosswalk Signing Behind Guardrail**

---

**Note for “CROSSWALK CLOSED” signs:** When “CROSSWALK CLOSED” signs are required they are typically detailed on the signal plan sheet, NOT on the signing plan sheet.

When detailing design items on signal plan sheets that have the potential to also be detailed in other discipline’s plan sheets (e.g. Signs, Bollards, illumination, ITS), always coordinate with the other discipline to ensure that the design item is only detailed in one plan sheet, not on others. If the item is detailed in multiple plan sheets, it causes confusion during construction as to how the design item is paid for. This can result in paying twice for the same item or extra paperwork and time to define how the item will be paid for.
Figure 5-3 | Closed Crosswalk Signing with Limited Right-of-Way

This Crosswalk Closed

Sign located on signal pole due to barrier location and sidewalk width
5.1.3 Selecting & Locating Pedestrian Ramps for Proper Crosswalk Alignment

Each signalized crosswalk shall:

- be marked with appropriate crosswalk pavement markings as per the ODOT Traffic Line Manual.
- Have a separate curb ramp at each end of the crosswalk if sidewalk is present. If no sidewalk is present, (i.e. rural locations and interchange ramps), a level landing area in lieu of curb ramps should be used. **Note that a Roadway Design Exception is required if a single curb ramp is used for more than 1 crosswalk.**

When locating ramps and crosswalks, consult the latest Roadway Section Standard Drawings for current sidewalk ramp configurations and discuss with the roadway designer. Ramp and pedestrian landing details are shown on Standard Drawings RD755, RD756, RD758 & RD759. The roadway designer is responsible for the ramp design, but the signal designer should be involved in the selection and placement of the ramps as the following signal design features are dependent on ramp type and placement:

- Crosswalk alignment and stopping location for vehicles (affects line of sight, signal timing parameters, and detection system)
- Location of signal poles
- Location of signal pedestals
- Location of push buttons

Figure 5-4 shows the standard requirements of ramp installation.

**Figure 5-4 | Standard Ramp Requirements for Signalized intersection**
There are two main objectives for proper crosswalk alignment:

1. To maximize the visibility of the pedestrian and maintain a good line of sight between the pedestrian and the motorist. The way to accomplish this is to move the crosswalk as close to intersection as possible (as opposed to crosswalk located beyond the intersection radii). Figure 5-5 illustrates this crosswalk placement. This configuration should be used if the signal timing plan can accommodate the longer crossing time without resulting in unacceptable delay.

2. To reduce the amount of exposure the pedestrian has in the intersection. The way to accomplish this is to place the crosswalk perpendicular to the travel lanes, resulting in the shortest path for the pedestrian and the most efficient signal timing. Figure 5-6 illustrates crosswalks this crosswalk placement. However, this configuration does not really meet the first objective (especially for the side street right turning vehicles which will be able to pick up quite a bit of speed before the crosswalk) and should be avoided.

As Figure 5-5 and Figure 5-6 illustrate, these two objectives will often times be in conflict with each other and the benefits of having crosswalks pulled into the intersection will need to be balanced with the path of the crosswalk. Figure 5-7 is a good compromise if the pedestrian crosswalk timing has a large impact on the effectiveness of the signal timing plan (typically in a highly congested corridor with system timing and a high frequency of pedestrian phase activations) and line of sight to the pedestrian can be maintained. Coordinate with Region Traffic concerning the needs of the pedestrian signal timing.

Selection and placement of ramps shall be done with the assistance of the roadway designer to determine the ramp type that best addresses all ADA and geometric design issues, while still addressing the signal design needs.
Figure 5-5 | Crosswalk Example 1

Figure 5-6 | Crosswalk Example 2
5.1.4 Signal Pole, Pedestal, and Pushbutton Posts

As per Technical bulletin RD17-01(B), ADA sidewalk curb ramp detail – minimum requirements in construction plans, Roadway Designers are required to show full detail of each ramp in the contract plans. This includes showing the exact location and critical elevations for signal poles, pedestrian pedestals, pushbutton posts and pushbutton locations. See Roadway Standard Details DET1720 and DET1721 for examples of ramp details. The Signal Designer will need to work closely with the Roadway Designer during ramp design, following the guidance in Section 5.4 to provide accurate pole and pedestal locations. The signal plan sheets should reference the ramp detail plan sheets.

5.1.5 Raised Median Islands and Crosswalk Alignment

Raised median islands are recommended by the ODOT Highway Design Manual and Oregon Highway Plan based on the highway classification (i.e. Statewide NHS routes) and to address certain safety, operational, and access concerns. The type of end treatment for the median island at signalized intersections should be carefully considered as it directly impacts the design of the pedestrian equipment (push buttons and pedestrian indication requirements) and signal phasing (number of pedestrian phases and potential phase restrictions due to truck turning radii).
**Two-Phase Pedestrian Crossing**
If a two-phase pedestrian crossing is required (according to the operational approval) the crosswalk configuration should be staggered with enough distance such that each phase of the pedestrian crossing is clearly defined. The pedestrian indications for the first phase of the crossing should not be visible to pedestrians using the second phase of the crossing (and vice-versa). See Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-9. This eliminates the potential confusion of which signal indication pertains to which crossing and the pedestrian crossing on an incorrect indication. Louvers and programmed heads are not an option for pedestrian indications. Count down heads can eliminate the confusion associated with non-staggered two-phase crossings (if the time for each of the two-phases is the same), but non-staggered two-phase crossings should be avoided when possible. Push buttons for each phase should also be separated and clearly indicate which crossing they apply to, preferably located on the same pedestal as the applicable pedestrian indication.
Figure 5-8 | Two-Phase Pedestrian Crossing (Staggered Crosswalk Alignment) Example 1

Good Separation of the two-phase crossing in both directions

Pedestrian push buttons and indications at all red circled locations

Pedestrian push buttons and indications for each phase (circled in red) are clearly defined
Adequate separation of the two-phase crossing in both directions

Pedestrian push buttons and indications at all red circled locations
Single Phase Pedestrian Crossing
If a two-phase pedestrian crossing is NOT required (according to the Operational Approval) the crosswalk should be aligned as per section 5.1.3 with a median that ends prior to the crosswalk. This eliminates the need for a push button located in the median as the design provides clear direction to the pedestrian that they will be crossing the entire crosswalk in one stage. See Figure 5-10 and Figure 5-11. Push buttons in the median, as shown Figure 5-12, in shall NOT be installed for a single phase pedestrian crossing where the raised median ends prior to the crosswalk (pedestrians should not be encouraged to take refuge where there is no pedestrian refuge).

Figure 5-10 | Single Phase, One Stage Pedestrian Crossing (Recommended Crosswalk & Median Design) Example 1

![Median ends prior to crosswalk. No Pedestrian refuge present, therefore a push button is NOT installed in the median.](image-url)
Figure 5-11 | Single Phase, One Stage Pedestrian Crossing (Recommended Crosswalk & Median Design) Example 2

Median ends prior to crosswalk. No Pedestrian refuge present, therefore a push button is NOT installed in the median.

Figure 5-12 | Single Phase, Two Stage Pedestrian Crossing (Incorrect use of Median Push Button)

Pedestrians stranded in the middle of the crosswalk where no refuge exists (note the green indications for conflicting traffic)

Push Button shall not be located on a median that ends prior to the crosswalk.
If the median is extended beyond the crosswalk with the cut-through style option, a push button is required. See Figure 5-13. This is because the cut-through design is used to create a pedestrian refuge which allows pedestrians the option of a two-stage crossing, even though the pedestrian crossing is only a single phase (i.e. the pedestrian phase is timed to allow a pedestrian to cross the entire crosswalk, not just to the median). A straight aligned crosswalk with a median cut-through should not operate as a two-phase pedestrian crosswalk (see Two-Phase Pedestrian Crossing requirements above). Single phase, two-stage pedestrian crossings are not desirable and should be avoided for two reasons:

- The push button in the median is often pushed by pedestrians even if they have no intention of making a two-stage crossing. This results in inefficient signal operations due to the pedestrian phase being serviced again in the next cycle when there is no demand. This is especially problematic if the signal is operating near, at, or over capacity.

- By placing a pedestrian refuge with a push button in the median, pedestrians may be unsure if they should stop in the median and wait for the next WALK/FLASHING DON’T WALK to finish the crossing. However, the use of countdown pedestrian signal heads has largely eliminated this concern, as pedestrians now have info about how long the pedestrian phase will last and can make a more informed decision if they should wait in pedestrian refuge or not.
Figure 5-13 | Single Phase, Two-Stage Pedestrian Crossing (Avoid This Crosswalk & Median Design)

Pedestrian push buttons required in the median

Cut-through median design creates a pedestrian refuge, allowing a two-stage crossing. Push button is required so that pedestrians will not get stranded in the refuge.
5.1.6 Driveway Approaches at Signalized Intersections

All approaches of an intersection shall be signalized, even if an approach is only a driveway or alley and serves a very limited amount of traffic. Figure 5-14 shows an example of a driveway forming the fourth approach of an intersection. Half signals or an unsignalized approach at the intersection are not allowed (this excludes right turn slip lanes which may be signalized, STOP or YIELD controlled as specified in the operational approval).

Figure 5-14 | Signalized Driveway Example

Single home driveway is signalized because it forms the fourth approach of the signalized intersection.
Typically a driveway approach is according to the roadway standard drawings RD715 (non-sidewalk driveways) or RD725 thru RD750 (sidewalk driveways). Sidewalk driveway options shown in RD725 thru RD750 should NOT be used when the driveway approach will be signalized. Instead, a small radius with sidewalk ramps (and standard crosswalk striping) as shown in RD756 should be used instead. A small radius with sidewalk ramp will make the approach look and feel like a typical signalized approach; drivers should be more likely to stop at the proper location and watch for pedestrians and pedestrians should be more likely to notice the pedestrian indications and comply. For comparison purposes, see Figure 5-15 showing the before photo of a signalized sidewalk driveway and Figure 5-16 showing the after photo with a new small radius, sidewalk ramps and crosswalk striping.
Figure 5-15 | Signalized Sidewalk Driveway (Before Photo) – Avoid This Approach Design

This pedestrian indication looks is out-of-place. Will a ped notice it? Will a ped comply with it? The conflict point (the signalized driveway) is not well defined when using a sidewalk driveway (i.e. no crosswalk striping, no ramps).

Figure 5-16 | Signalized Driveway with small radius and sidewalk ramps (After Photo) – Use This Approach Design

The conflict point is well defined, both for pedestrians and for vehicles, with the use of small radii, sidewalk ramps and crosswalk striping.
5.2 Vehicle Signal Head Layout

Signal head location is guided by the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) and the Oregon Supplements to the MUTCD. Once the number of lanes, lane use, location of crosswalks, signal phasing and roadway geometry are known, the vehicle signal heads can be laid out. This, in conjunction with the pedestrian signal equipment layout (Section 5.3), will be the basis for determining what type of signal support structures (mast arms, span wires, pedestrian pedestals, custom design, and/or push button posts) should be used at the intersection.

The Operational Approval and the Roadway Geometry MUST match!

Some basic guidelines per approach:

- Signal heads should be mounted over head on mast arms or span-wires for all movements. Supplemental signal heads may be ground mounted on vehicle pedestals.
- Signal heads should be aligned vertically (vs. horizontally)
- A minimum of two signal faces shall be provided for the through movement on the approach. If no through movement exists, a minimum of two signal faces shall be provided for the major movement from the approach.
- A signal face per lane shall be used when there are 3 or more through lanes on the approach.
- Heads for the same phase shall not be located closer than 8 feet apart (horizontally from each other). They should be located at least 10 feet apart when possible.
- Heads shall not be less than 45 feet (based on standard 18-19 foot mounting height) from the “STOP” line (or nearside crosswalk line if there is no stop line). Heads located greater than 180 feet from the “STOP” line require a near-side supplemental head.

5.2.1 Head Types

The type of signal heads that can be used are defined in Standard Drawing TM460 and shown in Figure 5-17. Head types are designated by a number or a combination of number and letter for the head type to be used. Each signal head type has a specific use.

If the need arises to use a signal head type or layout that that is not covered by this manual (such as bike, U-turn, flashing yellow right turn arrow, etc.), contact the Traffic Signal Engineer to discuss and resolve the unique situation. See Section 2.2 for more information on non-standard and experimental design.
## Figure 5-17 | Signal Head Types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE 1R</th>
<th>TYPE 1Y</th>
<th>TYPE 2</th>
<th>TYPE 3L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Used for flashing beacons</td>
<td>Used for flashing beacons</td>
<td>Standard signal head (Allows permissive left &amp; right turns &amp; through moves)</td>
<td>Standard signal head for protected left turns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Signal Head" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Signal Head" /></td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Signal Head" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Signal Head" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TYPE 3LBF**  
"Bottom Flashing Yellow Arrow" (Bi-modal) Alternative signal head for protected/permitted left turn
- RA
- YA
- GA

**TYPE 3LCF**  
"Center Flashing Yellow Arrow" Alternative signal head for protected/permitted left turn (e.g. overlap phase)
- RA
- YA
- GA

**TYPE 3R**  
Standard signal head for protected right turns
- RA
- YA
- GA
- G

**TYPE 4**  
Used for split phasing (protected left turn & thru move)
- R
- Y
- G
- GA

**TYPE 4L**  
"Doghouse" old standard used for protected/permitted left turn NOT for new installations
- R
- YA
- Y
- GA
- G

**TYPE 5**  
Used for protected/permitted right turn ONLY with 170 controller that has a conflicting ped. phase
- R
- Y
- GA
- YA
- G

**TYPE 6L**  
"Flashing Yellow Arrow" Standard head type for protected/permitted left turn
- RA
- YA
- GA
- FY
- G

**TYPE 7**  
ONLY used for Railroad preemption when the track clearance phase has a permissive left turn
- R
- Y
- G
- GA

**TYPE 8**  
ONLY used for ramp meters
- R
- Y
- G

**TYPE 9**  
ONLY used for split phasing with a specific lane use configuration
- R
- Y
- GA
- FY

**TYPE 10**  
ONLY used HAWK signals
- R + FR
- R + FR
- Y + FY

---

**Color Indication Abbreviations. All Indications are 12" diameter.**

- R = Red Circular Ball
- Y = Yellow Circular Ball
- G = Green Circular Ball
- RA = Red Arrow
- YA = Yellow Arrow
- GA = Green Arrow
- FYA = Flashing Yellow Arrow
- FR = Flashing Red Circular Ball
- FY = Flashing Yellow Circular Ball
5.2.2 Head Placement

The even phases (ø2, ø4, ø6, and ø8) are typically the through movements. These phases typically require two Type 2 heads. The location of the heads in free space depends on the number of receiving lanes and the roadway geometry. See Table 5-1. The alignment of the through signal heads is based on the receiving lanes (Figure 5-18), NOT the projected approach lanes (Figure 5-19).

Table 5-1 | Standard Signal Heads for Through Movement Phases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of receiving lanes</th>
<th>Number and placement of signal heads</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single receiving lane</td>
<td>Two Type 2 signal heads, placed one foot inside the projected receiving lane lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two receiving lanes</td>
<td>Two Type 2 signal heads, one placed in the center of each receiving lane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than two receiving lanes</td>
<td>One Type 2 signal head for each receiving lane, placed in the center of each receiving lane</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Signal head alignment for THROUGH movements are based on the RECEIVING lane lines (See Figure 5-18).

Signal head alignment for TURN movements are based on the PROJECTED lane lines (See Figure 5-22 and Figure 5-23).
Figure 5-18 | Signal Head Placement For Through Movement Using Receiving Lane Lines (CORRECT METHOD)

Figure 5-19 | Signal Head Placement For Through Movement Using Projected Lane Lines (INCORRECT METHOD)
When the intersection is located within a horizontal curve, strict adherence to signal alignment based on the receiving lane lines (through movements) and projected lane lines (turn movements) may not be possible; it could result in the left turn heads being located to the right of the through movement heads in one direction and the left turn heads being located to the left of the through movement heads by a ridiculous distance in the other direction. In these cases, the signal head alignment for the through phases takes precedence and should be determined first, according the receiving lane lines. This is because the through movements are more likely to be approaching and proceeding through the intersection at speed, while the turn movements are more likely to be coming to a stop and will proceed through the intersection at a slower speed. The turn signal head alignment is determined next, with the left turn head always located to the left of the through movement heads and the right turn heads always located to the right of the through movement heads, regardless of the projected lane lines. The turn signal heads should be kept within a reasonable distance of the through movement heads if possible, approximately 6 to 12 feet. See Figure 5-20 and Figure 5-21.
Solution: Locate through movement heads first (based on receiving lane lines) and then locate left turn heads to the left of the thru phases; approximately 6-12 feet from the through movement head.

Problem: Left turn heads based on projected lane lines are located where the through movement signal heads should be.
Problem: Left turn heads based on projected lane lines is located an extreme distance from the through movement signal heads.

Solution: Locate through movement heads first (based on receiving lane lines) and then locate left turn heads to the left of the thru phases; approximately 6-12 feet from the through movement head.
The odd phases (ø1, ø3, ø5, and ø7) are typically the left turn movements and would require one signal head. Dual turn movements, require two signal heads. The signal head type will depend on the desired operation of the left turn phase (as stated in the operational approval). The alignment of the left turn signal heads is based on the projected approach lanes. See Table 5-2 and Figure 5-22.

**Table 5-2 | Standard Signal Heads for Left Turn Phases**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Operation</th>
<th>Number and placement of signal heads</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Protected Only Phasing</td>
<td>One Type 3L signal head, placed in the center of the projected lane lines*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protected/Permitted Phasing</td>
<td>One Type 6L signal head, placed in the center of the projected lane lines.* The Type 4L head is no longer used. Use of Type 3LCF may be used with Region Traffic Engineer approval &amp; the location inventoried by the State Traffic Operations Engineer. Use of Type 3LBF (bi-modal) heads is discouraged and should only be considered as a last resort (Section 4D.20 of the Oregon Supplement to the MUTCD).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permissive Only Phasing</td>
<td>Signal head PROHIBITED from being located within the projected lane lines. Use signal head placement as described for through movement phases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual Left Turns (typically protected only phasing)</td>
<td>Two Type 3L signal heads, one placed in the center of each projected lane lines*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* If possible, left turn phase signal heads should be located within 6 to 12 feet of the nearest adjacent phase signal head.
Right turn movements are typically permissive only, and as such require no additional signal heads. However, if an exclusive right turn lane is to be operated other than permissive only, the signal head type will depend on the desired operation (as stated in the operational approval). The alignment of the signal heads is based on the projected approach lanes, with the exception of right turn slip-lanes. See Table 5-3 and Figure 5-23.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Signal Heads for Right Turn Phases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type of Operation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overlap phasing (operating as protected only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-phase operation (operating as Protected/Permitted)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permissive Only Phasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual Right Turns (typically protected only phasing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signalized right turn slip lanes, single lane (e.g. overlap phase)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signalized right turn slip lanes, dual lanes (e.g. overlap phase)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* If possible, right turn phase signal heads should be located within 6 to 12 feet of the nearest adjacent phase signal head.
Figure 5-23 | Signal Head Placement for Right Turn Phases Using Projected Lane Lines

- Turn movement signal head should be between the projected approach lane lines.
- Projected approach lane lines for turn movement (10 degree extension).
- If possible, right turn signal head should be 6’ to 12’ from the nearest adjacent phase signal head.

Figure 5-24 | Signal Head Placement for Right Turn Phases –Right Turn Slip Lanes

- Note: typically an advance stop line is required (stop line 45° from signal heads).
- Signal heads located within the approach lane.
- Signal heads may require 45 degree cut-off visors or lowers to limit visibility to the conflicting thru movement.
There are a few special signal phasing/lane configurations that noted below. While they are not used frequently, they are not uncommon and therefore have standards associated with them. See Table 5-4.

**Table 5-4 | Standard Signal Heads for Special Phasing/Lane Configurations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Operation</th>
<th>Number and placement of signal heads</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Split phasing</td>
<td>A type 4, 3L or 9 is required if the approach has a left turn movement. The signal type is dependent on the lane use. See Figure 5-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approach with a vehicle clear-out interval (railroad preemption) AND a permissive left turn phase.</td>
<td>A Type 7 signal is required, placed as shown in Figure 5-31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Through-left turn lane with protected/permitted left turn phasing</td>
<td>A type 4L signal head is used for this unique phasing when an exclusive left turn lane is not available as shown in Figure 5-27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5-25 through Figure 5-31 show examples of typical signal head placements.
Figure 5-25 | Signal Head Placement for Lanes Sharing the Same Phase

Only Required Signs Shown. For recommended and optional signs, see Section 5.3.
Figure 5-26 | Signal Head Placement for Lanes Sharing the Same Phase (cont.)
Figure 5-27 | Signal Head Placement for Left Turn Phasing

Alternative Signal Heads for Protected/Permitted Phasing

“Center Flash”Requires Region Traffic Engineer Approval & Inventory of Location

“Bottom Flash (Bi-modal)”Use discouraged (see Section 4D.20 of Oregon Supplement to the MUTCD)

Only Required Signs Shown. For recommended and optional signs, see Section 5.3
Figure 5-28 | Signal Head Placement for Right Turn Phasing

**Right Turn Overlap Head**

- **Standard configuration** for 2070 controller (crosswalk closed OR “not ped” feature enabled)
- **Note:** Shall not be used if opposing left turn is permissive or protected/permissive AND there is a single recieving lane. See “Right Turn 2-Phase Head” Option.

- **Type 2**
- **Type 2**
- **Type 3R**

---

**No Longer Allowed for New Construction**

- **Type 2**
- **Type 2**
- **Type 2**

*Programmed or louvered signal head*

---

**Right Turn 2-Phase Head**

**ONLY TO BE USED IN THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:**

1. **If** the intersection has a 170 controller WITH a conflicting pedestrian phase, or

2. **If** the opposing left turn phase is permissive or protected/permissive AND there is a single recieving lane (See “Condition 2” Illustration)

- **Type 3R**
  - Signal Head shall be used

**Condition 2**

- **Type 5**
  - Signal Head shall be used

**Single Recieving Lane**

---

**Only Required Signs Shown. For recommended and optional signs, see Section 5.3**
Figure 5-29 | Signal Head Placement for Split Phasing

Use a 3L head if a dedicated left turn lane exists.

Only Required Signs Shown. For recommended and optional signs, see Section 5.3.
Figure 5-30 | Signal Head Placement for Split Phasing (cont.)

Use a 3L head if a dedicated left turn lane exists.

Note: These lane configurations all require split phasing (due to the combined dual left and through movement).

Only Required Signs Shown. For recommended and optional signs, see Section 5.3.
Figure 5-31 | Signal head Placement for Railroad Preemption

Note: The type 7 head is ONLY used for the track clearance phase IF the track clearance phase has a permissive left turn movement. The type 7 head has ball indications wired to the adjacent thru phase with the green arrow indication wired to the corresponding “unused” left turn green phase. This allows the green arrow indication to ONLY be activated during the RxR Preemption vehicle clear-out (VCO) phase.

Only Required Signs Shown. For recommended and optional signs, see Section 5.3.
5.2.3 **Supplemental signal heads**

As per the MUTCD, supplemental near side signal heads are required when signal heads are located greater than 180 feet from the “STOP” line. They may also be used to improve conspicuity and visibility to the signalized intersection. There are two main locations where supplemental signal heads can be placed:

- **Near-side supplemental heads**: signal heads are located before the intersection. This is the most common location, and typically will be for the thru phase. See Figure 5-32. It may also be used for left turn phases. See Figure 5-33. The head will be on the vertical signal pole (left or right side of the road, depending on the roadway curvature) or overhead if the supporting structure allows proper alignment (i.e. the mast arm is long enough or a span wire is used).

- **Far-side supplemental heads**: signal heads are located across the intersection. This location is not as common as the near-side location. The typical application is for left turn phases. See Figure 5-35. It may also be for thru phases. See Figure 5-34. The head will be on the vertical signal pole (on the left side for a left turn phases, or on the right side for a thru phase).

The use and placement of supplemental heads needs to be carefully considered to avoid motorist confusion. Supplemental signal heads can be very beneficial if the signal phasing and geometry allow proper placement. See Figure 5-36. However, there are situations where they should not be installed. For example, near-side supplemental heads should not be used for the right-hand side of the road for the thru movement on an approach that has a right turn only lane with overlap phasing (i.e. the right turn lane is phased differently than the thru phase). See Figure 5-37 which illustrates the potential confusion. Louvers and cut-off visors can help in some situations (see Section 5.2.5).

Supplemental signal heads can also help improve the operation and reduce the likelihood of red light running for minor phases under certain conditions. For example, a left turn phase that has a high volume (the phase typically maxes out rather than gaps out and has long queues) with a high volume of large trucks (cars behind the large truck have an obstructed view of the signal indications the closer you get to the intersection) can benefit from a supplemental left turn signal head located overhead (preferred) or on the far-side pole to the left of the left turn phase. See Figure 5-38.
Figure 5-32 | Supplemental Near-side signal heads – Typical Placement for Thru Phase

Note – this configuration is not recommended if the approach has a right turn overlap phase – see figure 3-37.

Near-side supplemental signal heads for each thru phase shown in red. Note: depending on the horizontal curvature of the approach, the signal head may need to be located to the left of the approach (instead of to the right as shown).

Figure 5-33 | Supplemental Near-side signal heads – Typical Placement for Left Turn Phase

Near-side supplemental signal heads for each left turn phase shown in red.
Figure 5-34 | Supplemental Far-side signal heads – Typical Placement for Thru Phase

Far-side supplemental signal heads for each thru phase shown in red.

Figure 5-35 | Supplemental Far-side signal heads – Typical Placement for Left Turn Phase

Far-side supplemental signal heads for each left turn phase shown in red.
A near-side signal head for the thru movement placed overhead provides clear direction, as all movements on the eastbound approach are controlled by the same phase.

The east approach has limited visibility to the signal indications due to the horizontal alignment and median plantings.
Figure 5-37 | Supplemental near-side signal head placement: Example 2

A near-side signal head for the thru movement placed on this pole caused a lot of motorist confusion for those right turning vehicles that had a separately phased right turn signal head. The signal head was removed and alleviated the problem.

The south approach has limited visibility to the signal indications due to the horizontal alignment and median plantings.
5.2.4 Head Mounting

There are two approved ways to mount signal heads:
- Adjustable Bracket for attachment to a mast arm
- Spanwire Hanger for attachment to a span wire

In the past, the use of plumbizers (and elevated plumbizers) to attach signal heads to mast arms was the standard, common practice. This practice required very precise control of vertical constraints, as plumbizers didn’t allow much flexibility for installation. Adjustable Brackets, on the other hand, offer much more flexibility of the control of the vertical elevation.
5.2.5 **Signal Head Louvers and Angle Visors**

In situations where it is possible to view multiple conflicting phases of traffic signal indications, which may lead to motorist confusion, signal louvers and/or 18” deep 45 degree angle visors should be used. See Figure 5-39.

Programmed signal heads were used in the past, but are no longer an option.

*Figure 5-39 | Cut-off visor Example*

18” deep 45 degree angle visors were used on this signal head for the NB through movement near-side head to prevent left turning vehicles stopped at the advance stop line from seeing this indication.
5.3 Sign Requirements and Layout

Depending on the operation of the intersection and type of signal heads used, certain signs may be required. Other signs may be recommended or optional. The following figures show common signs associated with traffic signal control. Note that positive symbol signs (i.e. “THROUGH ONLY” sign, which tells the motorist what to do) are preferred over negative word signs (i.e. “NO RIGHT TURN” sign, which tells the motorist what NOT to do).

All the signs listed in Figure 5-40 and Figure 5-41 are typically shown and detailed on the signal plan sheet, NOT on the signing plan sheet.

| Note for signs mounted on signal structures: When showing and detailing design items on signal plan sheets that have the potential to also be shown and detailed in other discipline’s plan sheets (e.g. Signs, Bollards, Illumination, ITS), always coordinate with the other discipline to ensure that the design item is only detailed in one plan sheet, not both. If the item is detailed in both plan sheets, it causes confusion during construction as to how the design item is paid for. This can result in paying twice for the same item or extra paperwork and time to define how the item will be paid for. |
### Figure 5-40 | Common Signs Used for Traffic Control

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIGN NUMBERS &amp; SIZE (signs beginning with an &quot;O&quot; are Oregon specific)</th>
<th>SIGN TYPES</th>
<th>RECOMMENDED OR REQUIRED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>R6-2L</strong> 30&quot;x36&quot; <strong>ONE WAY</strong></td>
<td><strong>AL</strong> 1L</td>
<td>Required for one-way streets. One way signs can be installed on the mast arm (R6-2L) OR ground mounted (R6-1L). See MUTCD 28.40(P10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R6-2R</strong> 30&quot;x36&quot; <strong>ONE WAY</strong></td>
<td><strong>AL</strong> 1R</td>
<td>Required for one-way streets. One way signs can be installed on the mast arm (R6-2R) OR ground mounted (R6-1R). See MUTCD 28.40(P10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R10-11A</strong> 30&quot;x36&quot; <strong>NO TURN ON RED</strong></td>
<td><strong>AL</strong> 3</td>
<td>Region Traffic Engineer Operational Approval Required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OR3-12</strong> 30&quot;x36&quot; <strong>U TURN PERMITTED</strong></td>
<td><strong>AL</strong> 3U</td>
<td>State Traffic – Roadway Engineer Operational Approval Required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R5-2</strong> 30&quot;x30&quot; <strong>NO</strong></td>
<td><strong>AL</strong> 3T</td>
<td>State Traffic – Roadway Engineer Operational Approval Required (typically used in conjunction with U-turn permitted sign)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OR3-5TD</strong> 30&quot;x36&quot;</td>
<td><strong>AL</strong> 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R3-6L</strong> 30&quot;x36&quot;</td>
<td><strong>AL</strong> 4L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R3-6R</strong> 30&quot;x36&quot;</td>
<td><strong>AL</strong> 4R</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OR3-5TT</strong> 30&quot;x36&quot;</td>
<td><strong>AL</strong> 4T</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R3-5L</strong> 30&quot;x36&quot; <strong>ONLY</strong></td>
<td><strong>AL</strong> 5L</td>
<td>Required for a trap lane (where a through lane becomes a mandatory turn lane at the intersection) if the trap lane does not have a signal head with arrow indications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R3-5R</strong> 30&quot;x36&quot; <strong>ONLY</strong></td>
<td><strong>AL</strong> 5R</td>
<td>Required for a trap lane (where a through lane becomes a mandatory turn lane at the intersection) if the trap lane does not have a signal head with arrow indications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R3-5A</strong> 30&quot;x36&quot; <strong>ONLY</strong></td>
<td><strong>AL</strong> 5T</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R3-3</strong> 36&quot;x36&quot; <strong>NO TURNS</strong></td>
<td><strong>AL</strong> 6</td>
<td>Use of appropriate lane use signs is preferred over R3-3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Figure 5-41 | Common Signs Used for Traffic Control (Cont.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIGN NUMBERS &amp; SIZE (signs beginning with an &quot;O&quot; are Oregon specific)</th>
<th>SIGN TYPES</th>
<th>RECOMMENDED OR REQUIRED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>R3-2</strong> 36&quot;x36&quot;</td>
<td>AL 6L</td>
<td>Use of appropriate lane use signs is preferred over R3-2. PTR version used for RxR applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R3-1</strong> 36&quot;x36&quot;</td>
<td>AL 6R</td>
<td>Use of appropriate lane use signs is preferred over R3-1. PTR version used for RxR applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R5-1</strong> 36&quot;x36&quot;</td>
<td>AL 7</td>
<td>For overhead mounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R10-28</strong> 24&quot;x30&quot;</td>
<td>AL 8</td>
<td>For overhead mounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OR20-1</strong> 24&quot;x12&quot;</td>
<td>AL 8S</td>
<td>For overhead mounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R10-6</strong> 24&quot;x36&quot;</td>
<td>AL 9</td>
<td>For overhead mounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R10-12</strong> 30&quot;x36&quot;</td>
<td>AL 11</td>
<td>Required with a Type 4L signal head. Recommended when a permissive left turn phase has an exclusive left turn lane. Optional otherwise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OR10-15</strong> 30&quot;x36&quot;</td>
<td>AL 12</td>
<td>Required with a Type 5 signal head</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>W3-8</strong> 36&quot;x36&quot;</td>
<td>AL 16</td>
<td>For overhead mounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OR20-5</strong> 24&quot;x30&quot;</td>
<td>AL 17</td>
<td>For overhead mounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>W3-4</strong> 36&quot;x36&quot;</td>
<td>AL 18</td>
<td>For overhead mounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>W16-13p</strong> 24&quot;x18&quot;</td>
<td>AL 19</td>
<td>For overhead mounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OR3-7a</strong> 30&quot;x9&quot;</td>
<td>AL 20</td>
<td>For overhead mounting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5-42 below shows a list of signs that are no longer used. It is by no means all inclusive, but is included in this manual for historical purposes.

### Figure 5-42 | Signs No Longer Used

**SIGNS NO LONGER USED**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sign Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OR10-10L 30&quot;x36&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;LEFT TURN SIGNAL&quot; sign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR10-10R 30&quot;x36&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;RIGHT TURN SIGNAL&quot; sign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR17-1 30&quot;x36&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;LEFT TURN YIELD TO ONCOMING TRAFFIC&quot; sign replaced by R10-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR22-14 30&quot;x36&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;RIGHT TURN YIELD TO PEDS ON GREEN ball symbol&quot; sign replaced by OR10-15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 5.3.1 Layout of Regulatory Signs

Regulatory signs installed on mast arms or span wires should either be located near the signal head that they apply to or centered within the lane that they apply to. For example, the “TURNING VEHICLES YIELD TO PEDS” sign should be placed near the right turn signal head and the “LEFT TURN YIELD ON green ball” sign should be centered within the left turn lane. When placing signs next to signal heads, they will need to be a minimum of 3 feet apart (measured for the center of the signal head to the center of the sign). This accommodates placement of a standard regulatory sign next to all signal indications except for a type 4L (doghouse) head. If placing a sign next to a type 4L head, the sign needs to be a minimum of 4 feet apart.

In the situation where the signal head and the sign should both be centered over the lane (i.e. three through lanes each with a “THROUGH ONLY” sign), the location of the signal head takes precedence (center over lane) and the sign should be located just to the left or right of the signal head. The message on sign will help determine which side of the signal head to place it on. For example, in the left-most through only lane, the “THROUGH ONLY” sign would be more beneficial if placed to the left of the signal head where it is more in the motorist’s line of sight if they attempt to make an incorrect left turn. In the right-most through only lane, the “THROUGH ONLY” sign would be more beneficial if placed to the right of signal head for the same reason. In the center through only lane, the placement of the sign to the left or right of signal head would both be equally beneficial.

Occasionally, there are times when two regulatory signs may be desired for one lane. For example, an exclusive right turn lane with a type 5 signal head; The “RIGHT TURN
YIELD TO PEDS ON green ball sign is required and the “RIGHT TURN ONLY” sign may also be appropriate to install. In this case, it is recommended to install one sign to the left of the signal head and one sign to the right of the signal head.

Some signs are applicable to all lanes of traffic, such as the “ONE WAY” signs. In this case, the sign should be placed in the location where the information would be the most critical. For example, on a three lane approach where a “ONE WAY left arrow” sign is required, the location where this information is most critical is the right-most travel lane (of the three approach lanes, a motorist in the right-most lane is most likely to make wrong-way movement).

For large and/or complex intersections, locating the appropriate signing can sometimes be challenging and ideal spacing and location of signs and signal heads may not always be achievable. In these cases, aligning all of the necessary equipment becomes a bit of an art, but the final product should broadcast clear, unmistakable information to the approaching motorist.

5.3.2 Street Name Signs and Guide Signs (Custom Designed Signs)

Street name signs and guide signs are custom designed signs (vs. standard MUTCD regulatory signs). Custom designed signs that are mounted to signal poles, mast arms or span wires are detailed on a separate sign plan sheet and only referenced on the signal plan sheet (see the ODOT Traffic Signal Drafting Guide for how to reference custom signs). Custom signs are NOT part of the lump sum traffic signal bid item; they are paid for under the signing bid items (type of sign by the square foot and sign mount type).

Street name signs are required at each intersection, for each approach leg. The standard location for the street name sign is on the mast arm or span wire. If possible, the street name sign should be the sign located closest to the signal pole. All other appurtenances on the mast arm should be located to the left of the street name sign.

Standard signal pole design, as per Standard Drawings TM650 and TM660, allows a maximum street name sign area of 21 square feet (mounted on the mast arm or span wire) and a maximum guide sign of 60 square feet (mounted on the signal pole). Always verify the size of custom signs to ensure they do not exceed the maximum dimensions. If a sign does exceed the maximum dimensions, there are a couple of solutions that can work (listed in order of preference):

1. Contact the sign designer and request a re-design of the sign to fall within maximum dimensions.
2. Ground mount the sign near the signal pole
3. Contact the Traffic Structures Engineer and request an analysis/recommendation for the oversized sign. A non-standard signal pole (SMX) will likely be required.
5.3.3 Part Time Restriction Signs (PTR)

Part Time Restriction (PTR) signs are sometimes used depending on the desired operation (see the operational approval). PTR signs are electronic signs that appear black (blank-out) when not in use and display text/symbols when in use. The most common applications for use of a PTR sign includes signals with railroad/light rail preemption. Other unique applications include restricting turning movements by time-of-day/day-of-week or during certain portions of the signal phasing.

5.3.4 Materials and Mounting

The standard material for small signs mounted on signal structures (poles, mast arms, span wires, pedestals) is sheet aluminum. Extruded aluminum is used for larger signs. In the past, interior illuminated signs were used on signal installations due to the poor performance of sign sheeting when signs were mounted overhead. However, with the vast improvement of modern sign sheetings, coupled with the effort to be more energy efficient, interior illumination is no longer necessary or desirable. Modern sign sheetings are extremely effective and visible when mounted overhead and do not have the extra maintenance and power costs that are associated with interior illuminated signs.

There are two approved ways to mount signs:
- Adjustable Bracket for attachment to a mast arm
- Spanwire Hanger for attachment to a span wire
5.4 Pedestrian Signal Equipment Layout

Pedestrian signal equipment locations should be determined in conjunction with the curb ramp and crosswalk layout. This is an iterative process, typically requiring adjustments of each feature (i.e. curb ramp, crosswalk, and pedestrian equipment) to achieve the best possible design. This process should be coordinated with the roadway designer and be done early in the design process (i.e. DAP plans) so that right-of-way needs can be addressed in a timely manner.

If raised medians are present, additional push buttons and/or pedestrian signal equipment may be required depending on the configuration of the median and the crosswalk. See Section 5.1.4 for requirements.

5.4.1 Use of Pedestrian Detection

Pedestrian detection is required for all crosswalks except when the pedestrian phase will be recalled at all times. Pedestrian recalled phases are common in central business districts.

5.4.2 Pushbutton Requirements

Pushbuttons shall meet the following criteria. Note: A Roadway Design Exception is required if unable to meet any of these requirements. Contact Roadway Designer for assistance.

- Horizontal reach to the push button shall be 10 inches maximum. See Figure 5-43.
  - Pedestal cannot be located behind a curb. See Figure 5-45.
- Clear Space to access the pushbutton shall be within the 10 inch horizontal reach and unobstructed. The Clear Space is 30”x48” for a parallel approach or 36”x48” for a head-in/back-in maneuver with a maximum design slope of 1.5% (Max. 2.0% finished slope surface). See Figure 5-43 and Figure 5-48 thru Figure 5-54.
  - Pedestal foundation shall be installed on a level surface (1.5% max. design slope, max. 2.0% finished slope surface). See Figure 5-46 and Figure 5-47.
- Turning Space is 48” x 60” (Signal Equipment is an obstruction). See Figure 5-57.
- Vertical reach to the pushbutton is 36” to 48” from the adjacent finish grade. See Figure 5-58 and Figure 5-59.

Pushbuttons should meet the following criteria:

- Requirements stated in Section 4E.08 of the MUTCD
- Mounted on a pedestrian pedestal or pushbutton post
- 15 feet maximum from the pushbutton to the edge of the ramp. See Figure 5-60.
- 10 foot minimum separation between buttons (i.e. one pushbutton per pedestal).

Note this criterion doesn’t apply to (See Section 5.4.6):
  - Diagonal ramps allowed by Design Exception
  - Two ramps that share a single turning space
5.4.3 Deviations from Pushbutton Location Requirements

If unable to meet any of the above listed criteria in Section 5.4.2, deviations may be considered. Common deviations are listed below. Any deviations require approval of the State Traffic Signal Engineer during the Design Approval process.

- Pushbutton mounted on a large pole. See Section 5.4.5.
- Two pushbuttons per pedestal/pole (note: this is the preferred solution for diagonal ramps and two ramps that share a single turning space). See Section 5.4.6.
- Use of an extension bracket mount. See Section 5.4.7.

5.4.4 Verifying Pushbutton Requirements

During design, the horizontal reach and Clear Space requirements for the pushbutton should be verified using the “Design Vehicle” (i.e. a wheelchair user) in CADD. See Figure 5-43. The design vehicle should be simulated for each pushbutton in both approach directions. The results of each simulation shall accompany the plan sheets when submitted to the State Traffic Signal Engineer for Design Approval.

An obstruction to the Clear Space is defined as any vertical difference that is greater than ¼” or any slope that is designed at greater than 1.5% (Maximum 2.0% finished slope surface). When running simulations at each pushbutton, the Clear Space shall be unobstructed.

Figure 5-43 | Design Vehicle (Clear Space with 10” Max Horizontal Reach)
The horizontal reach is measured from the obstruction to the pushbutton. For a pedestrian pedestal or pushbutton post, the obstruction is the edge of the frangible base. The foundation edge is not considered an obstruction as standard drawing TM457 requires the top of foundation to be flush with finish grade (0” to ¼” vertical tolerance). See Figure 5-44.

**Figure 5-44 | Measuring Horizontal Reach to Pushbutton Mounted on Pedestal**
The 10 inch horizontal reach eliminates the placement of the pedestal behind curbs. Curbs are typically 6 inches wide and with a standard construction of the foundation against the back-of-curb, the horizontal reach becomes approximately 13 inches. See Figure 5-45. While it may be possible to integrate the pedestal foundation with the curb installation to achieve the 10 inch horizontal reach, it is not recommended due to the increased complexity of construction (requires custom design details and excellent coordination and cooperation between subcontractors).

Figure 5-45 | Pedestals Located Behind Curbs Do NOT Meet 10 Inch Horizontal Reach Requirement
Pedestal foundations must be placed on a level surface (1.5% max. design slope) in order to meet the requirements for the 10 inch horizontal reach and Clear Space. See Figure 5-46. Do not place a pedestal foundation across more than one plane. See Figure 5-47.

Figure 5-46 | Pedestal Foundation Placement – Example 1

Foundation not installed on a level surface

Truncated Domes
7.5% Max Slope (design)
1.5% Max Slope (design)

Figure 5-47 | Pedestal Foundation Placement – Example 2

Foundation spanning two different planes

Truncated Domes
7.5% Max Slope (design)
1.5% Max Slope (design)
The Clear Space is the area defined as being level (having a maximum design slope of 1.5% or less) and is 30”x48” for a typical parallel approach. If the wheelchair user has to back-in/head-in to access the pushbutton, the clear space requirement becomes a little larger: 36”x48”. Typically the only time a wheelchair user will have to back-in/head-in is when the pushbutton is located on a large pole at perpendicular style ramp. See Figure 5-48. Due to the additional effort required for a back-in/head-in maneuver, ramp design and pushbutton locations that require this maneuver should be avoided.

The Turning Space (with an obstruction at back-of-walk, such as pedestal or signal pole) is defined as the 48”x60” unobstructed area located in front of the ramp, with the longer dimension towards the ramp. The Clear Space and Turning Space are independent of each other; they may coincide, overlap, or not touch depending on the ramp type and geometrics. The ideal pushbutton location occurs when the Turning Space and Clear Space coincide or have a large overlap for the following reasons:

- The path the Wheelchair user takes to push the button and use the curb ramp is the most direct path
- The pushbutton location is more likely to meet the other ODOT and MUTCD Section 4E.08 criteria (i.e. distance from crosswalk: See Figure 5-72, distance from edge of curb ramp: see Figure 5-60, etc.)
- Typically easier to meet the sidewalk and curb ramp slope requirements

**Figure 5-48 | Turning and Clear Space – Back-in/Head-in Maneuver Required**
Figure 5-49 through Figure 5-51 show pushbutton placement examples for a parallel approach that meets the “Shall” requirements for horizontal reach and Clear Space for the three standard types of ramps (Perpendicular, Parallel, and Combo), while also showing how the Clear Space and turning space relate to each other.

**Figure 5-49 | Turning and Clear Space – Perpendicular Ramp (Parallel Approach)**
Figure 5-50 | Turning and Clear Space – Parallel Ramp (Parallel Approach)

Crosswalk

Clear Space (30"x48")
entirely within the turning space.

Turning Space (48"x60")
Truncated Domes

7.5% Max Slope (design)
1.5% Max Slope (design)
Figure 5-51 | Turning and Clear Space – Combo Ramp (Parallel Approach)

Clear Space (30"x48")
entirely within the turning space.

- Turning Space (48"x60")
- Truncated Domes
  - 7.5% Max Slope (design)
  - 1.5% Max Slope (design)

Crosswalk
When a wheelchair user is accessing the pushbutton, the Clear Space (30”x48” or 36”x48” as required) cannot be located within any surface that has a designed slope greater than 1.5% (max. 2.0% finished slope surface). See Figure 5-52 through Figure 5-54.

**Figure 5-52 | Accessing the Pushbutton – Clear Space within 1.5% Slope (design), Example 1**
Figure 5-53 | Accessing the Pushbutton – Clear Space within 1.5% Slope (design), Example 2

Clear Space entirely 1.5 max slope (design) when accessing pushbutton

- Truncated Domes
- 7.5% Max Slope (design)
- 1.5% Max Slope (design)
Figure 5-54 | Accessing the Pushbutton – Clear Space NOT within 1.5% Slope (design)

- Truncated Domes
- 7.5% Max Slope (design)
- 1.5% Max Slope (design)
The Clear Space surface shall be comprised of a material that is solid (i.e. concrete, asphalt). Use of a poorly compacted material (pea gravel, uncompacted aggregate or soil) will make it difficult or impossible for a wheelchair user to access the pushbutton. This is especially important to consider for temporary signals. See Figure 5-55.

**Figure 5-55 | Poorly Compacted Material Example**

Poorly compacted Materials in the Clear Space (and pedestrian path)
Depending on the ramp geometry, there may be multiple ways to parallel approach the pushbutton, which can mean the difference between meeting or failing the Clear Space slope requirement (1.5% design slope). See Figure 5-56. Be sure to verify the Clear Space from all possible approaches with the Wheelchair Design Vehicle in CADD. While only one approach is required to meet the requirements, accessing each approach to the pushbutton can lead to a better overall design that minimizes the amount of maneuvering for the wheelchair user.

**Figure 5-56 | Multiple Ways to Parallel Approach the Pushbutton**

Approach 1: The 30”x48” Clear Space for pushbutton access (Wheelchair User) encroaches into 7.5% slope = **FAIL For New Construction**

Approach 2: The 30”x48” Clear Space for pushbutton access (Wheelchair User) within 1.5% (or less) slope = **ACCEPTABLE!**
The Turning Space for a ramp with pedestrian pedestals or signal poles (i.e. an obstruction) is required to be 48”x 60” with the 60” dimension measured from the obstruction towards the ramp. The width of the curb shall NOT be included in the measurement. An obstruction to the Turning Space is defined as any vertical difference that is greater than ¼” or any slope that is designed at greater than 1.5% (Maximum 2.0% finished slope surface). See Figure 5-57.

**Figure 5-57 | Turning Space Measurement for Ramp with Signal Equipment**
The vertical reach requirements for the pushbutton will typically always be met when using standard traffic signal pedestals, poles, and pushbuttons. Pushbuttons mounted to non-standard equipment, structures, or in unusual locations require verification of the vertical requirements. This includes poles with ornamental bases and poles located behind or above barriers. See examples shown in Figure 5-58 and Figure 5-59.

Figure 5-58 | Verification of Pushbutton Vertical Height Required (Non Std. Equipment) – Example 1

Figure 5-59 | Verification of Pushbutton Vertical Height Required (Non Std. Equipment) – Example 2
Pushbuttons should be located no more than 15 feet from the access to the crosswalk (edge of ramp). See Figure 5-60. This distance should be measured going through the middle of the turning space to the edge of the ramp, which may not always be a straight line. See Figure 5-61. In order to achieve the most direct measurement (straight line) the Clear Space and the Turning Space should coincide or have a large overlap.

Note that the MUTCD section 4E.08 states that the pushbutton should be 1.5 feet to 6 feet from the edge of ramp and allows up to 10 feet when physical constraints make closer placement impractical. While it is desirable to follow the MUTCD guidance and stay within 6 feet, we know that many ramps designed using ODOT standards will not even allow the placement of a pushbutton within 10 feet due to the slope requirements and the 7 inch standard curb exposure. Therefore, ODOT allows up to 15 feet to accommodate the majority of ramp designs.

If it is not feasible to place the pushbutton within 15 feet, adjustments to the signal timing WALK phase can be made to mitigate the longer distance. Be sure to coordinate with the Region Signal Timer if this distance will exceed 15 feet.

Figure 5-60 | Distance from Pushbutton to Crosswalk (Edge of Ramp)
Figure 5-61 | Measuring Distance from Pushbutton to Crosswalk (Edge of Ramp) Example

Note: Roadway Design Exception Required for Diagonal Ramp

Correct measurement lines (going through the middle of the turning space)

Incorrect measurement line

Turning Space (48"x60")

Truncated Domes

7.5% Max Slope (design)

1.5% Max Slope (design)
5.4.5 Deviation: Pushbutton Mounted on a Large Pole

Pushbuttons mounted on large poles are discouraged due to the tight tolerances for the 10 inch horizontal reach, high potential for non-compliance due to slight dimension variations of the pole, push button equipment, foundation installation tolerances and high probability of requiring an extension bracket mount. As such, pushbuttons mounted on a large pole should only be considered in rare cases where a pedestal/pushbutton post cannot be installed (i.e. areas with limited right-of-way, utility conflicts, etc.).

Mounting a pushbutton to a large pole limits the type of ramp that may be used. Typically only a perpendicular ramp style will work, with a larger clear space to accommodate the back-in/head-in maneuver. See Figure 5-48. The two other ramp styles (parallel and combo) both include a curb which will not meet the 10 inch horizontal reach if the pole is placed behind the curb. See Figure 5-62. Unlike a pedestal foundation, it is typically not practical to place the large pole foundation in front of the curb. Integrating the pole foundation with the curb installation, to achieve the 10 inch horizontal reach, is also not recommended due to the increased the complexity of construction (requires custom design details and excellent coordination/cooperation between sub-contractors).

Figure 5-62 | Poles Located Behind Curbs Do NOT Meet 10 Inch Horizontal Reach Requirement
The foundation of the large pole is an obstruction to the Clear Space for two reasons:

- The allowable tolerance for foundation exposure with respect to the adjacent finish grade is 3 inches max (TM653) and
- The slope from the edge of the foundation to the edge of the base plate is approximately 12% to 17%. If the foundation exposure is not flush to the adjacent finish grade (0” to ¼”) and the slope is designed at greater than 1.5%, it is considered an obstruction.

Figure 5-63 | Measuring Horizontal Reach to Pushbutton Mounted on Large Pole
The reach distance measured from the edge of the signal pole foundation to the pushbutton will just barely meet the 10 inch horizontal reach for MOST all pole types and pushbuttons listed on the approved Blue Sheets IF THE PUSH BUTTON IS MOUNTED PARALLEL TO THE EDGE OF THE FOUNDATION. See Figure 5-63. If the pushbutton is installed at an angle to the foundation, there is a point where it will fall outside the 10 inch horizontal reach (i.e. “out-of-reach angle”). See Figure 5-64.

**Figure 5-64 | Out-of-Reach Angle for Pushbuttons Located on Large Poles**

![Diagram showing out-of-reach angle for pushbuttons on large poles.](image-url)
5.4.6 Deviation: Two Pushbuttons Mounted on a Single Pedestal

Two pushbuttons on the same pedestal is the preferred solution for two scenarios:

- For two ramps that share a single turning space
- When a roadway design exception has been granted for a diagonal ramp (one ramp that will serve two crosswalks)

Trying to accommodate the 10 foot button separation for these two scenarios is not recommended due to the following drawbacks:

- The Turning Space and the Clear Space would separated by a large distance. This creates a longer (and unnecessary) path for the wheelchair user in certain directions. For example, a parallel style diagonal ramp the wheelchair user would have to traverse the 7.5% slope three times if approached from a certain direction. See Figure 5-65

- Unable to meet the MUTCD requirement of 60 inch maximum from the outside edge of the crosswalk striping to the pushbutton in the majority of cases. When Pedestrian signal indications are mounted on the same pedestal as the pushbutton, they would likely be blocked from the pedestrian’s view by cars stopped at the intersection. See Figure 5-65

- If the buttons are placed adjacent to the turning space (so that the clear space will coincide with or overlap the turning space), typically only 5 to 6 feet of separation can be achieved. Short separation distances are not desirable as they can create an “obstacle course” on the sidewalk that may be difficult for the sight impaired to navigate. See Figure 5-66
Figure 5-65 | Drawbacks to the 10 foot Separation of Pushbuttons at Diagonal Ramps

Note: Roadway Design Exception Required for Diagonal Ramp

Turning Space and Clear Space are separated

Strenuous path of travel for a wheelchair user

Path of wheelchair user approaching from right wanting to access the pushbutton for crosswalk "A"

A pedestrian signal located on this pedestal may be blocked by stopped traffic

Turning Space (48"x60")

Truncated Domes

7.5% Max Slope (design)

1.5% Max Slope (design)
Figure 5-66 | Drawbacks to the 10 foot Separation of Pushbuttons at two ramps that share a turning space

Note: the turning space is measured separately for each ramp (48"x60")

Pushbuttons will only be separated by approx. 5 to 6 feet when attempting to keep the ideal placement for the pushbutton (where the turning space and clear space coincide or have a large overlap). This can create an "obstacle course"
See Figure 5-67 for an example of the preferred placement for two ramps that share single turning space and Figure 5-68 through Figure 5-71 for the preferred placement for common styles of diagonal ramps.

Figure 5-67 | Preferred Pushbutton Placement for two ramps that share a turning space (Two Buttons on Pedestal)

Note: turning space is 48”x48” because the pushbutton post location is not an obstruction as shown in this drawing (post located at the corner of the turning space).
Figure 5-68 | Preferred Pushbutton Placement for Diagonal Perpendicular Style Ramp (Two Buttons on Pedestal)
Figure 5-69 | Preferred Pushbutton Placement for Diagonal Parallel Style Ramp (Two Buttons on Pedestal) – Example 1

Note: Roadway Design Exception Required for Diagonal Ramp

- Turning Space (48"x60")
- Truncated Domes
- 7.5% Max Slope (design)
- 1.5% Max Slope (design)
Figure 5-70 | Preferred Pushbutton Placement for Diagonal Parallel Style Ramp (Two Buttons on Pedestal) – Example 2

Note: Roadway Design Exception Required for Diagonal Ramp

- Turning Space (48"x60")
- Truncated Domes
- 7.5% Max Slope (design)
- 1.5% Max Slope (design)
Figure 5-71 | Preferred Pushbutton Placement for Diagonal Combo Style Ramp (Two Buttons on Pedestal)

Note: Roadway Design Exception Required for Diagonal Ramp

- Turning Space (48"x60")
- Truncated Domes
- 7.5% Max Slope (design)
- 1.5% Max Slope (design)
Several items need extra attention when a diagonal ramp serves two crosswalks. Verify the following:

- The pushbutton is located within 60 inches of the outside edge of the crosswalk striping. See Figure 5-72.
- The location of the pedestrian indications will not be blocked by traffic stopped at the stop line. This can be challenging when the radius is small. Advance stop lines may be an appropriate solution to preserve the pedestrian’s line of sight to the pedestrian indications.
- There is 4’ minimum between the curb ramp and the inside crosswalk striping. This distance provides the wheelchair user a location to maneuver to the desired crosswalk and should be outside of the travel way (including bike lanes). See Figure 5-73.

**Figure 5-72 | Pushbutton 60” From Outside Edge of Crosswalk Striping at Diagonal Ramp**

![Diagram of pushbutton placement](image)

Note: Roadway Design Exception Required for Diagonal Ramp
Figure 5-73 | 4’ Minimum Distance Between Curb Ramp and Inside of Crosswalk Striping at Diagonal Ramp

Note: Roadway Design Exception Required for Diagonal Ramp

Verify this dimension

Turning Space (48"x60")
Truncated Domes
7.5% Max Slope (design)
1.5% Max Slope (design)
5.4.7 Deviation: Use of an Extension Bracket Mount

Pushbuttons mounted on extensions are discouraged due to the potential for increased maintenance problems and they can also be a potential hazard for the blind that use caning for navigation. As such, they should only be used in two specific cases:

- When two pushbuttons must be mounted on 4” diameter pole. See Figure 5-74.
- Retro-fitting existing installations that do not meet the 10 inch horizontal reach. See Figure 5-75 and Figure 5-76.

Figure 5-74 | Extension Bracket Mount for Two Pushbuttons on 4 Inch Diameter Pole
Figure 5-75 | Extension Bracket Mount Example – Standard Button Style

Figure 5-76 | Extension Bracket Mount Example – H-Frame
5.4.8 Pushbuttons Located behind Guardrail
While not ideal, push buttons may be located behind guardrail if they meet the criteria specified in Section 5.4.2. This can be accomplished by positioning the pedestrian pedestal or pushbutton post between the guardrail posts. Additional coordination between the guardrail installer and the signal installer during construction will be necessary to ensure compliance.

5.4.9 Pedestrian Signal Location
All pedestrian signals shall have clear line of sight from within the crosswalk lines from one end of the crosswalk to the pedestrian signal at the other end of the crosswalk (see Figure 5-77).

Figure 5-77 | Good Pedestrian Signal Visibility

5.4.10 Indication Type
All pedestrian signal indications installed on new projects shall be the countdown type. See Figure 5-78. If the scope of the project impacts an existing non-countdown indication (e.g. adjustment of the head due to curb ramp changes) or necessitates the need to install only one new pedestrian signal indication, all pedestrian signal indications for the entire intersection should be updated at the same time. The reason for doing this is to provide uniformity and consistent information to the pedestrian at that particular location.
5.5 Pole Selection and Placement

ODOT’s standard is the use of mast arm poles in all new signal and retrofit installations. Span wire installations are allowed if standard length mast arms will not allow for proper signal head placement. Local jurisdictions may also request strain poles. Custom supports (other than mast arm or span wire) should only be considered if standard supports are not feasible.

5.5.1 Right-of-Way

All equipment (including foundations) must be located within right-of-way or permanent easements and shall not overhang private property.

5.5.2 Height Restrictions

When working on signals located near airports, there is the possibility of height restrictions which can have an impact on pole selection, especially poles with illumination. Permitted high loads and oversized truck routes should also be considered. Check with the airport in question regarding flight paths and any height restrictions and with the ODOT Trucking Industry Representative regarding permitted route issues.

5.5.3 Utility Conflicts

Always check to see if there is the possibility of overhead and underground utility conflicts when locating poles. Conflicts with overhead and underground utilities will need to be addressed during the design of the signal. A minimum of 10 feet from overhead high voltage lines is required as per OAR 437-002-0047. If there are any known conflicts with utilities, contact the Region Utility Specialist for help. There are three possible solutions depending on the situation; 1.) the signal pole location may need to be adjusted (which may require other auxiliary signal equipment such as pedestrian pedestals), 2.) the utility may need to be relocated, or 3.) a combination of number one and two. Utility conflicts shall be addressed and resolved before the design is complete.
5.5.4 **Roadside Placement Requirements**
Traffic signal poles shall be located no closer than 5 feet from face of curb to the face of pole or 6 feet from normal edge of pavement when curb is not present. Poles may be located in raised islands if 5 feet clearance can be maintained on all sides of the pole.

5.5.5 **Mast Arm Poles**
Mast arms come in sizes ranging from 15 feet to 55 feet in 5-foot increments. Mast arm poles are normally positioned with the mast arm perpendicular to the center line alignment.

The furthermost piece of equipment on the mast arm (i.e. signal head, sign, or fire preemption detector) shall be located no closer than 6 inches from the tip end of the mast arm. This is measured from the centerline of the mount location (which is typically the centerline of the equipment).

Illumination is typically included on all the mast arm poles at an intersection. The orientation of the illumination (location of the illumination relative to the mast arm) is usually located in-line with the mast arm, but it can be located at any degree on a standard mast arm pole as necessary.

When designing a mast arm for current permissive left turn phasing operation (especially if the lane use for the approach contains a left turn lane), the mast arm should be long enough to allow proper placement of a future signal head for protected only or protected/permitted operation.

Pedestrian signals and pushbuttons should not be mounted to a mast arm pole. See section 5.4 for more information about placement of pedestrian signals and pushbuttons.

5.5.6 **Strain Poles**
Strain poles are only to be used in areas where the use of mast arm poles will not allow for the correct location of signs or signal equipment. Wood strain poles are the standard only in the design of temporary signals.

Possible overhead and underground utility conflicts are more of a factor for strain pole placement since the pole is higher and the foundation is typically deeper than a mast arm pole. See Standard Drawings TM653 and TM661.

Illumination is typically included on all the strain poles at an intersection. The orientation of the illumination (location of the illumination with respect to the north arrow) can be located at any degree on a standard strain pole as necessary.
Pedestrian signals and pushbuttons should not be mounted to a strain pole. See section 5.4 for more information about placement of pedestrian signals and pushbuttons.

5.5.7 Pedestals: Vehicle

Vehicle pedestals are used mainly for ramp meter installations, but they also may be necessary at an intersection depending on the geometry and operation (typically used for nearside/supplemental signal heads). Vehicle pedestals shall NOT be used as a substitute for a mast arm or span wire for through movement phases. They also should not be used as a substitute for a mast arm or span wire for the stem of a T-intersection unless there is no other option (such as height limitations due to a bridge). This is because vehicle signals mounted on pedestals are only 12’ high (from the ground to the bottom of the signal) which makes them not as visible, especially for vehicles in the back of a platoon, as a standard 18’ – 19’ overhead mounted signal. If used at the stem of a T-intersection, additional supplemental heads may be required to mitigate the loss of visibility.

5.5.8 Pedestals: Pedestrian

Pedestrian pedestals should be used to mount pedestrian signals and pushbuttons. See section 5.4 for more information about pedestrian pedestals.

5.5.9 Recessed Terminal Cabinet

A new style terminal cabinet that is integral to the pole design was created in 2013. This terminal cabinet should be used for all new poles, with concurrence from the Region Electrical Crew. Standard Detail DET4405, 4410 and 4650 shows the details for this terminal cabinet.

5.5.10 Push Button Posts

Push button posts should be used only if the push buttons cannot be located on same support as the pedestrian indications. See section 5.4 for more information about placement of pushbuttons.

5.5.11 Non-Standard Design: (SM) Poles, Sign Bridge, Monotube, Luminaire Poles, Etc.

A non-standard structure is any structure that does not meet a standard drawing or new structures that do not have a standard drawing associated with the structure. These types of structures typically include poles for dual mast arms or diagonal structures. They are custom designed by a structural engineer during the construction phase of the project. In the case of sign bridges and monotubes, specially designed mounts for the signal equipment may also be required.

Mounting signal equipment (typically pedestrian equipment) to a stand-alone luminaire poles is discouraged because the use of standard pedestal or push button post is usually
feasible. If the use of a standard pedestal or push button post is not feasible, a stand-alone luminaire may be used to mount signal equipment only if the luminaire is operating from the same service as the traffic signal.

Contact the Traffic Structures Engineer and see the ODOT Traffic Structures Design Manual for more information on non-standard design

5.5.12 Re-using or altering the loading on existing signal supports

Re-using an existing traffic structure is generally not recommended for a number of reasons:

- The age of the structure may make analysis difficult. It will require a lot of assumptions if the necessary information cannot be found. The assumptions must be conservative, which typically leads to the analysis indicating re-use is not an option.
- The structure may be at or near its lifespan or not in great shape.
- Re-using an older pole requires a custom designed foundation (the standard drawings do not apply). This involves more engineering cost and extended review time. An old standard drawing may be used to as a starting point for analysis and design when creating a custom foundation detail sheet, but it cannot just be referenced and used without modification. This is because the old standard drawings (and specification references within) have not been maintained and therefore most likely contain out-of-date and erroneous information which must be modified and sealed by an engineer.
- For span wire installations – moving just one pole or installing just one new pole will often require adjustments to the other poles, thus necessitating more than one new pole anyway.
- Re-using a signal pole often results in more cost due to more extensive workzone traffic control. For example, moving an existing mast arm to accommodate a wider radius will require either a temporary signal while the existing mast arm is moved to its new location (the existing signal must remain in operation) or 24-7 flagging (if a temporary signal is not used).

For more info on how to analyze existing mast arm poles and strain poles, and additional information on when it may be appropriate to re-use an existing structure, refer to the ODOT Traffic Structures Design Manual.

5.5.13 Use of other Agency (non-ODOT) Approved Poles

This practice is typically not allowed. Contact the Traffic Structures Engineer for guidance and approval if use of non-ODOT poles is desired.

Reusing an existing signal support is often less cost effective than installing a new traffic signal structure!
5.6 Illumination

Providing illumination on all traffic signal mast arm poles and strain poles at an intersection is the default standard. A separate stand-alone luminaire pole may be used if a mast arm or strain pole is not located in a quadrant. If a stand-alone luminaire pole is used at the intersection, it should be powered from the same service as the traffic signal and designed according to standard drawings TM629 and TM630. The ODOT Lighting Policy and Guidelines and Traffic Lighting Design Manual contain additional information for illumination design requirements.

The illumination design should completed or verified by an illumination designer to determine the design specifics listed below. They will need a copy of your CADD signal plan and will provide:

- Length of luminaire arm (as per standard drawing TM629, standard lengths of luminaire arms are 6’, 8’, 10’, 12’, 15’ and 20’)
- Luminaire arm orientation
- Mounting height
- Type and wattage of luminaires
- A copy of the photometric analysis for the project file

The Region Electrical crew shall be contacted to verify the maximum height that can be reached by their equipment and the wattage of the replacement bulbs they normally stock.

Current default standards are:

- 0 degree luminaire arm orientation (in-line with the mast arm)
- 15’ arm length
- 40 feet maximum height
- Light Emitting Diode (LED) fixtures (See Section 5.6.1 for more info). High Pressure Sodium (HPS) fixtures may be used when it is necessary to match the existing illumination system.
- A Type 3 light distribution pattern (See Figure 5-79)

Figure 5-79 | Illumination Engineering Society (IES) Light Distribution Patterns

- Type I
- Type II
- Type III
- Type IV
- Type V
5.6.1 **Light Emitting Diode (LED) fixtures**

LED fixtures shall be approved by the Region Electrical Manager and/or the ODOT Illumination Engineer. They may be used on new projects or on modification projects (that are converting/changing existing fixtures). The new special provision for LED fixtures should be used (special provision 02926).

The general guidance for LED power requirements at standard intersections of two-way, two-lane highways to comply with ODOT illumination standards is as follows:

- 250-275 watt LED (2 locations, far corners on the mainline)
- 130-140 watt LED (4 locations, at each corner of the intersection)

Bigger and more complex intersections should be analyzed using computer lighting software to determine the proper illumination design. Contact the Illumination Engineer.

5.6.2 **Photo Electric Control Relay**

The photo electric control relay is a device used for turning on luminaires based on the ambient lighting conditions. It should be placed on the signal pole that is closest to the Base Mounted Service Cabinet (BMCL). The photo electric control relay should be oriented towards the north sky.

5.6.3 **Illumination Wiring**

The wiring for the illumination that is part of the traffic signal (located on the signal poles) is wired directly from the BMCL to luminaire and photo electric control relay. Illumination wiring shall not be routed through the signal controller cabinet.

- Three No. 12 AWG THWN wires are needed from the BMCL to the photo electric control relay.
- Two No. 10 AWG XHHW wires are needed from the BMCL to each luminaire (each luminaire must have independent wires directly from the BMCL). Daisy chaining the illumination wiring from luminaire to luminaire is no longer allowed. This wiring will be spliced to the TC cable (see bullet below) via an in-line fuse holder at the pole base.
- TC cable is used from the pole base (splice point using an in-line fuse holder) to the luminaire ballast. This wiring is NOT shown on the plans, but is contained in the specification 00970.42.
- The ground/bond wire to the signal/illumination pole is a No. 6 AWG THWN. This wiring is NOT shown on the plans, but is contained in the specification 00960.50(a).
5.7 Fire Preemption

Fire preemption is often included in new signal installations, however it should only be included if the area/operators have been approved for use. Typically, if fire preemption is present at an existing intersection, it has already been approved and shall be replaced if the signal is re-built. The ODOT Traffic Signal Operations Engineer maintains a list of approved fire preemption areas/operators. The signal designer should contact the Traffic Signal Operations Engineer to verify the approval is documented. If the project scope does not mention fire preemption, verify that fire preemption is not needed or wanted with Region Traffic. Region Traffic will then work with the local operators in the area and submit a request for operation approval to the STRE if needed.

If fire preemption equipment is planned for the intersection, the detector must be located with a clear line of sight for a minimum distance of 1500 feet. Preferred placement of the detector is on the near side of a mast arm or span wire. Remote detectors, multiple barrel devices or alternate locations will be necessary if the roadway curves prior to entering the intersection.

One specialty cable for the fire preemption system is needed from the device mounted in the field back to the signal controller cabinet. No splices are allowed.

All pre-approved (Green Sheets) fire preemption equipment is capable of providing encryption (to assign ID’s to those that use the system). However, ODOT does not currently have any jurisdictions using this feature.
5.8 Power Source

Commercial power is used to power all electrical installations (with the exception of some temporary signals). When installing a new traffic signal, the nearest location to draw power from (the power source) should be used. Power can only be tapped off of a transformer. The Figure 5-80 shows a typical example of a transformer.

Figure 5-80 | Transformer Example

It is critical to work with the Region Utility Specialist to determine what type of power is available and the location of the power source. The traffic signal service requires commercial power of 120V (or 120V/240V if illumination will be provided on the traffic signal). If the existing power source is unacceptable or needs modifications to work, the Region Utility Specialist will handle these issues.

Sometimes the project will necessitate moving the existing power source location to a new location. If this is the case, the signal plan sheets will need to depict this.

For all new signals, the wiring from the power source should enter into the service cabinet via a conduit (no aerial connections, with the exception of temporary signals). The design and installation of the conduit and wiring from the power source to the service cabinet is per the requirements of the power company. The plan sheets should just show a reference to the
conduit and wiring indicating this. The contractor is responsible for installing the conduit and pull line from the service cabinet to the power source, and the power company is responsible for installing and terminating the wiring from the service cabinet to the power source.

5.9 Battery Back-Up
A battery back-up system can provide uninterruptable, reliable emergency power to a traffic signal in the event of a power outage or interruption. Some intersections, due to their location, and operational characteristics, may experience congestion or be difficult to drive through in the event of a power outage. Battery back-up may be beneficial in the following situations:

- Isolated location (long travel times for electrical crew to get to the signal)
- Conflicting high-speed approaches
- High volume intersections (ADT >20,000 on the mainline)
- Approaches with limited visibility
- Unusual geometry (e.g. single point urban diamonds)
- More than 4 approach legs
- Six or more travel lanes per road
- Railroad interconnection
- History of frequent power outages

The decision to install battery back-up is made at the District level in conjunction with input from the Region Traffic Engineer.

If battery back-up is deemed necessary, the following standard design practices apply:

- The operating electrical load of the intersection shall be calculated to confirm the applicability of battery back-up equipment meeting the current specifications (see the ODOT Standard Specification for Microcomputer Signal Controller and the approved product listed on the Traffic Signal Material “Green Sheets”). Adjustment for a higher capacity battery back-up system to accommodate larger operating loads will be made on an as needed basis.
5.10 Controller Cabinets

5.10.1 Location

If possible, locate the controller on the right-hand side of a side street approach and try to obtain a power source in that quadrant. There may be limitations that preclude this location such as R/W, power source locations, sidewalk, or businesses located in the quadrant. Always contact the region electrical crew for their preference on the location of the controller cabinet.

The controller cabinet and the service cabinet should always be located in the same quadrant together for ease of maintenance, spaced a minimum of 10 feet apart.

Locate the controller cabinet so that it does not obstruct the view for a side street vehicle turning right-on-red. Standard controller cabinets are constructed such that the controller side cabinet door (front louvered door) swings left. Orient the controller cabinet so that the cabinet doors swing away from traffic. Locate the controller so that when the cabinet is being serviced, the technician can stand facing the louvered door (the front of the cabinet), and see a minimum of two traffic signal phases.

The right-of-way and adjacent properties may also have influence the orientation of the controller cabinet. Figure 5-81 shows an example of controller cabinet that is difficult to open and maintain. Make sure that the cabinet door can fully open and does not encroach on private property when fully open.

Figure 5-81 | Controller Cabinet Front Louvered Door Encroaching on Private Property
5.10.2 332S Controller Cabinet

The 332S controller cabinet is a ground mounted cabinet which is the new ODOT standard for any new or temporary traffic signal. It provides more room and options than the old 332 cabinet.

5.10.3 332 Controller Cabinet

The 332 controller cabinet is a ground mounted cabinet. It is no longer used in new construction.

5.10.4 336 and 336S Controller Cabinet

The 336 and 336S controller cabinets are pole mounted cabinets, smaller than the 332 cabinet. These cabinets are no longer used for permanent or temporary signals.

In the past, these cabinets were commonly used in downtown corridors where the traffic signals operation is simple and pre-timed. However, there are a few reasons why the pole mounted cabinet is no longer used for a permanent or temporary installation:

- They have limited space inside and still take up the same amount of room (width and depth) as a standard 332S cabinet. The only room that is saved is directly underneath the cabinet, which isn’t useable.
- They produce challenges for meeting ADA requirements since it creates a protruding object unless it is placed away from a pedestrian walkway.
- We now have a temporary pre-cast foundation that is easy to install and remove for temporary staging.

5.10.5 Controller Cabinet Power

The controller cabinet is wired to the service cabinet with two No. 6 AWG XHHW wires (shown on the plan sheets) and a ground wire (NOT shown on the plan sheets).

5.11 Service Cabinets

5.11.1 Base Mounted Service Cabinet (BMC)

A Base Mounted Service Cabinet (BMC) shown in Standard Drawing TM485 is the standard service type for traffic signal installations. The BMC should be located in the same quadrant as the controller cabinet. This makes the BMC convenient for maintenance personnel working on the signal. Locate the BMC at least 10 feet away from any other equipment (controller or any poles). The BMC shall be located around the corner on the intersecting side street to mitigate mainline exposure and to avoid obstructing the view of right turn traffic.

5.11.2 Base Mounted Service Cabinet with illumination (BMCL)

Section 5.11.1 still applies; except a Base Mounted Service Cabinet with illumination contains extra circuit breakers and a contactor to run a separate circuit for illumination that is part of the traffic signal (not strip lighting).
5.11.3 Base Mounted Service Cabinet, Flashing Beacons (BMCF, and BMCFL)
Section 5.11.1 still applies; except a base mounted service cabinet for flashing beacons contains contacts for the flashing indications. The BMCFL can accommodate illumination that is part of the flashing beacon. See Chapter 12 for more info on flashing beacons.

5.11.4 Pole Mounted Service Cabinet (SC) and Meter Base (MC)
This type of service is only allowed for temporary signals. See Chapter 11 for more information on temporary signals.

5.11.5 Remote Post Mounted Service (RPS)
ODOT no longer uses this style of service.

5.11.6 Wiring
The service cabinet is wired to the power source according to requirements of the power company. See section 5.8 for more information.

5.12 Junction Boxes
Junction boxes provide pull point for circuits coming from the signal controller cabinet to the various pieces of equipment in the field. They also provide a location for loop wire splices. Junction boxes shall be spaced a maximum of 300 feet between junction boxes on a conduit run.
Junction boxes used for the signal wiring should be located toward the approaching traffic end of the corner’s radius. This provides dual use for signal wiring and detector loop access. See chapter 6 for detection specific information on junction boxes.

5.12.1 Junction Box Type and Size
The junction box type/size is determined by the total conduit diameter that is contained within the junction box and the location of where the junction box is located. However, there is default minimum type/size standard. Table 5-5 shows the default minimum standard and Table 5-6 shows how to determine the types/sizes of junction if the default minimum is not adequate.

The type of surface that a junction box will be installed in is also an important consideration. This determines whether a concrete apron around the junction box is needed or not. The ‘A’ in the junction box designation (i.e. JB-2A) denotes a 12-inch wide concrete apron surrounding a precast concrete junction box. The concrete apron provides support to the fragile sides of the box. Type “A” boxes have concrete aprons and are to be used in non-paved areas (i.e. unpaved shoulders or landscaped areas) where maintenance vehicles may be present. Do not use a precast concrete junction box within a travel lane or any access where it may be exposed to traffic. Placing a junction box within a travel lane or where it is exposed to traffic should be
avoided at all costs. However, where it absolutely cannot be avoided, an approved cast iron junction box rated for traffic is required (JB-4 through JB-8).

**Table 5-5 | Default Minimum Junction Box Type/Size**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type/Size</th>
<th>Location/use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JB-3T: Two (Tandem) 30”x17”x12” boxes</td>
<td>The same quadrant as the signal controller: first access point for all signal, detector and interconnect circuits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JB-2: Single 22”x12”x12” box</td>
<td>All quadrants without the signal controller: secondary access point for signal, detector, and/or interconnect circuits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JB-1: Single 17”x10”x12” box</td>
<td>All approach legs: detector and/or interconnect circuits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5-6 | Sizing for Junction Box Type/Size**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type*</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Total Conduit Diameters Allowed (Inches)</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
<th>Material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JB-1</td>
<td>17”x10”x12”</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Non-traffic areas only</td>
<td>Concrete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JB-2</td>
<td>22”x12”x12”</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Non-traffic areas only</td>
<td>Concrete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JB-3</td>
<td>30”x17”x12”</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>Non-traffic areas only</td>
<td>Concrete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JB-4</td>
<td>8”x6”x6”</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>No loop splices</td>
<td>Cast Iron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JB-5</td>
<td>12”x10”x6”</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>No loop splices</td>
<td>Cast Iron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JB-6</td>
<td>12”x10”x8”</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Loop splices OK</td>
<td>Cast Iron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JB-7</td>
<td>16”x12”x6”</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>No loop splices</td>
<td>Cast Iron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JB-8</td>
<td>16”x12”x8”</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Loop splices OK</td>
<td>Cast Iron</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*JB-1 through JB-3 all have the option to be installed with an apron (JB-1A, JB-2A, and JB-3A)

**Do not place junction boxes in the slope or the landing area of an ADA Ramp. Junction boxes shall be placed in or behind sidewalks in a flat area that can be easily accessed by maintenance crews.**

Junction boxes and the guidelines for general use are shown on Standard Drawing TM472. See section 5.14.4 for more information on grounding/bonding requirements.
Figure 5-82 shows a base map that has correct placement of the junction boxes (and conduits) in relation to the signal poles, pedestrian ramps, and detector loops using the minimum default standard types/sizes.

**5.12.2 Use of Existing Junction Boxes**

Use of existing junction boxes is allowed if all of the following statements are true:
1. the junction box is relatively new, in good condition, and in a good location,
2. the junction box is the appropriate size,
3. the junction box itself will not have to be adjusted due to the adjacent construction work, and
4. the junction box will not have any new conduit installed within.

Junction boxes are a very low cost item and it is more cost effective to remove an old junction box and install a new one if any of the above statements are false. A common construction
change order on preservation projects is additional payment for the contractor to adjust of install new junction boxes as a result of the work done on the roadway shoulder. Change orders should be avoided as they are generally more expensive than having the contractor bid the same work. Therefore, if there is a good chance that an existing junction box will be damaged, need adjustment, or is just a maintenance headache, you should remove it and install a new one. If, during construction, the contractor is able to use the existing junction box they can submit a Cost Reduction Proposal (as per specification 00140.70) that can be considered (which should result in a credit to the contract if the existing boxes can indeed be used).

5.13 Conduit

Once the junction box placement is complete, conduits can be planned to connect all equipment to the signal controller cabinet. Standard practice is to cross mainline in only one area (see Figure 5-82). This shall be accomplished with conduits installed by Horizontally Directional Drilling HDD (preferred method) or run in a common trench.

The illumination circuit and photoelectric cell wiring is contained in a separate conduit for safety reasons. Illumination wiring is never routed through the controller cabinet.

5.13.1 Conduit Size

To determine the proper size of conduit, two criteria need to be considered: ODOT requirements and the wire fill calculation. The larger of the two criteria governs. See Section 5.14 for information on wiring.

ODOT Requirements:

• Conduit crossing mainline or side street shall be 2-inch diameter minimum
• One spare 2-inch conduit from the controller cabinet to the nearest junction box shall be installed for future use, shall contain a poly pull line and be capped at each end
• 1½-inch minimum conduit
• 3-inch maximum conduit
• One spare 2-inch conduit from the signal pole to the nearest junction box shall be installed for future use of alternate detection, shall contain a poly pull line and be capped at each end. This spare conduit shall be omitted when a conduit will be installed for current use of an alternate detection system.

The ODOT minimum design standard for new construction allows a maximum wire fill of 70 percent of the NEC maximum allowed wire fill. This provides ample room for additional wires if needed in the future. For existing signals where new wire is being installed into existing conduit, the NEC maximum allowed wire fill is acceptable to use.

To calculate wire fill, use Table 5-7 through Table 5-9.
### Table 5-7 | Wire Area

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cable AWG</th>
<th>Cable Area (in²)</th>
<th>Cable Type</th>
<th>Cable Area (in²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>FPC</td>
<td>0.0784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>LF</td>
<td>0.0908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.0097</td>
<td>LF 18awg</td>
<td>0.0616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.0133</td>
<td>6/P</td>
<td>0.3117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.0211</td>
<td>12/P</td>
<td>0.4902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.0366</td>
<td>CC 4/14</td>
<td>0.1257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.0507</td>
<td>CC 5/14</td>
<td>0.1452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.0824</td>
<td>CC 6/14</td>
<td>0.1698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.0973</td>
<td>CC 7/14</td>
<td>0.1735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.1158</td>
<td>CC 10/14</td>
<td>0.2922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1562</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/0</td>
<td>0.1855</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/0</td>
<td>0.2223</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.2190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/0</td>
<td>0.2679</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.2642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/0</td>
<td>0.3237</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.3197</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5-8 | Conduit Fill Table (NEC & ODOT Max Fill: RMC Article 344 in NEC Chapter 9, table 4)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conduit size Inch</th>
<th>Internal Dia inch</th>
<th>NEC % Max Fill (in²)</th>
<th>ODOT % Max Fill (in²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 wire</td>
<td>2 wire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>0.632</td>
<td>0.166</td>
<td>0.097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>0.836</td>
<td>0.291</td>
<td>0.170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.063</td>
<td>0.470</td>
<td>0.275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 1/4</td>
<td>1.394</td>
<td>0.809</td>
<td>0.473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 1/2</td>
<td>1.624</td>
<td>1.098</td>
<td>0.642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.083</td>
<td>1.806</td>
<td>1.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 1/2</td>
<td>2.489</td>
<td>2.579</td>
<td>1.508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.090</td>
<td>3.975</td>
<td>2.325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 1/2</td>
<td>3.570</td>
<td>5.305</td>
<td>3.103</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5-9 | Wire Fill Requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wire Fill Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Existing conduit:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New conduit:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Conduit Sizing Example No. 1**

**Given:** How large of a new conduit is needed if the conduit has to carry the following cables?

1.) Thirteen No. 14 AWG THWN  
4.) One No. 8 AWG THWN (signal system common)  
2.) Two Loop Feeder Cables*  
5.) One No. 6 AWG THWN (Ground/Bond wire. Not shown on plans, but required by specification)  
3.) One 6/P (interconnect cable)*

**Step 1:** Determine Total cable area using Cable Area Chart:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cable Type</th>
<th>Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13*(0.0097)</td>
<td>0.1261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2*(0.0908)</td>
<td>0.1816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1*(0.3117)</td>
<td>0.3117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1*(0.0366)</td>
<td>0.0366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1*(0.0507)</td>
<td>0.0507</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total Sum = (0.1261+0.1816+0.3117+0.0366+0.0507) = **0.7067**

**Step 2:** Use the ODOT % Max Fill Chart to compare calculated total sum to max. allowable fill (use column for 3+ wires - since the total # of wires in this conduit is 18)

0.7067 > 0.580, therefore, a 1.5" conduit is too small  
0.7067 < 0.954, therefore a 2" conduit is OK**

**Note - loop feeder cables and interconnect cable are normally installed in separate conduits from the signal system.**

**Conduit Sizing Example No. 2**

**Given:** An existing 2" conduit has the following existing cables, can 4 additional Loop Feeder cables be installed?

1.) Thirteen AWG No. 14 THWN  
4.) One No. 8 AWG THWN (signal system common)  
2.) Two Loop Feeder Cables*  
5.) One No. 6 AWG THWN (Ground/Bond wire. Not shown on plans, but required by specification)  
3.) One 6/P (interconnect cable)*

**Step 1:** Determine Total cable area using Cable Area Chart:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cable Type</th>
<th>Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13*(0.0097)</td>
<td>0.1261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2*(0.0908)</td>
<td>0.1816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1*(0.3117)</td>
<td>0.3117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4*(0.0908)</td>
<td>0.3632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1*(0.0366)</td>
<td>0.0366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1*(0.0507)</td>
<td>0.0507</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

New Cables  

Total Sum = (0.1261+0.1816+0.3117+0.3632+0.0366+0.0507+0.3632) = **1.0699**

**Step 2:** Use the NEC % Max Fill Chart to compare calculated total sum to max. allowable fill (use column for 3+ wires - since the total # of wires in this conduit is 22)

1.0699 < 1.363, therefore the existing 2" conduit is big enough to allow the new cables**

**Note - loop feeder cables and interconnect cable are normally installed in separate conduits from the signal system.**

**" check to make sure that a 2" conduit will meet the other ODOT requirements for conduit size**

Wire fill rates can be visually deceiving if you are not accustomed to working with conduit and wire. The following photos should be helpful in providing some perspective (note: the conduit bushing has not been installed for better photo clarity):
1” conduit w/5 loop feeder cables
Exceeds NEC max fill
Exceeds ODOT max fill

1” conduit w/4 loop feeder cables
Exceeds NEC max fill
Exceeds ODOT max fill

1” conduit w/3 loop feeder cables
Does NOT exceed NEC max fill
Exceeds ODOT max fill

1” conduit w/2 loop feeder cables
Does NOT exceed NEC max fill
Does NOT exceed ODOT max fill
1½” conduit w/ control cables
Does NOT exceed NEC max fill
Does exceed ODOT max fill

2” conduit w/ control cables
Does NOT exceed NEC max fill
Does NOT exceed ODOT max fill

1½” conduit w/ 9 loop feeder cables
Does NOT exceed NEC max fill
Does exceed ODOT max fill

1½” conduit w/ 9 loop feeder cables
+1 video cable
Exceeds NEC max fill
Exceeds ODOT max fill
5.13.2 Conduit Materials

There are several different types of conduit materials that can be used for traffic signal installations. The conduit material is NOT specified on the plan sheets as this information is contained within the standard drawings and section 00960.42 of the Oregon Standard Specifications for Construction. The following information is some basics on conduit materials. Refer to the specifications and standard drawings for detailed info.

- **Rigid Metallic Conduit**
  - Rigid galvanized metallic conduit should be used in all locations where there is the potential for damage, which includes any conduit located above ground (on poles or structures).
  - For conduit located under railroad tracks, there is a requirement to place the conduit holding wires within a rigid metallic conduit “sleeve” as per standard specification 00960.41(e).

- **Rigid Non-Metallic Conduit**
  - Fiberglass (schedule 40) – used for elbows and in foundations as per standard specification 00960.42(f) and 00960.42(d) respectively. Fiberglass can also be used instead of Rigid Metallic Conduit in above ground locations.
• PVC (schedule 40) – typically the type of rigid nonmetallic conduit used in most applications.
• High density polyethylene (HDPE) – typically used when installing conduit by horizontal directional drilling.

5.13.3 Expansion Fittings

Whenever traffic signal conduit must be placed on or in a structure, conduit expansion fittings are required. The structure will experience expansion/contraction depending on the stresses subjected to it, and so the conduit must also allow for movement too. Therefore, expansion fittings are used on the conduit run at all structure expansion joints as per standard specification 00960.42(k). Because the standard specification states this requirement, it is not necessary to show this detail on the plan sheets.

5.13.4 Routing Conduit to Remote Pedestals (Vehicle, Pedestrian and Push Button)

Two methods for routing conduit to a remote pedestal when a large pole is located in the same quadrant are described below. Contact the Region Electrical Crew to determine their preference.

1. Route the conduit from the junction box in the same quadrant to the large pole, then from the large pole to the remote pedestal. The wiring for the remote pedestal will be spliced in the terminal cabinet of the large pole. Routing the conduit and wiring this way allows for easy replacement of the pedestal and wiring to the pedestal in the event of a pedestal knock-down (all pedestals are designed to break-away) due to the splice point in the terminal cabinet. See Figure 5-85.

Figure 5-85 | Method 1: Conduit Routing to Remote Pedestals from Large Pole
2. Route the conduit from the junction box in the same quadrant directly to the remote pedestal. The wiring for the remote pedestal will be spliced in the terminal cabinet of the large pole. Routing the conduit and wiring this way still allows for easy replacement of the pedestal and wiring to the pedestal in the event of a pedestal knock-down, but contains one additional access point (the junction box) rather than a direct connection to between the pedestal and large pole. See Figure 5-86.

Figure 5-86 | Method 2: Conduit Routing to Remote Pedestals from Junction Box

- Wiring for pedestal (pedestrian) directly from Pole No.7.
- 23 No. 14 AWG wires total: 16 wires into pole No.7, 7 wires out of pole No.7 into pole No.8.
When a large pole is NOT located in the same quadrant as the remote pedestal (e.g. T-intersection), the conduit should route from a junction box in that quadrant to the remote pedestal, shown in Figure 5-87. Do NOT route conduit directly to the remote pedestal. See Figure 5-88.

**Figure 5-87 | Conduit Routing to Remote Pedestal Not Located in Same Quadrant as Large Pole**

Conduit for pedestal should go thru a junction box in the same quadrant

**Figure 5-88 | Improper Conduit Routing to Remote Pedestal**

Conduit for pedestal without a junction box in the same quadrant
5.14 Wiring
Traffic signals have three distinct systems for wiring based on the voltage used:

- 120V AC for all signal indications (includes both vehicle and pedestrian indications)
- 240V AC for illumination that is part of the traffic signal
- 24V DC for pedestrian push buttons and vehicle detection system

When wiring a traffic signal, NO SPLICING IS ALLOWED! The only exception to this rule is splicing loop wire to loop feeder cable in the junction box.

5.14.1 Wire Types
The following wire types are used for traffic signals:

**Single Conductor Wire**
Single conductor wire is the standard for wiring located within conduits (i.e. from the controller cabinet to the pole’s terminal cabinet). See Standard Drawing TM470 for the color code. However, control cables may be used in conduits with concurrence from the ODOT Region Electrical Crew.

**THWN**
THWN stands for:
- T: Thermoplastic insulation
- H: High temperature (usually 75 °C when dry or damp)
- W: Moisture resistant (usually 60 °C when wet)
- N: Nylon jacket

This wire consists of a stranded copper conductor with thermoplastic installation and nylon jacket. This type of wire is the standard for providing electricity to:
- signal heads
- pedestrian signal heads
- pushbuttons
- system commons
- photo control electronic relay
- flashing beacons

**XHHW**
XHHW stands for:
- X: Cross-linked synthetic polymer insulation
- HH: Higher temperature (usually 90 °C when dry or damp)
- W: Moisture resistant (usually 60 °C when wet)

This wire consists of a stranded copper conductor with cross-linked synthetic polymer insulation. This type of wire is the standard for providing electricity to:
• loop wires
• illumination
• power from BMCL to signal controller cabinet

**Control Cable (multi-conductor cable)**
Control cables are multi-conductor cable with assorted stranded copper wires of a particular gauge (No. 14 AWG, No. 12 AWG, etc.). The standard material (wire and insulation) are defined by IMSA (International Municipal Signal Association). They are the standard for aerial installations, such as a temporary signal. Control cables may be used within conduits (rather than single conductor wires) with concurrence from the Region Electrical Crew. See Standard Drawing TM470 for color code.

ODOT’s standard is to use control cable from the terminal cabinet to each of the signal heads, in both mast arm and span wire installations. The control cables are shown and labeled on all span wire plan sheets between strain poles. The cables within a mast arm are not shown on the plans, but are instead detailed in the specifications. See Standard Drawing TM470 for wiring guidance on single conductor and control cable color codes.

**Interconnect Cable**
Interconnect cable consists of a shielded cable containing 6+ twisted pairs of No. 19 AWG wires. This cable is used solely for the purposes of communication between traffic signals. 12+ twisted pair of No. 19 AWG wires may also be used if additional wires are needed. See Chapter 7 for more information on interconnect design.

### 5.14.2 Wire Gauge
The American Wire Gauge (AWG) is a standardized wire gauge system for the diameters of round electrically conducting wire. The cross-sectional area of each gauge is an important factor for determining its current carrying capacity. Increasing gauge numbers give decreasing wire diameters.

The standard wire gauges used by ODOT for traffic signal installations are shown below:
- No. 6 AWG is used for:
  o power from the BMCL to the signal controller
  o Ground/bond wire
- No. 8 AWG is used for the traffic signal system neutral
- No. 10 AWG is used for illumination
- No. 12 AWG is used for:
  o Pedestrian signal system neutral (for use with pedestrian pedestals only)
  o Traffic signal system neutral (for use with vehicle pedestals only)
  o Power from BMCL to the photo control electronic relay
  o PTR signs
• No. 14 AWG is used for powering:
  o Signal heads (vehicle/bike)
  o Pedestrian signal heads
  o Push buttons
  o Push button system common
  o Flashing beacons

5.14.3 Voltage Drop
In certain circumstances, such as a temporary one-lane, two-way traffic signal where the distance between the signal controller and the signal equipment is excessive, a larger gauge wire (than the ODOT standard) may be needed to power the equipment due to the voltage drop that occurs over the distance of the wire. Voltage drop should not exceed three percent. However, with the use of LED signal heads (which do not require as many watts as an incandescent signal head) the need to use larger gauge wire is now rarely a necessity, even with temporary one-lane, two-way traffic signals.

5.14.4 Bonding/Grounding Requirements
All ground rods, metal conduit, metal poles, grounding wire, metallic junction boxes, metallic junction box covers, and cabinets shall be mechanically and electrically secure to form a continuous, effectively grounded and bonded system. Typically, a No. 6 AWG stranded copper wire is used for grounding/bonding.

The ODOT Standard Drawings, Section 00960.50 of the Oregon Standard Specifications for Construction, and National Electric Code contain all the requirements for bonding and grounding. Because of this, the signal plan sheets typically do NOT show or detail any grounding/bonding requirements. It is recommend that the signal designer consult these sources or contact the ODOT Region Electrical Crew for additional information on grounding/bonding.

5.14.5 Common/Neutral (Shared) Wire
A neutral/common wire is needed for each signal system to complete the circuit. There are three separate wiring systems used in traffic signals:

1. 120V AC for signal indications – Includes both pedestrian & vehicle indications
2. 24V DC for pedestrian push buttons
3. 240V AC for illumination on signal poles (two hot 120V wires, No. 10 AWG XHHW wire, therefore no common/neutral required)

One common/neutral wire is required from the signal controller cabinet to each pole that has signal indications attached to it, regardless of the number of signal indications or phases. One common/neutral wire is required from the signal controller cabinet to each pole that has a pedestrian push button attached to it, regardless of the number of push buttons. For example, a vehicle pedestal with a signal indication, two pedestrian
indications, and two push buttons will require a total of two common/neutral wires; one for the signal indications (120V AC) and one for the push buttons (24V DC).

When using single conductor, the size of the common/neutral wire used for signal indications varies depending on the size of the pole that it will be going into:

- For large signal poles (those over 4” in diameter, i.e. mast arm poles and strain poles) with signal indications, one No. 8 AWG THWN wire is required.
- For small signal poles (those 4” in diameter, i.e. pedestals) with signal indications, one No. 12 AWG THWN wire is required.

When using control cable, the common/neutral is inclusive, therefore the size of the common/neutral is based on the AWG of the control cable (typically No. 14).

The size of the common wire used for pedestrian push buttons does not vary with pole size:

- For pedestrian push button, one No. 14 AWG THWN wire is required.

The common/neutral wire from the signal cabinet is terminated at the terminal cabinet located on the signal pole (this is the common/neutral wire that is shown and detailed on the signal plan sheet). From there, additional common/neutral wires are used as necessary from the terminal cabinet on the signal pole to each signal indication (this wiring is NOT shown or detailed on the signal plan sheet). For small poles that do not have a terminal cabinet, such as vehicle and pedestrian pedestals, the common/neutral wire is terminated in a terminal block within the signal indication.

5.14.6  Wiring Signal Heads (From Head to Terminal Cabinet)

Each signal indication in a signal head requires a “Hot” wire and a “common/neutral” wire in order to complete the circuit. Refer to Figure 5-90 when reading the bulleted text below for a description of the wiring diagram that is used in Figure 5-90 through Figure 5-97 for each signal head type:

- The Type 2 signal head shows the hot wiring for each indication (red, yellow, green) entering the signal indication from right side and the common/neutral wiring entering from the left side. This wiring is contained within the signal head itself and NOT shown or detailed on the plan sheets.

- The wiring from the terminal block within the signal head connects to the terminal cabinet located on the signal pole. This wiring is accomplished with a 7 conductor control cable; one for each signal head regardless of type (See Standard Drawing TM470, See Figure 5-89). It is located within the mast arm
or along the span wire. Note that use of a 7 conductor control cable results in one to three spare wires depending on the type of signal head that is used. This wiring is NOT shown or detailed on the plan sheets for mast arm installations, as the specifications and standard drawing TM470 detail this information, but it is shown and detailed on the plan sheets for span wire installations.

- From the terminal cabinet on the signal pole, individual conductor wire (default standard) or control cable (if requested by the Region Electrical Crew) is routed back to the signal controller cabinet (in conduit, for both mast arm and span wire installations) to power each signal phase. See 5.14.8 for more info. This wiring is shown and detailed in the plan sheets. Note that the No. 8 AWG common/neutral wire used in each example for the individual conductors assumes that the signal head is attached to a large pole (over 4” in diameter). If the signal head was attached to a small pole, such as a vehicle pedestal, then a No. 12 AWG common/neutral wire would be used instead.

Figure 5-89 | Standard Drawing TM470 Signal Head Wiring

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>7 CONDUCTOR CONTROL CABLE</th>
<th>SIGNAL HEAD TYPES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CONDUCTOR NUMBER</td>
<td>BASE COLOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>WHITE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>BLACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>RED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ORANGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>GREEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>BLUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>WHITE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5-90 shows the wiring required for a type 2, 3L, 3R, or 3LCF signal head. These signal head types contain one phase and three functions (Red, Yellow, and Green). The 3LCF signal head yellow indication performs two functions (flashing arrow and solid arrow) via software programming. One “hot” wire for each function and one common/neutral wire is required.

Figure 5-90 | Wiring for Type 2, 3L, 3R, and 3LCF Signal Heads

Note: Type 3L, Type 3R, and Type 3LCF signal heads are wired the exact same way as a Type 2, the only difference is the use of arrows instead of balls and the direction of the arrows.
Figure 5-91 shows the wiring required for a Type 3LBF signal head. This signal head type contains one phase and four functions (Red, Yellow, Flashing Yellow and Green). All of the solid arrow indications are wired to the protected left turn phase (typically 1, 3, 5, or 7) and the flashing yellow arrow is wired to an unused pedestrian yellow phase (typically ped phase 2, 4, 6, or 8) which via software is linked to the opposing yellow phase (typically ped phase 2, 4, 6, or 8) which via software is linked to the opposing yellow phase. This results in a total of four No. 14 AWG wires (plus a common/neutral) to power this type of signal head.
Figure 5-92 shows the wiring required for a type 4 or type 9 signal head. These signal head types contain one phase and three functions (Red, Yellow, and Green). The two green indications (one ball and one arrow) always operate together on the same phase. Because of this, the wiring shown and detailed on the plan sheets looks no different than for a type 2 signal head. The additional wires needed to power each green indication occur within the signal head, which is not shown or detailed on the plan sheets.

Figure 5-92 | Wiring for Type 4 & 9 Signal Heads

Note: The Type 9 signal head is wired the exact same way as a Type 4, the only difference is the use of two green arrows instead of a ball and an arrow.
Figure 5-93 shows the wiring required for a Type 5 signal head. This signal head type contains two separate phases (the arrow indications are for the protected right turn phase and the ball indications are for the through phase/permissive right turn) and five functions total (Red, Yellow, and Green for one phase. Yellow and Green for the second phase). All of the ball indications are wired to the through movement phase (typically 2, 4, 6, or 8) and the two arrow indications are wired to the complimentary protected left turn phase (typically 1, 3, 5, or 7). This results in a total of five No. 14 AWG wires (plus a common/neutral) to power these types of signal heads.
Figure 5-94 shows the wiring required for a Type 6L signal head. This signal head type contains one phase (the left turn) and four functions (Red, Yellow, Flashing Yellow, and Green). All of the solid arrow indications are wired to the protected left turn phase (typically 1, 3, 5, or 7) and the flashing yellow arrow is wired to an unused pedestrian yellow phase (typically ped phase 2, 4, 6, or 8) which via software is linked to the opposing through movement. This results in a total of four No. 14 AWG wires (plus a common/neutral) to power this type of signal head.
Figure 5-95 shows the wiring requirements for a type 7 signal head. This signal head type contains two separate phases and a total of four functions (Red, yellow, Green for one phase. Green for the second phase). Unlike the type 4 signal head, the green arrow and green ball operate on the different phases. All of the ball indications are wired to the through movement phase (typically 2, 4, 6, or 8) and the green arrow indication is wired to the adjacent protected left turn phase (typically 1, 3, 5, or 7). This enables the green arrow to only be displayed during railroad preemption and remain dark during normal phase rotation. This results in a total of four No. 14 AWG wires (plus one common/neutral) to power this type of signal head.
Figure 5-96 show the wiring requirements for a type 8 signal head. This signal head type contains one phase and two functions (red and green), resulting in a total of two No. 14 AWG wires (plus one common/neutral) to power it. This signal head type is always mounted on a vehicle pedestal as per standard drawing TM497.

**Figure 5-96 | Wiring for Type 8 Signal Head**
Figure 5-97 shows the wiring requirements for a type 10 signal head. This signal head type contains one phase and two functions (Red and Yellow). However, the red function is comprised of two indications that must operate in a “wig-wag” pattern (one off, one on and visa-versa) and therefore requires a separate wire for each indication. This results in a total of three No. 14 AWG wires (plus one common/neutral) to power this type of signal head.

**Figure 5-97 | Wiring for Type 10 Signal Head**
5.14.7 Wiring Pedestrian Indications and Push Buttons

Pedestrian indications include WALK and FLASHING DON’T WALK, which require two No. 14 AWG wires. The standard countdown style pedestrian head does not require any additional wiring. Depending on the size of the pole that the pedestrian head is mounted on, the common/neutral wire for the pedestrian indications will either be a No. 12 AWG (for poles 4” in diameter, i.e. pedestals) or a No. 8 AWG (for poles larger than 4”, i.e. mast arm or strain pole). Figure 5-98 assumes the indications are mounted on a pedestrian pedestal.

The only function of the pedestrian push button is to provide one input to the traffic signal controller to indicate a pedestrian call. Therefore, only two No. 14 AWG wires are needed to make the push button function; one wire for the push button and one wire for the common to complete the circuit. The push button common is terminated independent of the signal indications because the pedestrian push buttons operate on a different voltage (24V) than the signal indications (120V, pedestrian & vehicle).

Figure 5-98 | Pedestrian Indication and Push Button Wiring

One No. 12 AWG (for Pedestrian Signal Common)
One No. 14 AWG (for Flashing DW & Countdown)
One No. 14 AWG (for WALK)
One No. 14 AWG (for pushbutton common)
One No. 14 AWG (for pushbutton)

Wiring in Pedestrian Pedestal and conduits: single conductor* (detailed on plan sheets)
One 7 conductor control cables may be used instead.
5.14.8 Wiring Signal Phases (from Terminal Cabinet to Controller)

The previous section detailed how each signal head needs to be wired, while this section focuses on how each signal phase is wired (wiring from the terminal cabinet on the signal pole to the controller). This section is applicable to both mast arm and span wire installations as both installations shall use conduit routed to each pole from the controller.

Typically multiple signal heads (located on the same pole) are needed for one phase. Figure 5-99 shows one of the most common applications, two signal heads for one through movement phase (Typically phases 2, 4, 6, or 8). Note that only three No. 14 AWG wires (plus a common/neutral) are needed from the signal controller cabinet to the terminal cabinet on signal pole and “factory jumpers” are used on the terminal block within the terminal cabinet on the signal pole to provide power to the additional signal head. If a third signal head was added to the same phase, the same three No. 14 AWG wires and one No. 8 AWG common/neutral would be used from the signal controller cabinet to the terminal block on the signal pole, but an additional set of jumpers in the terminal cabinet on the signal would be used to power the third signal head. This principle of using jumpers in the terminal cabinet on the signal pole applies to any number of signal heads that are intended to operate on the same phase (on the same pole).

Figure 5-99 | Wiring Multiple Signal Heads for the Same Phase on the Same Pole
Using individual conductors is the default standard for wiring phases from the controller to terminal cabinet (in conduits) for both span wire and mast arm installations. See Figure 5-101 for an example. However, at the request of the Region Electrical Crew, control cables may be used according to standard drawing TM470. See Figure 5-100. One 7 conductor control cable is required per phase (vehicle and pedestrian) from the controller to the pole terminal cabinet. See Figure 5-102 for an example.

Span wire installations shall use conduit to each pole. Aerial wiring on the messenger cable is only allowed for wiring from the terminal cabinet to each signal head and for temporary signal installations.

Figure 5-100 | Standard Drawing TM470 Signal Phase Wiring

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>7 CONDUCTOR CONTROL CABLE</th>
<th>PEDESTRIAN PHASES</th>
<th>VEHICLE PHASES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CONDUCTOR NUMBER</td>
<td>BASE COLOR</td>
<td>FIRST TRACER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>WHITE</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>BLACK</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>RED</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ORANGE</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>GREEN</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>BLUE</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>WHITE</td>
<td>BLACK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Figure 5-101 | Wiring Phases with Individual Conductors**

**POLE NO. 2**
- phase 6 = 3 wires (R,Y,G)
- phase 6 spare = 3 wires (R,Y,G)
- phase 1 = 4 wires (R,Y,F,Y,G)
- ped phase 6 = 2 wires (W,F,FDW)
- ped phase 4 = 2 wires (W,F,FDW)
- Ped 5 PB = 1 wire
- Ped 4 PB = 1 wire
- PB common = 1 wire
- Signal System Common = 1 wire (8 AWG)

Total = 17 (14 AWG) & 1 (8 AWG)

**POLE NO. 3**
- phase 8 = 3 wires (R,Y,G)
- phase 8 spare = 3 wires (R,Y,G)
- phase 3 = 3 wires (R,Y,G)
- ped phase 6 = 2 wires (W,FDW)
- ped phase 8 = 2 wires (W,FDW)
- Ped 6 PB = 1 wire
- Ped 8 PB = 1 wire
- PB common = 1 wire
- Signal System Common = 1 wire (8 AWG)

Total = 16 (14 AWG) & 1 (8 AWG)

**POLE NO. 1**
- phase 4 = 3 wires (R,Y,G)
- phase 4 spare = 3 wires (R,Y,G)
- phase 7 = 3 wires (R,Y,G)
- ped phase 4 = 2 wires (W,FDW)
- ped phase 2 = 2 wires (W,FDW)
- Ped 4 PB = 1 wire
- Ped 2 PB = 1 wire
- PB common = 1 wire
- Signal System Common = 1 wire (8 AWG)

Total = 16 (14 AWG) & 1 (8 AWG)

**POLE NO. 4**
- phase 2 = 3 wires (R,Y,G)
- phase 2 spare = 3 wires (R,Y,G)
- phase 5 = 4 wires (R,Y,F,Y,G)
- ped phase 2 = 2 wires (W,FDW)
- ped phase 8 = 2 wires (W,FDW)
- Ped 2 PB = 1 wire
- Ped 8 PB = 1 wire
- PB common = 1 wire
- Signal System Common = 1 wire (AWG)

Using the Economical Method (see section 5.14.9)

**Install (N=number) No. (G=AWG wire size) THWN wires**

**N-C** Install (N=number) No. 8 AWG THWN (Signal system common)
Figure 5-102 | Wiring Phases with Control Cables

One 7 conductor control cable for each phase.

For each phase the 7 conductor control cable contains:
  - The signal system common
  - Ped push button & push button common
  - Spare wires

Install \((X=\text{number of cables})\) control cable(s) with \((N=\text{number})\) \((G=\text{AWG wire size})\) AWG conductors
5.14.9 Verifying Wire Fill at the Terminal Cabinet Entrance and Mast Arm Connection

There are two critical locations on the mast arm pole that limit the amount of control cables that can be used within the pole:

- the terminal cabinet entrance
- the mast arm connection

If the mast arm has an external terminal cabinet and is using control cables from the terminal cabinet to the signal controller cabinet, both critical locations should be verified. See Figure 5-103. If the mast arm has a recessed terminal cabinet or if individual conductors are used from the terminal cabinet to the signal controller cabinet, only the mast arm connection should be verified. See Figure 5-104.

- **External Terminal Cabinet Entrance:** The terminal cabinet entrance dimension is through a 2 ½ inch diameter factory installed hub. This can accommodate a maximum of 16, 7-conductor control cables with No. 14 AWG conductors, using a 60% max fill rate as per the NEC for conduit and tubing nipples that do not exceed 24 inches in length. The external terminal cabinet entrance will contain control cables going into the terminal cabinet (from the signal controller cabinet) and control cables going out of the terminal cabinet (to the equipment mounted on the pole and mast arm).

- **Mast arm Connection:** The mast arm connection dimension is a 2 inch diameter pipe sleeve. This can accommodate a maximum of 11, 7-conductor control cables with No. 14 AWG conductors, using a 60% max fill rate as per the NEC for conduit and tubing nipples that do not exceed 24 inches in length. The mast arm connection will contain all control cables from the terminal cabinet to the equipment located on the mast arm.
Figure 5-103 | Verify Wire Fill at Terminal Cabinet and Mast Arm Connection (control cables with external terminal cabinet)

- **Mast Arm**
- **Terminal Cabinet**
- **2" Diameter Pipe Sleeve**
  - Maximum of 11 control cables
  - (7 conductor control cables with No. 14 AWG conductors at 60% fill)
- **Factory Installed 2½" Hub**
  - Maximum of 16 control cables
  - (7 conductor control cables with No. 14 AWG conductors at 60% fill)
- **7 conductor control cables**
  - from signal controller to terminal cabinet (one for each vehicle and ped phase)
- **7 conductor control cable per ped phase**
  - from terminal cabinet to ped equipment (one for each ped phase)
- **7 conductor control cable per ped phase**
  - from terminal cabinet to ped equipment (stripped to allow for conductors to terminate at each ped feature)
Figure 5-104 | Verify Wire Fill at Mast Arm Connection (recessed terminal cabinet)

- **Mast Arm**
- **2" Diameter Pipe Sleeve**
  - Maximum of 11 control cables
  - (7 conductor control cables with No. 14 AWG conductors at 60% fill)
- **Recessed Terminal Cabinet**
- **7 conductor control cables**
  - from signal controller to terminal cabinet (one for each vehicle and ped phase)
- **7 conductor control cable per ped phase**
  - from terminal cabinet to ped equipment (stripped to allow for conductors to terminate at each ped feature)
- **7 conductor control cables from terminal cabinet to mast arm**
  - (one for each signal head on mast arm)
5.14.10 Wire Economy – Individual Conductors

Traffic signals can be wired a number of different ways and function correctly. However, in an effort to be more economical, there is a preferred method of routing wiring.

Figure 5-105 shows the basic method for wiring the common/neutral and Figure 5-106 shows the economical method for wiring the common/neutral. While these figures only show wiring for the commons, the same principle can be applied to any traffic signal wiring that share a common system/phase (e.g. No. 14 AWG THWN that is used for the signal phases). A typical scenario for using the economical method is for pedestrian indications of the same phase, as each pedestrian phase will have two indications located on different poles. There may also be opportunities to use the economical method for pedestrian push buttons, push button common, and overlap phases (opportunity for indications that are part of the same system/phase but located on different poles).

To understand the preferred economical method, it is necessary to understand the basic method first. The basic method is a direct connection for each wire from the origin (signal controller cabinet) to the destination (the terminal cabinet on the pole). Figure 5-105 shows the basic method for the signal system common wires. This results in 4 common wires from the signal cabinet to the first junction box (JB-3), with each wire then routing directly to the appropriate signal pole, resulting in a total of 1125’ of wire needed.

This section is NOT applicable to control cables or Illumination Wiring!
The economical method, by contrast, makes efficient use of the terminal cabinets. Figure 5-106 shows the economical method for wiring the common/neutral. The economical method takes advantage of the terminal cabinet located on Pole No. 4, supplying the common/neutral wire to Pole No. 1 from the terminal cabinet on Pole 4. This is possible because the common/neutral wire from Pole No. 4 goes back to the origin and all the common/neutral wires are part of the same system, so Pole No. 1 doesn’t have to have a separate common/neutral wire going back to the origin. This saves approximately 200’ of total wire when compared with the basic method, as the common/neutral wire as pole no. 1 doesn’t go all the way back to the signal cabinet, but instead terminates at pole no. 4. It also creates additional space in the conduit (future capacity) or might allow the use of a smaller conduit for two of the major conduit runs.
(from the signal controller cabinet to the JB-3 and from the JB-3 to the JB-2 next to pole no. 4).

Note that in the economical method, the goal is not to achieve 100% wire efficiency, such that the total wire quantity is as low as it can possibly be, but rather to only take advantage of the large gains in efficiency. For example, in Figure 5-106, there is additional wire efficiency that can be gained by routing just one common/neutral wire from the controller cabinet to pole no. 3, and using the terminal cabinet on pole no. 3 to supply the common/neutral wire to pole no. 2 and pole no. 4. If that was done, it would result in a total of 857' of wire, which is only 72' less wire and doesn’t result in any net gain for conduit space (instead of the conduit run from the signal cabinet to the JB-3 having 3 common/neutral wires, the conduit run from the JB-3 to pole no. 3 would have 3 common/neutral wires). This is an example of diminishing returns; not a lot of benefit for the added complexity.

Figure 5-106 | Economical wiring method
5.14.11 Span Wire Installations: Wiring Signal Heads

The same basic principles discussed in section 5.14.6 for wiring signal heads on a mast arm apply to span wire installations. The one main difference between wiring signal heads on mast arms versus span wires:

- The control cable used to wire the signal head from the terminal cabinet on the pole to the signal head (this is the same for both span wires and mast arms) is NOT detailed on the signal plan sheet for mast arm installations, while it IS detailed on the signal plan sheet for span wire installations. The standard specifications and standard drawing TM470 completely cover installation for mast arms, which is why it is not detailed for a mast arm installation.

On a span wire, the signal heads should be wired from the pole where a mast arm would be attached if a mast arm was used. There is an exception to this preference that applies to temporary signals with multiple construction stages (See Chapter 11). Figure 5-107 illustrates the preferred method and Figure 5-108 illustrates the non-preferred method.

Figure 5-107 | Preferred Method for Wiring Signal Heads on a Span Wire

NOTES:
1. Pedestrian signal heads and push buttons are wired from the pole they are attached to
2. All heads on a span should be wired from the pole that a mast arm WOULD be attached to if one was used
5.14.12  Wiring Part Time Restriction (PTR) signs

The only function of the Part Time Restriction (PTR) sign is on or off. Therefore, only two THWN No. 12 AWG wires are required for it to function; one “hot” wire for the PTR sign and one wire for the common/neutral to complete the circuit. If using a control cable, a No. 12 AWG two conductor control cable is used. Using a No. 12 AWG wire helps easily identify the PTR wiring at a glance in the field.

5.14.13  Spares Wires

ODOT standard is to include 3 spare wires for each thru phase (Ø2, Ø4, Ø6, and Ø8) when using individual conductors. These spare wires are for future use. These wires shall be color coded as shown in the table on Standard Drawing TM470 and shall not be spliced at any point from the controller cabinet to the terminal cabinet on each pole.

Three spare wires should be installed to a mast arm pole terminal cabinet if a thru phase is not located on a mast arm. For example, a dual right turn often requires a separate mast arm pole for the right turn overlap phase. In this case, 3 spare wires for the overlap phase should be provided. When providing spare wires for overlap phases, be
aware that spare wires for overlap phases have not been assigned a standard color code in Std. Dwg. TM470 and will need to be defined on the plan sheet with a custom note. Define the color code for these spare wires as an unused, odd phase spare wire (such as phase 1, 3, 5, or 7 spare). See Figure 5-109.

Figure 5-109 | Spare Wire Custom Note

The spare wires for are already built-into the control cable (although, not as many spares as used for a mast arm installation).

5.14.14 Wiring History

This section has been provided for information and documentation purposes only.

Control cable with a variety of conductors (i.e. four, five, six, ten, twelve, and fifteen conductor control cables) have been used in the past for certain signal heads and certain combinations of phases to be more efficient (result in less cost and less spare wires). The decision to use 7 conductor control cables for all signal wiring was made for the following reasons:

- the cost savings between a four, five and six conductor control cables (for signal heads) verses a seven conductor control is not significant (less than a dollar/foot difference)
- the additional spare wires are beneficial (for future signal head changes such as a Type 3L to a Type 6L the additional wire is already in place)
- Consistency
- Ease of construction (only need to buy and use one type of control cable for all signal heads)
- Large quantity unit pricing (instead of needing several different sizes of control cable for the various types of signal heads, seven conductor control cable can be purchased in a larger quantity for all signal heads)
6 DETECTOR PLAN

This chapter will discuss all the design elements that are shown on a detector plan sheet, in order of the recommended process for designing a new traffic signal. Design of the detection system typically begins after the signal design.

Detection is required for all vehicle phases except when the vehicle phases are recalled in a fixed time cycle (e.g. intersections in a central business district one-way grid system).

6.1 Detection Type

ODOT’s default standard detection type is inductive loops based on their high degree of reliability (when installed and maintained properly). Other technologies are available for use and there might be circumstances where alternate vehicle detection is a more logical choice.

Alternate detection includes, but is not limited to:
- Video detection
- Preformed induction loops
- Microwave detection
- Radar detection

In order to use alternate detection, concurrence from the ODOT Region Signal Operations Engineer and the ODOT Region Electrical Manager/Supervisor is required. This concurrence should be documented in an e-mail or brief interoffice memo.

Alternate detection devices used on the project must be listed on the approved traffic signal product lists (Green Sheets and/or Blue Sheets). Devices not listed on the Green and Blue sheets require approval from the Traffic Signal Engineer. Note that Microloops are no longer an alternate detection option on state highways (this is a non-invasive conduit system installed by boring under the pavement, whereby sensors are positioned beneath the travel lanes).

6.2 Detection Basics

Detection allows the signal controller to service signal phases and provide variable amounts of green time based on the demand for the vehicle phase. Detection needs are determined by the desired signal operation; therefore it is important to have a basic understanding of the signal operation standards that dictate the standards for vehicle detection design.
Each signalized intersection is the result of side street (typically City or County road) intersecting with a mainline (state highway). In the case where a state highway intersects with another state highway one route must be designated the mainline and the other route will be the side street. This is usually easy to determine based on traffic volumes, posted speeds and the presence of stop/yield control at the intersection prior to signalization. There cannot be two mainlines or two side streets, there must be one of each designated for each intersection. This fundamental principle results in signal operations that will meet driver expectation; drivers DO NOT expect to stop on a mainline roadway and DO expect to stop on a side street. This designation will be shown in the operational approval based on how the phases are labeled (phases 2 and 6 are mainline through phases and phases 4 and 8 are side street through phases).

Figure 6-1 and the following bulleted list show the basic differences in detection used for the mainline, side street, and left turn phases.

**Figure 6-1 | Detection Basics – Presence Detection vs. Advanced Detection**
• For the mainline through phases, the detection is designed to extend green time and protect the dilemma zone (where a vehicle is too close to properly stop at the intersection and too far away to properly get thru the intersection before the yellow terminates). This allows variable green time based on vehicle demand and speed. In order to accomplish this, detection is only placed in advance of the stop bar (often called Advance Detection or Volume-Density Detection). Each vehicle actuation during the mainline green phase will extend the green time such that the vehicle may continue thru the intersection at the posted speed without stopping. This also decreases the chance of a vehicle being within the dilemma zone when the mainline phase turns yellow. There is no need to place detection at the stop line for a mainline through phase because the standard for signal timing is to always recall this phase (e.g. a vehicle actuation is NOT required to bring up the mainline through phases). When only the mainline phases are recalled the signal will “rest” in green on the mainline when there are no vehicle actuations.

• For protected and protected/permissive left turn phases on the mainline, the detection is treated exactly the same as detection for a side street phase.

• For permissive left turn phases on the mainline, there are two different options based on the lane use:
  a. for a left turn only lane, the detection is treated exactly the same as detection for a side street phase. See Figure 6-2.
  b. for a shared left-through option lane, the detection is a combination of the mainline through phases and the side street phases; the advance detection used for mainline plus stop bar detection. See Figure 6-3.

Figure 6-2 | Mainline Permissive Left Turn: Option A

Figure 6-3 | Mainline Permissive Left Turn: Option B
• For right turn lanes on the mainline, the detection is treated similar to detection for a mainline through phase with the only difference being the spacing of the advance detection.

• For all side street phases, the detection is designed to place a call into the signal controller when a vehicle approaches on a red indication and extend the green time based on vehicle demand when a vehicle approaches on a green indication. Side street phases are NOT recalled like the mainline through phases, and therefore will not turn green unless there is vehicle demand. Side street phases are also not designed to extend the green time for vehicles traveling at posted speed. Presence detection is placed at the stop bar and just slightly in advance of the stop bar for each lane. Detection for the side street does not allow the same degree of dilemma zone protection as the mainline through phases because of the fundamental difference between driver expectations on a mainline versus a side street.

6.3 Beyond Basic Detection

Depending on the location, desired signal operation and other unique circumstances at the intersection, additional detection beyond the basics may need to be considered.

6.3.1 Interchange Ramps

For interchange ramps, the detection is treated similar to the detection for a side street phase. The only exception is additional advance detection is also used, based on the higher prevailing speed of a vehicle that has just exited the freeway. Also, “dump” detection may be desired. See section 6.3.4 below for more information on dump detection.

6.3.2 Overlap Phase Detection

Overlap phase detection must be assigned to one of the parent phases, as the signal timing software requires that each detection input is assigned to a numbered phase. For example, if a right turn overlap phase “A” has parent phases 1 and 8, the plans cannot just show “OLA” as the phase assignment in the wiring/layout diagrams; the plans must show the detection for OLA as either phase 1 or phase 8.

Typically the overlap phase is assigned to the parent phase that is adjacent to the movement (i.e. OLA in the above example would be assigned to phase 8, not phase 1). However, there may be cases where it is beneficial to assign the overlap detection to the non-adjacent, complementary movement (i.e. OLA could be assigned to phase 1 if this movement had a lot more volume than phase 8). Unique coding can also be done to ensure that the overlap phasing detection functions appropriately. Verify which parent phase should be assigned to the overlap phase detection with the Region Signal Timer.
6.3.3 Bike Detection
Bike detection should be installed at an intersection where bike lanes are present. If no bike lanes are present, but there is a high volume of bike riders, bike detection may be considered on the shoulder if engineering judgment determines a need.

Bike detection for the mainline and for the side street is treated the same as vehicle detection for the main line and side street discussed in Section 6.2.

Documentation from the ODOT Region Signal Operations Engineer (such as an operational approval or an e-mail) is required for bike detection installed outside of a bike lane.

6.3.4 Dump Detection
Dump detection may be necessary for an interchange ramp to prevent ramp queues from backing up onto the freeway by allowing the signal controller to give priority and extended green time to the ramp phase if the queue reaches a certain point for a certain period of time. Of course, it is always preferable to have the ramp alignment be designed to accommodate the calculated design life 95 percentile queue length, which would eliminate the need for dump detection. However, this is not always feasible. An operational analysis is always required to determine if dump detection is needed and to determine the optimal placement of the detection. Documentation from the ODOT Region Signal Operations Engineer (such as an operational approval or e-mail) is required for use of dump detection.

6.3.5 Count Detection
The ability to count actuations provides critical volume data to the signal timer developing the appropriate signal timing parameters throughout the life of the traffic signal. Most detection locations that are placed according to Section 6.2 (for reasons other than counting) can also effectively be used to count traffic. However, there are cases where detection is desired ONLY for count purposes, such as for non-signal controlled right turn slip lanes or for fixed-timed recalled signals in a central business district. The Region Signal Timing staff will provide direction for the use and placement of count detection.

6.3.6 Adaptive Signal Timing Detection
Adaptive signal timing detection works much differently than the standard detection discussed in Section 6.2. Typically more detection is needed for adaptive to work properly, as the adaptive software collects more data to use in determining how to operate the signal. When designing a detection system that will be using adaptive signal timing, it is important to follow the software manufacturer’s recommendations for detection placement.

Region Traffic Engineer Approval is required for use of Adaptive Signal Timing.
6.3.7 Other Advanced 2070 Voyage Software Detection

The 2070 Voyage Software has several features that may require additional detection or modification to the standard detection layout to function properly. The Region Signal Timing staff will provide direction for the use and placement of detection needed to operate the advanced software features.

Documentation from the ODOT Region Signal Operations Engineer (such as an operational approval or an e-mail) is recommended for use of advanced 2070 Voyage Software features that require detection modification.

6.3.8 Railroad Detection

Depending on the location of the railroad crossing, the intended signal operation, and rail crossing order requirements, additional detection may be necessary. See Chapter 16 for more information on railroad related signal design.

**Modifications to the standard detection layout should be documented.**
6.4 Standard Detection Layout (Info for all types of detection)

Standard detection layouts for each type of detection (loop, video, and radar) are shown in each respective section of this chapter. These values should be used as an initial starting point, but keep in mind that certain site specifics and the type of detection may require some adjustments to these values in order to operate as intended (see Section 6.5 for more info on modifying placement of detection). Always verify the detection layout with Region Signal Timer.

6.4.1 Mainline Posted Speeds

The mainline detection is located according to the posted speed. Detection should be based off of the posted speed. The Region Traffic Engineer may approve the use of a speed other than the posted (i.e. design speed, 85th percentile, etc.) if an engineering study determines that the use of a speed other than the posted speed is necessary. If the posted speed is not used, the detector plan sheet should note what speed the detection is based on and reference the engineering study; for example, “Mainline detection based on 85th percentile speed of 40 mph as per Region Traffic Engineer approval dated 1-1-14.”

Oftentimes, the location where a speed zone starts or ends is also located at a cross street due to the cross street being an easy reference point. If the project has a speed zone change located at the signalized intersection (or within the influence area of signalized intersection), such that detection placement would be different for each mainline approach, it is recommended to move the starting (or ending) point of the speed zone to just outside the influence area of the intersection. This is recommended for a couple of reasons:

- The detection placement on the mainline is designed for vehicles traveling at uniform speeds. Speed zone changes near a signalized intersection produce inconsistent speeds (either heavy accelerating or decelerating). The signal timing parameters associated with detection cannot account for vehicle acceleration or deceleration.
- The speed zone signing is more likely to be seen and obeyed if it is located separately from the traffic signal. Separating out driving tasks (change of speed followed by obeying the traffic signal) so that the motorist is not overloaded with information is always beneficial.

Coordinate with the Region Traffic Unit if a speed zone change should be considered on the project.

6.4.2 Advance Stop Bars

If a crosswalk is present, the near side of the crosswalk bar functions as the stop line for vehicles. Separate, advance stop bars prior to a crosswalk are only used when the geometry of the intersection cannot accommodate the design vehicle’s turning path without them. That said, advance stop bars should not be used in lieu of proper geometric design; the roadway should be designed to accommodate the design vehicle
without use of advance stop bars whenever feasible. If an advance stop bar is used, detection should never be placed between the advance stop bar and the crosswalk marking.

6.5 Modifications to Standard Detection Placement
There are several site specific issues that need to be considered when placing detection to ensure it can even be installed and that it functions optimally. The following sections discuss common situations where standard detection placement or signal timing parameters (or both) may require modification. Always discuss any site specific considerations with the Region Signal Timing staff to ensure the concern can be properly addressed, but keep in mind that sometimes the occurrence of the event in question may not happen frequently enough to warrant any signal timing or detection placement modification. Always document the reason for any non-standard detection placement.

If the standard spacing of any detector location requires modification, the unique spacing value should be noted on the plan as, “Non-standard spacing is intentional” so that other experienced personnel reading the plans know that the value shown is not a typo.
6.5.1 Bridge Decks

There are only two types of detection that can be used on a bridge deck; preformed loops, which are installed on top of the bridge rebar prior to the deck pour, and non-invasive forms of detection (e.g. video, radar, etc.). The non-invasive forms of detection are the only viable solution for existing bridge decks. If preformed loops are installed on a new bridge, the signal designer will need to coordinate with the bridge designer.

The other option when dealing with detection on a bridge deck is to avoid the bridge deck if possible. If the detection placement can be shifted a small distance without harming the intended signal operations (approx. 30 feet or less), this may be a reasonable solution if non-invasive detection cannot be used. Work with the Region Signal Timer.

Figure 6-4 | Detection Placement Considerations: Bridge Decks

Options for Detection on a Bridge Deck:
- Use a non-invasive form of detection (Video or Radar)
- Use pre-formed loops that can be installed prior to the deck pour
- Move the detection closer to the stop bar (and avoid the bridge deck)
6.5.2 Wide Corner Radius

An intersection with wide radii (typically rural locations that do not have a bike lane), may need additional stop bar detection to accommodate vehicles and bikes that traverse this area. These additional loops should still be located within the lane line striping (never outside the lane line in the shoulder).

6.5.3 Accesses: Driveways, Streets, and Alleys

Vehicles accessing driveways streets or alleys near signal detection may result in unintentional actuations that adversely affect the efficiency of the intended signal operation. This can lead to motorist frustration, longer queue lengths, and more traffic congestion. One of the best solutions to improve signal operations and overall safety is to remove or restrict certain movements of any access that is within the influence area of the signalized intersection. Coordinate with the Region Traffic and Access Management Staff to discuss the possibility of removal or restriction of movements. If removal or restriction is not an option, the alternative options presented in the following bulleted items (for the most common issues) should be considered.
**Driveway and street locations impacting mainline detection**

It may be desirable to slightly modify the detection location so that vehicles entering or leaving a driveway (or street) do not create unintended actuations. In Figure 6-6 the mainline advance detection is located within the travel path of vehicles turning left from the adjacent side street. The main concern is that these left turning vehicles will unnecessarily extend the green phase on the mainline. Because the mainline through phases are recalled, there is less concern with vehicle actuation during the red phase (however, there are other timing parameters that are impacted by false calls during the red phase). In this case, the advance loops could be adjusted either slightly closer or slightly farther away from the stop bar so that the detection is located outside the travel path of those left turning vehicles (approx. 30 feet or less).

Figure 6-6 | Detection Placement Considerations: Left turns impacting Mainline Detection

Left turning vehicle from adjacent street may place false calls into the controller
Similar to the above example, except the mainline advance detection is located within the travel path of vehicles turning right onto the adjacent side street. Again, the main concern is that these right turning vehicles will unnecessarily extend the green phase on the mainline. In this case, the advance loops could be adjusted slightly closer to the stop bar so that the detection is located outside the travel path of those right turning vehicles (approx. 30 feet or less).

Figure 6-7 | Detection Placement Considerations: Right Turns Impacting Mainline Detection

Right turning vehicle into adjacent street may place false calls into the controller.
Driveway and street locations impacting left turn detection

Accesses located within the left turn lane storage area may also cause some issues with unintended actuations. In Figure 6-8 the mainline left turn phase detection is located within the travel path of vehicles turning left from the driveway access onto the mainline. There are two main concerns; these vehicles turning left into the driveway will either unnecessarily service the left turn phase of the traffic signal or unnecessarily extend the green time of the left turn phase. In this case, the detection placement could be modified to avoid the travel path or the detection (so that both concerns are addressed) or the detectors could be programmed with a delay (so that the more critical concern is unnecessarily serving the phase is addressed).

Figure 6-8 | Detection Placement Considerations: Left Turns Impacting Left Turn Detection
6.5.4 **Short Minor Street/Driveway Signalized Approaches**

The standard placement for detection of the minor street is 75 feet, 15 feet and 5 feet. However, if the minor phase approach is short in distance (i.e. to a driveway) or the pavement doesn’t extend very far past the radius, the detection located at 75 feet and 15 feet may be omitted as necessary. See Figure 6-9.

*Figure 6-9 | Detection Placement Considerations: Short Minor Street/Driveway Signalized Approaches*
6.6 Detection Input File

It is important to have an understanding of the detection input file because the detector plan sheet shows and details where the detection field wiring is terminated in the detection input file (located in the signal controller cabinet). The following information in this section discusses the default configuration for the detection wiring, which is a good starting point for design. However, each intersection is unique and the signal timer may wish to deviate from the default.

The Region Signal Timing staff will provide direction to the signal designer for the appropriate location to terminate the detection wiring.

Figure 6-10 thru Figure 6-11 show the location and termination details of the detector input file for the 332 and 332S signal controller cabinet. The detector input file is broken into two files, the “I” file and the “J” file, with each file having either 9 or 10 slots, and each slot having two channels (the “Upper” and the “Lower”). The standard nomenclature for expressing the correct location to terminate the detection is shown as file/slot/channel. For example, if a loop feeder cable is terminated on the terminal block for the “I” file, slot 2, upper channel, it is shown as “I2U”.

The following signal timing functions are associated with the input file channels:

- **Extend (E)** – this function is only active during the green phase of the associated signal phase. It allows the green time to be extended based on the parameters within the signal timing.
- **Call (C)** – this function is only active during the red phase of the associated signal phase. It allows the signal controller to service the associated signal phase within the parameters of the normal phase rotation; signal phases other than the mainline through phase are only serviced if there is demand.
- **Carryover (CO)** – also known as “stretch”, this function is only active during the green phase of the associated signal phase. It allows the input of a detector to remain “ON” for a pre-defined amount of time after the actual vehicle actuation; effectively elongating the size of the detection zone.
- **Delay (D)** – this function is only active during the red phase of the associated signal phase. It allows the input of a detector to remain “OFF” for a pre-defined amount of time during the actual vehicle actuation; reducing the chance of unnecessarily serving a phase from unintended actuations (e.g. vehicles turning right on red).
- **Count** – this function simply counts the number of actuations. The count feature provides data that is essential to developing appropriate signal timing.

Note: The input file does NOT contain any standard slots for overlap phases. The detection for overlap phases should be assigned to one of the parent phases.
Figure 6-10 | 332 and 336 Signal Controller Cabinet Detection Input File Location

- **332 Cabinet**
- **Detector Amplifier** (used for loop detection)
- **336 Cabinet**
- **Detector Amplifier** (used for loop detection)
### 6.6.1 332S Cabinet: 2070 Controller with a C11 Connector

In 332S cabinets with a C11 connector, there are no connection limitations for the input file. There is also an additional slot (10) that is available for use. This results in a total of 40 inputs. Thirty-two of the inputs have full signal timing functionality (E, C, CO, D and count). Eight of the inputs have limited functionality (E, C, and count only). The default phasing for each channel as shown in Figure 6-11, is based on the ring and barrier diagram layout for easy troubleshooting. Each odd phase has a total of four inputs and each even phase has a total of 6 inputs. This should meet the needs of the majority of intersections without having to reassign any default phases in the software. However, if the default phases do need to be modified, the plans should only show the new, correct phase (do not show or reference the default phase).

![Figure 6-11 | 332S Detection Input File Details for 2070 Controller with a C11 Connector](image)

#### Slot Number
- Each VD # without an asterisks has full functionality (Extend, Carryover, Delay, & Count)

#### Voyage Detector #
- *VD # has limited functionalities (Call, Extend, & Count only)*

#### SCATS Function
- Definitions:
  - SCATS=Sydney Coordinated Adaptive Traffic System

---

**Definitions:**
- Each VD # without an asterisks has full functionality (Extend, Call, Carryover, Delay, & Count)
6.6.2 332 Cabinet: 2070 Controller without a C11 Connector

With controller cabinets that do not have a C11 connector there are some connection limitations which result in a total of 8 slots (I1, I4, I5, I8, J1, J4, J5, and J8) where the upper and lower channel provide only a single input to the controller (rather than the normal two inputs per slot). See Figure 6-12. For example if one detector is wired to I1U and a different detector is wired to I1L, the controller will only receive one input and cannot differentiate between which detector is generating the input. This results in these two detectors essentially operating as one single detection zone. While theoretically it doesn’t matter which channel a single detector is wired to for these 8 slots (both the upper and lower channel produce the same single input to the controller), the channel location still needs to be defined on the plan sheet to provide direction to the contractor and consistency. Typically, a single detector wired to one of these 8 slots will be shown as terminating on the upper channel.

There are a total of 28 detector inputs available, each with full signal timing functionality (E, C, CO, D, and Count). Each input is associated with a signal phase. The standard default phasing for each channel is shown in Figure 6-12, but the phases and signal timing functions for each channel can very easily be assigned as necessary in the current Voyage software. The voyage detector numbers and C1 pin numbers are constant and do not change. If the standard default phases need to be modified, the plans should only show the new, correct phase (do not show or reference the default phase).
Figure 6-12 | 332 Detection Input File Details for 2070 Controller without a C11 Connector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slot Number</th>
<th>Each VD # has full functionality (Extend, Call, Carryover, Delay, &amp; Count)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fn</td>
<td>Slot Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1-##</td>
<td>C1 Pin #</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VD #</td>
<td>Voyage Detector #</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXX</td>
<td>SCATS Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCATS=Sydney Coordinated Adaptive Traffic System</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slot Number</th>
<th>Each VD # has full functionality (Extend, Call, Carryover, Delay, &amp; Count)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slot Function</th>
<th>SCATS=Sydney Coordinated Adaptive Traffic System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1-##</td>
<td>C1 Pin #</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VD #</td>
<td>Voyage Detector #</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXX</td>
<td>SCATS Function</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slot Number</th>
<th>Each VD # has full functionality (Extend, Call, Carryover, Delay, &amp; Count)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slot Function</th>
<th>SCATS=Sydney Coordinated Adaptive Traffic System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1-##</td>
<td>C1 Pin #</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VD #</td>
<td>Voyage Detector #</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXX</td>
<td>SCATS Function</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slot Number</th>
<th>Each VD # has full functionality (Extend, Call, Carryover, Delay, &amp; Count)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slot Function</th>
<th>SCATS=Sydney Coordinated Adaptive Traffic System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1-##</td>
<td>C1 Pin #</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VD #</td>
<td>Voyage Detector #</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXX</td>
<td>SCATS Function</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 6.6.3 332 Cabinet: 170 Controller

The available signal timing functions of each channel are very limited. For instance, only certain channels have the ability to count and some channels only have a couple of function. See Figure 6-13. This creates the need for software input transfers and additional internal logic for the detection to operate properly, especially at large intersections with a large number of loops. If the project involves older existing controller and software (170 signal controller with Wapiti software) information on input transfers, if needed, will be shown on the detector plan sheet. However, all 170 controllers should be upgraded to the current standard if possible.

**Figure 6-13 | 332 Detection Input File Details for 170 Controller**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slot Number</th>
<th>SCATS Det #</th>
<th>Slot Function</th>
<th>C1 Pin #</th>
<th>Timing Functions</th>
<th>SCATS Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>Fn</td>
<td>C1-##</td>
<td>Fn</td>
<td>XXX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Input has limited functionalities</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Definitions:**
- SCATS = Sydney Coordinated Adaptive Traffic System
- E = extend
- CO = Carryover
- C = Call
- D = Delay
- ct. = Count

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slot Number</th>
<th>SCATS Det #</th>
<th>Slot Function</th>
<th>C1 Pin #</th>
<th>Timing Functions</th>
<th>SCATS Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>Fn</td>
<td>C1-##</td>
<td>Fn</td>
<td>XXX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Input has limited functionalities</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.6.4 336 Cabinet: 2070 & 170 Controller

Figure 6-14 shows the details of the detector input file for the 336 signal controller cabinet with a 2070 controller. There is only one input file in a 336 cabinet with 10 slots and 20 channels, for a total of 20 detector inputs. Each input has full signal timing functionality (E, C, CO, D, & Count). The standard nomenclature for expressing the correct location to terminate is slot/channel, for example “2U”.

The 336 cabinet with a 170 controller is the same as a 336 cabinet with a 2070 controller, with one exception: eight of the inputs do not have the count function. See Figure 6-15. All 170 controllers should be upgraded to the current standard (2070 controller and Voyage software) if possible.

Figure 6-14 | 336 Detection Input File Details for 2070 Controller

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Slot Number</th>
<th>SCATS Det #</th>
<th>Slot Function</th>
<th>C1 Pin #</th>
<th>Voyage Detector #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C1-56</td>
<td>C1-60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ph 1</td>
<td>VD 1</td>
<td></td>
<td>C1-39</td>
<td>VD 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ph 2</td>
<td>VD 9</td>
<td></td>
<td>C1-58</td>
<td>VD 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ph 3</td>
<td>VD 3</td>
<td></td>
<td>C1-41</td>
<td>VD 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Ph 4</td>
<td>VD 14</td>
<td></td>
<td>C1-55</td>
<td>VD 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Ph 5</td>
<td>VD 5</td>
<td></td>
<td>C1-40</td>
<td>VD 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Ph 6</td>
<td>VD 19</td>
<td></td>
<td>C1-57</td>
<td>VD 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Ph 7</td>
<td>VD 7</td>
<td></td>
<td>C1-42</td>
<td>VD 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Ph 8</td>
<td>VD 24</td>
<td></td>
<td>C1-63</td>
<td>VD 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ph 2</td>
<td>VD 11</td>
<td></td>
<td>C1-65</td>
<td>VD 26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Definitions:
- VD# = Voyage Detector #
- C1 Pin #
- SCATS=Sydney Coordinated Adaptive Traffic System
### Figure 6-15 | 336 Detection Input File Details for 170 Controller

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slot Number</th>
<th>SCATS Det #</th>
<th>Slot Function</th>
<th>C1 Pin #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>Fn</td>
<td>C1-##</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Input has limited functionalities (has all functions, except the count function)

Definitions:

SCATS=Sydney Coordinated Adaptive Traffic System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Upper</th>
<th>Lower</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14 Ph 1 C1-56</td>
<td>18 Ph 1 C1-60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Ph 2 C1-39</td>
<td>5 Ph 2 C1-43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Ph 3 C1-58</td>
<td>20 Ph 3 C1-62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Ph 4 C1-41</td>
<td>7 Ph 4 C1-45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Ph 5 C1-55</td>
<td>17 Ph 5 C1-59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Ph 6 C1-40</td>
<td>6 Ph 6 C1-44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Ph 7 C1-57</td>
<td>19 Ph 7 C1-61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Ph 8 C1-42</td>
<td>8 Ph 8 C1-46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 Ph 2 C1-63</td>
<td>22 Ph 6 C1-64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 Ph 4 C1-65</td>
<td>24 Ph 8 C1-66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Ph 1**
- **Ph 2**
- **Ph 3**
- **Ph 4**
- **Ph 5**
- **Ph 6**
- **Ph 7**
- **Ph 8**
6.7 Induction Loop Detection

Loop detection technology has been around since the 1960’s and still remains a popular choice for detection despite the growing technology of other detection systems. Loop detection is the ODOT standard for several reasons:

- Precise and predictable area can be defined for the detection zone
- Independent of environment (weather, lighting, and sound)
- Most accurate and reliable technology when installed properly
- Cost effective
- Simple maintenance

Loop detection works using induction. When the loop wire is coiled and a current is applied to the coil, a magnetic field is produced. A vehicle entering the magnetic field causes the inductance of the loop to decrease. This change in inductance is measured and used to provide an input into the signal controller, indicating the presence of a vehicle.

6.7.1 Shape/Dimension of the Loops

The standard dimension and shape of a vehicle loop is either a 6 foot round or a 4 foot diamond, contractor choice. A Bicycle loop is a 2½ foot diamond.

6.7.2 Standard Loop Detection Layout

The standard loop detection layout has been developed by the Traffic Signal Operations Unit and is shown below in Table 6-1 and Figure 6-16.

This standard is based on desired signal operation and economy. Prior to non-invasive technologies (such as video and radar which do not require embedment into the pavement), invasive technologies (such as loops which are cut into the pavement) dictated the need to balance the number (and size) of detection zones installed with the desired signal operation. There were also a limited number of inputs into the signal controller and those inputs were further limited to certain functions in the old Wapiti signal software. Because of these limitations, very specific standards were developed for detection layout and termination in the controller cabinet.

Many of these constraints are no longer an issue with the current signal controllers, software, and alternate detection technologies which allows much more flexibility in how the detection can function. While these constraints have eased the burden of detection layout and allow many workable options, the standard for detector layout has remained largely unchanged due to the many years of cost effective and acceptable performance we have experienced.
Table 6-1 | Standard Loop Detection Layout

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Posted Speed (MPH)</th>
<th>Detector Spacing (ft) from stop bar to center of detection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mainline</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note: If mainline has a shared thru-left turn lane, install stopbar detection in the lane at 5' &amp; 15' in addition to the detection shown for mainline based on posted speed.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>140</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>180</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>110/220</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>160/320</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>160/320</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>190/380</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>225/450</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right Turn Lane (mainline)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note: not applicable to unsignalized slip lanes</td>
<td></td>
<td>140 (115 if lane is short)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side Street &amp; Left Turns</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interchange Ramps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low volume &amp;/or low exit speed</td>
<td>5/15/75/150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High volume &amp;/or high exit speed</td>
<td>5/15/110/220</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bike Lane (mainline)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bike Lane (side street)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5/50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mainline Temporary Bridge (one lane/two-way)</td>
<td>5/15/100 &amp; 65 for bypass loop in opposing lane</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Loops shall be centered in the travel lanes. All loops are measured from the stop line or nearside crosswalk line to the center of the loop, according to the detector placement standard shown in Table 6-1 and Figure 6-16.
Figure 6-16 | Standard Loop Detection layout illustration

- Presence Detection For Mainline Left Turn Phase
- Advance Detection Only (No Presence Detection) for Mainline Through Phases
- Presence Detection For Each Lane/Phase on the Side Street

22 detection inputs shown in example
6.7.3 Numbering of the Loops

Loops are numbered in a specific way to aid in creating the loop wiring diagram and for ease of reading the plans. It is important to follow the standard numbering convention whenever possible. There are cases where it may be OK to deviate from the standard numbering convention. See Section 6.7.4 for more information on deviating from standard numbering convention.

Number the loops starting from the back loop (in the outside lane, loop #1) for Phase 2. Use the following rules to label the remaining loops:

- If the mainline through phase has more than one loop per lane, label all back loops first, then label all the front loops.
- Mainline through loops are numbered before the adjacent left-turn phase.
- Mainline right turn lanes are typically wired to the adjacent through phase (in Figure 6-19, this would be phase 2) and as such, should be numbered before the adjacent left-turn phase.
- Bicycle loops associated with the through phase are numbered after the through phase vehicle loops, (and before the left turn phase loops).
- After labeling the mainline (phase 2) approach, continue clockwise to next approach.
- On the side street approaches, start labeling from the back loop (in the outside lane, regardless of phase)
- Label the back loops first, and the stop bar loops second for each phase.
- Side street through phase loops are numbered before the adjacent left-turn phase.
- Loops to be wired in series shall be numbered sequentially to simplify the loop wiring diagram. See Section 6.7.5 on when to wire loops in series.

Figure 6-17 through Figure 6-19 show the basic approach for numbering mainline loop detection. Figure 6-20 through Figure 6-22 show the basic approach for numbering side street loop detection.
Figure 6-18 | Loop Numbering – Mainline example 2

Figure 6-19 | Loop Numbering – Mainline example 3

*Overlap phase detection is typically assigned to one of the parent phases*
Figure 6-20 | Loop Numbering – Side Street example 1

Figure 6-21 | Loop Numbering – Side Street example 2
Figure 6-22 | Loop Numbering – Side Street Example 3
6.7.4 When to Re-number Loops

Projects that require re-installation of all existing loops or modification of some of the existing loops should be re-numbered according to the standard loop numbering convention. See Figure 6-23 for an example. On Standard Drawing TM475 it states the contractor is required to re-wire and re-label all field wiring to match the loop detector wiring diagram shown in the plans.

Figure 6-23 | Loop Re-Numbering

Exceptions may be allowed, at the Traffic Signal Engineer’s discretion with concurrence from Region Traffic and the Region Electrical Crew, if the nature of the modification is very simple, can be clearly shown on the plan sheet, and will not be confusing/irritating for personnel maintaining the signal. This may include simply deleting or adding a mainline loop detector due to a change in posted speed, or adding bicycle detection. See Figure 6-24 and Figure 6-25 for examples of exceptions when adding or deleting loop numbers.
Figure 6-24 | Loop Re-Numbering Exception – Adding Loops

Adding 2 new loops due to a speed zone change. Continue consecutive numbering. Note: this method is NOT preferred.

Figure 6-25 | Loop Re-Numbering Exception – Deleting Loops

Deleting 2 existing loops due to a speed zone change. Do not show graphically on plan sheet and label loops 3 & 4 on the loop wiring diagram as “NOT USED” (see Figure 6-30). Note: this method is NOT preferred.
If a new loop should be wired in series to any existing loops, this will require re-numbering as loops wired in series shall be sequentially numbered in all cases. Under no circumstances should letters be added on to the loop number, such as “11A”, to work around the sequential number requirement for loops wired in series.

Figure 6-26 | Loop Re-Numbering – Loops in Series
6.7.5 When and Where to Wire Loops in Series

Depending on the location and the intended function of the loop, it may provide an individual input to the signal controller or it may be wired in series with one or more loops (combined with other loops to produce a single input to the signal controller). Except as discussed below, all loops should provide an individual input if possible. No more than 3 loops should be wired in series due to the reduction in sensitivity of the loops.

The following loops should be wired in series:
- The two loops located at 5 feet and 15 feet from the stop bar
- The two bike loops located at 5 feet and 50 feet from the stop bar (on the side street)

The following loops are typically wired in series:
- The two (or more) loops for the mainline through phase that are nearest the stop line when multiple through lanes are present. See Figure 6-27.
- Additional stop line loops. See Figure 6-28.

Figure 6-27 | Loops Typically wired in Series: Example 1

Figure 6-28 | Loops Typically Wired in Series: Example 2
Loops are usually wired in series for the following reasons:

- a lack of inputs (20 inputs for a 336 cabinet, 28 inputs for 332 cabinet without a C11 connector, and 40 inputs for a 332L cabinet with a C11 connector),
- the limited functionality of input channel (this applies mainly to 170 signal controllers using Wapiti software), and/or
- no operational advantage to have separate inputs.
- there is also an issue of economy; typically less loop feeder cable is needed when loops are wired in series which may result in a smaller diameter conduit and less loop detector amplifiers in the controller cabinet. However, the issue of economy should NOT carry much weight when compared to the need for the most efficient signal operation.

When loops are wired in series, there are two locations where this can occur:

- In the junction box nearest the loop entrance (standard location). This allows the use of a single loop feeder cable from the junction box to the signal controller cabinet for the most economical installation. Use this option unless directed otherwise.
- In the signal controller cabinet (only used in special cases). This requires two (or more) loop feeder cables from junction box to the signal controller cabinet. The only advantage this option has over the standard location is that it provides the flexibility to easily separate the loops wired in series in the future (without having to pull an additional loop feeder cable). The region signal timer will provide direction if having this future capability is necessary.

6.7.6 Loop Wiring Diagram

The loop wiring diagram traces each loop by number back to the signal controller cabinet and shows the input location for each loop in the detector input file. This chart is also used to show how many loops need to be installed (bike and vehicular), which loops are wired in series, the location where the loops are wired in series, and where they are located. See Figure 6-29 for a complete example of a loop wiring diagram, with the components discussed below.

The loop wiring diagram shows the loop that is served in the left-most column, in sequential order. The next column to the right shows distance in feet from the stop bar to the center of that loop. The rectangle shown in the loop wiring diagram represents the controller cabinet.

When loops are wired in series in the junction box, the lines (i.e. loop feeder cables) are shown “joined” together on the outside of the rectangle. When loops are wired in series in the controller cabinet, the lines are shown joined together inside of the rectangle. See Figure 6-30 for how to show loops wired in series in the controller
cabinet. Also see Section 6.7.5 for information on when and where to wire loops in series.

Bike loops are specified on the loop wiring diagram for added emphasis, as they are physically smaller than vehicular loops.

Phase, slot, and voyage detector number are all shown inside of the rectangle. The phase column shows the phase each loop(s) is serving. If the default phase for the slot is to be reassigned to another phase, only show the reassigned phase (do NOT include the default phase, which was the standard practice in the past). See Figure 6-31 for how to show a reassigned phase. The slot column shows where the loop feeder cable will terminate in the signal controller cabinet. The voyage detector number is a unique number that is assigned to each channel in the detector input file for software purposes. The voyage detector number always directly correlates to the slot location and never changes. See Section 6.6 for more info on the detection input file.

**Figure 6-29 | Loop Wiring Diagram Example**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loop Number</th>
<th>Distance Feet</th>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Slot</th>
<th>Voyage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12L</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12L</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13L</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13L</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14L</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>J90</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>J6L</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>J7U</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>J50</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>J9L</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>J2U</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>J2L</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>J3U</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>J3L</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>J3L</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11L</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19L</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19L</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19L</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>J6U</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>J6L</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>J7U</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>J7U</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19L</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LOOP DETECTOR WIRING DIAGRAM**

“Distance” is from Stop Line to center of loop in feet

Bike loops should be labeled here for easy reference.

These loops are shown to be wired in series in the junction box (outside of the rectangle, i.e. controller cabinet).
If the project has existing 170 controllers with Wapiti software, input call transfers may be necessary for the detection system to function properly. Input call transfers are designated to the right of the rectangle and are a function of the signal controller software. The Region Signal Timer will provide direction for the correct transfers. See Figure 6-32 for how to show input transfers. Note that the voyage number column is deleted as it is not applicable to Wapiti software. If the project is using a 2070 controller, input call transfers are not needed due to the flexibility of functions and phase assignment in the Voyage software.
The loop wiring diagram is typically shown on the detector plan sheet in its entirety, even if the project involves work on only a certain number of the loops and not all the loops are graphically shown on the plan sheet. While this isn’t necessary for the contract work, it is extremely helpful to the signal timer, maintenance staff, and future designer using the as-built plans so that multiple past plan sheets (from multiple past projects) are not needed to determine the total number of loops and their termination. Loops that are to be retained and protected are labeled as “NO WORK” on the left side of the loop wiring diagram, either bracketed if space allows or directly next to the loop number. See Figure 6-33 for how to show no work areas.

**Figure 6-33 | Loop Wiring Diagram: No Work Areas**

![Loop Wiring Diagram: No Work Areas](image)

If an exception for re-numbering loops has been granted and existing loops are being deleted (see Section 6.7.4 for more information on re-numbering loops), the loop wiring diagram will need to indicate that those old loop numbers are out-of-service to avoid confusion in the future. See Figure 6-34 for how to show out-of-service loop numbers.

**Figure 6-34 | Loop Wiring Diagram: Loop Re-Numbering Exception**

![Loop Wiring Diagram: Loop Re-Numbering Exception](image)
### 6.7.7 Junction Boxes

In addition to the information on conduits in Chapter 5, the following information on junction boxes pertains only to the detection system. Each approach to the intersection that will be served by loop detection will need junction boxes.

**Loop wires will only be spliced to the intended loop feeders in the first junction box that they enter from the street. No other signal wires shall be spliced at any point.**

For loop detection located within 50 feet of the stop line, the junction boxes placed in the signal plan for the wiring of the signal poles should be used. The minimum size junction box is a JB-2 for all quadrants without a signal controller cabinet, and a JB-3T for the quadrant with the signal control cabinet. Note in the Figure 6-35 that the junction boxes in each quadrant are placed around the radius closest to where the loop detectors are located on the approach (as opposed to being located on the other end of the radius). This allows for the most economical installation.

![Figure 6-35 | Junction Box Location for Loop Detection – Loops within 50 feet of the Stop Line](image-url)
For loop detection located beyond 50 feet from the stop line, junction boxes should be placed near the same station as where the loop is located. Normally these can be a JB-1. Loops that are located within 50 feet of each other may use the same junction box, with the junction box located at a station between the loops. See Figure 6-36.
If the project involves modifying the existing loop detector location, such as to accommodate a speed zone change, the location of the existing junction boxes must also be considered. Generally, the length of the sawcut for the loop wires to the junction box should be held to a minimum, as this particular part of the loop installation is very vulnerable to damage. New junction boxes should be placed if the station of the new loop location is more than 50 feet from the station of the existing junction box. See Figure 6-37.

**Figure 6-37 | Junction Box Location for Loop Detection – Modifying Existing Loop Location**

![Figure 6-37](image)

**Cast Iron Junction Boxes (JB-4 through JB-8)**

Cast iron junction boxes are used when a junction box must be placed on a bridge. **They should not be used in any other circumstance.**

When bringing loops into cast iron junction boxes via saw cuts through the side, the following recommendations should be followed (see Standard Detail DET4434):

- 2 twisted pair of loop wires in 4-inch deep box in one saw slot
- 4 twisted pair of loop wires in 6-inch deep box in one saw slot
- 8 twisted pair of loop wires in 8-inch deep box in one saw slot
- Non-street box: Multiple cuts in same box require 2-inch spacing away from edges and 2-inch spacing between cuts
- Street box: Multiple cuts in same box require 1-inch spacing away from edges and 1-inch spacing between cuts (two cuts max per side for a total of 4 twisted pair of loop wires per side)
6.7.8 Number of Loop Wire Turns

The standard number of turns of loop wire is five as per standard drawing TM475 shown in Figure 6-38. Five turns of wire is typically adequate to provide the proper change in inductance for any loop(s) placed according to the standard detection layout discussed in Section 0. There are cases where additional turns of wire may be required to create an acceptable change in inductance (typically this applies to ramp meter and temporary one-lane, two-way installations due to the long distance of the loop lead-in wire). In other cases less turns of wire may be adequate for proper loop function; but for consistency and less probability of installation errors, the standard five turns of loops should be used.

Figure 6-38 | Standard Number of Turns: Std. Dwg. TM475

The standard five turns of loop wire should be used for all loops unless ADDITIONAL turns are required for proper functioning. If additional turns are required, the plan sheets should specifically note which loop(s) and how many turns are required. Check to make sure pavement thickness can accommodate the additional turns of wire.
As stated in previous sections, loop detection works due to a change in inductance. The total inductance seen at the detector amplifier (located inside the controller cabinet) is the combination of the inductance of the loop(s) itself and the inductance of the loop lead in wire and loop feeder cable (from the perimeter of the loop to controller cabinet).

The design objective of a properly designed loop system is for the detector amplifier to see the greatest amount of inductance change in the loop itself. This is accomplished by always ensuring the inductance of the loop(s) is greater than or equal to the lead-in wire inductance. When the length of the lead-in wire is short, the lead-in wire inductance is so small that it is not a factor. However, when the lead-in wire is long, the inductance of the lead-in wire can become very significant. Therefore both the inductance of the loop(s) and the inductance of the loop lead-in wire need to be calculated and compared.

The inductance of the loop is calculated as:

\[ L = \frac{P}{4} \times (t^2 + t) \]

where:
- \( L \) = Inductance (micro henries)
- \( P \) = Perimeter of the loop (feet)
- \( t \) = Number of turns

This formula can be simplified to \( L = P \times K \) by substituting a constant \( K \) for \( \frac{(t^2 + t)}{4} \). Based on the typical 6’ diameter loop used for vehicle detection, the perimeter equals 18.8’. Table 6-2 below lists the \( K \) values and inductance for a 6’ diameter loop ranging from 1 to 8 turns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Turns (t)</th>
<th>( K ) (Constant) = ( \frac{(t^2 + t)}{4} )</th>
<th>Inductance (micro henries) = ( P \times K )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>9.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>28.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>56.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>94.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>141.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>197.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>263.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>339.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The inductance of multiple loops wired together in series, such as loop number 4 and 5 in Figure 6-39, is the sum of the individual loops. For example, if loop numbers 4 and 5 are 6’ diameter with 5 turns of wire each, the total inductance of those two loops is 282.6 micro henries (141.3 + 141.3 from Table 6-2).

The loop lead-in wire distance is calculated from the perimeter of the loop to the controller cabinet. Don’t forget that by specification, an additional 6 feet of wire is
required in the controller cabinet, 6 feet of wire in the junction box nearest the signal controller, and 2 feet of wire in all other junction boxes. See Figure 6-39. Once the distance is known, the approximate inductance is a simple calculation, using 0.22 micro henries/foot. In Figure 6-39, loop No. 1’s approximate lead-in inductance is 101.20 micro henries (460’x 0.22 micro henries/foot).

**Figure 6-39 | Calculating Loop Lead-In Wire**

The inductance of the loop(s) should be greater than or equal to the lead-in wire inductance for proper functioning. The comparison for loop numbers 1 through 5 is shown in Figure 6-39.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loop Number</th>
<th>Inductance of the 6’ diameter loop(s) w/5 turns of wire (micro henries)</th>
<th>Lead-in wire inductance (micro henries)</th>
<th>Is loop designed appropriately? (loop inductance &gt; lead-in wire inductance)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>141.3</td>
<td>101.2</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>141.3</td>
<td>66.0</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>141.3</td>
<td>68.0</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 &amp; 5 (in series)</td>
<td>282.6</td>
<td>32.6*</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*use the longest lead-in wire value for loops wired in series (in this case, loop No. 4 at 148 feet)
Note that if loop no. 1 was placed an additional 185 feet from the stop bar (a total of 645 feet of lead-in wire distance), the lead-in wire inductance would be approximately 142 micro henries (645 feet x 0.22 micro henries/foot). This would require loop no. 1 to have one additional turn of wire (total of 6 turns with an inductance of 197.82 micro henries) to increase the inductance of the loop such that it is greater than the lead-in wire inductance.

6.7.9 Loop Wire Entrance

The sand pocket or PVC stub-out installation, as shown in standard drawing TM480, are the two options for providing sawn-in loop wire access into junction boxes that are behind a curb or outside the edge of pavement. Use of the street box option is required when the loop entrance point is located on a bridge. Standard Detail 4434 shows this installation. However, this practice should be avoided if possible.

NOTE: The ODOT standard is to use sand pockets for loop entrances in Regions 1, 2, 3, and 5. PVC loop entrances are to be used in Region 4.
The stub-out conduit size (for either the sand pocket or PVC) is based on the number of loop wires contained within the conduit. Minimum conduit size for loop wire access is 2 inches. The conduit should be increased to 2½ inches if more than 4 loops (a total of 8 or more loop wires in the conduit) are accessing the stub-out. No more than 8 loops (or 16 loop wires) can be installed in the same stub-out. If more than 8 loops will access a single junction box, additional loop wire entrance stub-out installation must be used, as shown in Figure 6-41.

Figure 6-41 | Multiple Loop Wire Entrances for a Single Junction Box

6.7.10 Loop Feeder Cable

Loop feeder cable is used to connect the loop wires to the signal controller cabinet. It consists of a polyethylene jacketed shielded twisted pair of No. 14 AWG wire. A smaller gauge loop feeder cable is also available for use in retro-fits when the existing conduit cannot accommodate the standard size cable. See Section 6.7.11 for more information.

All loop wire is spliced to loop feeder cable in the junction box (not in a street box, PVC sleeve or sand pocket). Loop feeder cables are continuous from the junction box all the way to the signal controller cabinet.

The loop wires for an individual loop are spliced to a single loop feeder cable in the junction box. The loop wires for loops wired in series are typically spliced together to a single loop feeder cable in the junction box. In the rare case where loops are wired in series in the controller cabinet, each loop will be spliced to an individual loop feeder
cable in the junction box. Those individual loop feeder cables go all the way to the controller cabinet and are then spliced together in the controller cabinet. Once the following design items are known, the number of loop feeder cables in each conduit can be determined (See Figure 6-42):
- location of the junction boxes
- location of the conduit
- which loops are to be wired in series

**Figure 6-42 | Determining Loop Feeder (LF) Cable Requirements**

6.7.11 Loop Feeder Cable for Retro-Fits

If the project involves installing new loop feeder cable in existing detector conduits (for example: adding new loops due to a speed zone change), the option to use No. 18 AWG loop feeder cable may be considered if the existing conduit size is too small to accommodate additional standard size (No. 14 AWG) loop feeder cable.

6.7.12 Conduit

The conduit system for the detection system is separate from the signal conduit system, but they may both occupy the same trench.
After the number of loop feeder cable has been determined for each run of detector conduit, the conduit sizes can be calculated. **ODOT’s minimum conduit size for all signal installations is 1½ inches.** However, each region may elect to use a larger minimum than the statewide standard (i.e. the minimum size used in Region 4 is two inches). Verify with Region Traffic and the Region Electrical Crew. **Table 6-3** shows the number of loop feeders allowed in each conduit size. See Figure 6-43 for an example.

**Table 6-3 | Loop Feeders Allowed in Conduit**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Loop Feeders</th>
<th>Min. Conduit Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>1 ½”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-9</td>
<td>2”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-13</td>
<td>2 ½”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-21</td>
<td>3”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 6-43 | Determining Minimum Conduit Sizes**

![Diagram: Determining Minimum Conduit Sizes]

**NOTE:** Mainline crossings for conduits shall be a minimum 2” diameter.

A spare 2” conduit (with capped ends and a poly pull line) for detection shall be installed from each signal pole to the first junction box in the same quadrant. This spare conduit will allow for easy installation of alternate detection systems in the future.
6.8 Video Detection

Benefits of video cameras include:
- Incident monitoring.
- Detection zones can easily be created or modified anywhere in the field of view. This is especially useful in staged construction.
- They are non-destructive to the roadway surface and can cut traffic control costs when replacement is needed.
- Future pavement preservation projects (inlays) won’t require detection replacement and the signal can operate with detection during construction.

Shortcomings of video cameras include:
- Sun angle, shadows, rain, fog, dust, and power spikes can all cause problems resulting in false or missed calls.
- Advance detection zones located hundreds of feet from the intersection are less reliable.
- Certain roadway geometries can limit good placement of cameras or cause occlusion.

Critical elements for a successful installation:
- Camera placement is the primary factor for successful operation. Cameras should be mounted on as stable a fixture as possible. For most state highways, cameras should be able to view 450 ft. if mounted at 45 ft. Typical mounting is on a luminaire arm. Accurate vehicle detection is optimized by placing the camera directly over the lane(s) it will be monitoring. Otherwise, occlusion may cause false or missed calls.
- Each detection zone should be adequately illuminated for detection at night.
- Be sure the maintaining agency can reach the camera with a bucket truck.
6.8.1 Camera Placement and Labeling

Typically, one camera is used per approach to enable the best placement of the camera. Depending on the intersection geometry and/or detection zone distance needed for advance detection on the mainline, some intersections may require use of multiple cameras for single phases. It can be a good strategy to use one camera mounted on the mast arm for the detection zone close to the intersection (for example detection zones for phase 5, phase 2 bike, and phase 2 zones closest to the intersection) and a separate camera mounted higher on the luminaire arm for detection farther from the intersection (phase 2 advance detection zones).

The cameras should be labeled starting from the pole in the lower left hand corner, using letters A through Z, moving clockwise around the intersection. Each intersection on the project starts with Camera “A”. See Figure 6-44.

Figure 6-44 | Camera Labeling

Label cameras A-Z, starting in the lower left hand corner, moving clockwise (similar to how poles are labeled) Each intersection starts with Camera A
6.8.2 Conduit System

The conduit system for the video detection equipment is separate from the signal conduit system, but it follows the same route as the signal system conduit if the cameras are mounted on the mast arm or luminaire arm of the signal pole. See Figure 6-45. In retro-fit situations, the video detection cables may be contained within the same conduit as the signal system if the maximum wire fill rate is not exceeded.

Figure 6-45 | Video Detection Conduit System

6.8.3 Standard Video Detection Zone Layout

The standard video detection layout is shown below in Table 6-4 and Figure 6-46. Note in Figure 6-46, that each zone shown is associated with only one detection input (i.e. for the mainline thru phases, one zone covers both approach lanes).

The distance from where the detection zone is located in relation to the stop bar is shown graphically on the plan view and listed in the video detection wiring diagram. Because the exact placement and shape of the detection zone is done entirely in the software according to the view displayed from a properly installed/adjusted camera by the Region Signal Timer, there is no need to specify the micro details of the detection zone in the plan sheet (such as size and shape).
**Table 6-4 | Standard Video Detection Layout**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Posted Speed (MPH)</th>
<th>Detection zone location (ft.) from stop bar to near edge. (Zone length in parenthesis*)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mainline</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note: If mainline has a shared thru-left turn lane, install stopbar detection in the lane 0’ from stopbar (15’ in length) in addition to the detection shown for mainline based on posted speed.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>140 (6’ in length)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>180 (6’ in length)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>110 &amp; 220 (each 6’ in length)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>160 &amp; 320 (each 6’ in length)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>160 &amp; 320 (each 6’ in length)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>190 &amp; 380 (each 6’ in length)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>225 &amp; 450 (each 6’ in length)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Right Turn Lane (mainline)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note: not applicable to unsignalized slip lanes</td>
<td>140</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-or-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>115 if lane is short (6’ in length)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Side Street &amp; Left Turns</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 (75’ in length)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interchange Ramps</strong></td>
<td>Low volume &amp;/or low exit speed</td>
<td>0’ (75’ in length) &amp; 150 (6’ in length)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High volume &amp;/or high exit speed</td>
<td>0 (110’ in length) &amp; 210 (6’ in length)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bike Lane (mainline)</strong></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0 (50’ in length)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bike Lane (side street)</strong></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0 (50’ in length)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mainline Temporary Bridge (one lane/two-way)</strong></td>
<td>0 (100’ in length) &amp; Bypass detection in opposing lane: 0 (65’ in length).</td>
<td>See Chapter 11 for more info.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Count Detection (all approach lanes)</strong></td>
<td>0 (3’ in length)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Detection length is approximate and used to provide a basic illustration of zone location and associated detector input on the plan sheet. Actual detection zone dimensions are determined in the field by Region Signal Timer.
Figure 6-46 | Standard Video Detection layout illustration

Presence Detection For Mainline Left Turn Phase

Advance Detection Only (No Presence Detection) for Mainline Through Phases

Presence Detection For Each Lane/Phase on the Side Street

1 detection input for each zone (24 inputs shown in example)
6.8.4 Wiring Diagram for Video Detection

The wiring diagram for video detection differs from the loop detector wiring diagram in that the installation and configurable details for video are all located within the input file in the controller cabinet. Therefore a wiring diagram showing the input file is used for video.

The first row of the diagram lists the file slot number. The device needed in the file slot is detailed in the second row of the diagram and will consist of either a video image processor or an input/output module. Each camera in the field must be connected (either directly or indirectly) to a video image processor (VIP) module. It is common to use one VIP module for each camera at the intersection (typically one camera per approach), but VIP modules can also be specified to run up to two cameras which is advantageous when multiple cameras are used for detection zones on the same phase. The VIP module fits into the standard “I” and “J” input file, spanning 2 slots and provides 4 inputs.

If additional inputs (detection zones) are needed beyond what is provided by the VIP module(s), then additional input/output (I/O) modules can be used. These I/O modules are manufactured either as a 2 I/O (fitting one slot with 2 inputs) or a 4 I/O (spanning two slots with 4 inputs).
### 332 Cabinet: 2070 controller without a C11 connector

The standard input file layout for video detection shown in Figure 6-47. Note that the default signal phasing standard for video is slightly differently than default signal phasing standard shown in Section 6.6, Figure 6-12. The video default standard phasing was developed to enable a more efficient layout for daisy chaining the video modules together. Unique intersection phasing may require modifications to the default standard. The Region Signal Timing staff will provide direction if modifications are needed.

#### Figure 6-47 | 332 Cabinet, 2070 Controller without a C11 Connector: Video Detection Wiring Diagram

![Video Detection Layout Diagram](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**Typical location assignments:**

- Phases 2 & 5 should be located within slots I1 - I5
- Phases 4 & 7 should be located within slots I6 - I9
- Phases 6 & 1 should be located within slots J1 - J5
- Phases 8 & 3 should be located within slots J6 - J9
332S Cabinet: 2070 controller with a C11 connector

The standard input file layout for video detection devices and signal phasing is shown in Figure 6-48. Unique intersection phasing may require modifications to the default standard. The Region Signal Timing staff will provide direction if modifications are needed.

Figure 6-48 | 332S Cabinet, 2070 Controller with C11 Connector: Video Detection Wiring Diagram

<p>| | | | | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>VIP</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>VIP</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X'</td>
<td>X'</td>
<td>X'</td>
<td>X'</td>
<td>X'</td>
<td>X'</td>
<td>X'</td>
<td>X'</td>
<td>X'</td>
<td>X'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ø1-T</td>
<td>Ø1-T</td>
<td>Ø2-T</td>
<td>Ø2-T</td>
<td>Ø2-T</td>
<td>Ø3-T</td>
<td>Ø3-T</td>
<td>Ø4-T</td>
<td>Ø4-T</td>
<td>Ø4-T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VD 1</td>
<td>VD 9</td>
<td>VD 11</td>
<td>VD 13</td>
<td>VD 3</td>
<td>VD 14</td>
<td>VD 16</td>
<td>VD 18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VD 20</td>
<td>VD 2</td>
<td>VD 10</td>
<td>VD 12</td>
<td>VD 37</td>
<td>VD 4</td>
<td>VD 32</td>
<td>VD 15</td>
<td>VD 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ø1-T</td>
<td>Ø1-T</td>
<td>Ø2-T</td>
<td>Ø2-T</td>
<td>Ø3-T</td>
<td>Ø3-T</td>
<td>Ø4-T</td>
<td>Ø4-T</td>
<td>Ø4-T</td>
<td>Ø4-T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X'</td>
<td>X'</td>
<td>X'</td>
<td>X'</td>
<td>X'</td>
<td>X'</td>
<td>X'</td>
<td>X'</td>
<td>X'</td>
<td>X'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ø5-T</td>
<td>Ø6-T</td>
<td>Ø6-T</td>
<td>Ø6-T</td>
<td>Ø7-T</td>
<td>Ø7-T</td>
<td>Ø8-T</td>
<td>Ø8-T</td>
<td>Ø8-T</td>
<td>Ø8-T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VD 5</td>
<td>VD 19</td>
<td>VD 21</td>
<td>VD 23</td>
<td>VD 7</td>
<td>VD 35</td>
<td>VD 24</td>
<td>VD 26</td>
<td>VD 28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VD 34</td>
<td>VD 20</td>
<td>VD 22</td>
<td>VD 39</td>
<td>VD 8</td>
<td>VD 36</td>
<td>VD 25</td>
<td>VD 27</td>
<td>VD 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ø5-T</td>
<td>Ø6-T</td>
<td>Ø6-T</td>
<td>Ø6-T</td>
<td>Ø7-T</td>
<td>Ø7-T</td>
<td>Ø8-T</td>
<td>Ø8-T</td>
<td>Ø8-T</td>
<td>Ø8-T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X'</td>
<td>X'</td>
<td>X'</td>
<td>X'</td>
<td>X'</td>
<td>X'</td>
<td>X'</td>
<td>X'</td>
<td>X'</td>
<td>X'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VIP = Video Image Processor
1 I/O = 1 channel Input/Output Module
2 I/O = 2 channel Input/Output Module
T = Camera
D = Distance in feet
Connecting VIP and I/O Modules
Each I/O module must be connected to a VIP module, either directly or indirectly via a “daisy chain”. In Figure 6-49 there are four VIP modules (one for each camera: A, B, C, and D). Each camera has two I/O modules that need to be connected to their respective VIP module. This is done by connecting cables (represented by the colored dashed lines) from terminal points on the front of the modules. For Camera A, which covers phases 2 and 5, the I/O in slot I5 is directly connected to the I/O in slot J1. The I/O in slot J1 is then directly connected to the VIP module for camera A in slots I3 and I4. This allows slots I3, I4, I5, and J1 to work for Camera A, with a total of 8 inputs (detection zones). Additional I/O slots can be daisy chained together to connect back to the VIP module in same fashion. The daisy chaining details are not shown or specified on the plan sheets, but are discussed here to provide a basic understanding of the equipment which is needed to properly fill out video detection layout diagram.

Figure 6-49 | VIP to I/O Connection (332S Cabinet, 2070 Controller with C11 Connector Shown)

---

VIP = Video Image Processor
2 I/O = 2 channel Input/Output Module
4 I/O = 4 channel Input/Output Module
T = Camera
D = Distance in feet
VIP Module with 2 Cameras
If two cameras are using a single VIP module or I/O module, the additional camera is added to the diagram as shown below. Note that in the example, the only I/O modules that may be connected to the VIP module must be from either camera B or G.

Figure 6-50 | Multiple Camera VIP and I/O Modules (332S Cabinet, 2070 Controller with C11 Connector Shown)
**Video Remote Communication Module (i.e. Viewcom and EdgeConnect)**
The video remote communication module (VRCM) allows transmission of data via Ethernet, compression of images, streaming video and remote monitoring of the video detection system. If this device is requested by Region Traffic, the signal designer shows the device in the video detection layout diagram. The VRCM is two slots wide. In a 332 cabinet without a C11 connector, the VRCM is located in I10 & I11. In a 332S cabinet with a C11 connector, the VRCM is located in slots I11 & I12.

The remainder of the communication installation (communication from the controller cabinet back to the remote location) is the responsibility of the ITS Unit. See Chapter 7 for more information on traffic signal communication design and responsibilities.

**NOTE:** If a VRCM is used in a 336 cabinet (for temporary installations), the input file requires custom wiring. Contact TSSU for assistance in locating the VRCM and wiring details. Indicate on the plan sheet that custom wiring for the VRCM is required.
6.9 Preformed Loops

Preformed loops are just a more durable type of inductance loops. Because of this, preformed loops are generally only used in areas where a saw cut would not be suitable, such as a bridge deck or cracked or broken roadway surfaces.

Preformed loop wire returns enter directly into the back-of-curb box (junction box) without a sand pocket/street box/stub-out combination. See Figure 6-51 and Standard Detail DET4434 & 4435 for more information.

Figure 6-51 | Preformed Loop Entrance Details
6.10 Radar Detection

Benefits of radar detection include:
- Resistant to problems that result from poor weather and poor lighting conditions.
- Detection zones can easily be created or modified anywhere in the field of view. This is especially useful in staged construction.
- They are non-destructive to the roadway surface and can cut traffic control costs when replacement is needed.
- Future pavement preservation projects (inlays) won’t require detection replacement and the signal can operate with detection during construction.

Shortcomings of radar detection include:
- Typically requires multiple radar units to provide the necessary detection functionality as each type (far-range, near-range, and side-fire) has been designed for a specific use.
- Certain roadway geometries can limit good placement of cameras or cause occlusion.

Critical elements for a successful installation:
- Radar unit placement is the primary factor for successful operation. Radar units should be mounted on as stable a fixture as possible. Typical mounting is on a mast arm or the vertical pole. See manufacturer’s recommended mounting locations for optimum detection.
- Be sure the maintaining agency can reach the camera with a bucket truck.

6.10.1 Radar Unit Placement and Labeling

The type of radar unit and the detection zone area will determine the best mounting location for the unit. A few general rules of thumb for the different types of radar units:

- Near-range radar units — typically used for stopbar presence detection, it has an arc shaped detection area that extends 140' from the device. This can provide detection inputs for multiple phases and can separate detection inputs for adjacent lanes/phases. It is recommended for counting at low speeds (less than 35 mph); it is not as accurate at higher speeds, but still performs adequately with an accuracy of around 95%. The backside of the mast arm is the recommended location — the manufacturer also allows other locations.

- Far-range radar units — typically only used for the mainline, recalled thru phase, it has a long cigar shaped detection area that extends 600' (an extended range radar unit can provide a range of up to 900'). Each unit can only be used for a single phase and it cannot provide separate detection inputs for adjacent lanes (i.e. one big zone configuration will cover all the phase 2 or phase 6 approach lanes). It is NOT recommended for counting. The unit may be mounted in several different locations, as per the manufacturer.

- Side-fire radar units — generally not used for signalized intersections as the near-side and far-side type of units typically meets the detection needs. Also, these
units require additional equipment in the traffic signal cabinet. As such, they shall only be used if approved by the Traffic Standards Unit. The unit is aimed perpendicular to traffic with the detection zone spanning the entire approach. This device is accurate at counting all vehicles, even at high speeds (greater than or equal to 35 mph). This unit should be mounted according to the manufacturer’s recommendations according to the offset/height requirements.

The radar units should be labeled starting from the pole in the lower left hand corner, using letters A through Z, moving clockwise around the intersection. Each intersection on the project starts with Radar “A”. See Figure 6-52.

**Figure 6-52 | Camera Labeling**

In this example,
- Radar A is a near-side radar for phases 3 & 8 (and count)
- Radar B is a far-side radar for phase 6
- Radar C is a near-side radar for phase 5 (and count for phase 2 & 5)
- Radar D is a near-side radar for phases 4 & 7 (and count)
- Radar E is a far-side radar for phase 2
- Radar F is a nearside radar for phase 1 (and count for phase 1 & 6)
6.10.2 Conduit System
The conduit system for the radar detection equipment is separate from the signal conduit system, but it follows the same route as the signal system conduit if the radar units are mounted on the mast arm or luminaire arm of the signal pole. See Figure 6-53. In retro-fit situations, the radar detection cables may be contained within the same conduit as the signal system if the maximum wire fill rate is not exceeded.

Figure 6-53 | Radar Detection Conduit System

6.10.3 Standard Radar Detection Zone Layout
The standard Radar detection layout is shown below in Table 6-5 and Figure 6-54. Note in Figure 6-54 and Figure 6-46, that each zone shown is associated with only one detection input (i.e. for the mainline thru phases, one zone covers both approach lanes).

The distance from where the detection zone is located in relation to the stop bar is shown graphically on the plan view and listed in the video detection wiring diagram. Because the exact placement and shape of the detection zone is done entirely in the software according to the view displayed from a properly installed/adjusted radar unit by the Region Signal Timer, there is no need to specify the micro details of the detection zone in the plan sheet (such as size and shape).
# Table 6-5 | Standard Radar Detection Layout

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Posted Speed (MPH)</th>
<th>Detection zone location (ft.) from stop bar to near edge. (Zone length in parenthesis*)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mainline</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vendor configuration (only one zone for all approach lanes): Continuous zone from 150’ from the device to 600’ from the device. Up to 900’ can be achieved if necessary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note: If mainline has a shared thru-left turn lane, install stopbar detection in the lane 0’ from stopbar (15’ in length) in addition to the detection shown for mainline based on posted speed.</td>
<td></td>
<td>140 - or - 115 if lane is short (6’ in length)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Right Turn Lane (mainline)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note: not applicable to unsignalized slip lanes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>140 - or - 115 if lane is short (6’ in length)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Side Street &amp; Left Turns</strong></td>
<td>0 (75’ in length)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interchange Ramps</strong></td>
<td>Low volume &amp;/or low exit speed</td>
<td>0’ (75’ in length) &amp; 150 (6’ in length)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High volume &amp;/or high exit speed</td>
<td>0 (110’ in length) &amp; 210 (6’ in length)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bike Lane (mainline)</strong></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0 (50’ in length)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bike Lane (side street)</strong></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0 (50’ in length)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mainline Temporary Bridge (one lane/two-way)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>0 (100’ in length) &amp; Bypass detection in opposing lane: 0 (65’ in length). See Chapter 11 for more info.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Count Detection (all approach lane)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>0 (3’ in length)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Detection length is approximate and used to provide a basic illustration of zone location and associated detector input on the plan sheet. Actual detection zone dimensions are determined in the field by Region Signal Timer.
6.10.4 Wiring Diagram for Radar Detection

The wiring diagram for radar detection is very similar to the wiring diagram used for video detection, in that the installation and configurable details for radar are all located within the input file in the controller cabinet. Therefore a wiring diagram showing the input file is used for radar.

The first row of the diagram lists the file slot number. The device needed in the file slot is detailed in the second row of the diagram and will consist of a radar unit rack card. The typical radar unit rack card fits into the standard “I” and “J” input file, spanning 1 slot and provides 2 inputs. Rack cards spanning 2 slots, providing 4 inputs are also available. All of the rack cards are daisy chained together (this is not shown on the plans).
The standard input file layout for radar detection devices and signal phasing is shown in Figure 6-55. Unique intersection phasing may require modifications to the default standard. The Region Signal Timing staff will provide direction if modifications are needed.

**Figure 6-55 | 332S Cabinet, 2070 Controller with C11 Connector: Radar Detection Wiring Diagram**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RADxT</td>
<td>RADxT</td>
<td>RADxT</td>
<td>RADxT</td>
<td>RADxT</td>
<td>RADxT</td>
<td>RADxT</td>
<td>RADxT</td>
<td>RADxT</td>
<td>RADxT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**1st File Slot**

- **Distance in feet**
- **Device**
- **Phase**
- **Detector unit**
- **Voyage Detector #**
- **Phase**
- **Detector unit**
- **Distance in feet**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RADxT</td>
<td>RADxT</td>
<td>RADxT</td>
<td>RADxT</td>
<td>RADxT</td>
<td>RADxT</td>
<td>RADxT</td>
<td>RADxT</td>
<td>RADxT</td>
<td>RADxT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2nd File Slot**

- **Distance in feet**
- **Device**
- **Phase**
- **Detector unit**
- **Voyage Detector #**
- **Phase**
- **Detector unit**
- **Distance in feet**

**DEVICE:**

- RADxT = Radar Detector Cards (T=radar unit)
The following wiring information is not shown on the plan sheets, but is discussed here to provide a basic understanding of the equipment. The radar unit rack cards (installed in the input file of the controller cabinet) are connected to a “cabinet interface device” (Wavetronix Click 600 or 650) that is installed on a shelf above the controller. Each radar unit in the field can be connected to multiple rack cards in the input file, with one rack card connected to the Cabinet Interface Device and any other rack cards daisy chained to each other. See Figure 6-56 which shows 6 different radar units and how they are connected.

Figure 6-56 | 332S Cabinet, 2070 Controller with C11 Connector: Radar Detection Wiring Diagram with Cabinet Interface Device
6.11 Microwave Detection
Microwave detection has only been used a few times on the state highway system. The detector plan sheets should detail the equipment to be used, the mounting, the wiring, and any necessary detailing inside the controller cabinet (detector input file, etc.) Refer to the Green Sheets to find acceptable products and learn how they function and contact the Traffic Signal Engineer for more information. Plan sheet layout and bubble note structure microwave would be very similar to the video or radar detection layout.

6.12 Use of Multiple Detection Technologies at a Single Intersection
It is becoming more common to use multiple detection technologies at a single intersection to handle the various challenges of proper detection placement. However, this should be limited to 2 different technologies (video and loops, or radar and loops, or video and radar) to simplify maintenance.

If multiple detection technologies are used on the project (typically this will be inductance loops and video detection), the two distinct ways we detail each technology will need to be combined into one plan sheet. For video and loops, this will require a loop wiring diagram AND a video detection wiring diagram. See Figure 6-57 (332 cabinet, 2070 controller with C11 connector shown).
Figure 6-57 | Use of Inductance Loops and Video Detection at the Same Intersection (332S Cabinet, 2070 Controller with C11 Connector Shown)

Use Both Methods

Install Phase (Ph=Phase) video detection zone on camera (T=camera) with voyage detector number (X=number)
7 INTERCONNECT & ITS COMMUNICATION PLAN

This chapter will discuss the design elements that are shown on an interconnect plan sheet.

Information regarding the Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) communication plan sheet will also be included for reference only, as these plan sheets are produced by the ITS unit.

7.1 When is Interconnect Needed?

Multiple signal installations along a route may be coordinated to help provide an uninterrupted flow of traffic along that route. Coordination is achieved through an interconnect system from controller cabinet to controller cabinet. Any signal that is located in an urban area that has multiple signals in the vicinity may be required to be interconnected.

Interconnect capable of central communications (see Section 7.3) can also be used to allow remote access and manipulation of the signal timing, which may be desirable even for isolated intersections.

Always contact Region Traffic to discuss the need for interconnection to the new signal. Often, the Operational Approval will indicate if interconnect is a requirement.

7.2 Background and Design Responsibilities

Traffic signal communications have been rapidly changing in the last several years. Migration from the 170E/HC11 controller to the 2070L controller has resulted in advanced methods of communication between the devices in the field and also communication from the field back to a central control. The 170 controller used twisted pair copper interconnect for communication between signals with dial up telephone service for remote communication. The 2070 is capable of being connected to a network and uses TransCore central software to remotely monitor and manage traffic signal timing performance.

At the present time, Region Traffic and the Traffic-Roadway Section do not have the staff and expertise to design networking of traffic signals and all the forms of communication available. Until the Traffic-Roadway Section is able to provide this expertise the Intelligent Transportation Systems Unit (ITS Unit) is responsible for determining the type of communication system to be used on the project (types listed in Section 7.3). The ITS Unit will design certain portions of the work, with the traffic signal designer responsible for other portions of the work. ITS Unit is also responsible for ordering the network and radio equipment, coordinating the installation and turn-on of the network circuits with the Information Services Branch (ISB) Staff.
7.3 Types of Traffic Signal Communications

There are two main types of communications used for traffic signals; central and local. Central communication connects one or more traffic signals to a network server. This type of communication allows the user to access and modify signal timing information from a remote location. Local communication connects two or more on-street traffic signals. This type of communication allows multiple signals in a corridor to work in coordination. There is no remote access to signal timing information. The ITS Unit, in conjunction with Traffic-Roadway Section, will determine the proper form of communication based on the Region Traffic’s needs.

### Central Options:
- Fiber Optic
- Frame Relay
- Telephone
- Cellular Broadband
- DSL/Cable Broadband
- 4.9 GHz Radio

### Local Options:
- Fiber Optic
- Twisted Pair Copper (VDSL)*
- 4.9 GHz Radio
- Wi-Fi

*Default standard. This is the only method that the signal designer is completely responsible for designing and does NOT require ITS involvement.

7.4 Scoping the Traffic Signal Communication System

Scoping the traffic signal communication system can be rather simple or very complex depending on the methods and equipment used. It is critical to contact the Traffic-Roadway Section and the ITS Unit at the scoping phase of the project. The Traffic-Roadway Section and ITS Unit will work with Region Staff and signal designer to determine the best option for the type of communications needed. Once the methods of communications are determined, the staff responsible for design will be determined.

As an example, fiber optic local communications is scoped for the project. The traffic signal designer is responsible for the site plan & standard specifications (junction box locations, conduit, and type of wire in the conduit) shown on the interconnect plan sheet. The ITS Unit is responsible for the details (splice diagrams, fiber specifications, anticipated items, LPIF, etc.) shown on the ITS communication plan sheet.

The ITS Unit, in conjunction with the Traffic-Roadway Section, will determine the proper form of communication to use on the project. Contact us early in the design phase.

7.5 Use of Communication Equipment based on Project Type/Location

7.5.1 Locations maintained and Operated by ODOT (Projects by Local Agency or Permit)

The ITS Unit should be contacted early during scoping for involvement with the project requirements and the development of the Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA). The security of the network is extremely important to the operation of the traffic signals and needs to be described within the IGA.
The design must use ODOT approved communications equipment. If possible this will be ODOT supplied and the cost reimbursed.

7.5.2 Locations Maintained and Operated by Local Agencies on State Highways

These locations must use industrial hardened communications equipment approved by the Traffic-Roadway Section. If possible this will be ODOT supplied and the cost reimbursed.

Local Agency central communication is acceptable, but no direct connection from the traffic signals to the ODOT Network (only center to center communication)

7.5.3 Locations off the State Highway

These locations cannot use the ODOT Communications Price Agreement contract to purchase equipment.

7.6 Long Term Communication Planning

Efforts are underway in several regions between the ITS Unit and the Region Traffic offices in creating long term communication plans for traffic signal projects. These plans will help identify high level communication options and identifying the costs to develop traffic signal projects.

7.7 Design Considerations

7.7.1 Controller

The standard 2070 controller can accommodate all types of communication and be designated as a “master” or a “slave” as needed. There is no need for an “on-street master controller” (this was a common requirement for past technology).

7.7.2 Junction Boxes and Conduit Location and Sizes

Near the intersection, the interconnect system typically uses the same junction boxes that have been placed for the traffic signal wiring and detection system. Beyond the intersection, the interconnect system requires junction boxes spaced a maximum of 300 feet apart.

For twisted pair cooper installations use JB-1 or JB-1A or larger junction boxes. Large cast iron pull boxes (JB-6 or Larger) shall be used in areas that are exposed to vehicular traffic. See Section 5.12.1 for more information on junction boxes.

For fiber optic installations use a “Hand Hole” instead of a junction box. See Figure 7-1 which shows an excerpt from standard drawing TM472. There are 3 different hand hole sizes shown on the standard drawing. Contact the ITS unit to determine the appropriate size.
7.7.3 Conduit

A separate, exclusive two-inch conduit is used for the interconnect system. See section 5.13 for more information on conduit requirements.

The designer should take into account controller locations, detector conduit construction, and physical features of the roadway when deciding where to route the interconnect conduit between controller cabinets. By using detector and signal conduit trenches, you can greatly reduce the quantity of trenching needed for the interconnect conduits.

Aerial installation using existing utility poles is not recommended as this requires more maintenance and reoccurring fees for using the poles that belong to others. It is more economical in the long run to install the interconnect system underground. However, this option may be considered if the initial cost of going underground is prohibitive and approval from the utility is received.
7.7.4 Wiring

The standard is to use a “hard wire” system a shielded cable containing six twisted pairs of No. 19 AWG solid wire. Cables with 12 twisted pair may be used if there is a need for the additional pairs. The wiring runs continuous from controller to controller. Splices are NOT allowed.

Figure 7-2 | Twisted Pair Copper Installation – 6 Pair

6 twisted pair into the controller (from the previous intersection)

6 twisted pair going to the next intersection.

6 twisted pair out of the controller (to the next intersection.

6 twisted pair coming from the previous intersection.
The number of fiber optic strands needed for interconnection is determined by the ITS Unit. Fiber optics are spliced as necessary in the hand holes, again, determined by the ITS Unit.

**Figure 7-3 | Fiber Optic Installation**

- **Splice is occurring in the hand hole (HH/1)**
- **24 fiber optic strands going to the next controller**
- **12 fiber optic strands into and out of the controller (total)**
- **24 fiber optic strands coming from the previous controller**

### 7.7.5 Telephone Connection

If a telephone connection is required, a land line (hard wire) is ODOT’s standard. Remote locations may require a cell phone. Always check with the Region Utility Specialist to determine if there is adequate cell coverage in the area.
8 EXISTING UTILITIES PLAN

8.1 General
The existing utilities plan sheet became a requirement for signal design in the late 2000’s at the request of a region that was experiencing utility conflict issues on signal projects. The inclusion of this plan sheet in the contract plans does NOT remove the requirement of the contractor to “call before you dig”. Also, the signal designer is still responsible for working with the Region Utility Specialist to resolve all known utility conflicts prior to letting the project.

Utility conflicts should be identified early in the design process and resolved through the Region Utility Specialist PRIOR to letting the project!

8.2 When is this Plan Sheet Needed?
An existing utilities plans sheet is required for each intersection on the project if the work entails installing any poles, pedestals, cabinets, or conduit. These items can have a substantial impact to existing utilities due to their required foundation depth and/or height. In addition these items generally need to be installed in very specific locations with little room for placement tolerance, so addressing a utility conflict during construction can be very costly in either material costs and/or timelines.

An existing utilities plan sheet is recommended for each intersection for all other types of signal work if survey information for the utilities is available. It is not needed for signal work contained within existing signal appurtenances or the roadway (e.g. loop replacement).
8.3 What to Show on the Plan Sheet

The existing utilities plan sheet is generally shown at the scale of the detection plan sheet for each intersection, to show the location of utilities with respect to the major signal work. Due to the nature of interconnect/communication work (i.e. work spans a long distance and typically contains less critical design aspects with respect to utility conflicts), an existing utilities plan sheet is NOT required for interconnect/communication work located beyond the scale used to show the intersection.

The existing utility plan sheet should show the following features:

- All overhead and underground existing utility locations
- Right-of-way
- All new and existing signal appurtenances, except those located in the roadway such as loop detectors (e.g. poles, pedestals, mast arms, cabinets, junction boxes, conduit runs)
- The new roadway alignment and lane lines
- The existing edge of pavement if helpful for reference purposes
- North arrow
- Street name labels
- Stationing
- Lane use arrows

Use the survey provided line styles for the utilities. Do NOT label any signal appurtenances, just graphically show.
The following figures show typical examples of what is contained in an existing utility plan sheet.

Figure 8-1 | Existing Utility Plan Sheet Example 1
Figure 8-2 | Existing Utility Plan Sheet Example 2
9 DETAILS PLAN

9.1 General
The details plan sheet is used to show ANY design information that cannot be shown on the standard designated plan sheet. This is typically due to a drafting space issue; for example, the pole entrance chart is contained on a separate details plan sheet because there is not enough room on the signal plan sheet to show all the pertinent signal design information. Other common design information shown on detail sheets includes customized diagrams created from Standard Details.

This chapter will cover the two basic types of information routinely contained on the details plan sheet; the pole entrance chart and custom details created from standard details.

9.2 Pole Entrance Chart - General
The pole entrance chart lists the micro details related to the signal pole and all mounted signal equipment. Some of the information listed in the pole entrance chart is redundant (e.g. the mast arm length is listed on the signal plans AND in the pole entrance chart), but this chart aids in reviewing signal pole submittals and also serves as a quick glance summary for how many and what type of poles are needed for the project.

There are two default types of pole entrance charts; one for mast arms (See Section 9.3) and one for span wires (See Section 9.4).

9.2.1 When is a pole entrance chart needed?
A pole entrance chart is required for any work that involves installing a new push button post, pedestrian/vehicle pedestal, or signal pole.

A pole entrance chart is recommended for any work that modifies the equipment located on an existing mast arm, span wire, or signal pole. The exception to this recommendation is for minor modifications where all the necessary information (contained in the pole entrance chart) can be very clearly shown on the signal plan sheet.

If the project involves a combination of mast arms and span wires, both charts will need to be included.
9.3 Pole Entrance Chart – Mast Arm

The following section discusses how to fill out the mast arm pole entrance chart properly. If any of the columns do not apply to the pole that is being detailed, leave those columns blank.

9.3.1 First 3 Columns

The first 3 columns list the basic pole identifiers: the unique pole number, the signal plan sheet the pole is located on, and the type of pole it is (signal pole type as per standard drawing TM650, pedestrian pedestal, vehicle pedestal or pedestrian push button post). See Figure 9-1.

![Figure 9-1 | Basic Pole Information](image)

9.3.2 Equipment on the Pole

The next five columns detail all the equipment that is located on the pole itself. All equipment that is located on the pole itself is measured by degrees to ensure the correct orientation of the equipment. The degrees are measured to the nearest 5 degree increment.

The pedestrian signal degrees column shows the location of the clamshell mount for the pedestrian signal (which is 90 degrees from the face of the signal indication). If more than one pedestrian signal indication is mounted to a pole an “&” symbol is used between the two locations. See Figure 9-2.

![Figure 9-2 | Pedestrian Signal Degrees](image)
For a mast arm pole, the degrees are measured clockwise from the centerline of the mast arm. Pedestrian signals should be mounted at or near 90 degrees and 180 degrees on a mast arm pole (located on the “back-side” of the mast arm pole). See Figure 9-3. They may be mounted on the “front side” of the mast arm pole (at or near 0 degrees and 270 degrees) if that location provides better line of sight within the crosswalk, but keep in mind that pedestrian indications located on the front side of the pole are more vulnerable to being damaged by large trucks making a right turn at the intersection. See Figure 9-4. Note that the degrees for mast arm poles are measured differently than degrees for pedestals; pedestal degrees are measured from the north arrow. See Figure 9-5.
The origin for measuring degrees is NOT the same for mast arm poles (clockwise from arm) and pedestals (clockwise from the north arrow).

When two pedestrian indications are mounted to the same pole, the acute angle between the two pedestrian heads should be 90 degrees or greater on a large diameter pole (mast arm and strain poles) and shall be 90 degrees or greater on a small diameter pole (pedestals). See Figure 9-6. When the indications are placed closer than 90 degrees several things may occur:

- The indications can be occluded
- The clamshell mounting brackets cannot be installed (the hardware for each indication would overlap)
- It may be difficult to fully open the clamshell and/or the pedestrian indication for maintenance
The terminal cabinet degrees show the location of the factory welded hub required to mount the terminal cabinet to the signal pole (see TM450 and TM488 for additional details). See Figure 9-7. Pedestals do NOT have a terminal cabinet. For mast arm poles, the terminal cabinet degrees should be located at 180 degrees unless there is some obstruction which would make accessing the terminal cabinet difficult at 180 degrees. See Figure 9-8. The Region Electrical Crew will provide direction on the best location to mount the terminal cabinet in these situations.

**Figure 9-7 | Terminal Cabinet Degrees**

![Terminal Cabinet Degrees](image)

**Figure 9-8 | Terminal Cabinet Degrees: Access Obstruction**

Terminal Cabinet Located at 180 degrees difficult to access due to fence.
The sign degree column shows the location of the face of the sign mounted on the signal pole, typically a guide sign. See Figure 9-9. The other details for the guide sign fabrication and mounting will be shown on the signing plans and will be paid for as a sign bid item (not under the lump sum traffic signal bid item). Guide signs mounted to signal poles must meet the requirements shown in standard drawings TM650 and TM680 (such as a maximum area of 60 square feet, maximum height of 7 feet and maximum width of 12 feet). If at all possible, the guide sign should be designed to fit within these parameters. If the sign cannot be meet these requirements and cannot be mounted in a different location, then a standard signal pole cannot be used and a custom designed pole must be used.

If a sign other than a guide sign is mounted to the pole (i.e. a NO TURN ON RED sign), this column can be used to detail the orientation. In the case where multiple signs are mounted to the same pole (i.e. guide sign AND a regulatory) it is recommended to add a column to the “equipment on pole” to distinguish between the two signs. See Figure 9-13. Multiple signs on the same pole must be evaluated to ensure that a standard pole will accommodate the loading as per TM660 and TM680.

Figure 9-9 | Sign Degrees (typically for a guide sign)
The traffic signal degree column shows the location of the face of the vehicular signal indication mounted on the pole. See Figure 9-10. Vehicular signal indications are not typically mounted to signal poles unless there is need for a near-side signal indication or the intersection geometry/phasing requires unique placement of the signal indication.

**Figure 9-10 | Traffic Signal Degrees**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EQUIPMENT ON POLE</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PED. SIGNAL DEG.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERM. CABINET DEG.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGN DEG.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRAFFIC SIGNAL DEG.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHOTO ELECTRIC CELL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The origin for measuring the degrees is NOT the same for mast arm poles and pedestals.
The photo-electric cell column shows the location of the mount used for the photo electric cell. See Figure 9-11. The photo-electric cell’s sensor must be oriented to the north to operate most effectively, so when mounting the photo electric cell to the pole, ensure that photo cell’s sensor will NOT be pointed directly at the signal pole. See Figure 9-12.

Figure 9-11 | Photo Electric Cell

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PED SIGNAL VOLTS</th>
<th>TEAR BAR CABLE</th>
<th>SIGNAL CTRL</th>
<th>TRAFFIC SIGNAL VOLTS</th>
<th>PHOTO ELECTRIC VOLTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9-12 | Photo Electric Cell Orientation

*NOT OK (do not mount on south side of pole) OK

Window facing north

Signal Pole

Photo Electric Control, Timer Lock Type Piece Window To North Side

Photo Relay Socket
There may be cases where additional columns may need to be added to the “equipment on pole” section. Typical examples include a column for the “crosswalk closed” sign if it needs to be mounted to the signal pole or a “Cam. Deg.” column if a video detector/ITS camera is mounted to the pole. See Figure 9-13. A column is NOT needed for pushbuttons as these are installed as per standard drawing TM467 and can only be installed in one orientation.

Figure 9-13 | Adding Columns

9.3.3 Equipment on the Mast Arm

The next columns show all the equipment located on the mast arm. See Figure 9-14. The first column shows the mast arm length. The following columns list each piece of equipment that is located on the mast arm, starting from the tip of the mast arm and going towards the signal pole. For each piece of equipment, the distance in feet from the tip of the mast arm (numerator) AND a description of the type of equipment (denominator) is included. The description is a standard abbreviation that is defined in a legend. The distance is shown in decimal format, with measurements rounded to the nearest half foot.

Figure 9-14 | Mast Arm Equipment
9.3.4 Foundation Information

The foundation information columns show the foundation number and the foundation depth for each signal pole. See Figure 9-15. The foundation number is specific to the type of mast arm/strain pole type used and is found on standard drawing TM653 in the “standard foundations” chart. The foundation depth is determined using site specific information documented in a geotechnical report according to the ODOT Traffic Structures Design Manual. This report is produced by the Geotechnical Engineer once the location of the signal poles has been determined. The foundation depth is shown in decimal format to the tenth of a foot. The geotech report is also referenced on the plan sheet just below the pole entrance chart with the name of the agency/firm that produced the report and the date of the report.

Do NOT include any foundation information for pedestrian pedestals, vehicle pedestals or pedestrian push button posts as these standard foundations do not have any variables and are installed according standard drawing TM457. Leave these columns blank.

Figure 9-15 | Foundation Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POLE NO.</th>
<th>DIVG. NO.</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>FOUNDRATION NUMBER</th>
<th>REQUIRED FOUNDATION DEPTH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>12345</td>
<td>SM-5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>12345</td>
<td>VP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>12345</td>
<td>PP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>12345</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Foundation Depth as per (Agency Name who performed report) Geotech Report Dated (XX-XX-XXXX)
9.3.5 Luminaires

The illumination columns show the details for the luminaires mounted on signal poles. See Figure 9-16. The information comes from the illumination analysis. The following are typical values for illumination:

- 15 foot arm length
- 0 arm degrees (i.e. “in-line” with the mast arm)
- 35 to 40 foot mounting height
- Standard luminaire type is LED
- Standard fixture type for LED is Type 3.
- Standard wattage is from 130 to 275, depending on design.

![Luminaire Information](image)

**Figure 9-16 | Luminaire Information**
9.3.6 Orientation Diagrams

The orientation diagrams provide a legend for how to read the information provided by the pole entrance chart.

There are two standard orientation diagrams that are included with the pole entrance chart:
- The mast arm orientation diagram. See Figure 9-17.
- The pedestrian pedestal/vehicle pedestal orientation diagram (included only if this type of pole is used on the project). See Figure 9-18.

Figure 9-17 | Mast Arm Orientation Diagram

![Mast Arm Orientation Diagram](image)

**NOTE:**

Equipment shown on the orientation diagram is an example of distance and angles of equipment that may be located on a mast arm or signal pole.

MAST ARM POLE ORIENTATION DIAGRAM

Figure 9-18 | Pedestrian Pedestal/Vehicle Pedestal Orientation Diagram

![Pedestrian Pedestal/Vehicle Pedestal Orientation Diagram](image)

**NOTE:**

Equipment shown on the orientation diagram is a clarification of angles of equipment that may be located on a pedestrian pedestal or vehicle pedestal.

PEDESTRIAN PEDESTAL / VEHICLE PEDESTAL ORIENTATION DIAGRAM
9.3.7 Detailing Dual Mast Arm Pole in the Pole Entrance Chart

A dual mast arm pole is a custom designed pole and requires a few more pieces of information in the mast arm pole entrance chart (and signal plan sheet) than a standard mast arm pole. In addition, there is a specific pole orientation diagram that must be used for dual mast arm poles.

A dual mast arm pole has one mast arm labeled “A” and one labeled “B” as per the orientation diagram. This clearly designates which arm is being detailed in chart. See Figure 9-19. If possible (e.g. there is only one dual mast arm on the project or each dual mast is oriented in the same way), rotate the dual mast arm in the orientation diagram to match the orientation in the signal plan sheet. See Figure 9-20.

Figure 9-19 | Twin Mast Arm Pole Orientation Diagram

---

**This arm is always “A”**

**This arm is always “B”**

*NOTE:*

Equipment shown on the orientation diagram is an example of distance and angles of equipment that may be located on a mast arm or signal pole.

**TWIN MAST ARM POLE ORIENTATION DIAGRAM**
The information presented in section 9.3.7 applies to dual mast arm poles, with the Figure 9-21 through Figure 9-25 showing the slight modifications necessary to properly detail a mast arm pole in the pole entrance chart.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POLE NO.</th>
<th>DWG NO.</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>12345</td>
<td>SM-X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>12345</td>
<td>SM-4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Figure 9-22 | Twin Mast Arm Pole – Equipment on Pole

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment on Pole</th>
<th>Equipment on Pole is ALWAYS measured from Mast Arm “A”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ped. Signal Des.</td>
<td>90 &amp; 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ped. Cabinet Des.</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sign Des.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic Signal Des.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photo Electric Cell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figure 9-23 | Twin Mast Arm Pole – Equipment on Mast Arm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POLE NO.</th>
<th>DIAG. NO.</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>ARM LENGTH</th>
<th>D1</th>
<th>D2</th>
<th>D3</th>
<th>D4</th>
<th>D5</th>
<th>D6</th>
<th>D7</th>
<th>D8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 2345</td>
<td>SM-X</td>
<td>A: 30</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>V2</td>
<td></td>
<td>SA</td>
<td>V2</td>
<td>SNS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 2345</td>
<td>SM-X</td>
<td>B: 35</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>V2</td>
<td></td>
<td>V2</td>
<td>SNS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Arm “A” and Arm “B” are defined and detailed in separate rows.*
Figure 9-24 | Twin Mast Arm Pole – Foundation Information

Typical a non-standard foundation is required and shown in a separate signal detail plan sheet referenced in the pole entrance chart.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOUNDATION INFORMATION</th>
<th>REQUIRED FOUNDATION DEPTH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FOUNDATION NUMBER</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>See TRS Dwg. No. 12345</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9-25 | Twin Mast Arm Pole – Luminaires

Luminaire arm degrees is ALWAYS measured from Mast Arm “A”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LUMINAIRES</th>
<th>FIXTURE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARM LENGTH</td>
<td>ARM DEG.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9.4 Pole Entrance Chart – Strain Pole

The following section discusses how to fill out the strain pole entrance chart properly. If any of the columns do not apply to the pole that is being detailed, leave those columns blank.

9.4.1 First 4 Columns

The first 4 columns list the basic pole and span identifiers: the signal plan sheet the pole is located on, the type of pole it is (signal pole type as per standard drawing TM661, the unique pole number (designated as the “FROM” pole), and the span (defined by the “TO” pole). See Figure 9-26. The type of strain pole is determined by the structural engineer performing the structural analysis based on the following information provided by the signal designer: pole location & span length, equipment & location of equipment on each span, and the Messenger Cable Attachment Height (MAH) for each pole.

Figure 9-26 | Basic Pole and Span Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DHQ. NO.</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>POLE NO. (FROM)</th>
<th>POLE NO. (TO)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12345</td>
<td>STP-3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12345</td>
<td>STP-3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12345</td>
<td>STP-3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12345</td>
<td>STP-3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9.4.2 Messenger Cable Attachment Height (MAH)

The next 2 columns after basic pole information show the messenger cable attachment height (MAH) for each messenger cable attached to the pole. All values should be reported in increments of 0.5 feet. For poles with 2 messenger cables attached, the MAH values must be separated by 0.5’ as per standard drawing TM661 and TM452. See Figure 9-27.

Figure 9-27 | Messenger Cable Attachment Height (MAH)

The MAH is defined as the distance from the baseplate of the signal pole (or ground line for temporary wood pole) to the point of attachment of the messenger cable. To determine the MAH, request a cross-section from the roadway designer for each span. To calculate the MAH, see Figure 9-28 which assumes the following:

- The MAH values for the span are at approximately equal elevations (typically within 1 foot of each other). If the elevations of the MAH for the span are different by more than 1 foot due to a super elevation or steep vertical grade, see Figure 9-29 for how to calculate the MAH.

- 19’ Maximum roadway clearance. The tolerance for the roadway clearance is 18’ minimum to 19’ maximum as per standard drawing TM450. Using the 19’ maximum value for calculating the MAH results in a conservative MAH value (from the perspective of roadway clearance).

- A type 5 signal head is mounted at the lowest spot on the span which coincides with the highest spot on the roadway. This is a requirement of standard drawing TM660 which states that the strain pole supports, “Accommodate enough vertical space for a type 5 signal.” The results in a conservative MAH value and allows for future revisions to the traffic signal. However, if the project...
contains a span wire installation for either a flashing beacon or temporary signal, this assumption is no longer valid (flashing beacon span wire installations should NOT be converted into a traffic signal installation and temporary signals by their nature do not need to accommodate unplanned future revisions). In these two cases, the largest piece of signal equipment to be installed on the span should be used in the calculation in lieu of the Type 5 signal head.

- The vertical distance from the finish grade of the pole location to the pole base plate is negligible.

Figure 9-28 | Calculating the MAH value
There are rare cases where the roadway cross-section will result in unequal MAH elevations for the span (e.g. when there is a steep grade or super elevation). In these cases both the high point of the roadway AND the low point of the roadway is used to determine the MAH for each pole as per Figure 9-29. Using the method shown in Figure 9-29 is oversimplified and results in a conservative estimate for roadway clearance, as the low point in the catenary span will not actually occur at the locations shown when the MAH elevations are not equal.

Figure 9-29 | Calculating the MAH value – spans with MAH elevations differing by more than a foot
9.4.3 Equipment on Pole

The next five columns detail all the equipment that is located on the pole itself. All equipment that is located on the pole itself is measured by degrees to ensure the correct orientation of the equipment. The degrees are measured to the nearest 5 degree increment.

The pedestrian signal degrees column shows the location of the clamshell mount for the pedestrian signal (which is 90 degrees from the face of the signal indication). If more than one pedestrian signal indication is mounted to a pole an “&” symbol is used between the two locations. The degrees for a strain pole are measured clockwise from the north arrow. The preferred mounting on the “back side” of the strain pole is shown in Figure 9-30.

Figure 9-30 | Pedestrian Signal Equipment
The terminal cabinet degrees shows the location of the factory welded hub required to mount the terminal cabinet to the signal pole (See TM452 & TM488 for additional details). For strain poles, the terminal cabinet should be located on the bisected interior angle formed by the two span wires for ease of maintenance. See Figure 9-31.

Figure 9-31 | Terminal Cabinet on Strain Pole

The last 3 columns in the Equipment on Pole (sign deg., traffic signal deg., and photo electric cell) are detailed the same as for a mast arm pole, with the only exception being the origin of degree measurement (strain poles always measure degrees based off of the north arrow). See Section 9.3.2.
9.4.4 Equipment on Span Wire

The equipment on located on the span wire is detailed the same as the equipment located on the mast arm (see Section 9.3.3) with the two following exceptions (see Figure 9-32):

- The origin of measurement is based on the “From” pole
- The “To” pole is listed as the last piece of equipment to define the length of the span

Figure 9-32 | Equipment on Span Wire

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POLE NO. (FROM)</th>
<th>POLE NO. (TO)</th>
<th>CABLE #1</th>
<th>CABLE #2</th>
<th>CABLE #3</th>
<th>CABLE #4</th>
<th>CABLE #5</th>
<th>CABLE #6</th>
<th>CABLE #7</th>
<th>CABLE #8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Last piece of equipment should be the “To” pole to define the span length.

9.4.5 Foundation Information

The same information presented for mast arm pole orientation diagram applies to strain poles (See Section 9.3.4).

9.4.6 Luminaires

The same information presented in the mast arm pole orientation diagram applies to strain poles (See Section 9.3.5).
9.4.7 Orientation Diagrams

The orientation diagram provides a legend for how to read the information provided by the pole entrance chart.

The orientation diagram that is included with the pole entrance chart for a span wire is shown in Figure 9-33.

Figure 9-33 | Strain Pole Orientation Diagram

9.5 Custom Details Created From Standard Details

Most custom details that will be shown on a details plan sheet will be created from a Standard Detail (See Chapter 17 for more info on Standard Details). A custom detail is needed anytime the standard drawings need to be modified to be applicable to the project or a standard drawing addressing the necessary micro details of installation doesn’t exist.

9.5.1 ITS Equipment

If the project has ITS equipment such as, fiber optics or communication gear, there will most likely be a need for a detail plan sheet that shows micro details for these installations (splicing, equipment mounting in the controller cabinet, etc.). See Figure 9-34 through Figure 9-36 for examples of ITS details. Typically, the ITS Designer is responsible for the ITS detail sheets.

Detail sheets that contain ITS information should have dual sheet numbers assigned, a TRS Dwg. Number from the Traffic Standards Section and an ITS Dwg. Number from the ITS Unit.
Figure 9-34 | ITS Fiber Splice Detail Example

Figure 9-35 | Communication Rack Detail Example
Figure 9-36 | Din Rail Bracket Detail Example
10 REMOVAL PLAN

This chapter will discuss when a removal plan sheet is needed and all the elements that should be shown on the plan sheet.

10.1 When is a removal plan sheet needed?

A removal plan sheet is necessary for the following types of work:

- A complete re-build of an existing traffic signal (where all existing equipment is to be replaced by new equipment)
- Replacing an intersection flashing beacon with a traffic signal (where all existing equipment must be removed)
- Removal of any signal poles

A removal plan is recommend for any other type of removal work that cannot clearly be shown on the primary plan sheet or within the special provisions section 00950.02.

A removal plan is NOT required for temporary signal plans; standard specification 00225.45(a)(1) directs the contract how and when to remove the temporary signal, as well as what equipment is property of the contractor.

10.2 Equipment Salvaging and Stockpiling

Unless otherwise specified, all equipment/material that is removed becomes property of the contractor at the place of origin by standard specification. The contractor can then reuse, recycle, or dispose of the equipment/material. However, certain signal equipment may be desirable for the owner of the existing traffic signal to salvage. Typical salvaged equipment includes:

- the signal controller cabinet (includes all components within)
- signal heads and signal poles (which can be reused for future maintenance if they are in decent condition)
- Any special equipment, such as external communication gear, video detection cameras, etc.

The Region Electrical Crew will provide direction on the which removed appurtenances, if any, should be salvaged, the location to stockpile, and their contact information. This information is contained within the special provisions section 00950.42 (removal of the item is shown on the plan sheet, salvage information related to the item is shown in the special provisions). In addition, when salvaging materials, a “public interest finding letter” must be on file.
10.3 Abandoning Equipment

The removal plan should show any equipment that is to be abandoned. Abandoning equipment should only be considered if both of the following conditions are met:

- The process of removal would require extensive repair or replacement of nearby facilities that would otherwise be unharmed (e.g. removal of loop wires from the pavement would require repair of the pavement).
- The equipment can be abandoned without causing confusion or problems in the future (e.g. the deep signal pole foundation is abandoned 2’ below grade which makes it clear it is no longer in use with the likelihood of encountering a problem on a future project or during a maintenance activity being low).

There are only a few signal appurtenances that meet these requirements:
- Conduit located underground (However, if extensive earth/roadway work will be done in the locations of the conduit to be abandoned, the conduit should be removed instead)
- loop detectors
- Foundations may be abandoned (below grade), but removal is preferred

All other signal equipment should always be removed, NEVER abandoned (e.g. Junction boxes, wiring, cabinets, etc.).

10.4 Removing Equipment

Depending on the type of work being done on the project, certain appurtenances should always be removed (not abandoned).

- Wiring in conduit
- Junction boxes
- Cabinets

10.5 Removing and Relocating Equipment

The Region Electrical Crew should provide direction on which signal appurtenances may be relocated, as they have the most up-to-date information on the condition and remaining time-of-service of the equipment. Only equipment that is good condition and meets current standards should be considered for relocation. When in doubt, always remove and install new.

The removal plan should show any equipment that is to be removed and relocated. The removal plan should NOT show where the equipment is to be reinstalled; this information should be shown on the primary signal plan sheet. In some cases it will be obvious where the removed item will be relocated just using the standard bubble note designations. In other cases it might not be so clear. For example, a lot of the same type of items are to be removed and re-installed (vehicle signal heads) with some to be reinstalled at other intersection or only certain wiring is to be removed and relocated up to a certain JB and reinstalled into another
conduit. In these cases, adding some custom general notes that correspond to the appropriate remove & relocate and reinstall bubble notes is advised.

Figure 10-1 | Remove and Relocate Equipment with Custom General Notes

**GENERAL NOTES**

Construction notes shown as [1] or [2] pertain to this sheet only.

1. Pull out existing loop feeder cables from existing controller to junction box.
2. Reinstall loop feeder cables to new controller.
4. Remove existing wiring from existing controller and reinstall wiring to new controller.
10.6 When a Removal Plan Sheet is Required

The following examples show extensive removal and thus require a separate removal plan sheet to clearly show the work to be done.

Figure 10-2 | Removal Plan Sheet Example 1
Figure 10-3 | Removal Plan Sheet Example 2
10.7 When a Removal Plan Sheet is NOT Required
In some cases removal of items can clearly and easily be shown on the primary signal plans sheet (e.g. signal plan sheet, detector plan sheet, interconnect plan sheet, etc.). If this is the case, a separate removal plan sheet is not recommended.

Figure 10-4 | Removal Notes Shown on a Primary Signal Plan Sheet Example 1
Figure 10-5 | Removal Notes Shown on a Primary Signal Plan Sheet Example 2
Figure 10-6 | Removal Notes Shown on a Primary Signal Plan Sheet Example 3
## 11 TEMPORARY SIGNAL PLAN

### 11.1 General
Temporary signals are intended to be used for long-term stationary temporary traffic control zones, yet their appearance, design and operation are held to the same standards as permanent signals. Motorists expect the same meaning and security from temporary traffic signals as they do from permanent traffic signals, so the signal design and operation shall meet all applicable MUTCD and ODOT standards. The design procedure for a temporary signal shall follow the same standards and guidelines that would be used for a permanent signal.

The ODOT Traffic Control Plans Design Manual, Section 2.6 should be consulted for additional information on the use of temporary traffic signals.

### 11.2 When is a Temporary Signal Needed?
There are two typical design categories that most temporary signals will fit into; temporary bridge signals and temporary signals for modification or replacement of an existing signal.

Temporary signals are required in the following circumstances:

- For construction staging that requires one-lane, two-way traffic AND where use of 24/7 flagging would be cost prohibitive. Either a standard Temporary Bridge Signal or a Portable Temporary Traffic Signal could be used for this application.

- When the new signal can’t be built without impacting the existing signal.

- When re-building an existing signal that requires staged construction (where lane use and/or signal phasing will be modified based on each stage)

- When the temporary re-alignment or modification of the signal heads at an existing signal is needed to accommodate traffic during construction of a project in the vicinity of the traffic signal.
In some cases, re-building an existing signal can be accomplished without a temporary signal if the existing intersection geometry doesn’t change (or changes very little) and placement of the new signal equipment is carefully considered. If possible, place the new poles behind the existing poles so that construction of the new mast arm does not block the existing signal heads. See Figure 11-1 for examples of signal heads being obstructed during construction. If a new signal pole must be placed in front of an existing signal pole, there is an opportunity to save the expense of a temporary signal by requiring that the new mast arm be installed on the day of the signal turn-on. However, to allow for an efficient and successful signal turn-on, only one signal mast arm per intersection may be allowed to be installed at the day of turn on. See Figure 11-2.

Figure 11-1 | Obstructing Signal Heads During Construction
Figure 11-2 | Installing Mast Arm the Day of Signal Turn-On

Install traffic signal mast arm on day of signal turn-on.
11.3 Operational Approval of Temporary Signals

The following temporary traffic signal applications require STRE Operational Approval (see Chapter 3 for more information on Operational Approval):

- Temporary Portable Signals
- Temporary Bridge Signals (i.e. one-lane, two-way operation)
- Temporary signals located at intersections that are not currently under signalized control (e.g. detours that require re-routing large volumes of traffic to existing un-signalized intersections)
- Temporary closure of crosswalks at signalized intersections

Temporary signals installed at the same location with the same operations that mimic an existing signal or mimic the proposed STRE approved new signal do NOT require STRE or RTE approval.

The following temporary traffic signal application requires RTE Operational Approval (see Chapter 3 for more information on Operational Approval):

- Stage construction that is significantly different (geometry, lane use, and/or operation) than the existing traffic signal or the approved new traffic signal.

The one grey area concerning operational approvals for temporary traffic signals is determining if the geometry and operation is significantly different from the existing or approved signal operations. The main reasons for requiring an operational approval for a temporary signal needed for stage construction is to determine if the operation is safe, meets driver expectation, and will not be detrimental to maintaining traffic flow.

If the temporary signal operational/geometric changes are minor and incrementally made over the course of construction, additional operational analysis beyond what is required for the permanent signal is typically not needed to ensure the temporary signal staging is appropriate. See Figure 11-3. This case study shows a project going from existing conditions to the permanent signal installation and the temporary traffic signals (for each stage) do NOT require an operational approval.

However, significantly different operations or geometry (especially if the signal will be operating in a coordinated system) typically require a more in-depth analysis to ensure that temporary signal will operate appropriately. See Figure 11-4. This case study shows a project going from existing conditions to permanent signal installation where three of the temporary traffic control stages result in significant lane use and/or operational changes that do require
additional operational approval(s) for the temporary staging. The types of changes shown require an RTE Operational Approval.

If there is a question as to whether a temporary traffic signal requires an operational approval, contact the ODOT Traffic Signal Operations Engineer. When in doubt, err on the side of caution and request an STRE Operational Approval.
Figure 11-3 | Case Study 1 – Operational Approval NOT Required for Temporary Signal Staging

**Existing conditions:** The existing lane use is a 5-lane section on the main-line, with a right turn only from the top approach and one-way on the bottom approach. Three crosswalks are currently marked. The existing intersection operates as stop control on the side-street and free-flow on the mainline. This intersection has an STRE Operational Approval for a new, permanent traffic signal.

![Image](image_url)

**Stage 3:** The existing lane use on the top approach has changed from a right turn only to a right-thru-left turn lane, matching the STRE approved permanent lane configuration for that approach. The existing marked crosswalks remain the same. The existing intersection operation has changed from stop control to signalized, with the signal phasing very closely matching the STRE approved operation.
Stage 7: The lane use from stage 3 has changed from a thru-right lane to the addition of right turn only lane on the left approach and from a single left turn lane to a dual left turn lane on the right approach, matching the STRE approved permanent lane configuration. All four crosswalks are now open. The operation from stage 3 has changed to allow a not-ped overlap phase for the new right turn only lane, matching the STRE approved permanent signal operation.

Permanent Traffic Signal: STRE approved permanent signal design and operation.
Figure 11-4 | Case Study 2 – Operational Approval Required for Temporary Signal Staging

Existing conditions: The existing lane use is a 4-lane section on the main-line. The top approach is a freeway off-ramp and the bottom approach is a freeway on-ramp. Three crosswalks are currently marked. The existing intersection operates with PPLT phasing on the highway. This intersection has an STRE Operational Approval for a new, permanent traffic signal.

Stage 1, Phase 2 (RTE Operational Approval Required): The existing intersection geometry has significantly changed, with the top approach moving towards the right almost creating two separate intersections. Two of the existing crosswalks are now closed. This new geometry will require more red clearance time to clear vehicles. Because the geometry and operation of this intersection is significantly different from the existing and STRE approved permanent traffic geometry, this stage requires RTE approval. Note that the temporary crosswalk closures require STE operational approval.
Stage 2, Phase 1 (RTE Operational Approval NOT required): The lane use from Stage 1, Phase 1 has shifted the top approach alignment back much closer to the original existing location. The crosswalk closures remain the same. Operation changes from the previous stage are minimal. This stage does NOT require RTE approval due to similarities of the existing conditions and previous stage RTE approval.

Stage 2, Phase 2 (RTE Operational Approval Required): The lane use from Stage 2, Phase 1 has changed significantly, with the top approach now containing the on-ramp for the freeway. All four crosswalks are now closed. Operation changes from the previous stage are significantly different and do not match the STRE approved permanent traffic geometry/operations. This stage requires RTE approval. Note that the temporary crosswalk closure here requires STE operational approval.
Stage 3, phase 1 (RTE Operational Approval Required)
The lane use from Stage 2, Phase 2 has now changed to closely match the STRE approved permanent geometry. However, the unusual lane use for the top approach (where the right turn movement is divided – one is free flow and one is controlled by the signal in a left-right lane) warrants documentation. All four crosswalks remain closed. Operation changes from previous stage are significantly different and now closely match the STRE approved permanent operations (minus the top approach right turn overlap and pedestrian phases). This stage requires RTE approval.

Permanent Signal: STRE approved permanent signal design and operation.
11.4 Design Approval of Temporary Signals
All temporary traffic signals, except Temporary Portable Signals, require Design Approval (See Chapter 2 for more information on Design Approval).

11.5 Using Existing or New Signal Equipment as Part of the Temp. Installation
The practice of using existing or new signal equipment as part of a temporary signal is not allowed, as it complicates the contract administration of project (payment issues), the responsible party for maintaining/power costs of the equipment becomes confusing (per specifications, maintenance of temporary installations is the responsibility of the contractor, maintenance of the permanent signal after turn-on is the responsibility of the agency), and equipment most likely will have to modified or wired in a non-standard way to incorporate the permanent or existing equipment into the temporary installation. There is also more potential for damage to the new equipment. See Figure 11-5 showing an example of improper use of new equipment for a temporary installation.

Figure 11-5 | Improper use of new equipment for a temporary installation

Do NOT mix existing or new signal equipment with temporary signal installations (including conduit, junction boxes, and wiring).
11.6 Temporary Signal Design

Temporary signal design should follow the same design guidelines that are contained in the permanent signal design chapters of this manual. This section discusses design information specific to temporary signals including deviations from permanent design (e.g. use of different materials/equipment).

11.6.1 Poles

Wood poles with span wire are used for all temporary installations as per standard specification section 00225.15. Wood poles are considered non-standard (otherwise known as “X” poles, due to the drafting bubble note nomenclature used to define a non-standard pole). It is the contractor’s responsibility to submit the wood pole certifications to ODOT’s Traffic Structures Engineer for review before construction begins.

A span wire pole entrance chart is required to detail all temporary signal poles. See Chapter 9 for more information on the pole entrance chart. The only column in the pole entrance chart that doesn’t apply to wood poles is the “Foundation Information” column (this column can be deleted or left blank). All other columns should be filled out as applicable to temporary signal design.

Temporary signals will require modeling of the signal pole, span wires and signal heads that are proposed to pass over the roadway cross section to determine the messenger cable attachment height (MAH) value. See Chapter 9 for how to calculate the MAH, with the following exception: temporary poles only need to consider the tallest piece of equipment that will be used on the span wire (as opposed to the standard Type 5 signal head that is to be used in permanent span wire calculations). Cross sections shall be cut and used to design all temporary signal installations. Particular attention shall be given to all cross section areas that have poles and signal heads in the adjacent area. The bottom of the signal heads must not be below 18 feet or above 19 feet during any phase or stage of construction.
The lateral placement of temporary signal poles next to new or existing appurtenances (e.g. existing/new signal poles, cabinets, etc.) should follow the requirements in Standard Drawing TM653 that are established for embankments. See Figure 11-6. If a temporary pole is placed closer to an object than as shown in the minimum embankment requirements, contact the Traffic Structures Engineer for further analysis.

Figure 11-6 | TM653 Minimum Embankment Requirements
Large poles (those used for span wires) should be set to accommodate all construction staging. Small poles (for pedestrian indications and push buttons) can and should be moved as needed during each stage/phase. See Figure 11-7.

**Figure 11-7 | Moving Poles During Staging**

11.6.2 Controller Cabinet

The 332S controller cabinet mounted on a temporary, precast foundation is the standard for all temporary installations. Use Standard Detail DET4415 for the temporary foundation.

11.6.3 Service Cabinet and Meter Base

The service and meter base are pole mounted in the same quadrant that controller cabinet is located in. The service cabinet and meter base for temporary installation is shown in Standard Drawing TM455 (which references TM485 for wiring details).

The connection from the power source to the service cabinet/meter base is typically aerial (as opposed to underground for a permanent signal).

11.6.4 Junction Boxes

Junction boxes used for temporary applications do not require a concrete apron if located in non-paved areas.
11.6.5 Use of Detection (Vehicle, Bicycle, Pedestrian Push Buttons, and Fire Preemption Detectors)

Equipment such as vehicle detection, pedestrian pushbuttons, and fire preemption detectors should be evaluated according to their need, and should not automatically be included in the design. Several factors should be considered when determining whether detection is needed or not:

ALL DETECTION

- Duration of temporary signal – Detection becomes more beneficial and cost effective the longer it is expected to be in service.
- Construction staging changes – Providing detection can be labor and cost intensive if there are a lot of staging changes. Non-invasive detection systems (video, microwave, etc.) can provide more flexibility in these situations.

VEHICLE DETECTION

- Speed of the mainline – Detection becomes more beneficial if the mainline of the temporary signal is high speed (greater than 35 mph), due to the increased protection of the dilemma zone.
- Traffic Volumes – Detection becomes more beneficial if the traffic characteristics of the intersection are highly variable (i.e. heavy directional movements only during the AM and PM peak) or if the intersection operates below capacity the majority of the time. When an intersection is operating at or above capacity for all movements, the detection system is less critical because signal will just be “maxing out” all the green time, which is similar to the operation of a “fixed time” cycle. However, if the intersection is operating at or above capacity for only a few of the movements, using detection for those under capacity movements can improve the flow and queuing of traffic for the movements that are at or above capacity.
- Temporary signal operating in system vs. isolated – Signals operating exclusively in coordinated systems do not use any detection for the coordinated phases.

BICYCLE DETECTION

- Bicycle Lanes & Location – Bicycle detection may only be considered if there is a separate Bicycle lane. Detection is more beneficial on approaches with phases that are not recalled (i.e. side streets).
PEDESTRIAN PUSH BUTTONS

- Accessibility of pedestrian push buttons during construction – Pushbutton detection should NOT be used if the construction work will make accessibility (according to Section 5.4) a concern. If this is the case, recalling the pedestrian phase, closing the pedestrian crossing or use of non-invasive pedestrian detection (video, etc.) may be considered. Often temporary signal poles used for the span wire installation must be placed far away from the intersection in order to accommodate the construction work. In these cases, a separate temporary wood pole that is used just for the push buttons would be required so that the push buttons can be placed close enough to the intended crossing to meet the requirements stated in Section 5.4. The “Typical Pedestrian Installation on Wood Post” detail contained on standard drawing TM455 would be used.

- Feasibility of recalling pedestrian phases – Detection is less beneficial if the green time of vehicle phase that is compatible with the pedestrian phase is typically always longer than the pedestrian crossing clearance time.

- Pedestrian volumes – Detection is less beneficial if there is a heavy pedestrian volume (i.e. pedestrian phase is serviced every cycle).

Figure 11-8 | Pedestrian Push Button Access – Example 1

Pedestrian Push Buttons are not accessible in this stage of construction. A temporary wood pole for the pedestrian indication and pushbutton should be installed according to requirements in Section 5.4.
EMERGENCY PREEMPTION DETECTION

- Does the existing signal or permanent new signal have emergency preemption detection? – Typically if an existing signal has preemption detection, the temporary signal will also require preemption detection. If the existing signal does not have emergency preemption but the permanent signal will, the temporary signal will NOT require preemption detection.

- Needs of emergency vehicle service providers – The need for temporary emergency vehicle preemption should be discussed with all interested parties. Understanding the main routes that emergency vehicles use can determine if preemption detection is needed primarily for only one or two approaches vs. each approach.

- Use of recalled pedestrian phases - The need for emergency vehicle preemption becomes less beneficial if pedestrian phases must be recalled. This is due to the requirements of the MUTCD which do not allow emergency preemption to shorten a conflicting “Flash­ing Don’t Walk” pedestrian phase.
11.6.6 Video Detection
If vehicle detection is deemed necessary, video detection is a good option to use for temporary traffic signals due to its non-invasive nature and ability for the vehicle detection zones to be easily reconfigured to accommodate various stages of construction.

The video detection equipment should be mounted on a temporary signal pole or on a temporary illumination arm. Span wire mounting is not allowed.

11.6.7 Wiring
Wiring for the temporary signal follows the same basic guidelines contained in Chapter 5 for the permanent span wire signal design with the following exceptions:

- Underground (conduit) is not used to wire the phases (from the controller to the terminal cabinet). Wiring for the phase is routed overhead on along the messenger cable for ease of installation and removal.
- The connection from the power source to the service cabinet is typically aerial (as opposed to underground for a permanent signal).
- The wiring from the terminal cabinet to the signal heads may come from either terminal cabinet. If staging requires moving the signal heads, it is best to wire the signal heads from the terminal cabinet that they will be moving TOWARDS. That way there is enough extra wire to accommodate the change in head location. This allows for the most efficient stage change.

Figure 11-10 | Span Wire Wiring – Example 1

Signal heads are moving closer to this pole in the next stage, therefore wiring the signal heads from this terminal cabinet is preferred.
Figure 11-11 illustrates the preferred method for wiring signal phases on a temporary span wire. The control cable for the phases (drawn in red) goes to each pole and a bare spot will always occur on a portion of the span wire (no wire, only the messenger cable). To determine the number of control cable needed, count the number of phases powered from each pole and the number of signal heads. Each phase and each signal head requires one 7 conductor control cable. For example in Figure 11-11, pole No. 2 will power two pedestrian phases, one thru phase, and one PPLT left turn phase. Therefore, four 7 conductor control cable is needed to power each phase. These four 7 conductor control cables will start from the controller cabinet and go directly to the Pole No. 2 terminal cabinet (all four 7 conductor control cables will bypass the terminal cabinets on Pole No. 4 and 1). The wiring is shown after each piece of signal equipment.

Figure 11-11 | Preferred Method for Wiring Signal Phases on a Span Wire

Install \((X=\text{number of cables}) \text{ control cable}\(s)\) with \((N=\text{number})\) (G= AWG wire size) AWG conductors
There are many ways to wire a traffic signal that work, but to achieve uniformity (which has many benefits for maintenance and construction), we strive to wire traffic signals in a consistent manner. The following Figure 11-12 shows a possible way to wire the signal phases, but this is not a preferred method for more reasons than uniformity alone; the wiring as shown in Figure 11-12 is not very economical (the wiring for pole No. 3 phases is much longer than as shown in Figure 11-11) and the terminal cabinet located on pole No. 1 may not have enough area to accommodate the increased number of control cables that must now come in and out of the bottom of the terminal cabinet.

**Figure 11-12 | NON-Preferred Method for Wiring Signal Phases on a Span Wire**
11.6.8 Staging

When designing any temporary signal, keep in mind you may need to adjust the signal heads and loops for various stages of construction. Signal designers should coordinate their work early in the process with the traffic control designer assigned to the project and Region Traffic (or the Operations Unit). This will assure correct operation of the temporary signal and safe traffic control during the construction phase.

Depending on the complexity of the project, the temporary traffic control plans may or may not detail specific stages and phases for construction (e.g. Stage I, phase 1; Stage I, phase 2; Stage II, phase 1, etc.). If specific stages and phases have been produced for the project that will impact a signalized intersection, the signal designer needs to produce a temporary signal plan sheet for each stage and phase that details the following components at a bare minimum:

- Lane use at the intersection
- Signal and pedestrian head configuration and type
- Lane use signing and other regulatory signing mounted on the signal equipment as necessary
- Signal phasing
- Detection as necessary (push buttons, loops, etc.)
- Reference existing and/or proposed signal poles or curb lines (helps establish the location of the temporary features in relation to existing and proposed conditions)

Keep in mind that the construction staging that is produced for the contract plans is only showing one way to complete the required construction work, and therefore, there is a strong possibility that the contractor will elect to modify the staging/phasing shown in the plans. There is also the possibility that the contractor will propose an entirely different staging plan. This is allowed per standard specification 00225.05 which states the contractor is responsible for submitting a written traffic control plan (detailing any modifications to traffic control plan as contained in the contract plans) to the Engineer for approval.

Figure 11-13 through Figure 11-22 show each stage and phase of an example project with the traffic control plans (TCP) shown on the left side (produced by the traffic control plans designer) and the corresponding temporary traffic signal plans shown in the right side (produced by the signal designer). This example project was a modernization project to add capacity (lanes) at the intersection.

**The temporary signal plans must correspond with and match the traffic control plans.**
NOTE:
Construction work taking place on lower right hand quadrant will require a change from the existing lane use (left turn only lane & left-thru-right lane) to a left-thru-right lane on the bottom approach. This lane use change requires signal head type modification for phase 4.

Placement of temporary signal pole nos. 1 and 2 will require modification to the radii. Poles 1, 2, 3 & 6 (major poles) will stay in same location for entire temp staging.
Figure 11-14 | Staged Construction Example – Stage I, Phase 2

**NOTE:**
Lane use on bottom approach changes from Stage 1, Phase 1 which requires signal head modification for phase 4 approach.

Pole No. 5 no longer needed.
Figure 11-15 | Staged Construction Example – Stage I, Phase 3

**NOTE:**
The bottom approach is now closed, requiring lane use, regulatory signing, signal head and signal phasing changes.

TCP Plans

Temporary Signal Plans

NORMAL PHASE ROTATION
OLA = 1 & 8
NOTE:
The bottom approach final lane configuration is complete; however, the final lane configuration for the bottom approach cannot be used yet due to the severe lane off-set for the vehicle going straight thru the intersection from the top approach.
Figure 11-17 | Staged Construction Example – Stage II, Phase 1

NOTE:
The top approach lane use has changed to a single lane, requiring signal head and phasing changes (overlap A has been removed for this stage).

TCP Plans

Temporary Signal Plans
Figure 11-18 | Staged Construction Example – Stage II, Phase 2

**NOTE:**
No changes from Stage II, phase 1 (A separate temporary signal plan sheet for this stage is not needed. The temp signal plan should just indicate the plan sheet is valid for Stage II, phase 1 thru Stage II, phase).

TCP Plans       Temporary Signal Plans
NOTE:
The dual right turn lanes for the top approach are built, but cannot be used until the permanent signal is turned on (cannot mix and match temporary and permanent signal installations).

All pedestrian crossings are now open.

Left approach dual left turn lane cannot be opened yet (receiving lanes not yet built).
Figure 11-20 | Staged Construction Example – Stage III, Phase 2

**STAGE III**

**Phase 2**

**NOTE:**
No changes from Stage III, phase 1

Note that the TCP plans have a note for the contractor about turning off the signal and flagging for the small amount of work to be done in the upper right hand quadrant.

TCP Plans

Temporary Signal Plans
NOTE:
The left approach left turn must be shifted to accommodate the median work.

Pole No. 4 no longer needed.

The next stage would be turning on the permanent signal installation. However, depending on schedule, the dual left turn on the left hand approach could be opened after the median work and prior to turning on the permanent signal.
Figure 11-22 | Staged Construction Example – Permanent Signal

NOTE:
Final Configuration

NORMAL PHASE ROTATION
11.7 Temporary Bridge Signal Design

This type of temporary signal alternates traffic across the bridge one direction at a time in a single lane. Note that this type of operation may occur at other locations besides a bridge, but bridge work comprises the majority, hence the designation of “temporary bridge signal”. Considerations to include when beginning the design are the location of the bridge in relation to oncoming traffic and any other accesses within the intersection. All accesses within the “intersection” must be signalized.

11.7.1 Phasing

One lane, two-way signal operations require exclusive phasing with long all red clearance intervals to clear the “intersection”. This is usually accomplished by the use of dummy phases.

The standard phasing for this type of operation is shown in Figure 11-23, which allows for up to 4 separate accesses on each end of the single lane to be signalized. Accesses located in the middle of the single lane are not allowed and must be closed.

Pedestrian phases are typically not used given the typical location where this type of signal operation is used (i.e. rural bridge location).

Figure 11-23 | Standard Temporary Bridge Signal Phasing
11.7.2 Sight Distance

It is critical to maintain a good line of sight from stop line to stop line at each end of the single lane to ensure safe and efficient traffic operation in the event that the signal goes into flashing operation. If sight distance is not good and signal goes into flash, a motorist who cannot see opposing traffic will proceed ahead (after stopping) and may encounter an opposing vehicle in the single lane section, resulting in a crash or jockeying/reversing to make it thru the single lane section. These scenarios are not acceptable. If sight distance between the two stop line locations cannot be met (e.g. the single lane section is very long, the roadway geometry curves, vegetation or a cut slope is blocking the view) other means of traffic control shall be used (e.g. 24/7 flagging or pilot cars).

Figure 11-24 | Sight Distance Condition of Signal Turn-on Example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Note:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prior to signal operation, remove trees and vegetation south of the straight line identified in the roadway plans, to establish a clear line-of-sight between temporary signal STOP lines.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11.7.3 Stop Line Location

Standard Drawing TM870 shows the typical layout for signing and pavement markings that are used for a temporary bridge signal. The stop line is shown as 60 feet (typical) from the signal heads, which is slightly more than the minimum 45 foot value to provide a more comfortable viewing angle for the driver. This value should work well for the majority of applications. However, if it is determined the stop line needs to be placed closer or farther than 60 feet based on site specific constraints, dimension the distance on the temporary signal plan sheet to properly override the standard drawing.
11.7.4 Signal Head Alignment

The signal heads should be aligned over the receiving lane of the single lane, which depending on the placement of the signal poles and roadway geometry may require a slight shift when one-lane alignment moves to the other side. Note how the signal head alignment changes between Stage I and Stage II in Figure 11-25 and Figure 11-26.

Figure 11-25 | Stage I Signal Head Location

![Stage I Signal Head Location](image)

Figure 11-26 | Stage II Signal Head Location

![Stage II Signal Head Location](image)
11.7.5 Detection

Temporary bridge signals shall have detection. This is a requirement to ensure the safest and most efficient operation. Detection enables the signal to “rest in red” when there is no demand. When a vehicle approaches during the “rest in red” condition, it must slow down prior to getting a green indication. It also improves the efficiency of an inherently inefficient signal operation (exclusive phasing with long clearance intervals).

The standard placement for detection of the major phases is 100 feet, 15 feet and 5 feet from the stop line, centered in the lane. One detector located 60 feet from the stop line in the OPPOSING lane should also be included to detect vehicles that are likely to move out of the approach lane when entering the single lane. See Figure 11-27.

The standard placement for detection of the minor phases follows the standard used for the minor street of permanent signals; 75 feet, 15 feet and 5 feet. If the minor phase approach is short in distance (i.e. to a driveway) or the pavement doesn’t extend very far past the radius, the detection located at 75 feet and 15 feet may be omitted as necessary.

Figure 11-27 | Temporary Bridge Signal Standard Detection

When loops are used for detection, make sure to check the number of turns needed for each loop, as extra turns of wire are likely needed for loops located the furthest from the controller cabinet. See Chapter 6 for how to determine the correct number of turns.
11.7.6 Bicycle Detection

Temporary bridge signals may use detection specifically for bicycles to allow an extension of the green time and clearance phase. The need for bicycle detection should be documented in the Operational Approval, based on factors such as the temporary bridge signal geometry (length, width, vertical grade, and presence of bicycle lanes), frequency of bicycles, speed differential between bicycles and vehicles, etc.

Pushbuttons have been used in the past and provide the most reliable form of bicycle detection for this type of installation; there is no chance of false call from vehicular traffic, and it works for all types of bikes. See Figure 11-28 for an example of push button detection. Other detection technology (i.e. loops, video, etc.) may be used if the detection zones can be placed such that false calls from vehicles will not occur. However, these technologies may not work for some types of bikes. It is important to have proper signing and/or striping in place to let bicycles know how to properly navigate through the signal if detection has been provided.

Portable temporary traffic signals (see section 11.8) cannot accommodate bicycle detection.

Figure 11-28 | Temporary Bridge Signal Bicycle Detection
11.8 Portable Temporary Traffic Signal
This is a very specific type of temporary traffic control. This application requires operational approval, but does not require design approval. Because this product is an off-the-shelf system that the contractor is responsible for timing, there is no need for a temporary signal plan sheet. All of the details for construction and operation of the device is contained entirely within the operational approval letter, the temporary traffic control plan sheets, and specification 00225.45(b) and 00225.65(b). Generally, the EOR for the temporary traffic control plans (not the signal designer) is responsible for detailing the use of this device on the project.

STRE Operational Approval is REQUIRED for use of a Portable Temporary Traffic Signal.
Temporary Signal Plan sheets are NOT needed. Design approval is NOT required.

11.9 Standard Drawings and Specifications Applicable to Temporary Signals
The following is a list of standard drawings and specifications that relate only to temporary signals and should be well understood by the signal designer when designing a temporary signal:

- Standard Drawings
  - TM870 (Bridge Construction)
  - TM455 (Temporary Signal Details)
- Specifications
  - 00225.15 (Temporary Traffic Signal Materials)
  - 00225.45 (Temporary Traffic Signal Construction, Removal, Power Service, Testing and Turn-on)
  - 00225.65 (Temporary Traffic Signal Maintenance)
  - 00225.85 (Temporary Traffic Signal Measurement)
  - 00225.95 (Temporary Traffic Signal Payment)

Other standard drawings/details and specifications (that also apply to permanent signals) will be needed, as applicable, for the installation of a temporary signal. See Chapter 17 and Chapter 18 for more information on standard drawings and specifications.
12.1 Operational and Design Approval

There are several different types of flashing beacons which require different levels of Operational and Design Approval. Each type of flashing beacon is discussed in more detail in the following sections of this chapter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Flashing Beacon</th>
<th>Operational Approval Required</th>
<th>Design Approval Required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Warning Beacon for obstructions</td>
<td>RTE Approval</td>
<td>NO if ground mounted using solar power (plan sheet still required) YES if mounted overhead OR using commercial power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warning Beacon for standard warning signs (continuous operation)</td>
<td>RTE Approval</td>
<td>NO if ground mounted using solar power (plan sheet still required) YES if mounted overhead OR using commercial power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warning Beacon for ramp meter signs</td>
<td>RTE Approval</td>
<td>YES – shown on the RAMP METER plan sheet. See Chapter 13.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE PREPARED TO STOP WHEN LIGHTS FLASH actuated system</td>
<td>STRE Approval</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actuated system for bridges</td>
<td>STRE Approval</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actuated system for tunnels</td>
<td>STRE Approval</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actuated system for mid-block crossings</td>
<td>STRE Approval</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon (RRFB)</td>
<td>STRE Approval</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed Limit Sign Beacon (school speed zones only)</td>
<td>STRE Approval*</td>
<td>NO if ground mounted using solar power (plan sheet still required) YES if mounted overhead OR using commercial power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*for the school zone itself. Region Traffic decides if beacon is used.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stop Sign Beacon</td>
<td>RTE Approval</td>
<td>NO if using solar power (plan sheet still required) YES if using commercial power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intersection Control Beacon</td>
<td>RTE Approval</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon</td>
<td>STRE Approval</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
12.2 Power Source

Flashing beacons can be powered by commercial power or solar power. The decision on which one to use should be made in conjunction with the Region Electrical Crew. There are pros and cons to each one, shown below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMMERCIAL POWER</th>
<th>Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pros</td>
<td>Cons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliable</td>
<td>Monthly Power Bill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easy Access and Cost Effective Installation in Urban Areas</td>
<td>May not be Available or Cost Effective in Rural Areas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOLAR POWER</th>
<th>Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pros</td>
<td>Cons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good performance with unimpeded view of the sun</td>
<td>More costly initial installation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No monthly power bill</td>
<td>Requires maintenance/replacement of solar system in the future (array and batteries)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good option where use of commercial power is impractical</td>
<td>Locations with impeded views will require larger (or additional) arrays/batteries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May be subject to theft or vandalism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Standard solar power systems are designed for an unimpeded view of sun during daylight hours. If solar power is going to be used in a location that has an impeded view during the daylight hours (blocked by trees, buildings, etc.) contact the Traffic Signal Engineer to correctly size the array and number of batteries. If solar power is used, the following applicable standard details should be used:

- DET4416 - Solar Power School Zone Flasher – Vertical
- DET4436, DET4437 & DET4438 - Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons
- DET4670 – Solar Flashing Beacon Wood Post Attachment
- DET4681 – Solar Flashing Beacon PSST Attachment

If commercial power is used, the support post is required to be either a pedestrian pedestal or vehicle pedestal. Standard sign supports such as wood posts and PSST are NOT allowed for mounting a flashing beacon when commercial power is used due to the necessity of conduit and wiring along the length of the support which negatively affects the break-away characteristics of the post. A separate base mounted service cabinet (BMCF) as per Standard Drawing TM485 is also necessary.

**Design Approval is required if commercial power is used!**
12.3 Beacon Operation
Depending on the application of the flashing beacon, they may operate in the following ways:

- Continuously. This operation is used when the condition or regulation exists at all times, for example; obstructions in or near the roadway, “signal ahead” and “curve ahead” warning signs.

- Only during certain times/day-of-week. This operation is used when the condition or regulation exists for a predetermined duration, for example; school speed zone regulatory signs and ramp meter warning signs. This type of operation typically includes the phrase, “WHEN FLASHING” in the sign legend.

- Actuated (either passive or pushbutton). This operation is used when the condition or regulation exists only when there is actual demand, for example; peds using a mid-block crossing, bikes/peds using a tunnel or bridge, and BE PREPARED TO STOP WHEN FLASHING systems. This type of operation also usually includes the phase, “WHEN FLASHING” in the sign legend (one major exception is mid-block crosswalk signing, which does not use “WHEN FLASHING” legend).

All Actuated beacons require STRE Operational Approval!
12.4 Warning Beacon
A warning beacon provides supplemental emphasis for appropriate warning or regulatory signs or markers. See MUTCD Section 4L.03 for more information. The following subsections list the common types of warning beacon used on the state highway.

Warning beacons are generally ground mounted, but they may be mounted overhead for greater conspicuity.

12.4.1 Warning Beacons for Obstructions
On the state highway, warning beacons are typically only used to emphasize one type of obstruction: impact attenuators located within the gore area of highway bifurcations.

For this application, two vertically oriented, 12 inch circular yellow indications (custom signal head type) are mounted on a vehicle pedestal. The bottom of the signal backplate shall be 7 feet minimum above the roadway surface. The pedestal should be located behind the impact attenuator.

Figure 12-1 | Warning Beacon for an Obstruction, Example 1
Figure 12-2 | Warning Beacon for an Obstruction, Example 2
12.4.2 Warning Beacons for Warning Signs (Continuous Operation)

The common signs where warning beacons are used include:

- Signal Ahead Signs
- Curve Signs
- Intersection Ahead Signs

For post mounted applications, one Type 1Y signal head is mounted directly above the sign on the support post. If solar power is used, the support post may be either a standard wood pole or a Perforated Steel Square Tube (PSST). There are two standard details, DET4681 (PSST) and DET4670 (wood post) that should be used. If commercial power is used, the support post is required to be a vehicle pedestal.

For overhead mounted applications, two Type 1Y signal heads are mounted on either side of the sign using adjustable brackets (for a mast arm) or span wire hangers (for a span wire). A mast arm should be always be used if feasible. Clearances above the pavement are the same as for traffic signal heads, 18 feet minimum to 19 feet maximum.

Figure 12-3 | Warning Beacon for a Warning Sign, Post Mounted
12.4.3 Warning Beacons for Ramp Meter Signs

Ramp meter signs with warning beacons are part of the standard installation for a ramp meter and are shown on the “RAMP METER” plan sheet, not a “FLASHING BEACON” plan sheet. See Chapter 13 for information on ramp meter plan sheets.
12.4.4 Actuated Warning Beacons – Bridges

Actuated warning beacons for bridges consist of one Type 1Y signal head located above the warning sign. The warning sign legend should contain “WHEN FLASHING” text to inform the motorist of when the condition is applicable.

For post mounted applications, one Type 1Y signal head is mounted directly above the sign on the support post. If solar power is used, the support post may be either a standard wood pole or a Perforated Steel Square Tube (PSST). There are two standard details, DET4681 (PSST) and DET4670 (wood post) that should be used. If commercial power is used, the support post is required to be a vehicle pedestal.

For overhead mounted applications, two Type 1Y signal heads are mounted on either side of the sign using adjustable brackets (for a mast arm) or span wire hangers (for a span wire). A mast arm should be always be used if feasible. Clearances above the pavement are the same as for traffic signal heads, 18 feet minimum to 19 feet maximum.

A push button is the standard form of detection. The push button should be located where it is easily accessible, which typically requires a separate push button post.

Bridges are usually illuminated and therefore, commercial power for the actuated warning beacon system can typically be obtained from the illumination service cabinet. Work with the ODOT Bridge Section if any conduit or wiring for the actuated warning system needs to go across the structure.

A custom control system using time-delay relays is used for these systems. Contact the Traffic Signal Engineer for assistance in designing the proper control system.

Figure 12-5 | Warning Beacon for a Warning Sign, Actuated Operation, Post Mounted
12.4.5 Actuated Warning Beacon – Tunnels

Actuated warning beacons for tunnels consists of an Oregon specific sign (OBW1-8) which has four 8 inch circular yellow indications within the sign boarder. See Figure 12-6 which shows sign OBW1-8 from the ODOT Sign Policy and Guidelines, Chapter 8. This sign assembly should be mounted overhead on the tunnel entrance, centered over the tunnel entrance. Ground mounted installations are not allowed.

A push button is the standard form of detection. The push button should be located where it is easily accessible, which typically requires a separate push button post.

A custom control system using time-delay relays is used for these systems. Contact the Traffic Signal Engineer for assistance in designing the proper control system.

Tunnels are always illuminated and therefore, commercial power for the actuated warning beacon system can typically be obtained from the illumination service cabinet.

Figure 12-6 | Actuated Warning Beacon – Tunnel Signing

Sign No. OBW1-8

![Sign Diagram]
Figure 12-7 | Actuated Warning Beacon – Tunnel, Example 1

Figure 12-8 | Actuated Warning Beacon – Tunnel, Example 2
12.4.6 Actuated Warning Beacon – PREPARE TO STOP WHEN LIGHTS FLASH system

PREPARE TO STOP WHEN LIGHTS FLASH warning beacons are typically used in advance of a traffic signal, or a special application thereof, such as for a location of roadway that has poor sight distance and experiences frequent back-ups. They are also commonly used for moveable bridges (See Chapter 23 for more information on Movable Bridges).

PREPARE TO STOP WHEN LIGHTS FLASH warning beacons consist of an Oregon specific sign (OW15-14) with two Type 1Y signal heads located above the sign. See Figure 12-9 which shows sign OW15-14 from the ODOT Sign Policy and Guidelines, Chapter 4.

This assembly should be mounted overhead centered over the travel lane(s).

Figure 12-9 | Actuated Warning Beacon – Queue Detection, Example1

Loop detection is the standard. Other forms of detection may considered (i.e. video, etc.) if deemed appropriate as per the guidance contained in chapter 6. The location of the detection and sign is critical to the proper operation of the beacons and is determined by an engineering study and documented in the STE Operational Approval.

If this type of system is used in advance of a traffic signal, it needs to be connected to the traffic signal controller.

If this type of system is NOT used in advance of a traffic signal, a custom control system using time-delay relays is used. Contact the Traffic Signal Engineer for assistance in designing the proper control system.
Figure 12-10 | Warning Beacon Supplementing a Warning Sign, Passive Activation Operation, Overhead
12.4.7 Actuated Warning Beacon – Mid-block Crosswalks

Actuated warning beacons for mid-block crosswalks are used at marked crosswalks where additional emphasis has been deemed necessary by an engineering study. The flashing beacon supplementing the pedestrian crossing sign is activated by the pedestrian, helping alert motorists that a pedestrian wants to (or is actively) crossing the roadway. This type of beacon is not used as much for new installations due to the effectiveness of newer technology (i.e. Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon - RRFB) which provides the same operation. However, the design requirements for an actuated warning beacon for mid-block crosswalk are less stringent than the requirements for an RRFB.

For ground mounted applications, one Type 1Y signal head is mounted directly above the sign on the support post. A second Type 1Y signal head may be mounted below the sign if desired. If solar power is used, the support post may be either a standard wood pole or a Perforated Steel Square Tube (PSST). There are two standard details, DET4681 (PSST) and DET4670 (wood post) that should be used. If commercial power is used, the support post is required to be a vehicle pedestal.

One assembly is required per approach, located on the right hand side of the roadway.

For overhead mounted applications, two Type 1Y signal heads are mounted on either side of the sign using adjustable brackets (for a mast arm) or span wire hangers (for a span wire). A mast arm should be always be used if feasible. Clearances above the pavement are the same as for traffic signal heads, 18 feet minimum to 19 feet maximum.

Figure 12-11 | Warning Beacon for a Warning Sign, Actuated Operation, Post Mounted
12.5 Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon (RRFB)

A rectangular rapid flashing beacon is different from an actuated warning beacon for mid-block crosswalk discussed in Section 12.4.7. The RRFBs operation is the same, but it uses a unique shape and flash pattern to supplement a W11-2 (Pedestrian) or S1-1 (School) crossing warning sign with a diagonal downward arrow (W16-7p) plaque only. Due to the unique features, an RRFB has very specific design requirements that don’t apply a standard actuated warning beacon for a mid-block crosswalk.

12.5.1 MUTCD Interim Approval

The RRFB has been granted interim approval by FHWA. The signal designer should be familiar with the contents of the interim approval documentation, as some design elements have been specified. All of the design guidance provided in this chapter conforms to the FHWA interim approval requirements.

The interim approval and subsequent official interpretations can be found on the MUTCD website at: http://mutcd.fhwa.dot.gov/res-interim_approvals.htm

12.5.2 Device Assembly Requirements

The interim approval contains requirements for the device assembly itself, such as dimensions, flash rate, and light intensity. The Traffic Signal Standards Unit has prequalified RRFB assemblies that meet the device requirements listed in the interim approval and listed them on the “Green Sheets” (see Chapter 20 for more information on the Green Sheets).

The Pedestrian Signal Plan Sheet must contain a note that states, “Use Green Sheet Listed Systems Only” to ensure that appropriate equipment is specified and installed.

In addition, a “Details” plan sheet will also be required using the appropriate drawings contained in Standard Details DET4436 thru DET4438. These standard details contain drawings for several different installations, including mounting options (pedestrian pedestal, signal pole, vehicle pedestal or mast arm), and use options (one sided or two sided assemblies). Foundation information for pedestal mounting is also included. See Chapter 9 and Chapter 17 for more information on “Details” plan sheets and standard details.

12.5.3 Location of Assemblies

RRFBs are located at or immediately adjacent to an uncontrolled, marked crosswalk. For each approach on which RRFBs are used, two assemblies are required, one on the right-hand side of the roadway and one on the left-hand side of the roadway. On a divided highway or a roadway with a median island pedestrian refuge, the left hand side assembly should be installed in the median. The assemblies should be located at or immediately adjacent to the marked crosswalk.
12.5.4 Advance Sign Assemblies

Advance sign assemblies may be required if sight distance is not adequate to the crosswalk where the RRFBs are used. This requirement, if necessary, will be contained in the Operational Approval. These advance sign assemblies shall be activated and cease operation simultaneously with the RRFBs at the crosswalk location.
12.6 Speed Limit Sign Beacon

The only speed limit sign beacon that is allowed on the state highway system is for school speed zones, in accordance with Oregon Revised Statute 811.111.

Beacons for school speed zones consist of two Type 1Y signal heads (one mounted above the sign and one mounted below the sign) on a vehicle pedestal as shown in Standard Detail DET4416.

The location of this sign is determined as per the requirements shown in the ODOT Sign Policy and Guidelines, Chapter 7. Work with the Sign Designer and Region Traffic to ensure this sign is located correctly.

One option to be aware of for the school zone warning beacon is the use of a rear-facing Type 1Y signal head. The rear-facing beacon should be used in the situation where side road traffic (that DOES NOT have a warning beacon) enters from within the designated school zone.

Figure 12-12 | Speed Limit Beacon for School Speed Zone
12.7 Stop Sign Beacon

Stop sign beacons are installed above the STOP sign and can be an effective and less costly measure to install when compared to an intersection control beacon.

Stop sign beacons require one Type 1R signal head mounted directly above the sign on the support post. If solar power is used, the support post may be either a standard wood pole or a Perforated Steel Square Tube (PSST). There are two standard details, DET4681 (PSST) and DET4670 (wood post) that should be used. If commercial power is used, the support post is required to be a vehicle pedestal.

Figure 12-13 | Stop Sign Beacon
12.8 Intersection Control Beacon

Intersection Control Beacons are used at intersections to supplement the traffic control at the intersection. They are typically used if visibility of the intersection is poor or the type of intersection control is not readily apparent.

Intersection control beacons are always mounted overhead. Standard practice is to mount the flashing beacons on a mast arm pole. The beacons for all directions can then be mounted on a single mast arm. Strain poles and span wires can also be used if the intersection is too wide to be accommodated by a mast arm pole. Mast arm poles can be placed with arms oriented diagonally across the intersection. This may help to place the heads as close to the center of the intersection as possible. If strain poles are used, standard practice is to place two strain poles at opposite corners (diagonally) across the intersection. A tether cable is not required for flashing beacon installations.

Intersection control beacons typically have beacons that face each approach of the intersection. However, there may be cases where only the mainline approaches or only the side street approaches have beacons, as determined by the engineering study documented in the RTE Operational Approval. Each approach requiring beacons shall have 2 beacons:

- Type 1Y signal heads for free flow operation
- Type 1R signal heads for stop controlled operation

The red indication for stop controlled operations is only supplemental a STOP sign and therefore a STOP sign is required on each approach having a red flashing beacon. Flashing yellow indications shall not face conflicting vehicular approaches.

Clearances above the pavement are the same as for traffic signal heads, 18 feet minimum to 19 feet maximum. Lateral placement of the beacons should be as shown in Figure 12-14.

A Base Mounted Cabinet with Flasher option (BMCF) controls the operation. See Standard Drawing TM485 for the wiring diagram. ODOT uses a Model 204 Flasher, which provides two alternating flash circuits. Beacons are wired with one 7-conductor No. 14 AWG control cable for each direction (flash circuit).
Figure 12-14 | Intersection Control Beacon Placement

- Left Turn Refuge
- OR
Figure 12-15 | Intersection Control Beacon, Mast Arm Example 1

Figure 12-16 | Intersection Control Beacon, Mast Arm, Example 2
Figure 12-17 | Intersection Control Beacon, Span Wire, Example 3

Ensure that beacon placement will NOT be occluded by another beacon positioned in an opposite direction.

Figure 12-18 | Sample Flashing Beacon Installation Plan

Photoelectric cell required

Base mounted service cabinet required (BMCF)
12.9 Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon
A pedestrian hybrid beacon is a special type of beacon that is used to both warn and control traffic at an unsignalized location to help pedestrians cross the roadway. See Chapter 4F of the MUTCD. To date, only one pedestrian hybrid beacon has been installed on the state highway system during the experimental phase, predating the 2009 MUTCD guidance.

A pedestrian hybrid beacon should NOT be installed within 100 feet of a side street or driveway controlled by a STOP or YIELD sign.

12.9.1 Signal Indications
Two type 10 signal heads are required per approach. These can be installed overhead or ground mounted depending on the site conditions.

Overhead placement of both type 10 signal heads is required for the following conditions:
  o the posted speed is greater than 35 mph
  o the posted speed is 35 mph or less on a two-way facility and there is NOT a median of sufficient width
  o the approach has 3 or more lanes
  o where traffic or operating conditions may obscure visibility of a ground mounted installation

If the heads are ground mounted on a two-way facility, a median island of sufficient width (6 feet or greater) is required to accommodate proper placement of the signal head located on the left-hand side of approaching traffic.

If the approach has 3 or more lanes, a type 10 signal head centered in each lane is required.

Pedestrian signal indications and push buttons shall be provided according to the requirements stated in Chapter 5.
12.9.2 Controller and Service

Pedestrian hybrid beacons use a standard base mounted service cabinet and 332S signal controller cabinet with a 2070 controller.

12.9.3 Poles

If mounted overhead, standard mast arm poles should be used. If ground mounted, vehicle pedestals should be used.

12.9.4 Striping and Signing

Pedestrian hybrid beacons require a marked crosswalk with a stop line installed at least 45 feet in advance.

A minimum of one CROSSWALK STOP ON RED (R10-23) sign per approach shall be mounted adjacent to the type 10 signal head.
Figure 12-20 | Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon – Overhead Mounted, Example 1

Note: This installation was installed when PHB’s were still experimental, before guidance on proximity to intersections was established.

Figure 12-21 | Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon – Ground Mounted, Example 2
13 RAMP METERS

This chapter discusses only ramp meter specific design information. Other general information that also may also pertain to ramp meters (e.g. signal wiring, detection, etc.) can be found in the previous chapters of this manual.

Installation of a new ramp meter or modification of an existing ramp meter requires Region Traffic Engineer Operational Approval as per chapter 3.

13.1 Ramp Meter Operation

Ramp meters are used to control the frequency of traffic entering a highway facility. By controlling the rate of vehicles entering the highway, the traffic flow on the highway facility becomes more consistent and allows for more efficient use of existing highway capacity. They are programmed to release one vehicle at a time. Just prior to activating, the ramp meter indications will flash yellow (from the yellow indication of the Type 2 signal head) for a short, predetermined amount of time to warn traffic that the ramp meter is starting up. The ramp meter will then display a solid yellow interval followed by an all red interval prior to the start of the normal red-green alternating ramp meter cycle.

For ramp meters that control two or more lanes of traffic, each indication for each lane must operate on a separate phase to properly alternate the red-green phase between each lane.

Ramp meters remain dark when not in use.

13.1.1 Location of the Ramp Meter Stop Line

The location of the ramp meter stop line is determined by engineering judgment. Each ramp alignment is unique and the site specifics play a major role in determining the most appropriate location. The basic goal is to place the stop line far enough down the ramp to provide reasonable storage of vehicles but not so near the highway that acceleration and merging onto the highway becomes a problem. Some things to consider determining the most appropriate location:

- Design Hour Queue Length: The operational analysis and RTE Operational Approval will determine the required length for storage.
- Ramp alignment length (from ramp entrance to the painted gore point): the ramp alignment length should accommodate the design hour queue length if possible.
- Number of lanes controlled by the ramp meter: The number of lanes needed will be addressed in the operation analysis and RTE Operational approval. This will directly affect the required queue length. Single and dual lane ramp meters are common.
- The vertical grade: A downhill vertical grade will allow the stop line to be placed closer to the highway, while an uphill vertical grade will require additional space between the stop line and the merge point.
• The length of acceleration lane (from painted gore point to the downstream acceleration lane taper point): A standard length acceleration lane will allow the stop line to be placed closer to the highway, while a substandard length acceleration lane may require additional space between the stop line and the merge point.

• Sight distance from stop line to the highway: The location where vehicles stop should have adequate sight distance to the highway to help facilitate a safe and efficient merge.

• Percentage of truck traffic using the ramp: Trucks require more distance to come up to speed and may require additional space between the stop line and the merge point.

Work with Region Traffic and the roadway designer when determining the appropriate location.

13.2 Ramp Meter Signal Indication Mounting

There are two choices for mounting ramp meter signal indications; vehicle pedestal and overhead (mast arm). The vehicle pedestal mount is typically used unless there is a specific reason that requires an overhead mount, such as:

• The ramp meter will control more than 2 lanes of traffic. See Figure 13-1 for an example.

• The ramp meter will control 2 lanes of traffic with the stop line located beyond the physical gore point of ramp. See Figure 13-2 for an example.

• Physical constraints prevent proper location of pedestal(s), such as: retaining walls, bridges, barrier, soundwalls, etc.). See Figure 13-3 for an example.

Figure 13-1 | Ramp Meter Controls More Than 2 lanes of Traffic – Requires Overhead Mount
Figure 13-2 | Ramp Meter Controls 2 lanes of Traffic with Stop Line Located Beyond Physical Gore Point – Requires Overhead Mount

Figure 13-3 | Physical Constraints (Barrier on Left Hand Side) - Requires Overhead Mount

Cannot place a pedestal assembly on this side
13.2.1 Pedestal Mounted Assembly

The ramp meter indications mounted on a vehicle pedestal includes the following four components as per standard drawing TM492 (listed from top to bottom of pedestal): A Type 2 vehicle signal head, a “STOP HERE ON RED” aluminum sign, a Type 8 vehicle signal head, and a “ONE VEHICLE PER GREEN” aluminum sign. See Figure 13-4.

Figure 13-4 | Ramp Meter Pedestal Mounted Assembly (Std. Dwg. TM497)
For a ramp meter that will control a single lane of traffic, this pedestal assembly is required only on the right-hand side for a ramp. See Figure 13-5. For a ramp meter that will control two lanes of traffic, this pedestal assembly is required on both the sides of the ramp. See Figure 13-6.
The pedestal mounted assembly is placed 10 feet from the stop line location.

Figure 13-7 | Location of Pedestal Mounted Assembly from the Stop Line (TM 497)
13.2.2 Overhead Mounted (Mast Arm)

Overhead mounted ramp meter signals require a Type 2 vehicle signal head and an aluminum “ONE VEHICLE PER GREEN” sign for each lane that is controlled by the ramp meter. The “ONE VEHICLE PER GREEN” sign used overhead is 24”x30”. Type 8 heads are NOT used when indications are mounted overhead. The overhead signal indications are located 55 feet from the stop line. Two aluminum “STOP HERE ON RED” signs are located at the stop line, one on each side of the ramp. See Figure 13-8 and Figure 13-9 for an example.

Figure 13-8 | Overhead Mounted Details
13.2.3 Ramp Meter Phasing

Each lane controlled by the ramp meter will be assigned a unique phase, starting with phase 1. When two (or more) lanes are controlled by the ramp meter, Phase 1 is always the outermost lane of the ramp, which each adjacent lane towards the highway being assigned the next consecutive phase. See Figure 13-10.

Note: If there was a third ramp meter lane, it would be phase 3.
13.3 Ramp Meter Signs

The standard layout for ramp meter signing is shown below. Starting at the ramp terminal and going forward toward the painted gore point, the following signs should be used (See Figure 13-11 thru Figure 13-13):

- **“RAMP METERED WHEN FLASHING” aluminum sign with flashing yellow beacon**: This sign is required for all ramp meter installations. It is located at the entrance to the ramp and it must be visible to each legal move that enters the ramp. This may require more than one sign depending on the ramp terminal geometry. This sign is intended to provide warning before the motorist commits to entering the ramp, allowing the motorist to seek an alternate route if desired.

  This sign is mounted on a pedestrian pedestal as per standard drawing TM492. It is detailed on the Ramp Meter plan sheet and paid for under the Ramp Meter lump sum bid item.

- **“BE PREPARED TO STOP” aluminum sign with flashing yellow beacon and “WHEN FLASHING” rider**: This sign is required if there is not adequate sight distance to the ramp meter signal indications. The need for this sign will be documented in the RTE operational approval. It is located upstream from the anticipated queue length. Two signs (one on each side of the ramp) required.

  This sign is mounted on a pedestrian pedestal. It is detailed on the Ramp Meter plan sheet and paid for under the Ramp Meter lump sum bid item.

- **“FORM 2 LANES WHEN METERED” aluminum sign**: This sign is required only for single lane ramps with ramp meters that control two lanes of traffic. It is located upstream from the anticipated queue length. Two signs (one on each side of the ramp) required.

  This sign is mounted on an appropriate standard sign support (i.e. wood post or square tube sign support). It is detailed on the Signing plan sheet (NOT on the Ramp Meter plan sheet) and is measured and paid for under the applicable sign and post bid items.

- **“STOP HERE ON RED” aluminum sign**: This sign is required at the stop line. If the ramp meter only controls one lane of traffic, only one of these signs on the right side of the ramp is required. For all other applications, two of signs are required, one on each side of the ramp.

  For ground mounted installations, this sign is part of the standard ramp meter assembly which is detailed on the Ramp Meter plan sheet and paid for under the Ramp Meter lump sum bid item.
For overhead mounted ramp meters, this sign is ground mounted at the stop line on an appropriate standard sign support (i.e. wood post or square tube sign support) which is detailed on the Signing plan sheet (NOT on the Ramp Meter plan sheet) and is measured and paid for under the applicable sign and post bid items.

- **“ONE VEHICLE PER GREEN” aluminum sign**: This sign is required for all installations, one for each lane of traffic controlled by the ramp meter. For ground mounted ramp meter installations, this sign is a part of the standard ramp meter assembly. For overhead mounted ramp meters this sign is installed with an adjustable sign bracket adjacent to each signal indication. In both cases, it is detailed on the Ramp Meter plan sheet and paid for under the Ramp Meter lump sum bid item.

Other signs on the ramp (i.e. merge, lane transition, curve w/advisory speed, etc.) will need to be taken into consideration when locating the signs and equipment specific to the ramp meter. Work with the Region sign designer.
Figure 13-11 | Ramp Meter Sign Layout – one of three

See Figure 13-12 (ground mounted installation)
See Figure 13-13 (overhead installation)
Figure 13-12 | Ramp Meter Sign Layout – two of three (ground mounted ramp meter installation)

See Figure 13-11
Figure 13-13 | Ramp Meter Sign Layout – three of three (overhead ramp meter installation)
13.4 Ramp Meter Striping
The ramp meter requires a stop line. For single lane ramps with a ramp meter that controls two lanes, an 8” wide white line is extended back from the stop line as per Standard Drawing TM503, detail “S-RM”. See Figure 13-14.

Ramp meter striping is detailed on the striping plans and paid for under the striping bid items. Work with the striping designer.

Figure 13-14 | Ramp Meter Striping (TM503)

13.5 Ramp Meter Cabinets and Controllers
Ramp metering devices are controlled by an ATC controller in a model 334 ground-mounted controller cabinet. The ATC controllers are agency supplied and purchased by the agency through a price agreement managed by ITS.

The service cabinet for ramp meters is the standard base mounted service cabinet (BMC) that is also used for traffic signals.

The controller cabinet and service cabinet should be located near the ramp meter signal indications for ease of maintenance and operational convenience. Include a maintenance landing pad for maintenance vehicle access near the controller (See Standard Drawing RD160).
13.6 Ramp Meter Detection

Loop detection is the standard form of detection for ramp meters. This section provides ramp meter detection specific information. Figure 13-15 through Figure 13-18 are interconnected, with each successive figure building upon the information in the previous figure. Refer to Chapter 6 for more general information related to detection.

13.6.1 Detector Functions & Location

Ramp meter detection serves four different functions (see Figure 13-15):

- **Demand**: This type of detection is located 5 feet and 15 feet from the stop line. It is used to place a call into the controller to bring up the green phase of the ramp meter cycle.

- **Passage**: This type of detection is located 15 feet downstream from the stop line. It is used count ramp meter traffic, perform truck extension, and violation extension.

- **Count**: This type of detection is located on the freeway main line. Each lane has two zones, located 22 feet apart, used to calculate the density of freeway traffic and make the determination of when the ramp meter signal should be activated and deactivated. Typically this detection is installed prior to the ramp entrance point, but the exact location on the freeway is determined by an engineering study, documented in the RTE operational approval.

- **Queue**: This type of detection is located upstream of the stop line used to detect an extensive queue length. When an extensive queue length is detected (by a vehicle stopping on the queue detector for a pre-determined amount of time), the meter rate is increased as necessary to quickly dissipate the extensive queue. These queue detectors also activate the “BE PREPARED TO STOP” with “WHEN FLASHING” sign if one is present. The need for and location of this detection is determined by an engineering study, documented in the RTE operational approval.
Figure 13-15 | Ramp Meter Detection – Function & Location

**Count Detection**: Location as per the RTE Operational Approval. Two per each lane required (centered in the lane).

**Queue Detection**: Need and location as per the RTE Operational Approval.

**Demand Detection**: Two per each lane.

**Passage Detection**: One per each lane.

Lateral placement of detection if a single lane ramp will have a ramp meter control 2 lanes of traffic.
13.6.2 Numbering Detection Zones

The detection zones are numbered as shown in Figure 13-16 according to the following rules:

- The highway count detection is labeled first, starting in the slow lane with upstream detection zone labeled “1A”. The next detection zone in the same lane is “1B”. Each adjacent lane from the slow lane to the fast lane is labeled in a consecutively in a similar manner.

- Once the highway count detection is labeled, the detection on the ramp is labeled from the outside lane of the ramp, starting with the queue detection (if present), then the demand detection, and then the passage detection. The detection on the ramp starts with the next consecutive number after the highway count detection and no letters are used. Each adjacent lane of the ramp from the outside to the inside of the ramp is labeled in a similar manner, from queue to demand to passage detection.

Figure 13-16 | Ramp Meter Detection – Numbering
13.6.3 334 Controller Cabinet Input Detection File

The 334 controller cabinet detector input file is shown below, with the standard termination layout for each ramp meter function.

Figure 13-17 | 334 Controller Cabinet Input Detection File

- Channel 2U and 3L are for the queue loops for each respective ramp meter lane (Phase 1 and Phase 2).

- Slots 6 thru 9 are for the count loops on the highway. For example: Channels 6L & 6U are for the first lane of the highway (slow lane). “1A” is the first loop encountered by traffic in lane 1 and “1B” is the second loop encountered by traffic in lane 1.

- Slots 4 & 5 are for the passage and demand loops for each ramp meter phase. For example: Channel 4U is for passage detection of phase 1 of the ramp meter (outside lane) and 4L is the demand detection for the same phase.

13.6.4 Detector Wiring Diagram

The detector wiring diagram for a ramp meter is slightly different from the detector wiring diagram used for traffic signals as described below. See Figure 13-18.

- A column for “number of turns of ducted loop wire in pvmt.” column is used to the left of the loop number because loop detection for ramp meters often need more than the standard 5 turns of wire. Only list the number of turns if it greater than the...
standard 5 turns. See Chapter 6 for more info on calculating the required turns of wire. If additional turns of wire are not needed, this column should be deleted.

- There are two columns for measuring the location of the loop; “from the painted gore” and “from the stop line”. The count detection located on the highway is measured from the painted gore point because it is an easy reference point to find and measure from. The remaining detection located on the ramp (queue, demand and passage) is measured from the ramp meter stop line.

- The “phase” column lists the ramp meter phase. The phases assigned to the ramp meter signal indications should match the phases assigned for detection. This column is left blank for the highway count detection.

- The “Function” column lists the function of each loop (count, queue, demand, and passage).

- The “Slot” column lists the detector input file termination location for a 334 controller cabinet.

**Figure 13-18 | Ramp Meter Detector Wiring Diagram**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loop Number</th>
<th>Distance Feet From Painted Gore</th>
<th>Distance Feet From Stop Line</th>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Slot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1A</td>
<td>322</td>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>6L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B</td>
<td>300</td>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>6U</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2A</td>
<td>322</td>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>7L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2B</td>
<td>300</td>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>7U</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3A</td>
<td>322</td>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>8L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3B</td>
<td>300</td>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>8U</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 turns of ducted loop wire

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loop Number</th>
<th>Distance Feet From Painted Gore</th>
<th>Distance Feet From Stop Line</th>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Slot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>2U</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>4U</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>4L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>3L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>5L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>5U</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>5U</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 turns of ducted loop wire

The Demand loops are the only ones that are wired in series.
14 PEDESTRIAN SIGNAL PLAN

14.1 General
A pedestrian signal is a very specific type traffic signal, typically installed mid-block, consisting of Type 2 signal heads to control vehicles and pedestrian signals with push buttons to control pedestrians. The signal heads remain green until the push button is activated. Vehicle actuation may be present to better protect the dilemma zone, but often no vehicular detection is used. A few pedestrian signals have been installed in the past, but are no longer allowed on the state highway system because other types of devices are now be used to aid pedestrians crossing the roadway, such as rectangular rapid flashing beacons (RRFB) and pedestrian hybrid beacons. See Chapter 12 for more information on RRFB and pedestrian hybrid beacons.

Pedestrian signals have also been installed at intersections and are more commonly referred to as “half-signals”, as the mainline traffic is controlled by signal indications that cycle based on pedestrian actuations while the side street traffic is controlled by STOP signs. Half-signals are prohibited on the state highway system.

The “pedestrian signal” plan sheet title name should not be used, and is retained only for historical and archiving purposes. Many of the of the archived plans classified as pedestrian signal plan sheets are actually overhead continuous operation warning beacons with pedestrian crossing signs, not true pedestrian signals.

For reference, three examples of pedestrian signals are shown in the following figures.

Pedestrian signals and Half-signals are PROHIBITED on the State Highway.

Figure 14-1 | Pedestrian Signal Installed at Intersection (Half-Signal), Example 1
STOP sign on side street
Figure 14-2 | Pedestrian Signal Installed Mid-Block, Example 2

Figure 14-3 | Pedestrian Signal Installed Mid-Block (plan sheet from the 1970’s), Example 3
15 RED LIGHT ENFORCEMENT PLAN

15.1 General
This chapter will discuss red light enforcement plan details from two perspectives; the ODOT signal designer and the third party signal designer:

- Typically the ODOT signal designer will have a very minimal amount of involvement associated with this type of plan sheet because red light enforcement plans are ALWAYS designed by third parties and constructed under the district permit process. The role of the ODOT signal designer will range from no involvement at all to just design review.

- The third party signal designer is responsible for designing and producing the plan sheet.

15.2 Operation and Approvals
The installation of a red light running system requires STRE Operational Approval. See the current version of the “Red Light Running (RLR) Camera Guidelines for State Highways” for more information on conducting the engineering study, the Operational Approval process, and standard conditions of approval.

The plan sheets require Design Approval as per Chapter 2.

15.3 When is a Plan Sheet Required?
A red light running plan sheet is required for all intersections where this technology will be used. A plan sheet is also required if the red light running system is removed. These plan sheets are always designed by a third party that is affiliated with the company providing the red light running equipment. ODOT signal designers do not design red light enforcement systems. While ODOT has ownership of the intersection and signal equipment within right-of-way, the red light running equipment is NOT owned or maintained by ODOT.

15.4 Mitigation Requirements
Prior to installation of a red light running system, modifications to the traffic signal design may be required as a means to improving intersection safety. These modifications, if needed, shall be shown in a “Signal Plan” sheet that is separate from the “red light enforcement” plan sheet. The modifications typically include the following:

- Change in the number, size and/or location of the vehicle signal heads
- Enforcement “tattle tale” lights
- Speed zone changes (which may result in loop detector placement changes)
15.5 Red Light Running Signing
Installation of a red light running system requires specific signing on all major routes entering the jurisdiction and near the location where each camera is installed. These signs should be shown in a signing plan sheet. See the current version of the “Red Light Running (RLR) Camera Guidelines for State Highways” and the “ODOT Sign Design Manual” for more information.

15.6 Construction
Installation of a red light running system is always constructed under the district permit process.

15.7 Separation of Systems
The traffic signal system and the red light running system are required to be completely separate from each other. The only exception is current clamps (and wiring from the current clamps) that are used inside the traffic signal controller around the field output wires that enable the red light running system to determine which signal indication is on. A current clamp is an electrical device having two jaws which open to allow clamping around an electrical conductor. This allows properties of the electric current in the conductor to be measured, without having to make physical contact with it, or to disconnect it for insertion through the probe.

The wiring from the current clamps then exits the signal controller cabinet through a conduit to the first junction box. These wires do not have to be in a separate conduit if there is enough room in an existing conduit with traffic signal wiring. From the junction box closest to the signal controller cabinet, every piece of equipment used for the red light running system (cameras, conduit, wiring, detection, etc.) shall be separated from the traffic signal equipment. For example, the following scenarios are not allowed:

- Placement of red light running equipment on a traffic signal mast arm or pole
- Placement of red light running wiring in conduits and junction boxes that are used for the traffic signal. EXCEPTION: the junction box nearest the signal controller cabinet and the conduit between the two
- Use of the power to the traffic signal. EXCEPTION: unless ODOT District authorizes the use. In the case where the red light running system power is provided by the traffic signal, it must be on its own clearly identified circuit breaker.

15.8 Removal of Red Light Running Systems
If removal of the system is required, a “Red Light Enforcement” plan sheet is required showing the removal of the equipment. All wiring, junction boxes, external equipment (cameras, mounts, etc.), and equipment in signal controller cabinet must be removed. Conduits and loop detection may be abandoned.
16 RAILROAD & PREEMPTION PLAN

ODOT Rail Division’s jurisdiction for the regulation of railroad-highway grade crossings extends a distance equal to the safe stopping distance (SSD), for the posted or statutory speed, measured back from the location of the stop clearance line at the railroad crossing (OAR 741-100-0005).

Figure 16-1 | SSD at Railroad At-Grade Crossings and Signalized Intersections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speed (MPH)</th>
<th>SSD (Feet)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>645</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Because Rail Division has jurisdiction within the SSD from the stop clearance line, it is important to include them in the scoping project development so that there is enough time to obtain a Rail Crossing Order if needed. It is also important to include the Rail Division Manager in the scoping as they will be developing an agreement with the Railroad Company (Right of Way Manual, Chapter 10).

NOTE: Failure to coordinate with ODOT Rail Division can result in excessive delays to your project schedule!
16.1 When is Railroad Preemption Needed?

Railroad preemption is required if a traffic signal has an approach located within 215 feet of a railroad crossing (ODOT Traffic Signal Policy and Guidelines). Depending on the site-specific circumstances, railroad preemption may be desirable or required for an approach located further than 215 feet from a railroad crossing. This will be determined by the Field Diagnostic Review. Rail Division also stores this information in its Rail Crossing Safety System database.

Figure 16-2 | Railroad Preemption Distances
16.2 Field Diagnostic Review

The Field Diagnostic Review is part of the requirements found in 23 CFR Part 646 – Railroads, part 646.214 – Design. This will occur early in the design process (Project Scoping or prior to DAP plans), and is coordinated by the Rail Division. The review will typically include the following members:

- Project Team Leader
- Rail Division representative
- Railroad Company representative
- Region Traffic Signal Operations representative
- Construction representative
- Designers (signal, roadway, and others as needed)

The field diagnostic review team will meet on-site to determine the required safety upgrades to the railroad crossing. The findings from the field diagnostic review will be the starting point for:

- Identifying design constraints and work to be done;
- Completing the Railroad-Highway Public Crossing Safety Application (which is required to obtain the Rail Crossing Order from Rail Division); and
- Obtaining any Region and/or State Traffic Roadway Engineer approvals.

16.3 Rail Crossing Order

Each public railroad crossing is required to have a Rail Crossing Order. Rail Crossing Orders are issued by the Rail Division and authorize the alterations to the grade crossing. Private crossings are not regulated by the Rail Division and therefore do not require a Rail Crossing Order. The majority of projects involving railroad crossings will require an Rail Crossing Order to alter the subject grade crossing. New at-grade crossings are rarely approved by Rail Division because state law directs ODOT to eliminate railroad crossings at-grade, wherever possible. Grade separated railroad crossings are strongly preferred by the railroads and ODOT.

Rail Crossing Orders contain specific requirements related to the installation, operation and maintenance of the traffic control devices, roadway geometry and roadway features. The Rail Crossing Order must be completed prior to PS&E. In order to obtain a Rail Crossing Order, a Railroad-Highway Public Crossing Safety Application must be completed and submitted to Rail Division. This application is typically done by the project team leader or designer, with assistance from the Rail Division.

Existing Rail Crossing Orders can be accessed at the following websites, or by contacting the Rail Division:

Internet site:  [https://ecm.odot.state.or.us/cf/railsearch/](https://ecm.odot.state.or.us/cf/railsearch/)

IntrAnet site:  [https://ecmintra.odot.state.or.us/cf/railsearch/](https://ecmintra.odot.state.or.us/cf/railsearch/)

**NOTE: Failure to comply with the Rail Crossing Order is AGAINST THE LAW.**
16.4 Railroad Utility Permits

If any signal equipment crosses over or under the railroad right-of-way, the railroad requires a utility permit. This permit is separate from other construction permits that the contractor must obtain as per standard specification 00170.02 and the Rail Crossing Order. It should be obtained as early as possible in the design phase (prior to PS&E) to avoid unnecessary delays during design and construction. Follow all design requirements stated in the permit.

Typical signal work that triggers the need for this permit includes conduits for detection, traffic signal interconnection and/or railroad interconnection. The signal designer should contact the State Utility and Railroad Liaison for assistance in obtaining this permit.

Contact: State Utility and Railroad Liaison
Heather Howe
503-986-3658
Heather.C.HOWE@odot.state.or.us

16.5 Railroad Preemption Operation

ODOT’s standard for railroad preemption is comprised of the following sequence:
1. Pedestrian Clear-Out Interval (PCOI)
2. Vehicle Clear-Out Interval (VCOI)
3. Return to Normal Operation

The rail diagnostic team determines the type of preemption operation and necessary traffic control devices to accommodate the desired operation. The road authority may submit an engineering study to the State Traffic Engineer to request a deviation from the standards. The State Traffic Engineer in consultation with the ODOT Rail Crossing Safety Manager may authorize a signaled intersection operation consistent with the findings of the study.

16.5.1 Pedestrian Clear-Out Interval (PCOI) – Advance Preemption

This value is shown on the Railroad Preemption Plan sheet and is provided by the Region Traffic Operations Engineer.

The P.C.O.I. is used to give pedestrians time to finish crossing a crosswalk prior to the vehicle clear-out interval. Without the P.C.O.I. pedestrians may get stranded in the crosswalk when the vehicle clear-out interval sequence starts. This is because the traffic signal controller will immediately truncate the WALK or flashing DON’T WALK interval upon receiving the input go into the vehicle clear-out sequence.

The operation of a P.C.O.I requires train detection provided by the railroad to activate an “advance preemption railroad input”. The advance preemption railroad input
initiates the “pedestrian inhibit” traffic signal software feature which starts the following operation:

1. No change to vehicle phase sequence
2. All active pedestrian phase WALK intervals immediately advance to and complete the flashing DON’T WALK interval
3. All pedestrian phase calls are inhibited from being serviced
4. PTR signs remain off
5. Rail crossing equipment (flashing lights, audible devices and gates) remain off and up.

The road authority calculates and supplies the railroad company with the P.C.O.I. value based on the guidance given in the “ODOT Railroad Preemption Design and Operations” document. This value is placed in the railroad controller by railroad employees.

16.5.2 Pedestrian Clear-Out Interval (PCOI) – Advance Preemption Used to Move Vehicles

The P.C.O.I. may also be used to clear vehicles queued between the intersection and the tracks (like the V.C.O.I operation described in the following section) and help provide a free-flow condition for the V.C.O.I phases prior to the simultaneous preemption IF NO PEDESTRIAN CALLS ARE ACTIVE. The need for this type of operation will be determined by the diagnostic team. If this operation is used, the appropriate traffic signal railroad preemption sequence text used on the railroad preemption plan sheet can be found in the ODOT workspace under “Rail Matrix Advanced”.

16.5.3 Vehicle Clear-Out Interval (VCOI) – Simultaneous Preemption

This value is NOT shown on the Railroad Preemption Plan sheet, but the vehicle clear-out phases and the limited service vehicle phases are listed on the Railroad Preemption Plan Sheet.

The V.C.O.I. is used to give vehicles on the road approach crossing the railroad track (stopped between the railroad tracks and intersection) time to advance through the intersection and away from the railroad crossing. This accomplished by providing green signal indications to the signal phase that crosses the track (commonly called “green clear-out”). In the past, a flashing yellow indication was used for the V.C.O.I. (commonly called “yellow clear-out”), but this practice was ended in the late 1990’s because it tended to result in driver confusion.

The V.C.O.I. requires train detection equipment that will provide a “simultaneous preemption railroad input” to activate the rail crossing equipment and the V.C.O.I signal operation sequence. The simultaneous preemption railroad input follows the advance preemption railroad input (and operation sequence of the P.C.O.I.) and initiates the
“railroad preemption” traffic signal software feature which starts the following operation at the traffic signal:

1. PTR signs turn on

2. Rail crossing equipment (flashing lights and audible devices) activate. After a three to six second delay, the railroad automatic gates start to descend. The total time from activation of the flashing lights to when the gates are horizontal may be 10 to 15 seconds.

3. All active pedestrian phase flashing DON’T WALK intervals immediately advance to solid DON’T WALK.

4. Any active vehicle clear out phase displaying GREEN remains GREEN and all non-vehicle clear out phases displaying GREEN immediately terminate by advancing through their YELLOW and RED clearance intervals.

5. Once all vehicle clear out phases display GREEN simultaneously, the signal controller programmed V.C.O.I. is timed followed by the vehicle clear out phases advancing through their YELLOW and RED clearance intervals.

6. All programmed Limited Service vehicle phases and their associated pedestrian phase are serviced in their normal sequence based on demand. Limited Service vehicle phases consist of any phase that does not conflict with crossing the track.

The road authority calculates the V.C.O.I. value based on the guidance given in the “ODOT Railroad Preemption Design and Operations” document. This value is placed in the signal controller.

A V.C.O.I. is not always required. If the diagnostic team determines that vehicles should stop prior to the track under normal signal operation (typically because the distance between the intersection and the track is less than the length of a passenger vehicle) the V.C.O.I. is usually not needed (no vehicles to clear-out between the intersection and the track). This type of operation typically includes a post mounted “STOP HERE ON RED” sign at the railroad stop line, with a “NO TURN ON RED” sign mounted on signal pole or mast arm.
Figure 16-3 | V.C.O.I. is Not Required, Example 1

Not enough room between intersection and tracks to allow cars to use this space

Vehicles stop behind crosswalk (typical stopping location at an intersection, therefore no “STOP HERE ON RED” sign is needed).

“NO TURNS ON RED” sign
Keeps vehicles from using the space between the intersection and track to make a right turn on red.
Figure 16-4 | V.C.O.I. is Not Required, Example 2

Not enough room between intersection and tracks to allow cars to use this space

The Crosswalk location in advance of the tracks requires a “STOP HERE ON RED” sign at the railroad stop line to indicate the correct location to stop.

Note: no lane line striping beyond the stop line. This is to help re-enforce the correct location to stop.

“NO TURNS ON RED” sign
Keeps vehicles from using the space between the intersection and track to make a right turn on red
16.5.4 Return to Normal Operation

After the railroad preemption inputs return to non-preempt status, normal operation of
the signal phasing resumes, the PTR sign turns off, the rail signal equipment turns off
and gates go up.

16.6 Required Plan Sheets

On a project with railroad preemption, there will be coordination between the Rail Company,
the Road Authority and the Rail Division for determining who is responsible for installation,
maintenance, and costs of the required traffic control devices. Depending on the scope of the
project and the requirements in the Rail Crossing Order, some or all of the plan sheets will be
required:

1. Signal Plan Sheet
2. Railroad Preemption Plan Sheet
3. Other Plan Sheets (disciplines outside of signal design, such as Roadway, Striping and
   Signing)

Refer to the following sections for more in depth information.

16.7 Signal Plan Sheet

The signal plans will need to detail all work that the contractor will be responsible for. DO NOT
detail work that the contractor is NOT responsible for.

Listed below is signal equipment that is specific to railroad preemption design and should be
detailed on the signal plan sheet:

- Conduit and Wiring from the traffic signal cabinet to the railroad cabinet
- Signs mounted to the signal poles/mast arm/span wires
  - PTR signs
  - NO TURN ON RED signs
- Type 7 signal head

Refer to the following sections for more in depth information on railroad preemption design
elements.
16.7.1 Signal Plan Sheet

Notes
The signal plan sheet should contain a note that references the railroad preemption plan sheet. See Figure 16-5.

Figure 16-5 | Plan Sheet Notes

- Include a reference to the railroad preemption plan sheet.
- Place this info near the title block
Conduit and Wiring

The railroad preemption operation is triggered by the railroad controller that monitors the railroad tracks and detects an approaching train. These preemption impulses are sent to the signal controller cabinet via wiring from the railroad control cabinet.

The conduit and wiring required to connect the ODOT controller to the railroad controller, providing the ability for railroad preemption, is shown on the signal plan sheet. This wiring consists of eight No. 12 AWG THWN wires or one 10 conductor 12 AWG gauge control cable (as per Region Electrical Crew preference) from the controller cabinet to the railroad cabinet. An exclusive conduit for this wire should be used for new construction. Figure 16-6 shows an example of how this should be detailed on the signal plan sheet.

Figure 16-6 | Railroad Preemption Wiring Example
Signs

Part-time restriction signs may be required at the traffic signal based on the field diagnostic review. These signs typically state a turn restriction, such as “NO LEFT TURN” or “NO RIGHT TURN” during the railroad preemption and are mounted on the signal mast arm. If needed, these signs will be shown on the signal plan sheet.

Other static signs such as STOP HERE ON RED, NO TURN ON RED, DO NOT STOP ON TRACKS signs, etc. may be required traffic control devices. If these signs are ground mounted, they should be detailed in a sign plan sheet (not in the signal plan sheet). If these signs are mounted on the signal, they should be detailed in the signal plan sheet.

Figure 16-7 | Part-Time Restriction Sign Example

Type 7 Signal Head

A Type 7 Signal head is required for the vehicle clear-out phase when the vehicle clear-out phase contains a permissive only left turn movement. This allows use of a GREEN arrow only during the Vehicle Clear-Out Interval (V.C.O.I) so that vehicles will be aware they have a protected left turn movement during the railroad preemption sequence. In the past when GREEN balls were used during the V.C.O.I., motorists would often hesitate when making a left turn as they weren’t sure if/why the opposing through traffic was stopping.

Figure 16-8 | Type 7 Signal Head
**Pedestrian Features**

When upgrading existing traffic signals that have railroad preemption, the P.C.O.I. time will need to be recalculated using the 2009 MUTCD guidelines. The recalculated P.C.O.I. will likely result in a longer P.C.O.I., which requires a Rail Crossing Order for the alteration of the rail detection equipment. If funding is available and the project time line allows, a Rail Crossing Order and alteration of the rail detection equipment should be completed.

In situations where the recalculated P.C.O.I. is longer than the existing P.C.O.I. and funding is not available or there is not enough time to process a Rail Crossing Order, the use of two pedestrian change intervals may be used. When using two pedestrian change intervals, the pushbuttons will be programmed to allow a longer pedestrian clearance interval when the pushbutton is pressed for 2 seconds. This requires an additional sign, PUSH BUTTON FOR 2 SECONDS FOR EXTRA CROSSING TIME (R10-32P) to be mounted adjacent to the pedestrian pushbutton (see Figure 16-9). The Oregon specific sign shown in Figure 16-10 combines the two required federal signs and is preferred over installing the two federal signs.

**Figure 16-9 | Extra Crossing Time Sign R10-32P**

![R10-32P Sign](image)

**Figure 16-10 | Extra Crossing Time Sign OR-32**

![OR-32 Sign](image)
16.8 Other Work – Railroad Grade Crossing System

The railroad company is typically responsible for installing the grade crossing system, including train detection equipment on the rails, gate arms, railroad flashing beacon assemblies, and the railroad cabinet. This work is paid for through Railroad Agreements and typically not shown in ODOT contract plans. The Project Manager’s Office will coordinate with the contractor and the Railroad Company to install these items.

The grade crossing system may be symbolically shown, but not detailed, on the signal plan sheets. If needed, these features may also be noted as “installed by others” to clarify which features the contractor is NOT responsible for. See Figure 16-11.

Other disciplines will be responsible for detailing work that may need to be completed as per the Rail Crossing Order.

Roadway plans will detail the following:
- The location of the crossing signal equipment, foundations, railroad signal house.
- The quantity of new crossing surfacing materials
- Sidewalk work to be constructed up to the crossing surface

Sign plans will detail ground mounted signs required by the Rail Crossing Order.
Striping plans will detail the pavement markings required by the Rail Crossing Order.
16.8.1 Railroad Preemption Plan Sheet

Rail Division requires a separate, sealed railroad preemption plan sheet to be included with the Railroad-Highway Public Crossing Safety Application. This plan sheet contains the operational requirements of the preemption. In the past, this plan sheet was included in the contract plans, but is now contained solely within the Rail Crossing Order (as it doesn’t include any information pertinent to the contractor’s work).

NOTE: The rail diagnostic team determines the type of preemption operation and necessary traffic control devices to accommodate the desired operation. The railroad preemption plan sheet is part of the operational documentation required for the Rail Crossing Order.

The railroad preemption plan sheet will be completed early on in the project, DAP or preliminary plans, prior to completion of the other signal plan sheets for the project. Therefore, the Traffic-Roadway Section will issue a T.R.S. Drwg. No. for ONLY the railroad preemption plan sheet at this time.

The rail preemption plan sheet shall be reviewed by Region Traffic, ODOT Rail Division, and the Traffic Signal Standards Unit.

The final signed and stamped rail preemption plan sheet mylar should be sent to the Traffic Signal Standards Unit for approval. The Traffic Signal Standards Unit will then submit an electronic copy of the approved plan sheet to the ODOT Rail Division for use in the Rail Crossing Order and archive the mylar.

NOTE: The Railroad Preemption Plan Sheet is NOT part of the contract plan set!
Figure 16-12, Figure 16-13, and Figure 16-14 show examples of railroad preemption plan sheets. Each example highlights a few common scenarios:

- Figure 16-12 shows a standard 8 phase signal operation, with a P.C.O.I, V.C.O.I and PTR sign. Note the very simplified plan view that is drafted from an old as-built or from google maps, which is acceptable if a surveyed base map is not available.

- Figure 16-13 shows a 6 phase signal operation with mainline flashing yellow arrow, a PCOI, VCOI, and PTR sign. Note the Type 7 signal head and the FYA; how they are labeled on the plan view and described in the preemption text.

- Figure 16-14 shows a 6 phase signal operation, a P.C.O.I, NO V.C.O.I, and PTR sign. Note the changes shown when a V.C.O.I is not used; how it is described in the preemption text and labeling of additional signs that are critical when omitting the V.C.O.I (i.e. NO TURN ON RED and STOP HERE ON RED).
Figure 16-12 | Sample Railroad Preemption Plan, Example 1
The railroad preemption plan sheet shall contain the following:

- Traffic Signal Title Block and upper right hand title information
- T.R.S. Drawing Number
- T.R.S. approval signature
- North arrow
- USDOT Crossing number and railroad milepoint (obtained from the Rail Division)
- Normal phase rotation diagram
- Traffic signal railroad preemption sequence text (“Rail Matrix” in the ODOT workspace), modified to accurately represent the site specific conditions:
  - V.C.O.I. green clear-out phases (if they exist)
  - P.C.O.I. value (obtained by Region Traffic Operations Engineer)
  - P.C.O.I used to serve V.C.O.I phases (“Rail Matrix Advanced” in the ODOT workspace)
  - Limited service phases. If a conflicting FYA indication is present, it must be listed
  - Use of Type 7 signal heads
  - Use of PTR signs

- A plan view of the intersection and railroad crossing (either to scale or graphically represented not to scale) with the following elements labeled:
  - Highway and street names
  - Signal equipment shown symbolically, but not labeled (signal poles, mast arms, vehicle heads)
  - Signal equipment shown symbolically and labeled:
    - PTR signs
    - Type 7 signal heads
  - Pedestrian phases labeled in the corresponding crosswalk
  - Vehicular phases labeled in the corresponding approach lanes
  - Signs (ground mounted or overhead) that directly related to the preemption operation, shown symbolically and labeled:
    - “STOP HERE ON RED” sign
    - “NO TURN ON RED” sign
The railroad preemption plan sheet may contain the following additional features:

- The RxR cabinet
- The signal cabinet
- The service cabinet
- The pedestrian signal heads shown symbolically, but not labeled
- The RxR gate locations
- Stationing (if the plan view is to scale)
- Right-of-way
17 FIRE SIGNAL PLAN (EMERGENCY TRAFFIC SIGNAL)

17.1 General
A fire signal is a special type of traffic control signal that assigns the right-of-way to an authorized emergency vehicle (typically fire trucks). This type of signal is usually installed at a location that doesn’t meet other traffic signal warrants, such as the access for the emergency vehicle. They are not used at roundabouts.

17.2 Operational Approval
A fire signal requires an STRE Operational Approval.

17.3 Fire Signal Located at an Intersection
When a fire signal is located at the intersection of a public road, a standard fully actuated signal shall be provided. While the purpose signal is to help enable emergency vehicles access the mainline, a standard fully actuated signal is not technically a fire signal and Chapters 5 and 6 of this manual should be consulted for design information.
17.4 Fire Signal Located at Mid-Block Access

Fire signals are typically located at a mid-block access used only by emergency vehicles and help them access the highway. The following section discusses specific design requirements for mid-block fire signals.

17.4.1 Operation

The operation of a fire signal located mid-block will remain green on mainline until the emergency vehicle preempts the signal. In the past, flashing yellow was commonly used, but is no longer allowed unless it is documented in the STRE Operational Approval. The preemption can be either a manual input (i.e. push button at the fire station) that is pre-timed or a standard preemption detector unit that will wirelessly provide and hold the input until the emergency vehicle has cleared the access.

The mainline phases are 2 and 6. The preemption phase is phase 4 on Channel B. The normal phase rotation and fire preemption operation should be shown on the plan sheet. See Figure 17-1.

Figure 17-1 | Phase Rotations for Fire Signal

![Phase Rotations for Fire Signal](image)

17.4.2 Controller and Service

A 332S controller cabinet with a Base Mounted Service (BMC) should be used.
17.4.3 Signal Head Type and Layout

The mainline approach is required to have at least two Type 2 Signal heads. See Figure 17-2.

Figure 17-2 | Signal Head Layout for Mid-Block Fire Signal
The default standard is NO signal indications for emergency access approach. This is because it is important for the emergency vehicle driver to watch traffic, not a signal indication when accessing the mainline. This is especially true at a fire signal, where the mainline phase is normally green (driver’s don’t expect the signal to change). However, if the fire department requests a form of preemption confirmation on the access approach, a tattle-tail indicator may be used. See Section 17.4.5 for more information.

The tattle-tail indicator can clearly inform the fire department that the preemption is working (the tattle-tail will be ON when the mainline indications are RED) by a simple, direct hardwire vs. more complex systems that have been used in the past that required additional phases/outputs in a controller cabinet (i.e. Type 2 signal Head, a single green circular indication, and flood lights). As such, these more complex systems are no longer allowed. See Figure 17-3 thru Figure 17-5.
Figure 17-4 | Confirmation Indication – NO LONGER ALLOWED

Single Circular Green Indication (mounted on signal pole) is NOT ALLOWED.

Figure 17-5 | Confirmation Indication – NO LONGER ALLOWED

Type 2 Signal Head is NOT ALLOWED
17.4.4 Signs

Several specific signs are required for a fire signal. Coordinate with the sign designer for any ground mounted signs.

An emergency vehicle sign (W11-8) with an EMERGENCY SIGNAL AHEAD supplemental plaque (W11-12p) is required to be installed in advance of the fire signal. A warning beacon may be used to supplement this advance warning sign if deemed necessary by the Operational Approval.

Figure 17-6 | Emergency Vehicle Sign (W11-8) with Emergency Signal Ahead Plaque (W11-12p)
An EMERGENCY SIGNAL sign (R10-13) shall be mounted overhead, typically between the two signal heads.

Figure 17-7 | Emergency Signal Sign (R10-13)
A STOP HERE ON RED sign (R10-6) shall be mounted near the stop line.

Figure 17-8 | Stop Here on Red Sign (R10-6)

17.4.5 Tattle-tail Indicators

Tattle-tail indicators are typically used at the request of law enforcement to aid in enforcing red light running violations by clearly indicating a RED indication is active from certain viewing angles. The tattle-tail light is directly hardwired to the RED indication. This simple direct hard-wire design also works well for fire signal confirmation indication. If a confirmation indication is requested, use Standard Detail DET4400 and coordinate with the fire department to determine the best placement for the tattle-tail, as it is a directional device.
17.4.6 Preemption Devices

Two types of preemption can be used:
- Push Button located inside the fire station
- Preemption detection devices

Push buttons are not as common anymore due to the invention of preemption detection devices and their widespread use. However, this is the only option if the fire department is not using the standard preemption detection devices or the wish to maintain their legacy preemption system. Coordination with the fire department is critical to determine the proper location and mounting for the push button and the conduit routing to the push button. Multiple push buttons may also be needed. See Figure 17-9.
Installation of push buttons, conduit and wiring is allowed to be installed off of right-of-way via Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA) for this type of preemption. The IGA is with the associated City or County, who then have an agreement with the Fire Department. Typically the Region Electrical crew will maintain the entire installation, including the equipment that is located off right-of-way. Therefore, it is necessary to show the conduit, wire, junction boxes and push button(s) located off right-of-way on the plan sheet.

Preemption detection devices are the most common type of preemption used for a newly installed fire signal. The device should be placed such that emergency vehicle leaving the station will activate it as soon as possible. This will depend on the configuration of the property and the typical path of the emergency vehicle when it uses the access approach. Multiple devices may be used at different locations to properly hold the preemption input, or a single preemption device may be used in conjunction with a pre-set time if the device would lose the input too soon. Coordinate with the fire department and region signal timer to determine the best preemption operation.

Figure 17-10 | Preemption Detection Device – Placement Example

Loop detection (or any alternative vehicle detection) shall NOT be used as a preemption device. This is due to the fact that if a loop fails, the fire signal will remain preempted
until it is fixed. This would cause enormous traffic back-ups and disrespect for the fire signal.

17.4.7 Detection
Vehicle detection is not needed for a fire signal.

17.4.8 Pedestrian Accommodation
Pedestrian phases shall not be used for a fire signal.

17.5 Emergency-Vehicle Hybrid Beacon
Emergency-vehicle hybrid beacons shall not be used as an emergency traffic signal.
18 STANDARD DRAWINGS AND STANDARD DETAILS

18.1 Standard Drawings

Standard Drawings provide micro detail construction information for typical installations and are referenced by the contract plans via the signal plans. The designer is responsible for selecting the appropriate standard drawings that are applicable to the project. The applicable signal related standard drawings are listed only on the first sheet of the signal plan set (this space is left blank on all subsequent signal plan sheets). See Figure 18-1. The entire set of applicable standard drawings for the whole project is shown in the main index (usually the second sheet of the contract plans). It is a good idea to check the main index to ensure signal related standard drawings were listed correctly.

The standard drawings that are applicable to signal design are found in the TM400 series (signal design) and TM600 series (traffic structures). Standard drawings for temporary work zones (temp. bridge signals) are found in the TM800 series (work zone).

Standard Drawings cannot be modified by the designer. However, if a standard drawing doesn’t quite work for a particular project due to a non-typical condition, the standard drawing content can be used to create a “Details” plan sheet that is then signed and sealed by engineer of record.

The home website for all Standard Drawings and Standard Details is: http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/Engineering/Pages/Standards.aspx

Figure 18-1 | List of Applicable Standard Drawings on Signal Plan Sheet Title Block
18.1.1 Effective Dates and Updates

An effective date is placed on each Standard Drawing. The bid date of the project will be within the range of the effective date. This assists with identifying the correct drawing for the project. The standard drawings used on the project are valid for the life of the construction.

Standard drawings are maintained by the Traffic-Roadway Section and are updated twice a year, once in January and once in July. At each revision update, every standard drawing will get a new effective date, regardless of any content changes. If any content changes are made, they will be listed and dated in the standard drawing title block. See Figure 18-2. Always check to make sure the standard drawing effective date falls within the project bid let date and be aware of the status of content changes. The effective dates for each revision update are shown below:

- January update – effective date from June 1 to November 30
- July update – effective date from December 1 to May 31 of the following year

Figure 18-2 | Standard Drawing Effective Date and Content Change Information

This standard drawing was updated with a new effective date and posted to the website in January 2013.

The content of this standard drawing was last updated in January 2011.
18.1.2 Baseline Reports

Each standard drawing has been signed and sealed by an ODOT Engineer of Record and are backed by engineering analysis, calculations, and/or other justification to support the content contained within. The engineering analysis, calculations, assumptions and other information used in the development of the standard drawing is documented in the baseline report. See Figure 18-3 showing baseline information in the standard drawing title block and Figure 18-4 for an example of a baseline report. If content changes are made during the revision update periods, the baseline report is also updated.

The baseline reports are available online and the signal designer should review the baseline reports to ensure proper application of the standard drawings on the project.

Figure 18-3 | Standard Drawing Baseline Report Info in Title Block

Calc. Book referenced in baseline report  
Baseline Report Date (should match same month and year as last content revision).
Figure 18-4 | Baseline Report Example

TM653 Standard Drawing Baseline Report

Date: January 7, 2011

Technical Owner: Scott U. Jollo, P.E.

Standard Drawing Number: TM653

Drawing Title: Traffic Signal Supports
Foundation Requirements

Origination Date: 2008

Background Information, Including Reference Material:


The Standard drawing Calculation book 5323 contains additional design information and calculations that pertain to the Signal Pole Foundation design.

The following is a list of the revisions that have been made to the drawing:

2. June 30, 2006 – Added callout to PLAN – TOP OF FOOTING DETAIL stating that “Signal Arm Center Line can be oriented in a direction relative to top of footing”. By allowing the foundation to be rotated, right of way issues might be avoided.
4. June 30, 2006 – Added foundation note ”Shafts 7, 8, and 9 do not include torsion rebar”. The torsion reinforcement is not required for these strain poles because the torsion to moment ratio is low enough to not require the torsion rebar.
5. June 30, 2007 – Modified Stand Foundations table by removing required footing depths and modifying associated table notes. The increased loading conditions in conjunction with variable soil strength parameters required geotechnical exploration and foundation design in the preliminary design phase to produce more accurate foundation depths.
18.2 Standard Details

Standard Details typically contain construction installation information that:
- Is used infrequently,
- Is used on non-state highway roadways,
- Requires modification based on the project specific location, and/or
- Is brand new/unproven technology that needs refinement prior to becoming a standard drawing.

Standard Details are used by the designer to create a project specific “details” plan sheet that will be included in the project contract plans set and stamped by the Engineer of Record. The Standard Details can, and should be modified by the designer to fit the unique, project specific requirements. Often there are notes to the designer in the Standard Detail containing further information on the appropriate use and modification of the Detail. See Figure 18-5. There are no baseline reports for standard details.

Figure 18-5 | Standard Detail – Notes to the Designer

Standard Details are maintained and updated by the Traffic-Roadways Section and can be updated at anytime, so the designer should always download a copy from the web site to ensure the most up-to-date detail. The Standard Details from DET4400 to DET4499 are used for signal design.
19 SPECIFICATIONS, BID ITEMS, & COST ESTIMATE

Two separate documents are needed to complete the specifications for a project:
- The Oregon Standard Specifications for Construction; and
- Project-specific Special provisions.

The Oregon Standard Specifications for Construction is also known as Standard Specifications and remain static for 5 to 10 years. In contrast to the Standard Specifications, the Special provisions add, modify, and/or delete portions of the Oregon Standard Specifications for Construction based on project-specific needs.

The Oregon Standard Specifications for Construction and Special Provision Boiler Plates can be found at http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT.Business/Pages/Standard Specifications.aspx

**NOTE: Always download new copies of the Special provisions for each project since modifications to the Special provisions can occur at any time.**

The following is a list of specifications directly related to traffic signals
- 00225 - Work Zone Traffic Control (for temporary signals)
- 00950 – Removal and reinstallation of highway illumination and traffic signals
- 00960 – Common provisions for highway illumination and traffic signals
- 00963 – Signal Support Drilled Shafts
- 00990 – Traffic Signals
- 02920 – Highway illumination and traffic signal materials

The following is a list of specifications indirectly related to traffic signals
- 00440 – Commercial grade concrete
- 00442 – Controller low strength materials
- 00970 – Highway illumination
- 02530 – Structural steel

In addition, there are numerous calls to other sections of the specifications not highlighted above. For example 02920.33(a) calls out “02560.20” and “02560.40”. This is not to say that section 02560 is not important or unrelated, but it fills a minor role in the overall specifications related to traffic signals.
19.1 Preparing the Special Provisions

Below is an outline of the step-by-step process required in the preparation of the Special provisions for the project:

1. Determine which specifications are applicable to the project.

2. Download the current Special provisions boiler plates of each applicable specification from the Specifications Website.

3. Edit each special provision according to the project needs using Microsoft Word with “Track Changes” turned on. If “track changes” is not used, review and future modifications become difficult.
   
   a. Instructions are provided in orange italic font within parentheses. For example:

   (Use the following subsection .42 when removed materials are to be stockpiled. Contact Region electrician for Region number, phone number, and all information regarding equipment to be salvaged. List materials and stockpile locations.)

   b. The instructions shall be removed from the Special provisions, and will appear similar to what is shown below:

   (Use the following subsection .42 when removed materials are to be stockpiled. Contact Region electrician for Region number, phone number, and all information regarding equipment to be salvaged. List materials and stockpile locations.)

   c. Edits are limited to the instructions provided. Anything other than what’s contained in the current special provision **REQUIRES** Traffic Standards review and concurrence as per TSB 12-01(B). Changes to measurement and payment require approval by the Specifications Engineer.
The example below, according to the instruction set, is used on projects with loop splices. See Figure 19-1.

Figure 19-1 | Example: Special Provision Boiler Plate (Unaltered)

(Use the following subsection .40(a) on projects with loop splices.)

00990.40(a) General - In the paragraph that begins "Install wire between pole or…", replace the second sentence with the following:

Do not use junction boxes for splicing, except for loop wire splicing of loop wires to loop feeder cables.

For projects that will have loop splices, the instruction information in orange italics within parenthesis must be deleted. The special provision should look like Figure 19-2:

Figure 19-2 | Example: Special Provision Boiler Plate (Modified for Use on Project)

(Use the following subsection .40(a) on projects with loop splices.)

00990.40(a) General - In the paragraph that begins "Install wire between pole or…", replace the second sentence with the following:

Do not use junction boxes for splicing, except for loop wire splicing of loop wires to loop feeder cables.

For projects that DO NOT have loop splices, the entire subsection must be deleted. The special provision should look like Figure 19-3:

Figure 19-3 | Example: Special Provision Boiler Plate (Deleted text for Use on Project)

(Use the following subsection .40(a) on projects with loop splices.)

00990.40(a) General - In the paragraph that begins "Install wire between pole or…", replace the second sentence with the following:

Do not use junction boxes for splicing, except for loop wire splicing of loop wires to loop feeder cables.

The edits shown in Figure 19-2 and Figure 19-3 are simply following the instructions that are provided within the special provision boiler plate (information in orange italics within parenthesis) and therefore do not require additional review or concurrence from Traffic Standards.
If for some reason the current Special Provision doesn’t meet the project needs, modifications that fall outside of the instructions within the special provision boiler plates may be proposed. Again, this needs review and concurrence from Traffic Standards. The request for modifications may look something like Figure 19-4, where text has been added (shown in blue underline):

**Figure 19-4 | Example: Special Provision Boiler Plate (Proposed Modification for Use on Project)**

```
(Use the following subsection .40(a) on projects with loop splices.)

00990.40(a) General - In the paragraph that begins "Install wire between pole or…", replace the second sentence with the following:

Do not use junction boxes for splicing, except for loop wire splicing of loop wires to loop feeder cables and interconnect cable to interconnect cable.
```

It is important to note that the single line strikethrough for removal and signal line underline for additions are generated by track changes, not by changes in formatting. So when “Final” is chosen in the track changes tool all these marks disappear and the final clean document remains. If toggled from “Final” to “Final Showing Markup” all these markups will reappear for review purposes.

**Always use Track Changes when modifying the special provision boiler plates!**

**19.2 Review & Approval of the Special Provisions**

Special provisions that have been created by making modifications according to the instructions that are provided within the special provision boiler plate (information in orange italics within parenthesis) do not require review and approval from the Traffic Signal Standards Unit. However, the Traffic Signal Standards Unit will do a courtesy review if requested.

Special provisions that have modifications that fall outside of the instructions that are provided within the special provision boiler plate (e.g. revisions shown in Figure 19-4) require review and concurrence of the Technical Expert (Traffic Standards) as per Technical Services Bulletin TSB12-01(B):


**Modifications to the special provision boiler plates that fall outside of the instructions provided within the boiler plate require review and concurrence of the Technical Expert!**
19.3 Bid Items

Bid items are defined in the Standard Specifications and special provisions and are the means by which the contract work is paid. The specifications define the title of bid item, the unit of measurement, and what work is included in the bid item. The following sections are used (depending on the scope of the project):

- 00990.90 contains the list for all permanent signal bid items
- 00963.90 contains the list for all permanent signal pole foundations (foundations are the only item that is not inclusive in the 00990.90 bid items)
- 00950.90 contains the list for removal of electrical systems
- 00225.95 contains the list for all temporary signal bid items

These bid item lists are explained in more detail below and can be found on the Specifications website: [http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/Business/Documents/2015_Bid_Item_List.xls](http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/Business/Documents/2015_Bid_Item_List.xls). The vast majority of project work should fit within these existing, standard bid items. If the standard bid item lists do not meet the needs of the project, contact the Traffic Signal Standards Engineer for guidance. The solution may involve use of an existing, standard bid item or creation of a new bid item. Use of a new, unique bid item requires approval of the Traffic Standards Engineer and Specifications Engineer.

**New, unique bid items are discouraged and require the approval of the Traffic Standards Engineer.**

19.3.1 Permanent Signal Bid Items (00990.90)

The standard bid items available in the 00990.90 section of the specifications applies to permanent signal installations:

- **TRAFFIC SIGNAL INSTALLATION – LUMP SUM**
  Used for all new installations and for re-builds of existing signals. Includes the new permanent traffic signal, detector system, and removal of existing electrical features. Specifically includes what is shown on the “Signal Plan” sheet, “Detector Plan” sheet, and “Removal Plan” sheet. Excludes the interconnect system.

- **TRAFFIC SIGNAL MODIFICATIONS – LUMP SUM**
  Used for existing installations where the traffic signal is modified. This excludes the detection system and interconnect system.

- **RAMP METER SIGNAL INSTALLATION – LUMP SUM**
  Includes the new permanent ramp meter signal, detection system, and removal of existing features. Specifically includes what is shown on the “Ramp Meter Plan” sheet. Excludes the interconnect system.
• DETECTOR INSTALLATION – LUMP SUM
  Used for existing installations where the detection system is modified. This excludes the signal system and interconnect system.

• FLASHING BEACON INSTALLATION – LUMP SUM
  Includes the new permanent flashing beacon and removal of existing features. Specifically includes what is shown on the “Flashing Beacon Plan” sheet.

• INTERCONNECT SYSTEM – LUMP SUM
  Includes the new or modifications to the existing interconnect system and removal of existing features. Specifically includes what is shown on the “Interconnect Plan” sheet.

All of the bid items above, except for the INTERCONNECT SYSTEM – LUMP SUM, are location specific. For example, if the project included three new traffic signals, three separate TRAFFIC SIGNAL INSTALLATION – LUMP SUM bid items would be used, one for each location. Each bid item contains a description of the location (typically labeled “mainline at side street”):

  US20 at Main St.
  TRAFFIC SIGNAL INSTALLATION – LUMP SUM $125,000

  US20 at 9th St.
  TRAFFIC SIGNAL INSTALLATION – LUMP SUM   $95,000

  US20 at High St.
  TRAFFIC SIGNAL INSTALLATION – LUMP SUM $140,000

Another example would be a project with a traffic signal modification and loop detector modification at US101 at 21st St and loop detector modification at US101 at 45th St. The bid items for this project would look like:

  US101 at 21st St
  TRAFFIC SIGNAL MODIFICATIONS – LUMP SUM   $25,000
  LOOP DETECTORS INSTALLATION – LUMP SUM  $8,500

  US101 at 45th St
  LOOP DETECTORS INSTALLATION – LUMP SUM  $13,000

It is also important to note that any items that are detailed on the signal plan sheets are paid for under the applicable traffic signal bid item. Any items that are referenced on the signal plan sheet are not paid for under the traffic signal bid items. A common example of this pertains to signs attached to signal equipment; if a sign is detailed on the signal plan sheet it is paid for under the Traffic Signal Installation bid item which is Lump Sum. If the same sign is only
referenced on the signal plan, but detailed on the signing plan sheet, it is paid for under by the square area under that specific sign type (see special provision 00940.90).

**Make sure that items detailed on the signal plan sheets are NOT detailed on other plan sheets (signing is a common item); otherwise double payment for the same item can occur.**

### 19.3.2 Permanent Signal Bid Items - Foundations (00963.90)

The standard bid items available in the 00963.90 section of the specifications applies to the foundations for permanent signal installations.

- **36 INCH DIAMETER SIGNAL SUPPORT DRILLED SHAFT – FOOT**
  
  Used for all standard foundations that require an “FD” minimum diameter of 36 inches as per standard drawing TM653 (see table in upper left hand corner of drawing).

- **42 INCH DIAMETER SIGNAL SUPPORT DRILLED SHAFT - FOOT**
  
  Used for all standard foundations that require an “FD” minimum diameter of 42 inches as per standard drawing TM653 (see table in upper left hand corner of drawing).

If the project has a non-standard foundation, work with the structural designer to determine the correct “FD” minimum diameter and which bid item to use. Use of an “FD” minimum diameter that is not 36” or 42” is very rare and should be avoided if possible.

This is the only signal bid item where a quantity is measured for payment and is not location specific. For the entire project, add up the foundation depths for all 36 inch “FD” minimum diameter foundations. Do the same for all 42 inch “FD” minimum diameter foundations.

### 19.3.3 Removal of Electrical Systems Bid Items (00950.90)

The standard bid items available in the 00950.90 section of the specifications applies to removal of traffic signal equipment:

- **INCIDENTAL TO INSTALLATION BID ITEM** - If the removal work meets the criteria for “Method A”, which occurs when existing electrical systems are removed and replaced with new electrical systems, no separate bid item for removal is used. The removal work is inclusive to the new electrical system bid item (e.g. TRAFFIC SIGNAL INSTALLATION – LUMP SUM).

- **REMOVAL OF ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS – LUMP SUM**
  
  By definition in the specifications, this bid item is used when the removal work meets the criteria for “Method B”, which occurs when existing electrical systems are removed and are not replaced with new electrical systems. This bid item is location specific. See section 19.3.1 for more information on location specific bid items.
19.3.4 Temporary Signal Bid Items (00225.95)
The standard bid items available in the 00225.95 section of the specifications applies to temporary signal installations:

- **TEMPORARY TRAFFIC SIGNAL INSTALLATION – LUMP SUM**
  By definition in the specification, this bid item includes all required materials called for by the plans and specifications. This includes all temporary appurtenances such as what is shown on the temporary “signal plan”, the “detector plan”, the “interconnect plan”, etc. This bid item is location specific. See section 19.3.1 for more information on location specific bid items.

- **PORTABLE TRAFFIC SIGNAL – EACH**
  This bid item is normally used by the traffic control plans designer, not the signal designer. See Chapter 11 for more information on portable traffic signals and their use in projects.
19.4 Letter of Public Interest Finding (LPIF)

Letters of Public Interest Finding (LPIF) are required to document why it is in the public’s interest to not follow a Code of Federal Regulation (CFR) or Oregon Statue requirement.

FHWA requires competition not only for the award of a construction contract, but also competition for the various materials and processes involved in the work. Whenever competition for materials or processes is eliminated, an LPIF is required.

General examples of materials or processes that require an LPIF are:

- Proprietary or patented materials
- Sole Source materials
- Agency supplied materials
- Salvaged materials
- Work performed by Agency forces

Typical traffic signal items that require and LPIF are:

- ITS equipment (processed by the ODOT ITS Unit – Doug Spencer)
- Video/radar equipment that is called out by brand name (without allowing the option of “or approved equal”)
- Preemption detection equipment that is called out by brand name (without allowing the option of “or approved equal”)
- LED illumination fixtures that are called out by brand name (without allowing the option of “or approved equal”)
- Salvaged poles and controller cabinets

Additional guidance and instructions for developing and processing LPIF’s can be found in the LPIF Guidance Document on the OPL website. LPIF examples and templates are also included in the on the OPL website.

You can also request LPIF examples for traffic signal specific items from the Traffic Signal Engineer.

NOTE: The LPIF needs to be submitted and approved at least two weeks prior to PS&E submission. LPIF’s should be submitted as early as possible. They are not always approved. The project schedule could be impacted if changes to the plans are needed due to the LPIF not being approved.
19.5 Cost Estimate

Once the appropriate bid items are chosen a cost estimate must be completed for each bid item. The bid item estimates must be based on historical data, available industry data, manufacturer quotes, and project specific research.

For ODOT signal designers, an excel spreadsheet (updated yearly by the Traffic Signal Standards Unit) can be downloaded from the Signal Specs share drive to assist in cost estimating: \scdata\signal specs (file name “Signals2017-3.xls”. The date in the file name will change to reflect the current year)

**ODOT internal estimating tools cannot be given to external staff**

19.5.1 Anticipated Items

Anticipated items are used to provide a funding mechanism for non-biddable elements of work that may be needed to complete a project. Anticipated items should not be used for items of work that can be competitively bid, e.g. unfinished and incomplete design work. Anticipated items are included with the cost estimate.

For signal work the following items require an anticipated item:

- Power hook-up (when installing a BMCL, BMC, or SC & MS). This should include conduit, trenching, and wiring from the power source to the traffic signal service cabinet. Coordinate with the Region Utility Specialist to determine a reasonable cost estimate.

- Anything that is on price agreement, such as communication gear.
20 CABINET PRINT

The cabinet print is a schematic representation of the components that are inside the controller cabinet. This schematic is used mainly by TSSU, Region Electrical Crew, and Region signal timers.

A hard copy of the cabinet print is required to be in the controller cabinet at all times.

20.1 When is a Cabinet Print Required?

A Cabinet print is required for all new signals, the first stage for temporary signals, and any modification to an existing traffic signal that will require a change (addition, deletion, or modification) to the components inside the controller cabinet. The cabinet print must be accurate for proper maintenance and timing of the intersection.

20.2 Who is Responsible for Creating a Cabinet Print?

The signal designer is responsible for creating the initial cabinet print(s) during the construction phase (for new signals).

The Traffic Signal Standards Unit is responsible for creating the final version of the cabinet print from the red-line as-builts provided by TSSU after installation.

A Cabinet print reflects the conditions shown in the sealed plan sheets and therefore does NOT require a P.E. Stamp.
20.3 Procedure for Producing Cabinet Prints

An internal ODOT folder has been set up to process the various stages of the cabinet print (from start to final version). The location is: `\scdata\Traffic Signals`. Within this server folder there are seven subfolders, listed in the order they are used in the process. The process for using the subfolders is explained in the READ ME document. See Figure 20-1:

1. **Incoming** – This is open to anyone: read, write, delete, etc.
2. **TSSU Chamber** – This is open to anyone to see and copy files, but only TSSU can write, delete, etc.
3. **TSSU Field Testing & Region 1 Field Testing** – these are open for anyone to see and copy files, but only TSSU can write, delete, etc.
4. **TSSU Finished & Region 1 Finished** – these are open for anyone to see and copy files, but only TSSU can write, delete, etc.
5. **Final Cabinet Prints** – this is open for anyone to see and copy files, but only Traffic Standards can write, delete, etc.

Figure 20-1 | Scdata Traffic Signals location for cabinet prints

---

Key information for the Traffic Signal Designer:

1. The cabinet print files (both DGN and PDF) are required in the appropriate INCOMING subfolder **BEFORE** the equipment arrives at TSSU for testing. This is typically 2 to 6 months after the project plans are approved. However, a fast track project may reduce that time to 4 to 8 weeks. Non-ODOT designers should e-mail the files to the Traffic Signal Engineer who will then place the files in the subfolder. Plan accordingly, as failure to produce the cabinet prints in a timely manner may impact the construction schedule.

2. The Traffic Signal Designer must contact the Region Signal Timer and request they place the signal timing files within the appropriate INCOMING subfolder. The same time frame described above applies.

**If modifications to the cabinet print DO NOT match the conditions shown on the most current, sealed plan sheet(s) for the intersection, a new plan sheet is required (as-built).**
20.4 Creating the Cabinet Print

Each intersection should have its own cabinet print file. The file name should begin with the TSSU ID number and abbreviated intersection name using the highway route number, for example “04023_99W_LewisburgRd”.

The cabinet prints are created in microstation. There are five different types of cabinet print base files available on the Traffic Signal Standards website depending on what type of cabinet is used. Select the correct base file for each intersection on the project.

- 332S cabinet print
- 332 cabinet print
- 336 cabinet print
- 334 ramp meter cabinet print
- 334 count (ATR) cabinet print

The base files are available at: [http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/Engineering/Pages/Signals.aspx](http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/Engineering/Pages/Signals.aspx) under “MicroStation cabinet prints”

The Signal Designer should also look in the FINAL CABINET PRINTS folder for existing information before starting a new cabinet print file: \scdata\Traffic Signals\Final Cabinet Prints. For signal Designers outside of ODOT, contact the Traffic Signal Standards Unit to obtain existing cabinet print information.

In the microstation base files, the areas that can be modified are typically shown in red. They are populated with the standard phase layout. There are different levels that can be turned on or off depending on the equipment that is installed (see the additional instructions for using the DGN files on the website). The typical areas that require modification include:

- The title block identifying information (i.e. intersection name, City, Hwy, MP, TSSU ID number, date and revision remarks) The input file (front view and side view)
- The Input and Output file (front view and back view)
- The intersection drawing

The cabinet print needs to show what is actually used and its intended function. If an area is unused, it should be blank. The other information contained in the cabinet print shows standard electrical schematics that apply to each type of cabinet and are generally not modified.

Cabinet prints are formatted for printing on 11x17 paper.

**NOTE! All figures in this manual show a 332S cabinet with a C11 connector. The cabinet print layout for the 332 without a C11 connector, 336, and 334 cabinet will be slightly different, but all contain similar elements. The basic information in this manual can be used in conjunction with the appropriate base file.**
20.5 332S Cabinet Print (Page 1 – cabinet layout)

Page 1 of the 332S cabinet print shows the front, rear, and both side views of the cabinet. There is not a lot to modify on this sheet, but certain levels and/or references will need to be turned-on or off to show the correct site specific equipment, (i.e. communication equipment, battery back-up, etc.). See Figure 20-2.

Figure 20-2 | 332S Cabinet Print (page 1)

Various equipment on (different levels) can be turned on and off based on site specifics (video detection, communication equipment, etc.). Generally, the info on these levels does not be to be further modified.

Title block area needs to be filled out as directed
20.5.1 332S Cabinet Print (Page 2 – Input File)

Page 2 of the 332S cabinet print shows the input file. This sheet requires filling in the information for all the input equipment used. The basic input equipment (i.e. loop amplifiers, video rack cards, radar rack cards, DC isolators, AC isolators, fire preemption, etc.) that needs to be filled in is shown in Figure 20-3. Each bubble note in Figure 20-3 is numbered and described in more detail in the next sections. **Important additional information about the input file is in section 20.5.9.**

Figure 20-3 | 332S Cabinet Print (page 2 – Input File)

1.) Detector input location (fill in equipment and modify phase if necessary)

2.) AC Isolator location (for RxR preemption)

3.) DC Isolator location (for pedestrian detectors)

4.) Ped detector termination (fill in phase)

5.) Fire Preemption detectors

6.) Fire Preemption detector termination (fill)

7.) Detector input termination (fill out phase and loop detector number)
For reference, Figure 20-4 shows the actual front view of the input file in a 332 cabinet.

Figure 20-4 | 332 Cabinet – Input File (Front View) Actual View
20.5.2 Detector Input Location

This spans slots one to slot ten (with the possibility of slots eleven and slot 12 of the “I” file used as needed). Used for vehicle detection (loops, video, radar, etc.), the example below shows where you fill in the equipment, modify the phase (if necessary) and mark if the input is being used.

**Equipment used in the detector input location:**
- 222 = Loop detector amplifier
- VIP: T = Video Image Processor (for camera “T”)
- 4 I/O: T = 4 channel input/output module (for camera “T”)
- 2 I/O: T = 2 channel input/output module (for camera “T”)
- RAD:T = Radar unit (for radar unit “T”)

![Diagram of detector input location with annotations]

- Equipment goes in the first row below the slot location. The 4 I/O for camera C spans two slots.
- Check mark the box if the slot/channel is being used. 16U is shown as being used.
- Equipment goes in the first row below the slot location. The 2 I/O for camera C spans one slot.
- The default phase will be shown here – make sure to modify this if the default phase is not being used (i.e. slot J10U will be reprogrammed to phase 7, not phase 8). Note: The voyage number and the C1 pin number NEVER change.
20.5.3 AC Isolator Location

This is located in slot J12 (J12U is the for the PCOI input and J12L is for the VCOI Input). This location is used for railroad preemption. The equipment module number is 255 (a 252 is used in 332 cabinets). The example below shows where you fill in the equipment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>I1</th>
<th>I2</th>
<th>I3</th>
<th>I4</th>
<th>I5</th>
<th>I6</th>
<th>I7</th>
<th>I8</th>
<th>I9</th>
<th>I10</th>
<th>I11</th>
<th>I12</th>
<th>I13</th>
<th>I14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 I/O :C</td>
<td>VIP : B &amp; F</td>
<td>4 I/O :D</td>
<td>VIP : A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Equipment goes in the first row below the slot location. The AC isolator for a 332S cabinet is 255

Check mark the box if the slot/channel is being used. Both the PCOI and VCOI inputs are being used.
20.5.4 DC Isolator Location

This is located in slots I13 and I14 and is used for push button detection. The standard phasing is shown in the diagram. The equipment module number is 242.

Equipment goes in the first row below the slot location. The DC isolator equipment number is 242.
20.5.5 Pedestrian Detector Termination

This shows the terminal block where the pedestrian detectors are wired. Fill in the phase for the pedestrian pushbuttons being used.

NOTE
USE PED P.B.COMM.BUS FOR MORE THAN 2 PED P.B.COMM.WIRES.(SEE PAGE 1 SIDE VIEW REAR LEFT FO

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I14</td>
<td>242</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D 6 PED</td>
<td>C1-68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9 C1-70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D 8 PED</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>752</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ph 2 Ped PB 1 I13-D
Ph 4 Ped PB 2 I13-J
PB Common 3 I13-K
Ph 6 Ped PB 4 I14-D
Ph 8 Ped PB 5 I14-J
PB Common 6 I14-K
Flash Sense 7 C1-81, TB02-4
Stop Time 8 C1-82, TB02-3
Monitor Reset 9 TB02-5
Advance 10 C1-80
Adv. Enable 11 C1-53
NC 12 NC
20.5.6 Fire Preemption Detectors

This is located in slots J13 and J14 and is used to provide the input for fire preemption. The equipment modules for fire preemption detectors are 752 (opticom phase selector) and 2140 (Tomar Stobecom II O.S.P.).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slot</th>
<th>Equipment</th>
<th>View</th>
<th>View</th>
<th>View</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J1</td>
<td>752</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J2</td>
<td>2140</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Input File I & J (Front View)**

*NOT TO SCALE*

Check mark the box if the slot/channel is being used. All 4 EV phases are used in this example.
20.5.7 Fire Preemption Detection Termination

This shows the terminal block where the fire preemption is wired. Mark the check box if the EV channel is being used.

Check mark the box if the slot/channel is being used. All 4 EV phases are used in this example.
20.5.8 Detector Input Termination

This shows the terminal block where the vehicle detection is wired (TB5 and TB6). The first example shows video detection (Turn on the proper levels as per the microstation base file instructions). The second example shows loop detection.

Check mark the phases used

Label the cameras surge suppressors (equipment SS-2)

2 camera VIP modules are typically wired to the top two upper slots of the card.

Cameras surge suppressors are wired to the VIP module (typically in the upper right slot of the card).
Loop detection input termination – label the loop number on the leader line

Label the phase in the diamond area

Slot number (D & E are for the upper channel, J & K are for the lower channel)
20.5.9 Additional Information about the Input File

1. The 332 cabinet without a C11 connector has 28 vehicle inputs using 9 slots and 2 input files that is wired to accommodate:
   - 2 vehicle detection inputs to the controller for each odd numbered phase
   - 5 vehicle detection inputs to the controller for each even numbered phase
   - 4 pedestrian detection inputs (Slot I12 and I13)
   - 4 emergency preemption inputs (Slot J12 and J13)
   - 2 railroad preemption inputs (Slot J11: indirect via 4 C1 pins using a 252 AC Isolator)
   - 0 spares

Each input file slot has (2) channels associated with it, the upper and the lower. The slot may have one or two controller inputs wired to it. Slots 1, 4, 5, and 8 have one controller input. Slots 2, 3, 6, 7, 9, 12, and 13 have two controller inputs. Slot 10, I11 and 14 have no inputs and are not used (i.e. no C1 pin).

If a viewcom module is used, it will go in slot I10 and I11.

2. The 332S cabinet with a C11 connector uses has 40 vehicle inputs using 10 slots and 2 input files that is wired to accommodate:
   - 4 vehicle detection inputs to the controller for each odd numbered phase
   - 6 vehicle detection inputs to the controller for each even numbered phase
   - 4 pedestrian detection inputs (Slot I13 and I14)
   - 4 emergency preemption inputs (Slot J13 and J14)
   - 2 railroad preemption inputs (Slot J12: direct via inverting a 255 AC isolator)
   - 1 GPS (J11L)
   - 5 spares (Slot I11U, I11L, J11U, J12U, and J12L)

Each input file slot has (2) channels associated with it, the upper and the lower. All slots have two controller inputs wired to it (assigned to the C1 or C11 connector).

If a viewcom module is used, it will go in slot I11 and I12. The C11 pins need to be disconnected for the viewcom module to function.
20.6 332S Cabinet Print (Page 3 – Output File)
Page 3 of the 332S cabinet print shows the output file and conflict monitor. This sheet requires filling in the information for all the output equipment used. The basic output equipment (i.e. load switches, flash transfer relays, flash plugs, etc.) that needs to be filled in is shown in Figure 20-3. Each bubble note in Figure 20-3 is numbered and described in more detail in the next sections. Important additional information about the output file is in section 20.6.5.

Figure 20-5 | 332S Cabinet Print (page 3 – Output File)

1.) Main Output File (front view) - check mark boxes that are used, label phase and flash plug color
2.) Main Output File (back view) - label phases
3.) Conflict Monitor Diode Card
4.) Auxiliary Output File (front and back) – If used, mark and label the same as Main Output File front and back (Use level 8 to turn this on).
For reference, Figure 20-6 shows the actual front view of the output file in a 332 cabinet (which is very similar to the 332S).

Figure 20-6 | 332 Cabinet – Output File (Front View) Actual View

- **Conflict Monitor**
- **Flash Transfer Relay (FTR)**
- **Load Switch**: Maximum of 3 outputs per load switch (standard functions: RED, YELLOW, GREEN, WALK, and DON’T WALK)
- **Auxiliary Output**
20.6.1 Main Output File (Front View):

This location shows the load switches that are used to power the field indications (vehicle signals: RED, YELLOW, GREEN and pedestrian signals: WALK, FLASHING DON’T WALK). Other types of powered indications, such as PTR signs or advance flashing beacons may be wired to a load switch. Each load switch that corresponds to a vehicle phase will have a flash plug (RED, YELLOW, or WHITE).

The flash transfer relays (FTR) are used to switch power from the load switches to the flasher units during cabinet flash. All four flash transfer relays should be included.

The conflict monitor checks the green indications, Flashing Yellow Arrow and WALK indications (and a few other items, such as voltage, connection to the controller, etc.) and causes the signal to go into cabinet flash if any conflicting indications come up together.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FTR-1</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>Ph 1</th>
<th>FTR-2</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>Ph 2</th>
<th>FTR-3</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>Ped 2</th>
<th>FYA 1</th>
<th>FTR-4</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>Ph 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SC1</td>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>SC1</td>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>SC1</td>
<td></td>
<td>SC2</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>SC2</td>
<td></td>
<td>SC2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC3</td>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>SC3</td>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>SC3</td>
<td></td>
<td>SC4</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>SC4</td>
<td></td>
<td>SC4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Check mark all 4 Flash Transfer Relay (FTR) boxes.
Check mark all boxes that are used. Unused location should be blank.
List phase (the standard phase assignments are shown in this example)

Show the flash plug color associated with each vehicle phase (R=Red, Y=yellow, W=Dark Signal). Red is typically used for all indications.

Label FYA (standard FYA location is shown in this example).
Check mark the conflict monitor box.
20.6.2 Main Output File (Back View)

This shows the terminal blocks for the output file. Fill in the phase for the pedestrian pushbuttons being used.

Fill in the phase for the Red (R), Yellow (Y), Green (G), Walk (W), Flashing Don’t Walk (DW), and Flashing Yellow Arrow (FYA) indications. Standard phasing is shown in the example.
20.6.3 Conflict Monitor Diode Card

The signal designer will complete the conflict monitor diode card. It will be reviewed and approved by TSSU and/or Traffic Standards. By default, the conflict monitor is configured such that ALL phases are conflicting (all diodes are intact). The diodes for non-conflicting phases will be removed, leaving the diodes for conflicting phases intact. Only the phases that are actually used will determine the monitor configuration (i.e. if phase 3 and 7 are not used, those diodes will remain intact, even though phase 3 and phase 7 are typically non-conflicting phases).

These are the channels that are used (channels that are not used are marked “NU”)

Yellow inhibit jumpers allow the yellow indication to be monitored when removed (normally these are only removed to allow for monitoring of the FYA)

All of the phase combinations that are possible each have a diode. If the diode is removed, then the two phases can run concurrently.

Channel 7 (assigned to phase 7) and Channel 8 (assigned to phase 8 are shown as conflicting phases (the diode line string is still intact)

Channel 2 (assigned to phase 2) and Channel 6 (assigned to phase 6) are shown as non-conflicting phases (the diode line string has been deleted)
### Outputs That Are Monitored

All GREEN, WALK and FLASHING YELLOW ARROW outputs for each phase shall be monitored by the conflict monitor. These are critical indications for each phase because they inform the driver or pedestrian when it is OK to enter or precede through the intersection. Monitoring these outputs for conflict ensures that a driver or pedestrian will never be incorrectly informed when it is OK to enter the intersection.

The GREEN and WALK outputs are always wired to the conflict monitor by the manufacturer as per the Standard Specification for Microcomputer Signal Controller. See Figure 20-7 with the monitored channels shown in red. **ANY OUTPUT ASSIGNED TO ONE OF THESE LOCATIONS WILL BE MONITORED. Do NOT reassign an output that shouldn’t be monitored to one of these locations.**

The YELLOW indication can be monitored by removing the Yellow Inhibit Jumpers on the diode card (this is typically only used for monitoring Flashing Yellow Arrows), but it does not operate independently of the GREEN indication on the same load switch. For example, if ped phase 2 YELLOW is monitored by removing the yellow inhibit jumpers, it will have the exact same conflicts as ped phase 2 WALK. This is advantageous for monitoring the Flashing Yellow Arrow, as the opposing pedestrian phase has the same conflicts (e.g. Ped phase 2 WALK has the same conflicts as Ph. 1 Flashing Yellow Arrow), but it cannot be used to monitor phases that do not have the exact same conflicts.

Figure 20-7 | Monitored Outputs

Each Switch Pack Location has a load switch with three outputs:
- For vehicle phases: RED, YELLOW, and GREEN
- For ped phases: FLASHING DON’T WALK, YELLOW, and WALK

The YELLOW can be monitored by removing the yellow inhibit jumpers on the diode card.
Not all outputs require conflict monitoring as they are not as critical to eliminating the crash potential associated with being incorrectly informed. For example the YELLOW and RED outputs for each phase inform the driver or pedestrian that they must stop. If a driver is shown one of these indications erroneously, the action the driver is informed to take (stop) should not result in a crash with a conflicting vehicle that has been informed by a GREEN indication.

Outputs that are not monitored include:

- RED outputs
- YELLOW outputs
- FLASHING DON’T WALK outputs
- PTR sign outputs*
- Fire signal confirmation indication outputs* (this does not apply to tattle-tail lights which are not assigned to an output and are directly wired to the RED signal indication)

*It is important to note that PTR sign output and Fire signal confirmation indication outputs always require an output reassignment (as they do not have a standard output location). Do not reassign these outputs to a load switch location that is monitored (See Figure 20-7. e.g. GREEN or WALK).

The conflict monitor also monitors other critical aspects of the how the traffic signal is functioning (watchdog, voltages, etc.) as per the Standard Specification for Microcomputer Signal Controller. Unlike the Diode Card, these aspects do NOT require a custom configuration for each intersection.
Rules for Standard Signal Timing Configurations

When using a standard ring and barrier configuration (see Figure 20-8 and Chapter 3 for more information on ring and barrier configuration), the following rules apply:

- An active phase is defined as a movement whose GREEN, WALK, or FLASHING YELLOW ARROW intervals are being timed by the controller.
- Only ONE active phase per ring at a time
- A phase can be active with the phase vertically opposite or diagonal from it as long as it exists on the same side of the barrier. These are called compatible phases (i.e. Phase 1 and Phase 5, Phase 1 and Phase 6)
- Both rings must cross the barrier at the same time

Figure 20-8 | Standard 8 Phase Ring and Barrier Diagram

![Standard 8 Phase Ring and Barrier Diagram](image)

When using overlap phases the following rules apply:

- An overlap phase may be assigned with any phase or number of phases. These are called the parent phase(s).
- An overlap phase will be permitted by every phase compatible with the assigned parent phase. For example, if Figure 20-8 had an OLA = phase 2, then OLA will also be permitted with ped phase 2, phase 5, phase 6, ped phase 6.
- Any phase can have a pedestrian phase assigned to it, limited by the available outputs from the controller.

When using flashing yellow arrow the following rules apply:

- The flashing yellow arrow phase output is reassigned to the compatible pedestrian yellow phase*. The pedestrian yellow phase has the same compatible phases as the pedestrian WALK phase. It is monitored via removal of the appropriate “yellow inhibit jumper”:
  - 1 FYA = ped 2 yellow
  - 3 FYA = ped 4 yellow
  - 5 FYA = ped 6 yellow
  - 7 FYA = ped 8 yellow
*If the compatible ped phase is not existent (due to a crosswalk closure) then the flashing yellow arrow output needs to be reassigned to the unused compatible ped WALK output (rather than the ped YELLOW output). The conflict monitor will not work correctly if a YELLOW output is monitored without a wire terminated at the GREEN/WALK output (the conflict monitor treats the GREEN/WALK output like “parent” phase for the YELLOW output).
**Channel Assignment - Standard**

On a standard Model 210 conflict monitor, there are 16 channels that can be monitored. Each active phase (GREEN, WALK, or flashing yellow) shall be assigned to a channel on the conflict monitor. The standard channel and phase assignment is shown in Figure 20-9. Switch Packs A3 and A6 are NOT wired to the conflict monitor. Each monitored channel is ALWAYS directly wired to Switch Pack location as shown in Figure 20-9. For example, Channel 1 (regardless of what phase channel 1 is associated with) is ALWAYS wired to Switch Pack 1. Each channel is associated with phase shown in Figure 20-9, unless there are output reassignments (done via the signal software).

**Figure 20-9 | Standard Channel Assignment**

- Each channel shown is associated with the phase shown. **Unless there is an output reassignment via the signal timing software.**
- Each channel shown is associated with the switch pack location shown.
- Switch Pack (SP) location. A=auxiliary output file.
Channel Assignment – Output Reassignments

There are cases where it is necessary to reassign the output because a standard designation does not exist in the output file, such as:

- an odd numbered ped phase
- a flashing yellow arrow
- a ped overlap phase

In the past, output reassignments for vehicle overlap phases were commonly done to avoid installing an auxiliary output file. Auxiliary output files are now installed standard in 332S cabinets so this practice is no longer required for new installations.

Output reassignments are done via the signal timing software. *Always verify with the Signal Timer any output reassignments.* Figure 20-10 shows an example where the Channel 3, switch pack location SP4 has been reassigned to Ped A. Flashing yellow arrows have been reassigned to the unused ped YELLOW phases.

Figure 20-10 | Channel Assignment – Output Reassignments
**Determining Compatible Phases for the Diode Card**

Collect all information about the intersection that will be needed in order to determine the compatible phases, such as:

- Vehicle phases in use
- Pedestrian phases in use
- Parent phase assignments of overlaps
- Exclusive phase assignments
- Output reassignments from signal timing
- Load switches in use
- Existing cabinets: verify cabinet is wired as per standard with TSSU

**Step 1:** Assign phases to the channels. If a channel is not used, write “NU” next to it.

**Step 2:** Write the monitor channels in the ring and barrier diagram for (pay close attention to outputs that have been reassigned):

- Each vehicle phase used.
- Each pedestrian phase used.
- Each parent phase assigned to an overlap. For example, if OLA = ph. 1 and ph. 8, and OLA is assigned to channel 9, then write 9 in the phase 1 box and 9 in the phase 8 box of the ring and barrier diagram.
Step 3: Determine the compatible phases (diode pairs that need to be removed). The following procedure will ensure that all correct diodes are removed. There are likely to be a few duplicate diode pairs for phases with overlaps. This is OK, since a diode can only be removed once.

**STEP 3A: LIST ALL DIODE PAIRS FOR EACH MONITOR CHANNEL IN THE SAME BOX**

**STEP 3B: START IN UPPER LEFT BOX OF THE DIAGRAM, LIST ALL DIODE PAIRS FOR EACH MONITOR CHANNEL THAT IS VERTICALLY OR DIAGONALLY OPPOSITE THE BOX (EXCEPT ANY EXCLUSIVE PHASES).**

**STEP 3C: REPEAT STEP 3B FOR EACH BOX ON THE UPPER ROW OF THE DIAGRAM.**
Figure 20-11 thru Figure 20-14 show common examples of determining compatible phases.
Figure 20-11 | Determining Compatible Phases – Example 1: Not-Ped Overlap

**CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ch.1 (SP1)</th>
<th>Ph. 1</th>
<th>Ch.5 (SP7)</th>
<th>Ph. 5</th>
<th>Ch.9 (SPA1)</th>
<th>OLA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ch.2 (SP2)</td>
<td>Ph. 2</td>
<td>Ch.6 (SP8)</td>
<td>Ph. 6</td>
<td>Ch.10 (SP6)</td>
<td>Ped 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch.3 (SP4)</td>
<td>Ph. 3</td>
<td>Ch.7 (SP10)</td>
<td>Ph. 7</td>
<td>Ch.11 (SPA4)</td>
<td>NU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch.4 (SP5)</td>
<td>Ph. 4</td>
<td>Ch.8 (SP11)</td>
<td>Ph. 8</td>
<td>Ch.12 (SPA5)</td>
<td>NU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ch.13 (SP3)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ch.14 (SP6)</td>
<td>Ped 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ch.15 (SP9)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ch.16 (SP12)</td>
<td>Ped 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OLA = Ph. 8 - Ped 8**

**STEP 3A:** LIST ALL DIODE PAIRS FOR EACH MONITOR CHANNEL IN THE SAME BOX

- **Diode Pairs to Remove:** 2-13, 4-14, 6-15, 8-16, 8-9

**STEP 3B:** START IN UPPER LEFT BOX OF THE DIAGRAM. LIST ALL DIODE PAIRS FOR EACH MONITOR CHANNEL THAT IS VERTICALLY OR DIAGONALLY OPPOSITE THE BOX (EXCEPT ANY EXCLUSIVE PHASES).

- **Diode Pairs to Remove:** 1-5, 1-6, 1-15

**STEP 3C:** REPEAT STEP 3B FOR EACH BOX ON THE UPPER ROW OF THE DIAGRAM.

- **Diode Pairs to Remove:** 2-6, 2-15, 13-6, 13-15
- **Diode Pairs to Remove:** 3-7, 3-8, 3-16, 3-8, 3-9
- **Diode Pairs to Remove:** 4-8, 4-16, 14-8, 14-16
- **Diode Pairs to Remove:** 4-8, 4-9, 14-8, 14-9
- **Diode Pairs to Remove:** 4-7, 14-7
Figure 20-12 | Determining Compatible Phases – Example 2: Flashing Yellow Arrow

By Removing the Yellow Inhibit Jumpers, Channel 13 and 15 can now monitor the “Ped phase YELLOW” (in addition to the Ped phase WALK)

Ph. 5 FYA output is reassigned to “Ped 6 YELLOW” (Ph. 5 FYA has the same conflicts as Ped 6)
Figure 20-13 | Determining Compatible Phases – Example 3: Exclusive Phases

**CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT**

| Ch.1 (SP1) Ph. 1 | Ch.5 (SP7) Ph. 5 | Ch.9 (SPA1) NU | Ch.13 (SP3) Ped 2 |
| Ch.2 (SP2) Ph. 2 | Ch.6 (SP8) Ph. 6 | Ch.10 (SPA2) NU | Ch.14 (SP6) Ped 4 |
| Ch.3 (SP4) NU    | Ch.7 (SP10) NU   | Ch.11 (SPA4) NU | Ch.15 (SP9) Ped 6 |
| Ch.4 (SP5) Ph. 4 | Ch.8 (SP11) Ph. 8 | Ch.12 (SPA5) NU | Ch.16 (SP12) Ped 8 |

**STEP 3A:** LIST ALL DIODE PAIRS FOR EACH MONITOR CHANNEL IN THE SAME BOX

| 2    | 13   |
| 6    | 15   |
| 4    | 14   |
| 8    | 16   |

**DIODE PAIRS TO REMOVE**

- 2-13
- 4-14
- 6-15
- 8-16

**STEP 3B:** START IN UPPER LEFT BOX OF THE DIAGRAM. LIST ALL DIODE PAIRS FOR EACH MONITOR CHANNEL THAT IS VERTICALLY OR DIAGONALLY OPPOSITE THE BOX (EXCEPT ANY EXCLUSIVE PHASES).

**DIODE PAIRS TO REMOVE**

- 2-5
- 13-5
- 2-6, 2-15
- 13-6, 13-15

**STEP 3C:** REPEAT STEP 3B FOR EACH BOX ON THE UPPER ROW OF THE DIAGRAM.

**DIODE PAIRS TO REMOVE**

- 1-6, 1-15

Phase 4 and phase 8 are exclusive phases (There are no compatible phases located vertically or diagonally on the same side of the barrier).

Phase 1 and 5 are NOT compatible as drawn (a diagonal line would not go directly from phase 1 to 5 without passing thru the phase 2 or phase 6 boxes). See Chapter 3 for more info.

Phase 4 and phase 8 are exclusive phases (no other phases are compatible).
**Figure 20-14 | Determining Compatible Phases – Example 4: Railroad Preemption Type 7 Signal Head**

**CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ch.1 (SP1) Ph. 1</th>
<th>Ch.5 (SP7) Ph. 5</th>
<th>Ch.9 (SPA1) NU</th>
<th>Ch.13 (SP3) Ped 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ch.2 (SP2) Ph. 2</td>
<td>Ch.6 (SP8) Ph. 6</td>
<td>Ch.10 (SPA2) NU</td>
<td>Ch.14 (SP6) Ped 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch.3 (SP4) NU</td>
<td>Ch.7 (SP10) Ph. 7</td>
<td>Ch.11 (SPA4) NU</td>
<td>Ch.15 (SP9) Ped 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch.4 (SP5) Ph. 4</td>
<td>Ch.8 (SP11) Ph. 8</td>
<td>Ch.12 (SPA5) NU</td>
<td>Ch.16 (SP12) Ped 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*NOTE: During the VCOI, Ped 4 should not be active with phase 7. However, the compatible ped phase diode pair is removed (7-14 diode pair in this case) because it is not a true conflict and it is safer to allow these phases to be active during the VCOI than to conflict the monitor and place the signal into flash.*

**STEP 3A: LIST ALL DIODE PAIRS FOR EACH MONITOR CHANNEL IN THE SAME BOX**

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>14</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

**DIODE PAIRS TO REMOVE**

- 1-14
- 1-5
- 2-7
- 2-13
- 3-15
- 4-16
- 5-14
- 5-15
- 7-14
- 8-16
- 9-14
- 10-16
- 11-14
- 12-16

**STEP 3B: START IN UPPER LEFT BOX OF THE DIAGRAM. LIST ALL DIODE PAIRS FOR EACH MONITOR CHANNEL THAT IS VERTICALLY OR DIAGONALLY OPPOSITE THE BOX (EXCEPT ANY EXCLUSIVE PHASES).**

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>14</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

**DIODE PAIRS TO REMOVE**

- 1-14
- 1-5
- 2-7
- 2-13
- 3-15
- 4-16
- 5-14
- 5-15
- 7-14
- 8-16
- 9-14
- 10-16
- 11-14
- 12-16

**STEP 3C: REPEAT STEP 3B FOR EACH BOX ON THE UPPER ROW OF THE DIAGRAM.**

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>14</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

**DIODE PAIRS TO REMOVE**

- 1-14
- 1-5
- 2-7
- 2-13
- 3-15
- 4-16
- 5-14
- 5-15
- 7-14
- 8-16
- 9-14
- 10-16
- 11-14
- 12-16

Don’t Forget to include the phase that is only active during the VCOI!!

Don’t Forget to include the phase that is only active during the VCOI!!
20.6.4 Auxiliary Output File (Front and Back View)

This location comes standard in 332S cabinets (optional in 332 cabinets) and provides additional outputs if more are needed. Unused locations should be left blank. It is filled out the same way as the main output file.

Check mark all boxes that are used. Unused location should be blank.

Check mark both Flash Transfer Relay (FTR) boxes (even if the Aux file is not used).

Show the flash plug color associated with each vehicle phase (R=Red, Y=yellow, W=Dark Signal). Red is typically used for all indications.

List phase (the standard phase assignments are shown in this example)

Fill in the phase for the Red (R), Yellow (Y), Green (G), Walk (W), Flashing Don’t Walk (DW), and Part Time Restriction signal (PTR) indications. Standard indications are shown in the example.
20.6.5 Additional Information for the Output File

- The standard 332S (and 332 and 336) cabinets can accommodate 8 vehicle phases and 4 pedestrian phases (a total of 12 load switches). An additional 4 vehicle phase and 2 pedestrian phases (a total of 6 additional load switches) are available if needed in the auxiliary output file of the 332S and 332 cabinet (The auxiliary output file comes standard in the 332S cabinet, and is optional in the 332 cabinet). There is a standard phase layout for the output file. However, most intersection software programs allow the flexibility to assign any phase, pedestrian phase, overlap or special use output to any output location in the output files.

- Sixteen (of the 18 total) load switches are conflict monitored. The load switches in the auxiliary file slot A3 and A6 are not monitored.

- Pedestrian output locations will always be in load switch location 3, 6, 9, and 12 of the main output file and A3 and A6 of an auxiliary output file. The reason for this is that the flash power is not routed to these load switch locations, which allows the pedestrian signal indications to remain dark while the signal is operating in emergency flash mode. Vehicle signal indication should not be reassigned to these slots as they should not remain dark in flashing mode.

- Flashing yellow left turn arrow indications started to be used in the early 2000’s and output file was not created with this operation in mind. In the past, the flashing yellow output was assigned to various locations. The following was developed to create a standard for the cabinet termination of the FYA display which makes use of standard outputs that are normally never used and enables a simplified method for conflict monitoring:

  - Phase 1 FYA: terminates at phase 2 ped yellow (load switch slot 3)
  - Phase 5 FYA: terminates at phase 6 ped yellow (load switch slot 9)
  - Phase 3 FYA: terminates at phase 4 ped yellow (load switch slot 6)
  - Phase 7 FYA: terminates at phase 8 ped yellow (load switch slot 12)

- PTR signs should terminate on the phase 1 ped yellow output of the auxiliary output file, switch pack location A3. In the past, PTR signs for rail preemption (the typical installation) were normally terminated on the phase 4 ped yellow output (or any other unused ped yellow output if the phase 4 ped didn’t exist). Because the ped yellow outputs for ped phases 2 thru 8 are now reserved for the flashing yellow arrow indications, they should no longer be used for PTR signs in new installations.
• Flash plugs are used with the output file to enable the correct indication to flash while the signal is operating in emergency flash mode (i.e. cabinet flash). RED flash plugs enable the red indication to flash, and YELLOW flash plugs enable the yellow indication to flash. WHITE flash plugs shall be used to bypass the flash power if a standard vehicle phase output (Switch pack locations 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11, A1, A2, A4, and A5) has been reassigned to a pedestrian phase so that the pedestrian indications will remain dark while the signal is operating in emergency flash mode. The default standard is to use RED flash plugs for all load switch locations that serve vehicle phases; standard pedestrian phase load switch locations do not use flash plugs and are already wired to bypass the flash power. The major through phase may have YELLOW flash plugs under certain conditions (See the Traffic Signal Policy and Guidelines, Chapter 9 for more information). The Region Traffic Signal Operations Engineer is responsible for making this determination. If something other than RED flash plugs are required, it shall be noted on the switch pack location as “Y” (for yellow) or “W” (for no-flash).
20.7 332S Cabinet Print (Page 4 – C1 Pin Assignments & Test Switch)

Page 4 of the cabinet print shows the C1 pin assignments and test switch details. This sheet generally doesn’t require any modification. See Figure 20-15.

Figure 20-15 | 332S Cabinet Print (page 4 – C1 pin assignments & test switch)

This sheet should not be modified
20.8 332S Cabinet Print (Page 5 – Electrical Diagrams)

Page 5 of the cabinet print shows the electrical diagram details. This sheet generally doesn’t require any modification. See Figure 20-16.

Figure 20-16 | 332S Cabinet Print (page 5 – electrical diagrams)
20.9 332S Cabinet Print (Page 6 – Intersection Drawing)

Page 6 of the cabinet print shows the intersection drawing. The intersection drawing is created from the design file and placed in the cabinet print file. This is to allow for easy future modification and archiving of the cabinet print without having to reference other files. Include the following:

- North arrow
- Lanes and lane use arrows
- Phasing labeled per lane
- Crosswalks being used and labeled per crosswalk
- Signal poles with mast arms/span wires showing locations of the signal heads
- Labeled detection zones (show and label cameras/radar if using video detection or radar detection)
- Phase rotation diagram
- Fire preemption diagram
- Reference to signal plan sheets related to the intersection (include outdated plan sheets for historical information)
- Railroad preemption site specific constraints

Bubble notes are typically not used in the intersection drawing. One exception is for video or radar detection; the bubble notes are the best way to define the label the zones on the plan view. See Figure 20-17.

Figure 20-17 | 332S Cabinet Print (page 6 – Intersection Drawing)
21 CONSTRUCTION SUPPORT

Once the project has been let, the signal designer will need to provide assistance to the office administering the contract during the advertisement and construction phases. This typically consists of:

- Clarifying/interpreting information shown in the plans and specifications
- Adding, modifying or deleting information in the plans and specifications as necessary
- Providing a cost estimate for your expected amount of construction support
- Reviewing submittals
- Attending meetings as requested
- Periodic inspection of work as requested

Construction Support should be the highest priority for the Signal Designer.

21.1 Authority over the Contract Work

Once the project is let (during the advertisement phase and the construction phase) the Engineer has full authority over the work contained in the contract documents. The Engineer is defined in the specifications as the Chief Engineer of the Agency acting directly or through authorized representative (Section 00110.20). The specifications also define the Project Manager as the Engineer’s representative who directly supervises the engineering and administration of a contract (Section 00110.20) and the states the duties and authorities of the project manager (Section 00150.01). One of the duties of the project manager is to address any clarification, interpretation, corrections, etc. of the contract documents. This is to ensure that clear, concise information/direction is given to the bidders or the contractor. Contract clarification or interpretation obtained from persons other than the project manager (i.e. the signal designer) are not binding on the agency and unnecessarily complicate administration of the contract.

The Engineer (Project Manager) has authority of the contract work. Always work directly with the project manager’s office when providing construction support. DO NOT WORK DIRECTLY WITH THE BIDDER OR CONTRACTOR!

21.2 Addenda

Changes or corrections to the plans, special provisions or bid items may be required during the advertisement phase. These changes are made by addenda.

If the addendum includes modifying a plan sheet, a revised stamped and sealed mylar plan sheet is required. Revision triangles are required on ALL revised plan sheets as shown in the Contract Plans Development Guide, NO EXCEPTIONS.
In addition, the revised stamped and sealed mylar must be submitted to the Traffic Standards Section for review and design approval as per Chapter 2. The T.R.S number does not change from the original plan sheet.

21.3 Pre-Construction Conference

After the contract has been awarded and prior to starting work, the contractor must meet with the Project Manager for a Pre-construction conference (pre-con). The pre-construction meeting will typically cover the following topic that can impact signal design:

- Utility relocation and potential conflicts
- Identifying known problem areas, identifying procedures to resolve those problems, and establishing a process to resolve future problems in a timely manner
- Calling attention to unique design requirements in the plans and specs
- Project schedule
- Temporary traffic control and staging
- Identification of key personnel and channels of communication

The signal designer should attend the pre-con conference if possible, especially if there are known problem areas, unique design requirements, and/or the contractor or inspector have limited traffic signal construction experience. Obtaining a copy of the agenda can maximize your efficiency as it is not necessary to stay for the entire pre-con, which can be lengthy and cover a wide array of contract topics.

21.4 Material Submittals and Shop Drawing Review

The signal designer may receive different types of submittals to review, but the three main required construction submittals are pole drawings, Blue & Green Sheets, and Field Verification Forms.

21.4.1 Pole and Foundation Submittals

When you receive pole submittals, review the basic traffic features: mast arm orientation, luminaire arm orientation, and any other appurtenances that you have specified on the plans.

After reviewing the submittals, mark them as REVIEWED including your signature and the date. Keep one copy of the pole submittal for yourself and send the rest of the shop drawings with a copy of the signal plan, to the Traffic Structures Engineer for review of the pole design and foundation design.

21.4.2 Blue Sheets and Green Sheets

The Traffic Signal Standards Section maintains two lists of materials and equipment that show a list of prequalified equipment for use on signal projects. These lists are commonly referred to as the “Blue and Green Sheets”. They are updated frequently.
and posted on the Traffic Signal Standards Website under “Product evaluation and approval” at:

http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/Engineering/Pages/Signals.aspx

The “Blue Sheets” contain a list of items that are normally qualified by the Project Manager according to the Non-Field Tested Materials Guide.

The “Green Sheets” contain a list of items that are normally accepted for environmental and functional testing by the Traffic Signal Services Unit (i.e. the controller cabinet and equipment contained within).

The contractor is responsible for downloading, appropriately filling-out, and submitting copies of blue and green sheets to the Project Manager prior to starting work. The second page of the blue and green sheets contains detailed instructions for how to use and process each document.

Typically the signal designer is not involved in reviewing, using, processing, or approving the green and blue sheets. However, you may be asked to help the inspector review them, usually to make sure that the contractor has included all of the necessary components as required by the plans and specifications. If this occurs, read through and follow the instructions listed on the second page of the submittal.

**Always read and follow the instructions on the second page of the Blue and Green Sheets.**

### 21.4.1 Field Verification Forms (for Signal Poles and Signal Pole Foundations)

There are two field verification forms, one for Signal Poles and one for Signal Pole Foundations. These two forms are required for each large pole on the project (not required for pedestals or pushbutton posts). Both forms contains information that is intended to verify the exact location of the pole foundation, the vertical clearance for all equipment mounted on the mast arm will meet the 18’ min. to 19’ max, and the anchor rod projection is installed per specification. You can download copies of the two forms, as well as get additional information about their use (flow chart and roles & responsibilities) at the Traffic Structures website under “signal supports, field verification forms”:

http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/Engineering/Pages/Structures.aspx

These forms are filled out by the Project Manager’s office prior to installation of the signal pole foundations based on the information provided in the signal plan sheets and design files. However, you may be asked to help fill them out or review the content.
21.5 Cabinet Print
The cabinet print is submitted to the Traffic Signal Services Unit (TSSU) and the Region Traffic Operations Engineer during the construction phase (ideally near the pre-construction conference project milestone), prior to the signal being constructed. See Chapter 20 for more information on the cabinet print.

21.6 Requests for Information
The Project Manager’s Office will contact the Engineer of Record when there is a need for interpretation of the plans or the specifications. As mentioned in Section 21.1, all requests for information should come from the Project Manager’s Office. If a request from someone other than the Project Manager Office is received, do NOT answer any project specific questions and direct them to the Project Manager’s Office for proper processing of the issue. This may seem overly bureaucratic and unhelpful, but the importance of this process cannot be understated; it is vital that agency communication is directed through a single official source to avoid conflicting, confusing, or inappropriate release of information that may result in time delays, unnecessary expense, or construction claims.

The construction lead will submit any contractor questions, contractor proposals, errors in the plans/specifications, etc. to the Engineer of Record for review and comment. The Engineer of Record will determine a proper response back according to the following:

- If clarification of the plans is all that is needed, the Engineer of Record will provide this information to the PM with no further action needed from the EOR.

- If a minor change to plans and/or specifications is needed, the Engineer of Record will submit a proposed solution to Region Traffic and the Region Electricians for review and approval. A minor change would be anything that falls under current standard practice. The EOR will give the approved solution to the construction lead (see section 21.7) who will then direct the contractor.

- If a major change to plans and/or specifications is needed, the Engineer of Record will submit a proposed solution to the Traffic Roadway Section, Region Traffic and the Region Electricians for review and approval. A major change would involve any deviation from standards. The EOR will give the approved solution to the construction lead (see section 21.7) who will then direct the contractor.

The Engineer of Record is responsible for providing a solution to issues that arise during construction! The Construction Lead is responsible for making sure that solution is carried out.

The following flow chart, Figure 21-1, outlines this basic process for handling requests for information and resolving issues during construction.
Figure 21-1 | Changes During Construction Flow Chart

**Engineer of Record:**
This is the person or firm that produced the traffic signal plans. This could be ODOT, local agencies, consultants, etc.

**Request for info or changes**

**Construction Lead:**
This is the ODOT designated construction lead. This could be a Consultant Project Managers (CPM), Project Leader, District Permits, Local Agency Liaison, Project Manager, etc.

**Major Change**
Submit proposed solution for comments

**ODOT Region Traffic:**
This is the Region Traffic Engineer or the Region Signal Operations Engineer

**ODOT Electricians:**
This is the lead electrician for the specific region

*Minor Changes: Approved solution shall have approval from Region Traffic and Electricians*

*Major Changes: Approved solution shall have approval from Traffic-Roadway Section, Region Traffic and Electricians*

It's the Engineer of Record’s responsibility to ensure all required parties have the opportunity to comment and approve of the “Approved Solution” that will be given to the construction lead.
21.7 Contract Change Orders

Changes or corrections to the plans, special provisions or bid items may be required during the construction phase. These changes are made by contract change orders (CCO).

If a CCO includes modification to a plan sheet, there are two options for resolution:

- Provide written or verbal direction to the PM of the required change. This change will then be documented in the CCO paperwork and on the plan sheet as-built when the project is completed. If the change is major or includes a deviation from standards, verbal or written approval (such as e-mail) is required by the Traffic Standard Section.

- Produce a revised stamped and sealed mylar for inclusion into the CCO. This option is recommended if the revision is complex enough that written or verbal directions to the construction lead would be insufficient to properly understand and implement the change. Revision triangles are required on ALL revised plan sheets as shown in the Contract Plans Development Guide, NO EXCEPTIONS. The revised stamped and sealed mylar do NOT need to be submitted to the Traffic Signal Standards Section for review and design approval if the proposed change is minor and doesn’t deviate from standards (i.e. adjustment or deletion of an optional lane use sign). If the change is major (i.e. deviates from the requirements stated in the operational approval) or involves a deviation from standards, the revised plan sheet shall be submitted to the Traffic Signal Standards Unit for review and Design Approval as per chapter 2. The T.R.S number does not change from the original plan sheet.

**CCO plan sheet revisions are given the highest priority for Traffic Signal Standards Section review.**

**Verbal approval by the Traffic Standards Section for changes that deviate from standard is acceptable for moving forward during construction.**

21.8 Certified Traffic Signal Inspection Certification

ODOT Traffic Standards Section provides training and certification each year for inspection of ODOT traffic signal installations. While this training is specific to inspection and NOT a requirement signal designers, it is highly recommended as it will give a better understanding of the materials and construction process related to traffic signals. Class topics include:

- Material Qualifications (Blue and Green Sheets)
- Review of the current “Field Inspectors Manual for Signal Construction”
- Exposure to basic signal design
- Standard Drawings
- Reading of plans and specifications

The training is taught in two different formats; a 2-day full class and a 1-day re-certification class for those that are more familiar with the subject topics and just need a refresher course.
highlighting the recent changes. An exam is given at the end of each class and certification is given to those that pass. Certification is good for three years.

For more information on these classes, access to the current version of the “Inspector’s Manual for Signal Construction”, and to register for up-coming classes, visit the ODOT Inspector Certification Program website:


### 21.9 Construction Issues

This section takes excerpts from actual construction change orders and project manager narratives, grouped into basic categories. Some of these issues could have been resolved prior to construction during the design phase by a site visit to field verify conditions or by coordinating with other disciplines. Some result from ambiguity, incomplete, or conflicting information in the contract documents. Others are the result of unexpected conditions that were uncovered during the construction process and would have been hard to predict ahead of time. While not all contract change orders can be avoided, the goal is to minimize the number of CCOs needed to build the contract by producing complete, concise, and field verified contract plans.

The Traffic Signal Standards Unit reviews contract change order and project manager narratives as they are posted on the ODOT server.

It is always more cost effective for the contractor to bid and build what’s shown in the original contract documents than to issue a change order during construction for the same work.
21.9.1 Detection

April 2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ESTIMATED NET COST EFFECT OF THIS AGREEMENT ON THE CONTRACT:</th>
<th>INCREASE</th>
<th>DECREASE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$1,347.96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

November 2012

Region 1 determined that a proposed future project will reconfigure the ramp meter detector loops at the US26 EB straight on ramp and therefore, the loop replacement work shown on the project plans was deleted in this contract. ODOT Region 1 requested this change. The price for cutting loops in the sub-sub-contract for Bid Item 117, for Ramp Meter Modification: EB ON-Ramp at 185th, was $6,360 for 14 loops, which equals $454.28 per loop. At the 185th ramp to EB US26 six loops were not removed and replaced. Six loops at $454.28 each plus 17% mark-up is $3,189. Splicing the loops to the loop feeder cable would take about 1/2 day at $72/hour plus 15/hour for equipment and materials is an additional $368 for time and materials. The total associated with this work, and appropriate for credit to ODOT, is $3,537.

The attached email dialogue documents agreement from sub-contractor ONeill Electric Inc. to credit ODOT $3,537.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ESTIMATED NET COST EFFECT OF THIS AGREEMENT ON THE CONTRACT:</th>
<th>INCREASE</th>
<th>DECREASE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>($3,537.00)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Extra Work Order, August 2012

There are several locations where there are old steel street loop boxes that will be impacted by the pavement grinding. The old steel street boxes will be replaced by new PVC loop pockets. There are also several locations that will require new conduit that was not shown in the contract plans. This EWO will compensate the contractor for the added electrical work as directed by the engineer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PAY ITEM</th>
<th>REASON CODE</th>
<th>WORK TYPE</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>ESTIMATED AMOUNT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>803</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Compensate Contractor For Added Electrical Work.</td>
<td>$4,660.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PM Narrative May 2012

SECTION I – SPECIFIC FEEDBACK FOR PROJECT DESIGNER(S) and/or PROJECT DELIVERY TEAM

Provide constructive feedback to the project Designer(s) and/or Project Delivery Team identifying project components and aspects that worked well, and which could/should be used on other projects. Identify project components or aspects which were problematic along with suggested solutions to avoid repeating on future projects. For Design-Build projects, include feedback to the DB Project Manager or Project Leader regarding contract language which was problematic, along with suggested solutions. Also identify contract language which worked well.

These type of paving projects usually do not get adequate amount of time for quality control. Perhaps for future projects, it would be good to check the existing loops and connections, quality of J-Boxes and Wiring. In most cases, the plans call for adjust boxes, extend wires, etc., the directions in the plans for the installations are usually not specific enough, leading to conflicts, delays, and extra costs.

21.9.2 Conduits

January 2013

During the installation of the new illumination conduit the contractor encountered rock that was not shown in the geotechnical report. The contractor's HDD equipment has experienced several breakdowns due to the rocky sub-surface conditions. This CCO compensates the contractor for the added costs of drilling through the rock.

ESTIMATED NET COST EFFECT OF THIS AGREEMENT ON THE CONTRACT:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INCREASE</th>
<th>DECREASE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$86,752.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

May 2012

This work was required due to damaged condition of the existing conduits that were to be utilized by the project for site lighting. The conduits were damaged on a previous city project and not repaired. Our project called for these conduits to be utilized in the new lighting system.

ESTIMATED NET COST EFFECT OF THIS AGREEMENT ON THE CONTRACT:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INCREASE</th>
<th>DECREASE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$5,447.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
October 2011

The Work to be done under this Contract consists of constructing traffic signal modifications at eleven intersections along SW Tualatin-Sherwood Road and Nyberg Street. The modifications include installing video detection and pan-tilt-zoom cameras along with fiber optic cable and associated communications hardware. During construction, the existing conduit that was to be used for equipment and communication cables, was found to be at capacity. It was also determined additional cameras at Boones Ferry Rd needed to be installed. This CCO addresses installing conduit and junction boxes to be used for the video detection and fiber optic cables along with installing additional video detection cameras.

Flagging was not anticipated but during construction flagging was determined to be necessary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ESTIMATED NET COST EFFECT OF THIS AGREEMENT ON THE CONTRACT:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INCREASE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECREASE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

21.9.3 Utility Conflicts

February 2013

During the Utility pre-construction meeting, the ODOT Electrical Crew Manager voiced concerns about the location of the existing interconnect conduit and junction boxes located in the median ditch. The existing conduit appeared to be in conflict with the plan design to gradeguide the median and excavate the shoulders. The Engineer verified that a relocate was not performed during design and the interconnect will be in conflict and require relocation during construction. The current design only addressed the removal and new installation of the interconnect wire from Ringette to Redwood Hwy. This change order compensates the contractor for the additional work needed to remove a portion of the existing conduit and install approximately 1000' of new conduit and required junction boxes for installing the new wire.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ESTIMATED NET COST EFFECT OF THIS AGREEMENT ON THE CONTRACT:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INCREASE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECREASE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PM Narrative, September 2012

8. Part 900 – Permanent Traffic Control & Illumination Systems

Included in the scope of this project was installing a new traffic signal on NE Columbia Blvd. and the 82nd street off ramp. One pole was relocated due to a fiber optic cable bank in the same alignment.
**2017 Traffic Signal Design Manual**

**Extra Work Order, July 2012**

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION THAT IS NOT INCLUDED ON ORDER (Additional Description; Who requested; Why necessary; Why cost is not a contractor responsibility; Parties other than State or FHWA that have agreed to share the costs; Emergency work prior to approval; Estimate effect on project time; Significant discussions; References to supporting and/or attached documents, including cost estimates for “Extra Work Orders” and “Force Orders”; Why contractor refuses to sign). List all previously approved amounts.

Several of the illumination pole sites have potential utility/structure conflicts that were not clearly shown in the plans. This EWO will compensate the contractor for potholing as directed by the engineer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PAY ITEM</th>
<th>REASON CODE</th>
<th>WORK TYPE</th>
<th>DESIGNER OR L I</th>
<th>PM (I OR I)</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>ESTIMATED AMOUNT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0701</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>0700 EWS6 F AB</td>
<td>Illumination Potholing As Directed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Force Order, April 2012**

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION THAT IS NOT INCLUDED ON ORDER (Additional Description; Who requested; Why necessary; Why cost is not a contractor responsibility; Parties other than State or FHWA that have agreed to share the costs; Emergency work prior to approval; Estimate effect on project time; Significant discussions; References to supporting and/or attached documents, including cost estimates for “Extra Work Orders” and “Force Orders”; Why contractor refuses to sign). List all previously approved amounts.

The $3,000 cost is for WOEC to provide electrical power for illumination on this project. This amount will come from the Construction Engineering budget as it was not included in the Anticipated Items.

**21.9.4 Poles & Foundations**

**PM Narrative, October 2012**

**Section I: Specific Feedback for Project Designer(s) and/or Project Delivery Team**

Provide constructive feedback to the project Designer(s) and/or Project Delivery Team identifying project components and aspects that worked well, and which could/should be used on other projects. Identify project components or aspects which were problematic along with suggested solutions to avoid repeating on future projects. For Design-Build projects, include feedback to the DB Project Manager or Project Leader regarding contract language which was problematic, along with suggested solutions. Also identify contract language which worked well.

There was no specific feedback on this project.

The traffic signal pole vendor and resulting issues in obtaining final approval of their submittals was the driving force behind project delays. The Prime Contractor and electrical Sub-contractor were advised by the Project Manager that delays to the Project may occur if the signal pole supplier was NOT a pre-approved ODOT supplier. This may have been averted to some degree if the following language had been added in the Special Provisions: “Only pre-approved” material suppliers will be considered for Signal and/or Luminaire Pole manufacture, purchases or installations for Oregon Department of Transportation Projects”. Exceptions would require special approval of the State Structural Materials Engineer before proceeding.
21.9.5 Unique Situations

Historic Bridge Issue, October 2012

The two issues that caused the most problems on this project were:

1. The existing signal heads were wired incorrectly. This problem would be hard to catch unless an electrician had opened up the junction boxes and looked for problems.
2. The signal pole was not tall enough. The 4x4 sign that was called for on this pole arm is not the norm for standard signal poles. Therefore, the use of a non-standard pole should have been considered.

Additionally, the pole was placed in the clear zone. If roadway design had been involved, they may have noticed this clear zone issue.
21.9.6 Temporary Signals

February 2013

This contract is hereby modified as follows: Description and Location of Work Covered by this Order:

This contract change order pays for some of the initial costs the Contractor has incurred to install a temporary traffic signal installation on this project. A contract change order to address Contractor's cost reduction proposal for use of the temporary traffic signal system instead of 24 hour flagging will be written when all costs and savings associated with the temporary signal installation can be evaluated. The initial costs paid for in this contract change order will be included in the cost reduction proposal. Removal costs will be tracked by Force Account and paid by CCO at a later date.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ESTIMATED NET COST EFFECT OF THIS AGREEMENT ON THE CONTRACT:</th>
<th>INCREASE</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>$52,542.09</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DECREASE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

21.9.7 Signs

December 2012

Additional Information That Is Not Included On Order (Additional Description: Why requested, Why necessary, Why cost is not a contractor responsibility, Parties other than State or FHWA that have agreed to share the costs; Emergency work prior to approval:

Work to Be Done:
4006A: Install "Truck Route" Sign on the Mast Arm at the intersection of Lombard and St. Louis
4006B: Install additional Interconnect on N Lombard to N John

Reason for Work:
4006A: The sign was mounted in a center island that was removed. The directional sign had to stay in that area and the mast arm of the signal was the best location.
4006B: In order to provide a completed system this interconnect had to be extended.

Cost Justification:
4006A: Directional sign and Safety issue
4006B: To provide a successful project

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ESTIMATED NET COST EFFECT OF THIS AGREEMENT ON THE CONTRACT:</th>
<th>INCREASE</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>$3,575.45</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DECREASE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

April 2013

Additional Information That Is Not Included On Order (Additional Description: Why requested, Why necessary, Why cost is not a contractor responsibility, Parties other than State or FHWA that have agreed to share the costs; Emergency work prior to approval:

The City of Wilsonville’s Engineer, Steve Adams, requested this Contract Change Order to provide a method of payment to compensate the contractor to remove the newly installed "No Right Turn on Red" signs as shown on Plan Sheets, 15717, 15719, and 15727.

Attachment 'A': Email from Scott Mansur DKS Engineer. During design it was unclear if adequate intersection sight distance would be available for cars making safe right turn maneuver from exit ramp onto Wilsonville Road (with the adjacent walls). After final construction review the sight distance has been determined there is adequate sight distance at both locations meeting AASHTO sight distance requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ESTIMATED NET COST EFFECT OF THIS AGREEMENT ON THE CONTRACT:</th>
<th>INCREASE</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>$790.90</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DECREASE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
21.9.8 Pushbuttons

October 2012

The contractor submitted audible pedestrian buttons from the GPL, which would have worked. However, the City of Eugene said these were not acceptable because they did not match what they had already and they could not work on these. The City of Eugene has an IGA to work on the ODOT signals, so we had to make this change to conform to City of Eugene standards.

The new buttons included additional labor and materials to make them work. The contractor submitted detailed pricing which was reviewed and found to be reasonable. Complete records are in the PM file in Springfield.

Estimated net cost effect of this agreement on the contract:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INCREASE</th>
<th>DECREASE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$5,929.36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

21.9.9 Wiring

PM Narrative, June 2012

4003 A-B 23 $9,223.20 $9,223.20

On September 22, 2011, the contractor submitted a RFI requesting direction on how to proceed with wiring the new turn signals installed at the East Pine St/Peninger Rd intersection. The new signals had been installed the previous night and it was discovered that there was not sufficient wiring to properly connect the new signal. The existing signals consisted of three heads while the newly installed signals consisted of four heads. The plans did not call for the contractor to add additional signal cable. During the design phase, it was assumed (no as-built plans were available) that because the existing signals were set up with a flashing left turn arrow, a fifth cable, which is normally required for the flashing yellow, was available. Upon further inquiry, the EOR determined that the County had retrofitted the signal at some point in the past and wired them with the flashing left turn arrow using only four cables, which is not the current standard. The PM requested a phone conference on September 22, 2011, to discuss the issue with the contractor, Jackson County, the ECR, and the LAL. At the meeting, options were discussed and an acceptable resolution was agreed upon. New signal cables would be run overhead on messenger cables from the new signals to Poles 10A and Pole 11. It was understood that at pole 10A, the contractor would need to run the new signal cable down the inside of the pole, out through a new conduit, into a new 2" PVC conduit and into an existing junction box about fifteen feet away.

The contractor requested an additional 20 work days to complete the remaining work including the final striping, which could not be completed until the signals were fully operational. The request was for 10 days to procure the material, and 10 days to complete the signal work including scheduling and completion of the striping. This was deemed reasonable. Thus, the 28 calendar days were added to the contract.
August 2012

The Contract work to install Flashers at the Mid-Block Crossing was completed per plan and activated prior to the completion date of June 29, 2012. It was later determined that one of the Flashers was not functioning independently in Alternating Rapid Flash. Investigation revealed that two (2) #14 type THHN wires were omitted in the Flashing Beacon Plan (Sht.16155) and that these wires would need to be installed to acquire the desired flashing pattern. A price to provide and install two hundred (200) feet of #14 THHN Stranded copper wire, two (2) terminal blocks and labor to terminate in the control cabinet then test, was submitted in the amount of $596.00. After reviewing the invoice for materials and labor, it was determined the price was reasonable and that one (1) additional contract day would be granted and no Liquidated damages will be assessed.

ESTIMATED NET COST EFFECT OF THIS AGREEMENT ON THE CONTRACT:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INCREASE</th>
<th>DECREASE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X 596.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

May 2012

The Contractor requested this Contract Change Order to relocate the service cabinet and cable because the current conduit location was in the excavation area on the west side of the Wilsonville northbound ramp.

By lowering the existing conduit in the excavation area, additional communication cable would be required. The additional cable was anticipated to be bundled in the existing Junction Boxes; no bundles of cable were found in existing Junction Boxes.

Increased cable length was required.

ESTIMATED NET COST EFFECT OF THIS AGREEMENT ON THE CONTRACT:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INCREASE</th>
<th>DECREASE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X 15,233.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

September 2011

4004b - Three loop detector junction boxes need to have concrete aprons installed to protect them against potential off roadway traffic. One junction box is in a fill area and needs to be raised to correct grade.

| 4004b | 011 Modifications To Loop Detector Junction Boxes | 1.00 | LS | $2,765.00 | $2,765.00 |
22 STATE FORCE WORK

Signal modifications that are performed by state forces, not a contractor, are classified as state force work. Often, these modifications are small in scope, inexpensive, and/or need to be done quickly which is why the work is not contracted out in a traditional project development process. Depending on the type of signal modification, additional ODOT crews may need to be involved (signing crew, striping crew, etc.).

22.1 Is Operational Approval Needed?

This type of work still requires operational approval (depending on the proposed modification), as per chapter 3. State force work is comprised of modifications to existing signal installations (the following list contains common state force work items, but is not all inclusive):

- Adding or deleting regulatory signing attached to signal equipment
- Adding or deleting signal heads
- Modifying signal head type
- Adding, deleting or modifying signal phasing
- Adding or deleting detection
- Adding or deleting crosswalks/pedestrian phases
- Adding or deleting emergency preemption
- Changing intersection lane use

State force work does NOT include standard MAINTENANCE work such as replacing signal equipment in-kind (due to end-of-service life or malfunction) and replacing detection in-kind.

22.2 Are Plan Sheets and Design Approval Required?

Plan sheets are required for all state force work. While creating plan sheets can be time consuming and seem like an unreasonable task for minor work performed by state forces that really don’t need a plan sheet to understand or install the proposed changes, a plan sheet provides the mechanism for documentation, archival, and accurate installation information used by future personnel.

Design Approval as per Chapter 3 is required for all state force work. Due to the nature of state force work (small scope of work and the informal payment/inspection inherent in state forces performing the work), the Design Approval process can be typically be completed much faster than plans developed for contract.
22.3 Plan Sheet
The plan sheets for state force work should follow the guidelines used for standard contract plan development with the following exceptions:

22.3.1 Title Block
The title block should state “STATE FORCE WORK” in the project information area to clearly identify that the modifications are not contract work. See Figure 22-1.

Figure 22-1 | State Force Work Title Block

22.3.2 Detailing Work and Referencing Prior Plan Sheets
The plan sheet should only detail the work to be done and just show the symbology for the other signal equipment that is not impacted by the work. Also, placing a reference to prior plan sheets can be helpful so that accessing the additional information on the signal equipment that is just shown symbolically is easier. See Figure 22-2 for example note referencing prior plan sheets. This simplifies the plan sheet and makes it much easier to see what work needs to be done. See Figure 22-3 for an example of properly detailed work and symbology for all other existing equipment.

Figure 22-2 | Referencing Prior Plan Sheets

See TMS DWG No. 10243 & 2048 for reference
Avoid detailing any equipment that is not impacted by the work to be done (i.e. placing a large amount of “retain and protect” bubble notes). This tends to add little value and instead clutters the drawing making it easier to miss what work needs to be done. See Figure 22-4 for an example of excessive use of “retain and protect” bubble notes.

**Figure 22-3 | Only Detailing Work to be Done (Preferred Method)**

Loops No. 18 & 19 are being added. The only items that are detailed are the ones directly related to the work being done (loops on the top approach, conduit runs and JB that contain the new loop feeder cable, controller cabinet).

The other equipment that is not impacted by the work is only shown symbolically.

To further simplify, these features did not really need to be detailed.

The other equipment that is not impacted by the work is only shown symbolically.
Figure 22-4 | Detailing Equipment Not Impacted by the Work (Avoid this Method)

Note that by using an excessive amount of “retain and protect” bubbles, the actual work to be done is harder to see.

Less is more when it comes to “retain and protect” notes. These can all be removed (as shown in Figure 22-3).
22.4 Are Specifications, Standard Drawings and Cost Estimate Required?

Standard Specifications and modifications as shown in the special provision boiler plates for the technical aspects installation (materials, certain construction methods) should be understood and followed by those performing the state force work. Other parts of the specifications pertaining to contract administration and payment simply do not apply to work done in-house. Because there is no need for a formal contract for in-house work, there is no need to formally produce specifications to accompany the plan sheets. It is assumed that that those performing the work are staying current with their agency’s standards and procedures.

Similar to the specifications, those performing the work should understand and follow the most current version of the standard drawings. The standard drawings that are applicable to the state force work should be listed in the title block (just like for contract work), but do not necessarily need to be provided with the work as those performing the work most likely have their own copies and are well informed of the current standards.

Depending on where the funding for the state force work is coming from (e.g. electrical budget, Region safety or operational budget, claim against other, etc.), a cost estimate may or may not be performed by the signal designer. If a cost estimate is requested for budget planning purposes, it is best to gather the data from those performing the work because the standard cost estimating tools used for contract work will not be accurate due to factors that are inclusive to the bid item (such as profit margin).
23 MOVEABLE BRIDGES

23.1 General
Traffic control for moveable bridges is covered in section 4J of the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices. Additional information specific to Oregon is presented in this chapter.

23.2 Design Responsibility
The Bridge Section has historically been responsible for the design, maintenance and operation of all traffic control devices that are activated by the moveable bridge control system (which includes the signal indications and flashing beacon warning devices). As such, the Signal Designer has had little involvement in the past with the traffic control devices used for moveable bridges. However, due to several recent moveable bridge projects, it became clear that more information about the traffic control devices used and more coordination between the Traffic Section and the Bridge Section was needed. The Bridge, Signal, and Sign Designer should work closely together to ensure that the design for each discipline is detailed or referenced appropriately.

The Bridge Plans Sheets should detail the following items:
- Control system that activates the traffic signals and flashing beacons (cabinets, power source, termination of wires, etc.)
- Location of Gate arms
- Audible devices for warning traffic
- Non-standard poles, foundations, or mounting for signal heads, signs, and flashing beacons
- Electrical conduit routed on/through the bridge structure (including expansion fittings)
- Junction Boxes located on the bridge structure

The Signal Plan Sheets should detail the following items:
- Location of the traffic signals
- Location of the STOP line
- Use of and location of the flashing beacon warning devices
- PTR signs (site specific for the I-5 NB and SB Columbia River Bridge only)
- Wiring from the traffic signals and flashing beacons to the control system (wire terminations are detailed on the bridge plans)
- Electrical conduit not routed on/through the bridge structure
- Connection details for conduit going onto (or off) of the bridge structure (Junction box, expansion fitting, etc.)
- Standard poles, foundations, and mounting for signal heads, signs & flashing beacons

The Signing Plan Sheets should detail the following items:
- Ground mounted signs that do not have a flashing beacon
23.3 Operational Approval

The decision to install a moveable bridge resides with the Bridge Section. Moveable bridges are typically not the most economical type of bridge to build or maintain, making it unlikely that a new moveable bridge will be built today. If a new moveable bridge is installed, the MUTCD Section 4J.01 requires both signals and gates (allowing a few exceptions under certain conditions). Therefore, State Traffic-Roadway Operational Approval is NOT required. Bridge Section is also responsible for how the activated devices are operated during a bridge opening. The Yellow Change Interval duration shall follow the requirements stated in the Traffic Signal Policy and Guidelines.

23.4 Design Approval

Design Approval of the signal plan sheets is required. The Drawing Title for the plan sheets should be “Signal Plan”.

23.5 Existing Moveable Bridges on the State Highway System

There are 11 existing moveable bridges on the state highway system that will require repair or replacement in future years. It is likely that complete bridge replacement projects will decrease the number of existing moveable bridges as time goes on. Table 1 below shows the location of the 11 existing bridges and the type of lift.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bridge Name</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Route</th>
<th>ODOT Highway No.</th>
<th>Milepoint</th>
<th>Type of Bridge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Columbia River (Interstate) NB</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>I-5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>308.38</td>
<td>Vertical Lift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbia River (Interstate) SB</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>I-5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>308.38</td>
<td>Vertical Lift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Youngs Bay</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>US 101</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4.91</td>
<td>Vertical Lift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Youngs Bay</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>US 101B</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>6.89</td>
<td>Bascule: Double Leaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lewis and Clark River</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>US 101B</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>4.78</td>
<td>Bascule: Single Leaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siuslaw River</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>US 101</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>190.98</td>
<td>Bascule: Double Leaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Umpqua River &amp; McIntosh Slough</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>US 101</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>211.11</td>
<td>Swing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coos River (Chandler)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>OR 241</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>Vertical Lift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isthmus Slough (Eastside)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>OR 241</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>Bascule: Double Leaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Slough (Charleston)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>OR 540</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td>Bascule: Double Leaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coquille River (Bullards)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>US 101</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>259.65</td>
<td>Vertical Lift</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
23.5.1 Non-Compliant Existing Traffic Control Devices (TCD)

There are several moveable bridges with traffic control devices that were commonly used in the past, but are no longer compliant with the current standards as described in this chapter. These devices, listed below, should be removed or replaced with compliant devices when possible:

- Signal heads mounted horizontally. See Figure 23-1.
- Use of a single Type 2 signal head to stop traffic. See Figure 23-1.
- Use of only bridge warning gates with no traffic signals (i.e. Coos River – Chandler Moveable Bridge). Note: all 11 existing moveable bridges require both signals and gates as per the MUTCD. See Figure 23-2.
- Mounting a STOP sign to the bridge warning gate. See Figure 23-3.
- Use of an advance single signal head to warn traffic (custom Type: Flashing Yellow, Green, Flashing Yellow indications or Type 2). See Figure 23-4 and Figure 23-5.
- Use of signs no longer in the MUTCD or the Oregon Sign Policy and Guidelines (DRAW BRIDGE AHEAD sign, DRAWBRIDGE ½ MILE sign). See Figure 23-6 and Figure 23-7.

Figure 23-1 | Non-Compliant Existing TCD: Single Signal Head to Stop Traffic Mounted Horizontally
Figure 23-2 | Non-Compliant Existing TCD: Use of Only Bridge Warning Gates with No Traffic Signals

Figure 23-3 | Non-Compliant Existing TCD: Mounting a STOP sign to the warning gate
Figure 23-4 | Non-Compliant Existing TCD: Single Advance Signal Head, Example 1

Figure 23-5 | Non-Compliant Existing TCD: Single Advance Signal Head, Example 2
Figure 23-6 | Non-Compliant Existing TCD: Outdated Signs, Example 1

Figure 23-7 | Non-Compliant Existing TCD: Outdated Signs, Example 2
23.6 Bridge Warning Gate and STOP Line Placement
The bridge warning gate location is the control point that influences the location of all the other associated traffic control devices, starting with the STOP line location. The signal heads and advance signing are then located based on the STOP line location. The Bridge Designer is responsible for determining the location of the warning gate. See the MUTCD Section 4J.02 for guidance on warning gate placement.

If feasible, the location of the STOP line should be at least 8 feet from the gate arm. The bridge structure and alignment should also be considered when determining the best placement of the STOP line to maximize sight distance to the signal heads.

Historically, the bridge warning gate has been installed near the signal indications or even downstream from the signal indications (rather than near the STOP line). See Figure 23-8. Modifying the placement of the existing warning gate, STOP line and/or the signal heads may not always be practical due to the structural and electrical systems already in place and the scope of the project. These existing systems have been in operation for many years and unless there an operational or safety concern with the location of the bridge warning gate, signal heads and/or stop line (i.e. non-compliance of the gate, vehicles stopping at the wrong location, broken gate arms, poor sight distance, crash history, near-misses, etc.), the location of these devices does not require modification.

Figure 23-8 | Example of Existing Warning Gate Arm Located Downstream from Signal Indications
23.7 Signal Head Type and Placement

Basic requirements for signal head type and placement:

- A minimum of two Type 2 Signal heads mounted vertically overhead shall be used to stop traffic
- Heads shall be at least 8 feet apart, desirable 10 feet apart
- Heads shall not be less than 45 feet from the STOP line, desirable 80 to 100 feet
- Supplemental heads may be used if necessary to improve sight distance to the signal indications
- A signal head per lane shall be used when there are 2 or more approach lanes

Figure 23-9 | Signal Head Type and Placement
23.8 Mounting Signal Heads and Signs

The bridge structure and alignment will determine how the signal heads and signs will be mounted. Signal heads shall be mounted vertically. Some locations will be able to accommodate standard traffic signal mast arm poles (with a custom foundation incorporated into the bridge structure) and standard sign and signal pedestal supports. See Figure 23-10. Other locations will require the signal heads and/or signs to be custom mounted on the bridge structure or on a custom support. See Figure 23-11. The Bridge Designer is responsible for any custom mounting or support details.

**Figure 23-10 | Standard Traffic Signal Mast Arm Pole Incorporated into the Bridge Deck**

**Figure 23-11 | Signal Heads and Sign Custom Mounted on Bridge Structure**
23.9 Traffic Control Device Sequence

The following sections 23.9.1 through 23.9.3 show the standard sequence of signs and flashing beacons in advance of the moveable bridge based on the required sight distance to the signal heads. Section 23.9.4 is specific to the I-5 NB Columbia River Crossing and Section 23.9.5 is specific to the SB Columbia River Crossing.

Sign location dimensions shown in sections 23.9.1 through 23.9.3 are based on AASHTO and MUTCD guidance; they may be adjusted as necessary according to site specific constraints, such as:

- maximizing sight distance
- Allowable locations on the bridge structure to mount traffic control devices and electrical features
- Obtaining appropriate spacing between other required signs, especially those with flashing beacons (i.e. NARROW BRIDGE sign, bridge height/weight restriction signs, curve warning signs, bikes/peds on bridge when flashing sign).
- Expected queue lengths during bridge openings
- Location of nearby approaches/accesses
23.9.1 No Sight Distance Restrictions to Signal Heads

Figure 23-12 shows the standard traffic control device sequence when the sight distance to the signal indications meets or exceeds the distances stated in MUTCD Table 4D-2. All signs are typically ground mounted. A supplemental signal head may be used to achieve the sight distance requirement.

The Sign Designer is responsible for the two ground mounted signs.

Figure 23-12 | Sign Placement – No Sight Distance Restrictions to Signal Heads

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>posted speed (MPH)</th>
<th>A (Feet)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30 &amp; under</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>475</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

W3-6 placement values (from stop line) based on MUTCD Table 2C-4 condition B, deceleration to 0 MPH.
23.9.2 Sight Distance Restrictions to Signal Heads

Figure 23-13 shows the standard traffic control device sequence when the sight distance to the signal heads does not meet the distance specified in the MUTCD Table 4D-2 (and a supplemental signal head still does not meet the distances specified). This standard sequence may also be warranted regardless of sight distance if the bridge has high traffic volumes, frequent bridge openings, rural location, high speeds, high percentage of heavy vehicles, or high percentage of unfamiliar drivers. Signs are typically ground mounted, but overhead mounting should be considered as per section 2A.17 of the MUTCD. If overhead mounting is used, the OR15-14 sign with two Type 1Y flashing beacons shall be used instead of the W3-4 sign with W16-13p rider. The two flashing beacons shall flash in a wig-wag pattern.

Sign Designer is responsible for:
- The DRAW BRIDGE sign (W3-6)
- The STOP HERE ON RED sign (R10-6)

Signal Designer is responsible for:
- The sign assemblies with Type 1Y flashing beacons

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>posted speed (MPH)</th>
<th>B (Feet)</th>
<th>A (Feet)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30 &amp; under</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>475</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

W3-6 placement values (from stop line) are based on AASHTO Exhibit 3-1 Stopping Sight Distance.

W3-4 placement values (from stop line) based on MUTCD Table 2C-4 condition B, deceleration to 0 MPH.
23.9.3 Sight Distance Restrictions to Signal Heads (Special Application Only)

Figure 23-14 shows the traffic control device sequence for special applications when the sight distance to the signal heads does not meet the distance specified in the MUTCD Table 4D-2 (and a supplemental signal head still does not meet the distances specified). Signs are typically ground mounted. The following sequence may only be used in the following circumstances:

- when the AADT is low (3000 or less) with a high percentage of familiar drivers
- moveable bridge operation is infrequent
- urban locations where sign placement location is limited

The Sign Designer is responsible for:

- STOP HERE ON RED sign (R10-6)

The Signal Designer is responsible for:

- The DRAW BRIDGE sign (W3-6) with the Type 1Y flashing beacon

**Figure 23-14 | Sign Placement – Sight Distance Restrictions to Signal Heads (Special Application Only)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>posted speed (MPH)</th>
<th>A (Feet)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30 &amp; under</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>475</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

W3-6 placement values (from stop line) based on MUTCD Table 2C-4 condition B, deceleration to 0 MPH.
23.9.4 Unique Traffic Control Devices: Columbia River (Interstate) NB

Being a major interstate bridge, the traffic control devices used and the placement are unique from the other 10 existing bridges. All traffic control devices are custom mounted to the structure, except one device mounted on a sign bridge. This moveable bridge has been slated for replacement; however, it is uncertain when that project will move forward. If the existing traffic control devices need to be replaced, they should be replaced in-kind:

- 1<sup>st</sup> warning device: approx. 600 feet south of MLK overcrossing, Two Type 1Y flashing beacons mounted next to the custom “DRAWBRIDGE PREPARE TO STOP WHEN LIGHTS FLASH” sign. See Figure 23-15.
- 2<sup>nd</sup> warning device: Two Type 1Y flashing beacons mounted next to the custom “DRAWBRIDGE PREPARE TO STOP WHEN LIGHTS FLASH” sign. See Figure 23-16.
- 3<sup>rd</sup> warning device: Two Type 1Y flashing beacons mounted next to the “STOP AHEAD” PTR sign. See Figure 23-17.
- Signals: Three Type 2 Signals Heads (one per each approach lane) and two “STOP” PTR signs. See Figure 23-18.

Figure 23-15 | Columbia River NB: 1<sup>st</sup> Warning Device
Figure 23-16 | Columbia River NB: 2nd Warning Device

Drawbridge
Prepare To Stop
When Lights Flash

Flash Processing Beacon
(Type 1Y)
Figure 23-17 | Columbia River NB: 3rd Warning Device

Figure 23-18 | Columbia River NB: Signals
23.9.5 Unique Traffic Control Devices: Columbia River (Interstate) SB

Being a major interstate bridge, the traffic control devices used and the placement are unique from the other 10 existing bridges. All traffic control devices are custom mounted and located on WashDOT facilities which will require coordination during design. This moveable bridge has been slated for replacement; however, it is uncertain when that project will move forward. If the existing traffic control devices need to be replaced, they should be replaced in-kind:

- Warning device: One Type 1Y flashing beacon mounted next to the custom PTR sign. See Figure 23-19.
- Signals: Three Type 2 Signals Heads (one per each approach lane) and two “STOP” PTR signs. See Figure 23-20.

Figure 23-19 | Columbia River SB: Warning Device

Figure 23-20 | Columbia River SB: Signals
24 QUICK REFERENCE

24.1 General
The quick references are comprised of information, tables, and charts that are contained within the manual. They are placed in this chapter without the accompanied explanation text for experienced signal designers to have quick reference to common design standards.

24.2 Basic Wiring Guidelines
An AC positive ("hot") wire and an AC negative ("Neutral") wire is required to complete the circuit for each piece of equipment (from the equipment to the power source).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic Wiring Guidelines (Individual Conductors)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>120V Wiring shall be sized for a maximum 3% voltage drop</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>120 Volt AC</th>
<th>Signal System Neutral: Poles over 4” in diameter</th>
<th>One #8 THWN (-)</th>
<th>Used to complete the circuit for indications in Vehicle or Pedestrian Signals mounted on large signal poles.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Signal System Neutral: Pedestals 4” in diameter</td>
<td>One #12 THWN (-)</td>
<td>Used to complete the circuit for indications in Vehicle or Pedestrian Signals mounted on small pedestals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vehicle Signals</td>
<td>Three #14 THWN (+)</td>
<td>Typically one wire for each indication color: Red, Yellow, &amp; Green. Certain signal head types require a different number wires. (note: see Signal System Neutral)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pedestrian Signals</td>
<td>Two #14 THWN (+)</td>
<td>One wire for each indication: walk &amp; flashing don't walk. (note: See Signal System Neutral)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Luminaires</td>
<td>Two #10 XHHW* (+ &amp; -)</td>
<td>From Service Cabinet to each luminaire (no daisy chaining). Never routed through the controller cabinet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photoelectric Cells</td>
<td>Three #12 THWN* (+ &amp; -)</td>
<td>From the Service Cabinet, for the luminaire circuit. Never routed through the controller cabinet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Part-Time Restriction Signs</td>
<td>Two #12 THWN* (+ &amp; -)</td>
<td>For each sign.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Power Supply</td>
<td>Two #6 XHHW* (+ &amp; -)</td>
<td>From Service Cabinet to Controller Cabinet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pedestrian Push Buttons</td>
<td>One #14 THWN (+)</td>
<td>For each pedestrian phase.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Push Button Common</td>
<td>One #14 THWN (-)</td>
<td>Used to complete the circuit for Pedestrian Push Button.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interconnect</td>
<td>One 6 twisted pair cable (n/a)</td>
<td>Unspliced from Controller cabinet to Controller cabinet.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Common wire is inclusive to wire count.
# 24.3 Loop Detector Information

## Loop Detector Placement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Posted Speed (MPH)</th>
<th>Detector Spacing (ft) from stop bar to center of detection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mainline</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note: If mainline has a shared thru-left turn lane, install stopbar detection in the lane at 5' &amp; 15' in addition to the detection shown for mainline based on posted speed.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>140</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>180</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>110/220</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>160/320</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>160/320</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>190/380</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>225/450</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Right Turn Lane (mainline)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note: not applicable to unsignalized slip lanes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>(115 if lane is short)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Side Street &amp; Left Turns</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/15/75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interchange Ramps</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low volume &amp;/or low exit speed</td>
<td>5/15/75/150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High volume &amp;/or high exit speed</td>
<td>5/15/110/220</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bike Lane (mainline)</strong></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bike Lane (side street)</strong></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5/50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mainline Temporary Bridge</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(one lane/two-way)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/15/100 &amp; 65 for bypass loop in opposing lane</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Loop Wire Entrance Type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Sand Pocket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sand Pocket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Sand Pocket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>PVC Sleeve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Sand Pocket</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Loop Feeder Cables Allowed In Conduit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of Loop Feeders</th>
<th>Conduit Size*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>1 ½”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-9</td>
<td>2”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-13</td>
<td>2 ½”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-21</td>
<td>3”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Regions may have a minimum value that is larger than the statewide minimum standard. Verify with Region Traffic and Region Electrical.

## Loop Wires Allowed in Loop Wire Entrance Conduit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Loops (one loop has 2 loop wires entering the loop wire entrance conduit)</th>
<th>Loop Wire Entrance Conduit Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-2 Preformed Loops</td>
<td>2”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-4 Preformed Loops</td>
<td>2 ½”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-4 Standard Loops</td>
<td>2”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-8 Standard Loops</td>
<td>2 ½”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: If more than 4 preformed loops or more than 8 standard loops are need to enter at one location, install multiple loop wire entrances.
24.4 Video Detection Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Posted Speed (MPH)</th>
<th>Detection zone location (ft.) from stop bar to near edge. (Zone length in parenthesis*)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mainline</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>140 (6’ in length)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>180 (6’ in length)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note: If mainline has a shared thru-left turn lane, install stopbar detection in the lane 0’ from stopbar (15’ in length) in addition to the detection shown for mainline based on posted speed.</td>
<td></td>
<td>110 &amp; 220 (each 6’ in length)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>160 &amp; 320 (each 6’ in length)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
<td>160 &amp; 320 (each 6’ in length)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>190 &amp; 380 (each 6’ in length)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>55</td>
<td>225 &amp; 450 (each 6’ in length)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right Turn Lane (mainline)</td>
<td></td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note: not applicable to unsignalized slip lanes</td>
<td>-or-</td>
<td>115 if lane is short (6’ in length)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side Street &amp; Left Turns</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 (75’ in length)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interchange Ramps</td>
<td>Low volume &amp;/or low exit speed</td>
<td>0’ (75’ in length) &amp; 150 (6’ in length)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High volume &amp;/or high exit speed</td>
<td>0 (110’ in length) &amp; 210 (6’ in length)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bike Lane (mainline)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0 (50’ in length)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bike Lane (side street)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0 (50’ in length)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mainline Temporary Bridge (one lane/two-way)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 (100’ in length) &amp; Bypass detection in opposing lane: 0 (65’ in length).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>See Chapter 11 for more info.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count Detection (all approach lanes)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 (3’ in length)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Detection length is approximate and used to provide a basic illustration of zone location and associated detector input on the plan sheet. Actual detection zone dimensions are determined in the field by Region Signal Timer.
Video layout diagram (typical 8 phase intersection)

1 detection input for each zone (24 inputs shown in example)
## 24.5 Radar Detection Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Posted Speed (MPH)</th>
<th>Detection zone location (ft.) from stop bar to near edge. (Zone length in parenthesis*)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mainline</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Vendor configuration (only one zone for all approach lanes): Continuous zone from 150’ from the device to 600’ from the device. Up to 900’ can be achieved if necessary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right Turn Lane (mainline)</td>
<td>140  -or-  115 if lane is short (6’ in length)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note: not applicable to unsignalized slip lanes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side Street &amp; Left Turns</td>
<td>0 (75’ in length)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interchange Ramps</td>
<td>Low volume &amp;/or low exit speed</td>
<td>0’ (75’ in length) &amp; 150 (6’ in length)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High volume &amp;/or high exit speed</td>
<td>0 (110’ in length) &amp; 210 (6’ in length)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bike Lane (mainline)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0 (50’ in length)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bike Lane (side street)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0 (50’ in length)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mainline Temporary Bridge (one lane/two-way)</td>
<td>0 (100’ in length) &amp; Bypass detection in opposing lane: 0 (65’ in length). See Chapter 11 for more info.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count Detection (all approach lane)</td>
<td>0 (3’ in length)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Detection length is approximate and used to provide a basic illustration of zone location and associated detector input on the plan sheet. Actual detection zone dimensions are determined in the field by Region Signal Timer.
Radar layout diagram (typical 8 phase intersection)
# 24.6 Input File Info

## 24.6.1 Input File for 332S: 2070 controller with C11 Connector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slot Number</th>
<th>Video Equipment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>C1-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>C1-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>C1-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>C1-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>C1-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>C1-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>C1-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>C1-22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>C1-23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>C1-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>C1-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>C1-26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>C1-27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>C1-28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Definitions:
- **VIP**: Video Image Processor
- **2 I/O**: 2 channel Input/Output Module
- **4 I/O**: 4 channel Input/Output Module
- **T**: camera
- **V.R.C.M.**: Video Remote Communications Module

### DEFAULT STANDARD FOR VIDEO DETECTION EQUIPMENT LAYOUT

#### "I" File

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slot Number</th>
<th>Video Equipment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>C1-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>C1-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>C1-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>C1-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>C1-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>C1-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>C1-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>C1-22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>C1-23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>C1-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>C1-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>C1-26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>C1-27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>C1-28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### "J" File

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slot Number</th>
<th>Video Equipment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>C1-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>C1-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>C1-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>C1-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>C1-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>C1-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>C1-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>C1-22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>C1-23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>C1-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>C1-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>C1-26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>C1-27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>C1-28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Definitions**:
- **VIP**: Video Image Processor
- **2 I/O**: 2 channel Input/Output Module
- **4 I/O**: 4 channel Input/Output Module
- **T**: camera
- **V.R.C.M.**: Video Remote Communications Module

---
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### 24.6.2 Input File for 332: 2070 controller without C11 Connector

#### DEFAULT STANDARD FOR VIDEO DETECTION EQUIPMENT LAYOUT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slot Number</th>
<th>Each VD # has full functionality (Extend, Call, Carryover, Delay, &amp; Count)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1 Pin #</td>
<td>Voyage Detector # Definitions:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VD #</td>
<td>SCATS Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXX</td>
<td>V.R.C.M. = Video Remote Communications Module</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCATS = Sydney Coordinated Adaptive Traffic System</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### "I" File

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slot Function</th>
<th>C1-4##</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V.D. #</td>
<td>C1 Pin #</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### "J" File

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slot Function</th>
<th>C1-4##</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V.D. #</td>
<td>C1 Pin #</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Note:** The phase assignment for video layout is different than the default standard phase assignment shown above.

---

### DEFAULT STANDARD FOR VIDEO DETECTION EQUIPMENT LAYOUT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># Slot Number</th>
<th>Equp. Video Equipment</th>
<th>Fn Slot Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>VIP</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>VIP</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>VIP</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>VIP</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>VIP</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>VIP</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>VIP</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>VIP</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>VIP</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>VIP</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>VIP</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Definitions:**

- **VIP**: Video Image Processor
- **2 I/0**: 2 channel Input/Output Module
- **4 I/0**: 4 channel Input/Output Module
- **T**: Camera
- **V.R.C.M.**: Video Remote Communications Module
### 24.6.3 Input File for 332: 170 controller

**NOTE:** Use of video detection with a 170 controller is STRONGLY discouraged! Upgrade the 170 controller to a 2070. Video equipment used with a 170 controller will be custom for each location (no standard).

#### "I" File

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slot Number</th>
<th>SCATS Det #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># Slot Function</td>
<td>Definitions:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1-##</td>
<td>V.R.C.M. = Video Remote Communications Module</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Pin #</td>
<td>SCATS = Sydney Coordinated Adaptive Traffic System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timing Functions</td>
<td>E = extend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVC</td>
<td>CO = Carryover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVD</td>
<td>C = Call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR</td>
<td>D = Delay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ct. = Count</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### "J" File

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slot Number</th>
<th>SCATS Det #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># Slot Function</td>
<td>Definitions:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1-##</td>
<td>V.R.C.M. = Video Remote Communications Module</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Pin #</td>
<td>SCATS = Sydney Coordinated Adaptive Traffic System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timing Functions</td>
<td>E = extend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVC</td>
<td>CO = Carryover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVD</td>
<td>C = Call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR</td>
<td>D = Delay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ct. = Count</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slot Number</th>
<th>SCATS Det #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># Slot Function</td>
<td>Definitions:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1-##</td>
<td>V.R.C.M. = Video Remote Communications Module</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Pin #</td>
<td>SCATS = Sydney Coordinated Adaptive Traffic System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timing Functions</td>
<td>E = extend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVC</td>
<td>CO = Carryover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVD</td>
<td>C = Call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR</td>
<td>D = Delay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ct. = Count</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**NOTE:** Use of video detection with a 170 controller is STRONGLY discouraged! Upgrade the 170 controller to a 2070. Video equipment used with a 170 controller will be custom for each location (no standard).
### 24.6.4 Input File for 336: 2070 controller

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slot Number</th>
<th>Upper</th>
<th>Lower</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Ph 1</td>
<td>C1-60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ph 2</td>
<td>C1-43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Ph 3</td>
<td>C1-62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ph 4</td>
<td>C1-45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Ph 5</td>
<td>C1-59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ph 6</td>
<td>C1-44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Ph 7</td>
<td>C1-61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ph 8</td>
<td>C1-46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Ph 2</td>
<td>C1-64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Ph 4</td>
<td>C1-66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP1</td>
<td>EVA</td>
<td>C1-73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP2</td>
<td>EVD</td>
<td>C1-74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Ped 2</td>
<td>C1-69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Ped 6</td>
<td>C1-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VD 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VD 9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VD 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VD 14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VD 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VD 19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VD 7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VD 24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VD 11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VD 16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each VD # has full functionality (Extend, Call, Carryover, Delay, & Count)

### 24.6.5 Input File for 336: 170 controller

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slot Number</th>
<th>Upper</th>
<th>Lower</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Ph 1</td>
<td>C1-60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ph 2</td>
<td>C1-43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Ph 3</td>
<td>C1-62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ph 4</td>
<td>C1-45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Ph 5</td>
<td>C1-59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ph 6</td>
<td>C1-44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Ph 7</td>
<td>C1-61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Ph 8</td>
<td>C1-46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Ph 2</td>
<td>C1-64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Ph 4</td>
<td>C1-66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP1</td>
<td>EVA</td>
<td>C1-73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP2</td>
<td>EVD</td>
<td>C1-74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Ped 2</td>
<td>C1-69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Ped 6</td>
<td>C1-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VD 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VD 10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VD 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VD 15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VD 20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VD 8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VD 25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VD 21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VD 26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Input has limited functionalities (has all functions, except the count function)

Definitions:

- **C1##**: C1 Pin #
- **SCATS Det #**: Voyage Detector #
- **#**: Slot Function
- **Fn**: SCATS = Sydney Coordinated Adaptive Traffic System

**NOTE:** Use of video detection in a 336 cabinet is STONGLY discouraged! Video equipment used in a 336 cabinet will be custom for each location (no standard). If a VRCM (Video Remote Communication Module for video detection) is used in a 336 cabinet (for temporary installations), the input file requires custom wiring. Contact TSSU for assistance in locating the VRCM and wiring details. Indicate on the plan sheet that custom wiring for the VRCM is required.
24.7 332S and 332 Cabinet Limitations – Output File

1. 18 switch packs
2. 16 are conflict monitored
   a. Switch packs A3 and A6 are not monitored
   b. 2018 monitor can be used in extreme cases for all 18 switch packs
3. 12 have the ability to cabinet flash via flash plugs
   a. Switch packs 3, 6, 9, 12, A3, and A6 go dark in cabinet flash
24.8 332S and 332 Cabinet Limitations – Input File

1.  28 vehicle inputs for a 332 using 9 slots and 2 input files
   a.  Slots 10, I11, and 14 have no inputs
   i.  Slots 1, 4, 5, and 8 have one input per slot (not two)
   ii. 4 ped
   iii. 4 EV
   iv. 2 rail – indirect via 4 C1 pins using 252 Isolator
   v. 0 spares

2.  40 vehicle inputs for a 332S using 10 slots and 2 input files
   a.  All 14 slots are populated with C1 and C11 pins
   i.  4 ped
   ii. 4 EV
   iii. 2 rail – direct via inverting 255 Isolator
   iv. 1 GPS
   v. 5 spares

### 332 cabinet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slots</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 EC C1-56 C1-57 C1-58 C1-59</td>
<td>2 EC C1-63 C1-64 C1-65</td>
<td>3 EC C1-76 C1-77 C1-78</td>
<td>4 EC C1-83 C1-84 C1-85</td>
<td>4 C1-90 C1-91 C1-92 C1-93</td>
<td>1 EC C1-100 C1-101 C1-102</td>
<td>2 Ped C1-107 C1-108</td>
<td>6 Ped C1-114 C1-115</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6 EC C1-56 C1-57 C1-58 C1-59</td>
<td>6 EC C1-63 C1-64 C1-65</td>
<td>6 EC C1-76 C1-77 C1-78</td>
<td>6 EC C1-83 C1-84 C1-85</td>
<td>6 EC C1-90 C1-91 C1-92 C1-93</td>
<td>6 EC C1-100 C1-101 C1-102</td>
<td>6 EC C1-107 C1-108</td>
<td>6 EC C1-114 C1-115</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 332S cabinet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>J1</th>
<th>J2</th>
<th>J3</th>
<th>J4</th>
<th>J5</th>
<th>J6</th>
<th>J7</th>
<th>J8</th>
<th>J9</th>
<th>J10</th>
<th>J11</th>
<th>J12</th>
<th>J13</th>
<th>J14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J1</td>
<td>J2</td>
<td>J3</td>
<td>J4</td>
<td>J5</td>
<td>J6</td>
<td>J7</td>
<td>J8</td>
<td>J9</td>
<td>J10</td>
<td>J11</td>
<td>J12</td>
<td>J13</td>
<td>J14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J1</td>
<td>J2</td>
<td>J3</td>
<td>J4</td>
<td>J5</td>
<td>J6</td>
<td>J7</td>
<td>J8</td>
<td>J9</td>
<td>J10</td>
<td>J11</td>
<td>J12</td>
<td>J13</td>
<td>J14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INPUT FILE I & J (FRONT VIEW)**
24.9 332S and 332 Cabinet Limitations – Conflict Monitor

1. 16 channels with 32 outputs of conflict monitoring (green & yellow)
   a. Monitor all greens and flashing yellow arrows
   b. Do not monitor solid yellows
   c. Green and Yellow per channel must be the same

2. Flashing yellow arrow
   a. Use the opposing ped yellow output and yellow monitor
   b. Examples
      i. 4 section FYA signal head on Phase 1
         1. Use R Y G outputs on switch pack 1
            a. Monitor G on channel 1
         2. Use Y output on switch pack 3 for FY
            a. Monitor FY on channel 13 via yellow inhibit jumpers
      ii. 3 section FYA signal head on Phase 1 (center flash)
         1. Use R G outputs on switch pack 1
            a. Monitor G on channel 1
         2. Use Y output on switch pack 3 for FY and solid Y
            a. Monitor FY on channel 13 via yellow inhibit jumpers

CONFLICT MONITOR – TYPICAL CONNECTOR PIN ASSIGNMENTS
24.10 Phasing Standards

Mainline (Highway)

PHASE 4

PHASE 5

PHASE 2

PHASE 6

PHASE 1

Side Street

Ped 6

OR

(Ph 6 NB or WB)

Ped 2

Channel A

Channel B

Channel C

Channel D

FIRE PREEMPTION OPERATION
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### 24.11 Signal Pole & Signal Head Information

#### Signal Head Placement/Spacing Dimensions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Dimension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>From the stop line to signal face</td>
<td>45’ minimum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From the stop line to signal face</td>
<td>180’ or greater requires a near-side head</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spacing of heads for the same phase</td>
<td>8’ minimum, 10’ desirable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spacing of heads to adjacent phase</td>
<td>6’-12’ desirable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spacing of heads (except Type 4L head) to adjacent sign</td>
<td>3’ minimum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spacing of Type 4L head to adjacent sign</td>
<td>4’ minimum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Signal Pole Placement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18” minimum from face of curb to any equipment mounted on pole.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5’ recommended minimum from face of curb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6’ recommended minimum from EP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5’ recommended minimum clearance on all sides of a raised island</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Mast Arms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mast Arm Length</th>
<th>Std. Dwg. TM650 Pole Type</th>
<th>Pole Type w/Illum.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15’</td>
<td>SM1</td>
<td>SM1L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20’</td>
<td>SM2</td>
<td>SM2L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25’</td>
<td>SM2</td>
<td>SM2L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30’</td>
<td>SM3</td>
<td>SM3L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35’</td>
<td>SM3</td>
<td>SM3L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40’</td>
<td>SM4</td>
<td>SM4L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45’</td>
<td>SM4</td>
<td>SM4L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50’</td>
<td>SM5</td>
<td>SM5L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55’</td>
<td>SM5</td>
<td>SM5L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# 24.12 Sign Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIGN NUMBERS &amp; SIZE</th>
<th>SIGN TYPES</th>
<th>铝板</th>
<th>почтоплатель</th>
<th>RECOMMENDED OR REQUIRED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R6-2L 30&quot;x36&quot;</td>
<td>ONE WAY SIGNAL</td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td>Required for one-way streets. One way signals can be installed on the mast arm (R6-2L) OR ground mounted (R6-6L). See MUTCD 2B-40P10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6-2R 30&quot;x36&quot;</td>
<td>ONE WAY SIGNAL</td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td>Required for one-way streets. One way signals can be installed on the mast arm (R6-2R) OR ground mounted (R6-6R). See MUTCD 2B-40P10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6-30 30&quot;x36&quot;</td>
<td>ONE WAY SIGNAL</td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td>Region Traffic Engineer Operational Approval Required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR3-12 30&quot;x36&quot;</td>
<td>TURN SIGNAL</td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5-2 30&quot;x30&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR3-STD 30&quot;x36&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3-6L 30&quot;x36&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3-6R 30&quot;x36&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR3-5TT 30&quot;x36&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3-5L 30&quot;x36&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td>Required for a trap lane (where a through lane becomes a mandatory turn lane at the intersection) if the trap lane does not have a signal head with arrow indications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3-56 30&quot;x36&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td>Required for a trap lane (where a through lane becomes a mandatory turn lane at the intersection) if the trap lane does not have a signal head with arrow indications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3-5A 30&quot;x36&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3-3 36&quot;x36&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td>Use of appropriate lane use signs is preferred over R3-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3-2 36&quot;x36&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td>Use of appropriate lane use signs is preferred over R3-2. PTR version used for R&amp;R applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3-1 36&quot;x36&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td>Use of appropriate lane use signs is preferred over R3-1. PTR version used for R&amp;R applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5-1 36&quot;x36&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R10-28 24&quot;x30&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td>For overhead mounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR20-1 24&quot;x12&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R10-6 24&quot;x36&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R10-12 30&quot;x36&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td>Required with a Type 4L signal head. Recommended when a permissive left turn phase has an exclusive left turn lane. Optional otherwise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR10-15 30&quot;x36&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3-8 36&quot;x36&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td>Required with a Type 5 signal head</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR20-5 24&quot;x30&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3-4 36&quot;x36&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W16-13p 24&quot;x18&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR2-70 30&quot;x9&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SIGNS NO LONGER USED**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIGN</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OR22-14 30&quot;x36&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;LEFT TURN SIGNAL&quot; sign replaced by R10-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR27-1 30&quot;x36&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;RIGHT TURN SIGNAL&quot; sign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR23-11 30&quot;x36&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;LEFT TURN SIGNAL&quot; sign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR10-12 30&quot;x36&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;LEFT TURN SIGNAL&quot; sign</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SIGN DESIGNATION**

- OR: Oregon Restricted
- R: Regional
- W: Wide
- OR20: Oregon Restricted 20 ft
- W16: 16 ft Wide
- OR2: Oregon Restricted 2 ft
### 24.13 Junction Box & Conduit Information

#### Minimum Junction Box Type/Size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type/Size</th>
<th>Location/use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JB-3T: Two (Tandem) 30”x17”x12” boxes</td>
<td>The same quadrant as the signal controller: first access point for all signal, detector and interconnect circuits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JB-2: Single 22”x12”x12” box</td>
<td>All quadrants without the signal controller: secondary access point for signal, detector, and/or interconnect circuits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JB-1: Single 17”x10”x12” box</td>
<td>All approach legs: detector and/or interconnect circuits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Junction Box Spacing

300’ maximum spacing. Check with the Region Electrician for the preferred spacing.

#### Conduit Requirements*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conduit crossing mainline or side street</th>
<th>2” minimum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spare conduit from large signal pole to nearest junction box (if alternative detection is NOT used on project)</td>
<td>2”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare conduit from controller cabinet to nearest junction box</td>
<td>2”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum conduit size allowed</td>
<td>1 ½”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum conduit size allowed</td>
<td>3”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max wire fill for new conduits</td>
<td>70% of NEC maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max wire fill for existing conduits</td>
<td>100% of NEC maximum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Regions may have a minimum value that is larger than the statewide minimum standard. Verify with Region Traffic and Region Electrical.
24.14 **Electrical Crew Preferences**

It is important to ensure the electrical crew that will be maintaining the signal (ODOT or Local Agency) has a chance to review and comment on signal plans during the design phase. As such, standard documentation (specific for each region) shall be used and can be found at:

\s0442c\ftp\techserv\Traffic-Engineering\Traffic_Signal_Design_Manual\ElectricalCrewPreference

This documentation contains a list default preferences that have been approved by the Region Electrical Manager. Review this list and incorporate these preferences into the signal design. Note that for any particular project, the Region Electrical Manager may elect to change any of the default preferences. This documentation also contains a space for the electrical crew to make additional project specific comments. Follow the instructions on the documentation for use.

24.15 **QA/QC Signal Plan Sheet Checklists with Examples**

Before submitting plans for Traffic Standard Design review (see Chapter 2), it is recommended that the excel QA/QC file is used. This file is available on the Traffic Signal Design Manual website and contains worksheets for each type of signal plan sheet:


- General
- Legend Sheet
- Signal Sheet
- Detector Sheet
- Interconnect Sheet
- Details Sheet
- Existing Utilities Sheet
- Ramp Meter Sheet
- Rail Preemption Sheet

The majority of the checklist items have hyperlinked examples to provide clarity.